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The goal of health education is to help students appreciate the advantages of
wellness and guide students toward making wise decisions about their personal
health. The Department of Defense Dependents Schools accomplishes this goal
through a sequential curriculum which introduces students to basic health concepts
and reinforces these concepts throughout the K–12 school experience.
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This curriculum guide is intended to assist the teacher in planning health
education experiences consistent with the DoDDS goals and objectives. It serves as
the guide by which lessons and learning experiences are to be organized and
presented.
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Development of this guide occurred in accordance with the DoDDS Education
Program Development Plan and is intended for systemwide use, This guide reflects
input from students, parents, teachers, administrators, and curriculum specialists
from all regions.

John L. Stremple
Director, DoDDS
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Health status determines the quality of life which each person enjoys. [t is the goal
of health education to increase student’s awareness of health issues, to help students
appreciate the advantages of a healthy life style, and to motivate students to practice
behaviors for maintaining an optimal state of health.
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The goals of health education are achieved through a comprehensive curriculum
based on an orderly sequence of learning experiences which introduce students to
major health concepts and concerns. There is an emphasis on prevention. Through a
developmental curriculum students recognize that wellness depends on personal
decisions. These decisions are made at an early age and continue throughout their
lifetime. Students must have sufficient information to differentiate between healthy
and harmful behaviors and to recognize the consequences of their decisions.
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Classroom experiences provide students with opportunities to solve problems, to
make responsible decisions, and to apply knowledge to their daily lives. Instruction is
carefully planned to motivate and encourage students to examine the changing
relationships between physical, mental, emotional, and social forces that affect
wellness at all stages of life.
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Adopted Textbooks
& Materials
Grades K–8
1. Scott Foresman Company
Health for Life

d

Student text, Teacher text, Teacher resource guide
AIDS and Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Student text, Teacher text

Human Sexuality, A Responsible Approach
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Student text, Teacher text
2.

Los Angeles Police

Department

Drug Abuse Resistance Education Foundation (D.A.R.E.)
Teacher guide

3. Comprehensive Health Education Foundation (CHEF)
Here’s Looking at You, 2000”
Teacher grade-level kit

4< Shared Learning, Inc.

Choosing for Yourself**
Teacher grade-level guide
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Grades 9–1 2

1. Charles Merrill Company
Health, A Wellness Approach
Student text, Teacher text, Teacher resource guide
Sexuality; A Responsible Approach
Student text, Teacher text
AIDS, Understanding and Prevention
Student text, Teacher text

2. Comprehensive Health Education Foundation (CHEF)
Here’s Looking at You, 2000”
Teacher grade-level kit

3. Shared t-earning, Inc.
Teacher Program
Teacher grade-level guide

* (Pacfic, Panama, Mediterranean regions only)
** (Atlantic, Germany regions only)

Suggestions for
Teachers
Specific information on communicable diseases
(STD’s, AIDS) is included in the curriculum.
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7. Health careers do not receive a special focus within
the curriculum guide, but there is sufficient
information integrated throughout all textbooks to
encourage teachers to emphasize this area.
8. Health concepts do not automatically transfer into
health behaviors. Students must have time to
process information and think about how concepts
can be applied to daily-life experiences. For this
reason, higher-order thinking skills are an essential
part of health education. Students need to analyze,
synthesize, and evaluate information in real
problem-solving situations in order for the content
to become meaningful. Many outcomes used in the
curriculum guide promote these activities.
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1. Within the total school curriculum, the amount of
time designated for health education may not be
sufficient to study all health topics included in the
textbook. Therefore, choices must be made, The
format of this curriculum guide assists the teacher in
making these choices by separating health topics into
two categories: Essential and Recommended. In order
to maintain a sequential curriculum of learning
experiences, it is important that the Essential topics
be covered within the specified grade level. The
Recommended material should be included whenever
possible. By following this format, students will
receive a comprehensive health education over a twoor three-year period.
2. Health education is a subject for which new
information is constantly emerging. The teacher
who uses current media and local specialists for
guest Iectures will enhance the learning
environment and keep the content updated,
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3. Health concepts can easily and logically be
integrated with other curriculum areas, i.e., social
studies, physical education, art, and science, It is
hoped that teachers will look for creative ways to
accomplish this integration.

9. Provide hands-on activities to motivate students
and to promote understanding of health concepts
The Health Activities Workshops provided in the
elementary textbooks are examples of hands-on
applications of key concepts.

4

Use pretests to determine the entry level of
students at the beginning of a unit, Chapter tests
provided within the textbooks can be used for both
pre- and post-tests.

5

Beginning in grade 5, human sexuality is an
extension of the unit o-n growth and development,
with an emphasis on the physical changes occurring
at puberty. [n grade 6, the fifth grade objectives are
reviewed and additional information on
reproductive organs and girl-boy relationships are
stressed. A Human Sexuality Activity Supplement
for the teacher’s use can be found in each gradelevel section of this Curriculum Guide,

6

In grades 7–8, the life science course teaches
concepts in human reproduction as part of
reproduction in all animal life. Health teachers at
this level should coordinate with the life-science
teachers to determine how information can be
integrated and reinforced, The emphasis in health at
these grade levels should be on decision making,
sources of accurate information, and self-concept.

10. The curriculum letter is important for effective
communication with parents. This letter, issued at
the beginning of a unit or at the beginning of the
school year, will provide parents with a clear
statement of instructional objectives, overall goals,
and standards for achievement. Especially
important is a parent-notification letter for Family
Life and Human Sexuality lessons.

11. An explanation of standards to be used in assigning
grades should be carefully communicated to
parents and students in writing.
12. Notify parents of any significant decline in student
effort or academic achievement.
13. Provide regularly assigned student homework
designed to reinforce classroom instruction.
14. Provide prompt feedback to students on quizzes,
homework, and other class assignments.
15. Recognize individual student progress and display
student accomplishments and products in the
classroom

Health Education Objectives
Kindergarten—Grade 12

2.1.6
2.1.7

Program Objective: Interpret the Role of Emotions
1.2.1 Identify feelings and behaviors that
accompany different situations. (Grades 1-6)
1.2.2 Demonstrate acceptable ways of expressing
emotions (Grades 3–12)
[.2.3 Discuss the importance of maintaining good
mental health. (Grades 6–1 2)
1.2.4 Analyze stress and investigate ways of
coping. (Grades 2–12)
[.2.5 Discuss death, dying, and suicide.
(Grades 7-12)
1.2.6 Explain the cause and treatment of
emotional disorders. (Grades 9–12)

2.2 Program Objective: Evaluate the Effect of Substances
on Good Health
2.2. I Describe proper procedures for taking
medicines. (Grades K–12)
2.2.2 Differentiate between prescription and
nonprescription drugs, (Grades K–12)
2.2.3 Identify effects of tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs on the body. (Grades 2–12)
2.2.4 Examine personal responsibility with
relation to substance use (Grades 2–12)
2.2.5 Examine the impact of chemical dependency on
the individual, family, and society. (Grades 6-12)
2.2.6 Investigate community support services
available for substance abuse. (Grades 6-12)
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1.2

2.1.5

1.3

Appreciate

Interpersonal

Relationships

1.3.1 Identify and practice techniques used in
effective interpersonal communications.
(Grades 2-12)
1.3.2 Demonstrate decision-making skills.
(Grades
2-12)
.
1 .3.3 Practice skills necessary to cope with peer
pressure. (Grades K–12)
1.3.4 Discuss factors that affect family
relationships. (Grades 5–12)
1.3.5 Describe the effects of defense mechanisms
in interpersonal relations. (Grades 7–12)

2.0 General Objective: Demonstrate a Commitment
to Wellness
2.1

Discuss communicable and noncommunicable
diseases. (Grades K-12)
Recognize ways to prevent infection,
sickness, and disease. (Grades K–12)
Explain the relationship of fitness to health.
(Grades 1-12)
Recognize factors that contribute to
wellness. (Grades K–12)
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1.1 Program Objective: Appreciate the Worth of Self
1.1,1. Discuss the uniqueness of each individual.
(Grades 2-8)
1.1.2 Relate self-acceptance to mental health.
(Grades l-l 2)
1.1.3 Discuss techniques that build self-confidence
and positive self-image. (Grades 1-12)

2.1.4
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1.0 General Objective Value Sound Mental Health

Program Objective: Explain the Relationship of
Health to Body Structures and Functions
2.1,1 Identify the five senses of the body. (Grades 2-6)
2.1.2 Describe the structure and function of body
systems. (Grades 2–1 2)
2.1.3 Recognize that sickness and disease are
caused by a variety of agents. (Grades 2–12)

2,3 Program Objective: Apply the Principles of Health
and Wellness
2.3.1 Discuss the importance of food, rest, and exercise as part of a healthy life style. (Grades K–12)
2.3.2 Develop a lifestyle for maintaining personal
health habits. (Grade K-12)
2.3.3 Describe a balanced nutritional plan based
on the body’s requirement for food and
energy. (Grades 3–12)
2.4 Program Objective: Function as an Informed
Consumer of Health-Related Products and Services
2.4.1 Describe how the media influences health
behaviors. (Grades 3-1 2)
2.4,2 Discuss health products and services.
(Grades 3-12)
2.4.3 Recognize the influences of peers and family
on health behaviors, (Grades 5–12)
2.4.4 Examine the cost of health care. (Grades 7–12)
2.4.5 Analyze the criteria for selecting health
products and services, (Grades 3-1 2)

4.0 General Objective: Accept Responsibility for
Safe Behavior

3.0 General Objective: Value Each Stage of the Human
Life Cycle

Program Objective: Understand Normal Growth
and Development
3.1. I Examine factors that affect growth and
development. (Grades 5-12)

4.1
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3.1.2 Describe each stage of the life cycle.
(Grades 4-12)
3.1.3 Describe how chromosomes and genes
affect growth and development. (Grades 4–1 2)
3.2

Program Objective: Demonstrate Safe Behavior in
Daily Life
4.1.1 Know safe procedures with animals.
(Grades K-4)
4.1.2 Determine common safety hazards around
home, school, and community and how they
can be avoided. (Grades K-6)
4.1.3 Practice pedestrian safety, (Grades K–5)
4.1.4 Demonstrate a knowledge of fire prevention.
(Grades K-5)
4.1.5 Explain safety precautions to be taken while
riding a bicycle, bus, or motor vehicle,
(Grades K-8)
4.1,6 Accept personal responsibility for reducing
accidents. (Grades 3–1 2)
4.1.7 Discuss personal safety and abuse
prevention. (Grades K-12)
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3.1

Program Objective: Recognize the Stages of
Human Sexuality

4.2
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3.2.1 Explain conception and birth. (Grades 5-12)
3.2.2 Discuss factors that influence beliefs and
ideas regarding sexuality. (Grades 5–1 2)
3.2.3 Discuss sexually transmitted diseases, e.g.,
AIDS. (Grades 5–1 2)
3.2.4 Discuss the implications and risks of
pregnancies, (Grades 7-1 2)
3.2.5 Explain the prevention and treatment of
AIDS, (Grades 4-12)
3.2.6 Discuss pregnancy prevention. (Grades 6- I 2)

Apply Appropriate Action in Emergency Situations
4.2. I Demonstrate appropriate methods for
reporting an emergency. (Grades K–12)
4.2.2 Demonstrate proper first-aid techniques.
(Grades 2-12)

Scope & Sequence

Content

K

Mental

1

E

Growth * *
Nutrition

E

RI

2

3

R3

E

E

E

E

R3

Fitness

R3

E

Drugs
Safety

6

7A

7B

8A

E

RI

E

E

RI

E

E

R1

E

R2

E

E

E

Disease

Personal

5

4

E

E

E

R2

R1

E

E

E

R2

8B

9-12 I

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

R2

E

E

E

R2

E

E

RI

R1

E

E

E

E

RI

E

RI

E

R2

R2
R2

9-12 II

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E
E

Issues
CODE: E
RI
R2
R3
..

= Essential Objectives
= Recommended Objectives (1st priority)
= Recommended Objectives (2nd priority)
= Recommended Objectives [3rd priority)
= Includes Human Sexuality/Family Living

Course
Descriptions for
Level 7– 8

COMPUTER CODE
GRADE LEVEL
PREREQUISITES
LENGTH OF COURSE

COURSE TITLE
COMPUTER TITLE
COMPUTER CODE
GRADE LEVEL
PREREQUISITES
LENGTH

OF

COURSE

COURSE TITLE
COMPUTER TITLE
COMPUTER CODE

Health B

Essential Objectives: Upon completion of the health
course, students should be able to
●

Discuss positive self-concepts.

Demonstrate acceptable ways of expressing
emotions.

HEALTH B
HLM102
7–8
Health A
9 weeks
Health AB

HEALTH AB
HLM103
7–8
None
18 w e e k s

●

Describe ways that group pressure influences
behavior.

●

Analyze stress and investigate ways of coping.

●

Describe factors effective in resolving
family conflicts.

●

Recognize influences of-family on health
behavior.

●

Identify the effects of alcohol, tobacco, and other
drugs on the body.

●

Examine personal decisions about the use and
misuse of chemical substances.
Discuss human sexuality.
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GRADE LEVEL

HEALTH A
HLM101
7–8
None
9 weeks

Major Evaluative Techniques: Student attainment of
course objectives will be evaluated through written and
oral examinations, written and oral reports, individual
and group projects, and class participation.
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COMPUTER TITLE

Health A
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COURSE TITLE

PREREQUISITES
LENGTH

OF

COURSE

Major Concepts/Content: The health course is designed
to help all students develop health habits and attitudes
that will last a lifetime. Students are motivated to
become responsible for their own health as they learn
the connection between establishing good health habits
now and enjoying their lives in the future. Up-to-date
information is included in the nine content health areas:
growth/development, exercise/fitness, substance
use/abuse, food/nutrition, mental/emotional,
family/social, disease/disorders, personal/consumer,
and safety/first aid.

Major Concepts/Content: Instructional activities will
provide emphasis on making responsible decisions.
Students will be encouraged through active participation
to examine their own health behavior and to develop
improvement plans for each of the nine content areas
listed. Students will be able to present ideas and
information orally and in writing, do self-assessments,
do product analysis, do individual research on selected
topics, plan personal exercise and fitness programs, and
practice refusal skills necessary to cope with peer
pressure.

●

●

●

Discuss factors that influence beliefs and ideas
regarding sexuality.

Discuss communicable and noncommunicable
diseases.
Describe how the media influences health
behaviors.

●

●

●

Accept personal responsibility for reducing
accidents.
Demonstrate proper first aid techniques and
appropriate methods of handling emergencies.
Identify health-related careers.

)
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Course
Descriptions for
Levels 9– 12
Health 1

COMPUTER TITLE

HEALTH I
HLH301
9–12 (required for high school

COMPUTER CODE
GRADE LEVEL

Demonstrate skills in accident prevention and
injury control.
Investigate the causes of teenage accidents.
Recognize factors that contribute to obesity and
underweight.
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COURSE TITLE

graduation credit)

COURSE TITLE
LENGTH OF COURSE

None
18 weeks

COMPUTER TITLE

COMPUTER CODE

Health II

HEALTH II
HLH401
10–12
Health 1
18 weeks
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PREREQUISITES

Major Concepts/Content: The health I course is designed to
provide students with comprehensive information about
contemporary health topics. Topics to be included are
mental/emotional health, family/social health, growth/
development, substance use/abuse, food/nutrition,
exercise/fitness, diseases/disorders, consumer/personal
health, and safety/first aid. The course assists students in
acquiring the knowledge and skills necessary to become
independent adults and necessary to achieve optimum
health. Course content will focus on attitudes and
behavior and their effect on social and physical health.

PREREQUISITES

LENGTH OF COURSE

Major Concepts/Content: The health II course is designed to
provide students with comprehensive information about
some of the contemporary health issues facing young
adults today. Topics to be studied include methods of
stress control, cardiovascular fitness and health, effects of
consumerism, values clarification, responsible parenting,
family life, sexually transmitted diseases (STD), nutritional
needs for adults, and other contemporary issues.
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Major Instructional Activities: Instructional activities will
require students to set health goals and to make and
follow plans to reach the goals, evaluate current health
information and engage in health appraisal, use the
problem-solving approach to make responsible
decisions, show respect for oneself and others, do
individual research reports on selected topics, do
personal interviews, read and report on magazine and
newspaper articles, and conduct and interpret surveys.

GRADE LEVEL

Major Evaluative Techniques: Student attainment of
course objectives will be evaluated through assignments,
written/oral examinations, reports, presentations, and
class participation.

Major Instructional Activities: Instructional activities will
provide students with the information needed to make
informed, responsible decisions regarding students’ present and future wellness concerning the topics listed above.
Major Evaluative Techniques: Student attainment of
course objectives will be evaluated through
assignments, written and oral examinations, field trip
reports, presentations, and class participation.
Essential Objectives: Upon completion of the health II
course, students should be able to
●

Essential Objectives: Upon completion of the health
course, students should be able to

Relate the importance of self-acceptance in mental health,
Analyze stress factors and investigate ways of coping.
Identify and discuss factors that promote healthful
family relationships.
Recognize factors that contribute to illness,
infection, disease, and well-being,
Discuss sexually transmitted diseases.
Examine personal responsibility related to
substance use.
Describe nutrition and fitness plans.
Analyze the criteria for selecting health products
and services
Describe how chromosomes and genes affect
growth and development
Discuss the implications of teenage pregnancies.
Discuss death in the family,
Analyze the consequences of high risk behavior.

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Emphasize wellness as a personal priority.
Describe the effects of defense mechanisms in
interpersonal relations.
Describe contemporary methods of stress control.
Discuss the causes of and preventions of suicide.
Explain the interrelationships of cardiovascular
fitness and health.
Investigate community support services for
substance abuse.
Discuss the nutritional needs and
challenges for adults.
Discuss maturation and aging.
Identify the roles of individuals in controlling sexually
transmitted diseases,
Discuss responsible parenting and family life.
Discuss separation and divorce.
Investigate current health and personal safety issues,
Examine the cost of public health care.
Clarify values and decisions about current
and future lifestyle behavior.
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Department of Defense Dependents Schools

for
Personal Health
Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:
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Recognize that sickness
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)
Discuss communicable
and noncommunicable
diseases. (2. 1.4)
Recognize ways to
prevent infection,
sickness, and disease.
(2.1.5)
Describe proper
procedures for taking
medicines. (2.2.1 )
Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1 )
Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

Content of Teaching Lesson

Name the parts of the body.

Keeping clean

Describe why it is important
to wash one’s hands.
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Parts of the body

Name five ways to exercise.

Bedtime

Explain why getting enough
sleep is important.

Cleaning teeth

Demonstrate how to brush
the teeth.

Coughing and sneezing

Explain why one should
cover one’s mouth when
coughing or sneezing.
Explain how germs enter
the body.
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Exercise

1

I

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 2
“HEALTH HABITS”
(page 15)

Chapter 5
“DENTAL HEALTH”
(page 45)

Chapter 6
“PREVENTING DISEASE”
(page 51)

I

Health worker

Name three health workers
and tell what each one does

Medicines

Name persons who should
give medicines.

Essential 0bjectives
for
Safety/First Aid

Home

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Tell ways to prevent
accidents at home.
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Determine common
safety hazards around
the home, school, and
community and how
they can be avoided.
(4.1.2)
Practice pedestrian
safety. (4.1 .3)
Demonstrate a
knowledge of fire
prevention. (4. 1.4)
Explain safety
precautions to be taken
when riding in a car or
bus. (4.1.5)
Discuss persona] safety
and abuse prevention.
(4. 1 .7)
Demonstrate appropriate
methods for reporting
an emergency. (4.2.1)

Pedestrian

Demonstrate how to cross a
street safely.

Car

Explain why safety belts
should always be fastened.

Fire

Tell ways to prevent fires.
Show how to “Stop, Drop,
and Roll.”
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Animals

Tell what to do when
meeting strange animals.

Bus

Demonstrate correct
procedures for riding a bus.

Reporting an emergency

Demonstrate how to use a
telephone in case of an
emergency.

personal safety/childabuse prevention

Health for Life

Tell examples of good
touches, bad touches,
confusing touches, and
unkind touches.

Chapter 3
“SAFETY’
(pages 25-34)

Name three trusted adults
to tell if you experience bad,
confusing, or unkind touches.

REFERENCE:

Essential 0bjectives
for
Food/Nutrition

I

I

d

Breakfast (Poster)

I

I

I

Name healthy breakfast
foods.

REFERENCES:

Fruits and vegetables
(Poster)

Describe how fruits and
vegetables help the body.

Healthy snacks (Poster)

Identify healthy snacks.

New foods (Poster)

Explain how eating a variety
of food helps a person stay
healthy.

Chapter 4
“FOOD AND NUTRITION”
(page 35)
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Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:
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Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3. 1 )
Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

d
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Grade 1

Department of Defense Dependents Schools

Social/Family Health

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
●

Demonstration of Learning
student will be able to:

Identify feelings

●

Expressing feelings

●

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Name four feelings that
people sometimes
experience.

el
le

Relate self-acceptance
to mental health. (1.1.2)
Identify feelings and
behaviors that”
accompany different
situations. (1.2.1)

●

●

Caring for and helping
others

Name three ways to help a
new student in class.

●

Positive self-image

List three personal qualities
the student likes about
herself or himself.

Ca
nc

Chapter 1
“ABOUT FEELINGS”
(pages 14-21 )

Demonstrate how a person
shows feeling with facial
expressions or body
language.
Name one thing to do that
helps when feeling angry.

Personal Health

REFERENCES:

Health for Life

d

Personal health habits

●

●

State one reason why
washing hands is important.
Name two ways to care
for teeth,

Sleep

●

Name two ways sleep can
be helpful.

Treating a cold

●

Describe three ways to treat
a cold.

Behaviors that promote
good health

Ca
nc

Chapter 7
“TAKING CARE OF
YOURSELF”
(pages 124-142)

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
le

Discuss communicable
and noncommunicable
diseases. (2.1.4)
Discuss the importance
of sleep, food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)
Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

Name four behaviors that
promote good health.

Safety/First Aid

●

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Pedestrian safety

●

Play safety

●

Name three safe playground
behaviors,

Fire safety

●

Tel] how to be safe with
matches.

Car safety

Describe three car-safety
rules,

Personal safety/childabuse prevention

Demonstrate assertive skills
of saying no, getting away,
and telling a trusted adult.
Give examples of good, bad,
confusing, and unkind
touches.
Name three trusted adults
to tell if you experience bad,
confusing, or unkind
touches.

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Ca
nc

Chapter 5
“KEEPING SAFE”
(pages 88-123)

Name three things to do
when crossing a street safely.

el
le

Determine common
safety hazards around
the home, school, and
community and how
they can be avoided.
(4.1.2)
● Discuss personal safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7)

●

Getting help

●

Give the name, address,
and telephone number of
a parent or guardian, and a
trusted person.

Home safety

●

Demonstrate a safe way to
answer the telephone when
home alone,

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 3

Explain two reasons why the
body needs food.

Breakfast foods

Name three healthy
breakfast foods.
Name a dairy product.

Healthy foods

Draw a picture of a food the
student likes.

New foods

Describe a food the student
has tried and liked.

Identify healthy snacks

Identify two qualities of a
healthy snack.

Ca
nc

“GOOD FOOD AND YOU”
(pages 46-65)

Food and health

el
le

Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Substance Use/Abuse

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Medicine use.

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

●

Describe ways medicines
can help the sick.
Name three people who can
give medicine to a sick child.

●

Safety with medicines

Explain two medicinesafety rules

Identifying drugs

Sort ten pictures into drug
and nondrug categories.

Ca
nc

Chapter 6
“LEARNING ABOUT
MEDICINES”
(pages 108-123)

Content of Teaching Lesson

el
le

Describe proper
procedures for taking
‘medicines: (2.2.1)
Differentiate between
prescription and
nonprescription drugs.
(2.2.2)

Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D. A.R.E.

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Daily play and exercise

Describe one way daily play
and exercise is helpful.

Choosing play and
exercise

Name three activities that
exercise muscles.

Importance of play
and exercise

Tell one way that strong
muscles can be helpful.

Balance

Show one activity that uses
balance.

Ca
nc

Chapter 4
“PLAY AND EXERCISE”
(pages 66-87)

●

el
le

Discuss the importance
of exercise (play) as part
of a healthy lifestyle.
(2.3.1)
‘.
Develop a lifestyle for.
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

d

2

Ca
nc

el
le

G
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Growth/Development

Five senses

●

REFERENCES:

Health for Life
Chapter 2
“YOUR WONDERFUL
BODY”
(pages 34-53]

Demonstration Of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Name the five senses.

Function of the brain

●

Function of nerves

●

Explain the function of the
brain,

el
le

Identify the five senses.
(2.1.1)
Describe the functions
of the body systems.
(2.1.2)

Identify the body part that
carries messages to and
from the brain.

of bones

Name four kinds of bones
found in the body.
Name two functions of
bones.

Function of joints

Name two joints in the
body.
Demonstrate the range of
movement in three joints.

Function

Ca
nc

-

Function of muscles

Describe one function of
muscles,

Food/Nutrition
Demonstrate decisionmaking skills. (1.3.2)
Discuss the importance
of food as part-of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)
Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

●

Health for Life

d

The body’s need for food
Five food groups

●

Tell why food is important.

Name two foods from each
food group.
Categorize a list of ten foods
into the five food groups.

Healthy meals

Plan a healthy meal with
foods from each of the five
food groups.

Healthy lunches

Plan a healthy lunch.

Making food choices

List three factors to
consider when choosing a
healthy snack.

Ca
nc

Chapter 3
“ALL ABOUT FOOD"
(pages 54-77)

●

Demonstration of Learning
student wil1 be able to:

el
le

REFERENCES:

Content of Teaching Lesson

:

Name two people who can
provide health care.

When to wash hands

Give two examples of when
to wash hands.
State two reasons why
washing hands is important.
Identify three ways to keep
germs away.

Primary and permanent
teeth

Describe the difference
between primary and
permanent teeth.

Dental-health habits

Explain how to keep teeth
clean.

Eye-care practices

Describe one thing to do if
something gets in your eye.

Caring for ears

Give two examples of ways
to care for ears.

Benefits of sleep

Identify three ways that
sleep helps the body.

Ca
nc

REFERENCES:

Health-care helpers

el
le

Recognize that sickness
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)
Discuss the importance
of sleep as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3. 1)
Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health-habits. (2.3.2)
Discuss health services
(2.4.2)

d

Essential Objectives
for
Personal Health

Health for Life

Chapter 5
“KEEPING YOURSELF
HEALTHY”
(pages 102-107)

Purpose of medicine

Define medicine.
Name two reasons for taking
medicine.
Name two alternatives to
using medicines,

el
le

●

d

medicines. (2.2.1)
Differentiate between
prescription and
nonprescription drugs.
(2.2.2)
Identify the effects of
tobacco and other
drugs-on the body.
(2.2.3)
Examine personal
responsibility with
relation to substance
use.
(2.2.4)
-

Medicine safety

Describe where medicines
should be kept for safety,
Explain three medicinesafety rules.

Harm of smoking

Define drug. Name the drug
found in tobacco.
Tell what part of the body is
harmed by smoke and the
nicotine in tobacco.

Ca
nc

:

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 6
“MEDICINES AND
OTHER DRUGS”
(pages 128–1 46)

Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D.A.R. E.

I

Harm of caffeine

Name two drinks that
contain caffeine.
Tell what effect caffeine has
on the heart rate.

safety hazards around
the home, school, and

community and how.

State three bicycle-safety
rules.
Demonstrate basic bicycle
hand signals.

el
le

they can be avoided.
(4.1.2)
Practice pedestrian
safety. (4.1.3)
Explain safety
precautions to be taken
while riding a bicycle.
(4.1.5)
Discuss persona] safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7)
Demonstrate
appropriate methods of
reporting an emergency
or injury. (4.2.1)
Demonstrate proper
first-aid techniques.
(4.2.2)

Content of Teaching Lesson
Bicycle safety

Demonstration Of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Determine common

State what to do when the
traffic signal is red, green,
or yellow.

Reporting injuries

Name the persons who
should be told when there is
an injury at home or at school.

School safety

Explain school fire-drill rules.

Ca
nc

Pedestrian safety

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 7
“ABOUT YOUR SAFETY”
(pages 148-171)

Animal safety

State three things to do to
be safe around strange dogs.

Safety at home

Describe two rules to follow
about opening the door
when home alone.

Personal safety/childabuse prevention

Define child abuse.
Name the four kinds of child
abuse (physical, emotional,
sexual, and neglect).
State that child abuse is not
the child’s fault.
Give examples of good, bad,
confusing, and unkind
touches.
Name three trusted adults
to tell if you experience bad,
confusing, or unkind touches.
Demonstrate assertive skills
of saying no, getting away,
and telling a trusted adult,

Define the word feeling.
Describe one situation in
which a person’s feelings
might change,

●

Individual differences

State two ways people can
be different from each other
and two ways they can be
alike.

●

Making friends

Describe one way to make
new friends.
State one way to help others
make new friends.

●

Feeling worried

REFERENCES:

Making mistakes

Health for Life

Chapter I
“ABOUT YOU
AND OTHERS”
(pages 14-33)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
le

Define feelings

Ca
nc

Discuss the uniqueness
of each individual.
(1.1.1)
Identify feelings and
behaviors that
accompany different
situations. ( 1.2.1)
Analyze stress and
investigate ways of
coping. ( 1.2.4)
Identify and practice
techniques used in
effective interpersonal
communication. ( 1.3.1)

Content of Teaching Lesson

d

Recommended
Objectives for
Mental/Social/
Family Health

●

Enjoying being alone

Describe a way to cope with
being worried.
State one way mistakes help
a person.
Describe two ways to have
fun while being alone.

Ca
nc

el
le

d

Grade 3
1.

I

I

Department of Defense Dependents Schools

Social/Family Health

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Scared feelings

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Show feelings

List three types of feelings.
Explain one reason why
people become scared.

Hurt feelings

Write a sentence about what
you would do or say to a
friend who has lost a pet.

Changing feelings

List three ways to ‘make a
friend happy.

Sharing with others

Describe three ways to
cooperate and share with
classmates.

Ca
nc

Chapter 1
“YOU AND
YOUR FEELINGS”
(pages 1 1-17)

Content of Teaching Lesson

el
le

Identify feelings and
behaviors that
accompany different
situations. (1.2.1)
Demonstrate acceptable
ways of expressing
emotions. (1.2.2)
Discuss the importance
of maintaining good
mental health. (1.2.3)

Growth/Development

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

d

Cells and tissues

Explain the difference
between a cell and tissue.

Muscles and bones

Tel] why muscles and bones
are important.

Brain and nerves

Name the five senses.
Describe how each sense is
controlled by the brain and
the nerves.

●

Heart and lungs

Write a paragraph on how
the heart functions.

●

Lungs

State two functions of the
lungs.

Ca
nc

Chapter 3
“YOU AND YOUR BODY”
(pages 66-91 )

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
le

Describe the structure
and function of the
body systems. (2.1.2)
Examine factors that
affect growth and
development. (3.1.1 )

●

Stomach and intestines

On a diagram, identify the
parts of the digestive
system.

Body growth

Write a paragraph on how
the body grows.

Fitness/Exercise
Content of Teaching Lesson

REFERENCES:

Agility in work and play

Write a definition of agility
and give one example of an
agility exercise.

Daily exercise

Explain the purpose of
fitness tests.

Muscle strength

Tell one way exercise helps
the heart, lungs, and muscles.

Becoming fit

Show five ways to maintain
fitness.

Ca
nc

Chapter 7
"YOUR PHYSICAL
FITNESS”
pages 172–197)

Give two reasons why it is
important to be physically
fit,

el
le

Benefits of fitness

Health for Life

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Explain the relationship
of fitness to health.
(2. 1.6)

Safety/First Aid

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

1

Responsibility for safety

Write two ways in which
each person is responsible
for safety,

el
le

Demonstrate a knowledge of fire prevention.
(4. 1 .4)
● Explain safety precautions to be taken while
riding a bicycle, bus, or
motor vehicle. (4.1.5)
● Discuss personal safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7)

Explain why seat belts save
lives.

Bicycle safety

Name two safety rules for
using a bicycle,

Electrical appliances

Make a list of rules for using
electrical appliances.

Poison safety

Name one poison safety
rule.

Swimming safety

Write a prioritized list of
safety rules for swimming.

Fire safety

Demonstrate how to craw!
out of a room during a fire.

Reporting injuries

Demonstrate the rules to
follow for reporting an
emergency.

personal safety/childabuse prevention

Give examples of good, bad,
and confusing touches.
Explain the meaning of
child abuse.
List four kinds of child
abuse (physical, emotional,
sexual, and neglect).
Explain that child abuse is
not the child’s fault.
Demonstrate saying no,
getting away, and telling a
trusted adult.

Ca
nc

Chapter 5
“YOU AND YOUR SAFETY”
(pages 120-147)

Seat-belt safety

●

Substance Use/Abuse
Content of Teaching Lesson

●

Explain the difference
between over-the-counter
drugs and prescription drugs.

el
le

Kinds of medicines

Uses of medicines

Give two reasons for taking
medicines.

Safety with medicines

Write a plan for storing
medicines at home.

Alternatives

REFERENCES:

I

Harmful effects of drugs

Ca
nc

Health for Life

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Describe proper
procedures for taking
medicines. (2.2.1)
Differentiate between
prescription and
nonprescription drugs.
(2.2.2)
● Identify effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs on the
body (2.2.3)

Chapter 6
“MEDICINES, DRUGS,
AND YOUR HEALTH”
(pages 148-171)

Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D.A.R, E.

●

List two alternatives to
taking medicine that can
help one feel better,
Identify the drugs found in
coffee, tea, cola drinks, beer,
wine, liquor, and tobacco
products.

Recommended
Objectives for
Food/Nutrition
Demonstrate decisionmaking skills. (1.3.2)
Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s
requirement for food
and energy. (2.3.3)
Describe how the media
influences health
behaviors. (2.4. 1 )
Discuss health products
and services. (2.4.2)

Nutrients and food
groups

List types of food from each
of the five food groups.

el
le

●

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Make a meal menu and write
a paragraph on why/why not
the menu is balanced.

Types of vegetables

Describe what might
happen when you eat only
one type of vegetable.

Healthy snacks

Draw and label examples of
healthy snacks.

Wise food shopper

Read a food label and list
the contents.

Ca
nc

●

Plan a daily meal

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 2
“FOOD AND YOUR
HEALTH”
(pages 38-65)

I

●

prepare and serve food

Compare lists of food and
determine whether or not
they need to be refrigerated.

Ca
nc

el
le

d

Grade 4

Department of Defense Dependents Schools

Essential Objectives
for

Food/Nutrition

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Need for food

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:
●

List five ways that food
helps the body.

el
le

Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as a part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)
Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s requirement for food and
energy. (2.3.3)
Analyze the criteria for
selecting health
products and services.
(2.4.5)

prepare a meal using the
five food groups. Include
two foods from each group.
Tell the recommended
number of daily servings for
each group.

Nutrient-deficiency
diseases

Define rickets and scurvy and
explain how these diseases
can be prevented.

Eating habits

Review food labels and
make a list of foods that
contain large amounts of
salt, sugar, and fats.

Food selection/
preservation

Given a list of five foods,
describe where and how
each food should be stored.

Ca
nc

Food groups

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 6
FOOD AND YOUR BODY”
pages 145–172)

for ‘
Safety/First Aid

Pedestrian safety

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be ab1e to:
Explain five rules for
pedestrian safety.

el
le

Determine common
safety hazards around
the home, school, and
community and how
they can be avoided.
(4.1.2)
Practice pedestrian
safety. (4. 1.3)
Explain safety
precautions to be taken
while riding a bicycle,
bus, or motor vehicle.
(4.1.5)
Discuss persona! safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7)
Demonstrate appropriate
methods for reporting
an emergency. (4.2.1)
Demonstrate proper firstaid techniques. (4.2.2)

Explain four bicycle-safety
rules.

Water safety

Write a story that will
include five essential rules
for safety around water.

First aid for minor injuries

Explain first-aid procedures
for a blister, cut finger, and
nosebleed.

Safety at home

List three safety rules to
follow when home alone.

Ca
nc

Bicycle safety

Health for Life

Chapter 4
“KNOWING HOW
TO BE SAFE”
(pages 94-1 I 7)

personal safety/childabuse prevention

Give examples of good, bad,
and confusing touches.
Demonstrate saying no,
getting away, and telling a
trusted adult in an unsure
situation.
Define child-abuse victim.
Define child-abuse offender.
Explain four kinds of child
abuse (physical, emotional,
sexual, and neglect).
Understand which parts of
the body are private.

Substance Use/Abuse

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
●

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Safe use of medicines

Write a paragraph about the
safe use of medicines.

el
le

Demonstrate decisionmaking skills. (1.3.2)
practice the skills
necessary to cope with
peer pressure. (1 .3.3)
Differentiate between
prescription and nonprescription drugs.
(2.2.2)
Identify effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs on the
body. (2.2.3)

●

Prepare a list of drinks that
contain caffeine.

Tobacco and alcohol

List the immediate effects of
drinking alcohol and
smoking tobacco.

Marijuana and inhalants

Describe three ways
marijuana affects the body,
List the dangers of using
inhalants.

Ca
nc

●

Caffeine

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 2
“MEDICINES AND
OTHER DRUGS”
(pages 172-1 79)

Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D.A.R.E.

●

Refusal skills

Demonstrate a refusal skill
when offered drugs, alcohol,
or a tobacco product.

d

Cells, tissues, organs,
systems

Write a paragraph
describing the organization
of the body from cell level to
the system level.

Heart/circulatory system

Given an outline, trace the
path of blood through the
heart.

Digestion

Outline the major steps in
the digestion of food.
Name the p-arts of the
digestive system.

Respiratory system

On a diagram of the lungs,
trace the path of air through
the lungs and identify the
major organs of the
respiratory system.

Ca
nc

REFERENCES:

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
le

Recognize that sickness
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)
Identify the five senses
of the body. (2.1.1)
Describe each stage of
the life cycle. (3.1.1)
Describe how
chromosomes and
genes affect growth and
development. (3. 1.3)

Health for Life

Chapter 2
“HOW YOUR
BODY WORKS”
(pages 40-67)

●

Brain and nervous system

Explain how the brain
receives information from
the senses.

●

Body changes and growth

Describe how the body
changes during the growth
spurt.

REFERENCES:
Health for Life
Chapter 5
“TAKING CARE OF
YOUR BODY”
(pages 121-145)

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Importance of sleep

Write a paragraph explaining what happens to the
body during sleep.

Tooth structure

Label the types of teeth on a
chart and state their function.

Dental care

Tell why brushing and
flossing are important.

Skin care

Explain the functions of skin
and tell why cleanliness is
important,

Hair and nails

Describe one way to care for
hair and nails.

Ca
nc

r

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
le

Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)

Sources of information

List two sources of information about health products.

Essential 0bjectives
for
Disease/Disorders
Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Communicable diseases

●

Write a description of how a
communicable disease
spreads from one person to
another.

el
le

Discuss communicable
and noncommunicable
diseases. (2. 1.4)
Recognize ways to
prevent infection,
sickness, and disease.
(2.1.5)
Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3. 1)
Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

State three ways the body
protects itself against germs.

Noncommunicable
disease

Name three noncommunicable diseases.

Healthy lifestyle

Write a letter to a friend
describing three healthy
habits that will be important
throughout life.

Ca
nc

Immune system

REFERENCES:

I

Health for Life

Chapter 8
“PREVENTING DISEASE”
(pages 200-225)

d
el
le

Ca
nc
Department of Defense Dependents Schools

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content Of Teaching Lesson
Self-image/personal
strengths

List four ways to improve
self-image.

identify common feelings

Write a story about the
feelings of a character you
have seen on TV.

Dealing with feelings

Discuss three ways to deal
with feelings of anger and
shyness.

Problem solving

Use the five-step problemsolving method to solve a
problem.

Ca
nc

el
le

Discuss the uniqueness
of each individual.
(1.1.1)
Relate self-acceptance
to mental health. (1.1.2)
Discuss techniques that
build self-confidence
and positive self-image.
(1.1.3)
Identify feelings and
behaviors that
accompany different
situations, (1.2. 1)
Demonstrate acceptable
ways of expressing
emotions. (1.2.2)
Demonstrate decisionmaking skills. (1.3.2)
Discuss factors that
affect family
relationships. (1.3.4)
I

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 1
“UNDERSTANDING
YOURSELF”
(pages 16-43)

●

Friendship

Write a paragraph describing
how to be a good friend.

Growth/Development

Human Sexuality

Health for Life

d
Write a paragraph describing how bones grow.

Muscle support and
movement

Name three main types of
muscle and show where
they are located in the body,

Glands and growth

Write a paragraph on how
the body grows using ‘these
words: pituitary gland, growth
spurt, and heredity.

Accepting bodily changes

Define puberty.
Name four physical changes
girls experience during
puberty.
Name four physical changes
boys experience during
puberty,

Structure and function of
the reproductive systems

Name the male sex cells.
Name three parts of the
male reproductive system
(penis, testes, scrotum).
Trace the path the sperm
takes through the male
reproductive system.
Explain what happens during
nocturnal ejaculations.
Tell the approximate age at
which nocturnal ejaculations
may occur in males.

Chapter 2
“YOUR BODY AND
HOW IT GROWS”
(pages 44-69)

Human Sexuality, A
Responsible Approach

Chapter 1
“ADOLESCENCE;
A TIME OF CHANGE”
(pages 5-12)

Chapter 2
“HUMAN REPRODUCTION”
(pages 13-24)
TEACHER GUIDELINES
(pages 3-6)
HUMAN SEXUALITY
SUPPLEMENT

Explain how cells, tissues,
organs, and systems are
related,

Structure/function of
bones

Ca
nc

REFERENCES:

Cells and body growth

el
le

Describe the structures
and functions of the
body systems. (2. 1.2)
Examine factors that
affect growth and
development. (3. 1.1 )
Describe each stage of
the human life cycle.
(3.1.2)
Explain conception and
birth. (3.2.1)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Structure and function of
the reproductive systems
(continued)

Name the female sex cells.
Name three parts of the
female reproductive system
and describe their function
(vagina, uterus, ovaries).
Trace the path the ova (egg)
takes through the female
reproductive system.
Explain the purpose of the
menstrual cycle,
Explain what happens
during the menstrual
period.
Tell the approximate age at
which the menstrual period
may occur in females.

el
le

●

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Ca
nc

●

●

Fertilization

Responsible decisions

●

Name the two cells that join
together when fertilization
takes place.
State how long it takes for
an unborn baby to develop
in the mother’s uterus.

●

Explain how parental
guidelines help young
people choose responsible
ways to deal with sexual
feelings.

Students turn over a card and try to pick its
matching definition. If the match is made, the
student keeps the pair. If the match is not
made, both cards are again turned face down.
To use as a game, let three of four students use
the cards. The student who has the most cards
at the end of the game is the winner,

el
le

Accepting Bodily changes
Lead a discussion on the importance of
accepting oneself and others. The discussion
may center on similarities and differences
among people and ways to identify personal
traits that can or cannot be changed. Point out
the difference between accepting things that
cannot be changed, such as height, and
accepting things that can be changed, like
health habits.

d

Human Sexuality Activity Supplement
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Ask the school nurse or a dermatologist to
discuss skin care and skin problems during
adolescence. Include recommended skincare products.
Let students create group or individual collages
of magazine pictures and words describing the
stages: infancy, childhood, adolescence, and
adulthood.

Responsible Decision
Encourage students to complete this
assignment with their parents. Ask students to
divide a sheet of paper into three columns. In
column one, they will list privileges they have.
In column two, they will list accompanying
responsibilities. In column three , they will list
how and when they meet the responsibilities.
Students might also list privileges they want
and the responsibilities that will accompany
those privileges.

Structure and Function of the Human
Reproductive System
Use an overlay of the male reproductive system.
As the journey of the sperm is discussed, trace
the route the sperm travels on the overlay. Do
the same for the female reproductive system.
Give each student a copy of an outline of the
reproductive systems. Students can write in the
terms as you discuss them.
Have students make a notebook entitled
“Growing Up.” One section will be a dictionary
of human-sexuality terms. As the lessons are
presented, students add the new terms in their
notebook and define them in their own words.
To review vocabulary words, have the students
play “concentration, ” Write the vocabulary
words and definitions on separate three-by-five
cards. Mix the cards and place them on a table.

I

Fitness/Exercise

Importance of fitness

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Define physical fitness and
describe how it affects
health.

el
le

Explain the relationship
of fitness to health.
(2.1.6)

Write a paragraph on the
importance of good
cardiovascular fitness.

Improving fitness

Plan a program that
improves strength and
muscle endurance.
Draw a profile of your
physical-fitness assessment.

Ca
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Chapter 6
“PHYSICAL FITNESS
AND YOU”
(pages 160-169)

Cardiovascular fitness

Content of Teaching Lesson

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 7
“DRUGS AND
YOUR HEALTH”
(pages 190-223)

Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D.A.R.E.

Describe how to use two
medicines safely.

el
le

Types and uses of
medicines
Negative effects of
tobacco

Write a paragraph on the
dangers of smoking.
Name three diseases caused
by smoking.

Harmful effects of alcohol

Write a summary paragraph
on the long-term effects of
drinking alcohol,

Drugs and drug abuse

Name five drugs that are
commonly abused and
describe their effects on
the body.

Ca
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Describe proper
procedures for taking
medicines. (2.2. 1 )
Differentiate between
prescription and
nonprescription drugs.
(2.2.2)
Identify effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs on the
body. (2.2.3)
Examine personal
responsibility with
relation to substance
use. (2.2.4)

d

Substance Use/Abuse

Peer pressure

List three ways to prevent
drug abuse or ways to say
no to drugs.
Role-play refusal skills

Health for Life
Chapter 8
“KEEPING
YOURSELF SAFE”
(pages 224-253)

Name five ways that
accidents can be prevented.

Pedestrian, bicycle, and
car safety

Write a guidebook for
younger students that
includes rules for pedestrian,
bicycle, and car safety.

Safe camping, hiking,
and swimming

List two rules of safety to
follow for each situation:
camping, hiking, and being
near water.

Fire prevention

Demonstrate the “Stop,
Drop, and Roll” technique.

Ca
nc

REFERENCES:

Rules for prevention of
accidents

el
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Practice pedestrian
safety. (4. 1.3)
Demonstrate a
knowledge of fire
prevention. (4. 1.4)
Explain safety
precautions to be taken
while riding a bicycle,
bus, or motor vehicle.
(4.1.5)
Discuss personal safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7)

d

Recommended
0bjectives for
Safety/First Aid

Emergency first aid

Describe first aid for the following injuries: burns, cuts,
blisters, and insect bites.

personal safety/childabuse prevention

Define child-abuse victim and
child-abuse offender.
List five ways to protect
oneself from abuse.

Food/Nutrition

REFERENCES:

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Essential nutrients

Plan a meal to include six
nutrients from the five food
groups.

●

Salt/sugar/fats/fiber

Describe methods to reduce
the consumption of fats,
sugar, and salt.

●

Snacks

Name two snacks and explain why they are healthy.

●

Food labels

Write a paragraph describing why it is important to
show content information
on food labels.
Explain how the media
influences food choices.
Give examples.

Ca
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Health for Life

Content of Teaching Lesson
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Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s requirement for food and
energy. (2.3.3)
Describe how the media
influences health
behaviors. (2.4. 1)
● Recognize influences of
others on health
behaviors. (2.4.3)

Chapter 5
“ FOOD AND NUTRITION”
(pages 132-159)

Allergies

Name two foods that cause
allergies.

Overeating/undereating

Write a paragraph
describing how feelings
might affect eating habits.

d
el
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Write a paragraph defining
growth spurt and describing
how the body changes
during this period.

How are you growing?

Endocrine glands

Describe physical changes
caused by pituitary and
reproductive glands.

Heredity

Write a paragraph explaining how chromosomes pass
from parent to child.

Healthy decisions

Give examples of health
decisions that affect growth.

Ca
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REFERENCES:

Content of Teaching Lesson

el
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Examine factors that
effect growth and
development. (3. 1.1 )
Describe each stage of
the life cycle. (3.1.2)
Describe how chromosomes and genes affect
growth and development. (3.1.3)
Explain conception and
birth. (3.2.1)

Demonstration Of Learning
Student will be able to:

Health for L i f e

Chapter

2
‘GROWING AND
CHANGING”
(pages 48–73)

Chapter 1
HUMAN SEXUALITY
SUPPLEMENT
(pages 5-1 2)

Human Sexuality, A

Emotions and
relationships

Write a paragraph describing emotional changes that
occur at puberty.

Dealing with growth
and change

List four ways to deal with
sudden growth changes.

Structure and function
the male and female
reproductive systems

On a diagram, label the male
and female reproductive
organs and tell how they
function: vagina, uterus, ovaries,
cervix, Fallopian tube, penis, testes,
scrotum, vas deferens, urethra.
Place these terms in the
order in which an unfertilized egg travels through
them: cervix, uterus, Fallopian
tube, vagina.
Place these terms in the order
in which the sperm travels
through them: urethra, testes,
vas deferens.

Responsible Approach

Chapter 1

“ADOLESCENCE; A TIME
OF CHANGE”
(pages 2-1 2]

Chapter 2

“HUMAN REPRODUCTION”
(pages 13-24)

TEACHER GUIDELINES
(pages 3-6)

●

d
Match each of the following
terms with its definition:
fertilization, ovulation, placenta,
prenatal, scrotum, semen,
urethra, uterus.

Structure and function
of the male and female
reproductive systems
(continued)

el
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●

The developing baby

●

Name the organ through
which-materials are
exchanged,

Relationships

Write a paragraph describing the changes in relationships that occur during
adolescence.

●

Loving relationships

Name four characteristics of
a special loving relationship.

Family relationships

Define family.
Name three things that you
learn from your family about
relationships.

Values and behavior

Define value.
Give an example of a value.
Write a paragraph explaining why it is important to
have values.

Friendship relationships

List five traits of a good
friend.
Explain why good friends
are important.

Ca
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●

●

●

Developing Relationships
Note: For good mental health, your behaviors
should be as close as possible to your values
regarding any issue. The farther your values and
behaviors are apart, the more anxiety, stress, and
guilt you feel. Brainstorm and generate a list of
values and behaviors for dating or going steady.

el
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The Developing Baby
Divide the class into nine groups representing
each month of intrauterine growth. Have a
section of library books and materials available
in the classroom. Each group will do research on
the growth that takes place during its assigned
month. Each group will also prepare a report to
share with the class on what members have
learned. Large illustrations made by the group
will be combined on one large bulletin board to
show the nine-month developmental sequence,

d

Human Sexuality Activity Supplement
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Loving Relationships
Each love relationship that you will have is a
special one. A good relationship is like a four-leaf
clover, There are many three-leaf clovers, but they
are not as special. Special relationships take
effort on your part. There are four ingredients in a
special relationship. Have students make a fourleaf clover out of green construction paper and
write one of the four ingredients on each of the
four leaves. The ingredients are:
1. Respect To respect others means to think
they are worthwhile, You listen to their
ideas even when they are different from
your own. You care about their feelings as
much as you care about your own.
2. Responsibly To be responsible means to
be someone whom others can depend on.
If you have a good relationship, the person
you love should be able to count on you.
3. Understanding: To be understanding
means to care about how others feel and
how your behavior might affect them,
4. Labor: To labor means to work hard, to
share work, to demonstrate that you care.
When you have all four ingredients, you have a
loving relationship. A loving relationship is one
in which you share respect, responsibility,
understanding, and labor with another person.

Family Relationships
A family is a group of people who are related and
who belong together. A family is the first place that
you learn how to be a loving person. You learn
many things about love from your parents, You
learn what it means to be respectful and understanding and that living persons work hard for
those they love. In groups of three, have students
identify the types of families (nuclear, extended,
single parent, blended, etc. ) and determine the
major responsibility for each family member.
Friendship Relationships
A friend is someone that you know well and
that you like. Friendship relationships are
important to you, Friendships take labor or
work. You have to work at making friends and at
being a good friend. Have students generate a
list of traits that they think are important in a
good friend. The list might include:
● A friend is a good listener.
● A friend accepts the mistakes that 1 make.
A friend avoids gossip.
● A friend is able to say I’m sorry.
● A friend helps me feel good about myself.
A friend shares with me.
A friend praises me when I am doing
something well.
A friend tells me the truth.
A friend has a sense of humor.
A friend will help when I need assistance.

Essential Objectives
for
Food/Nutrition

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

●

Why do you need food?

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

●

List five categories of
nutrients, describe why each
is important to the body, and
list an example of a food that
supplies each nutrient,

●

What is a healthy diet?

●

Design three balanced
meals that include all five
food groups, varying the
amount of fat in each meal.

Food processing

●

Write a paragraph describing advantages and
disadvantages of different
food storage methods.
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Chapter 3
“CHOOSING FOODS
FOR GOOD HEALTH”
(pages 74-103)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
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Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s requirement for food and
energy. (2.3.3)
Discuss health products
and services. (2.4.2)

Food consumer

Read and interpret
information from food
labels on two products.

d

What are drugs?

Write the definition of drug
and list at least three
examples of products that
contain drugs.

el
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Practice the skills
necessary to cope with
peer pressure. (1.3.3)
Identify effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs on the
body. (2.2.3)
Examine personal
responsibility with
relation to substance
use. (2.2.4)
Examine the impact “of
chemical dependency
on the individual,
family, and society.
(2.2.5)
● Investigate community
support services available for substance
abuse. (2.2.6)

Write guidelines that family
members should follow for
using medicines safely.

Drug abuse

Describe the characteristics
of a person with drug
dependency,

Marijuana

Write a paragraph describing long-term consequences
of using marijuana.

Ca
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Medicines

Alcohol

Describe the short- and
long-term effects of using
alcohol.

Tobacco

Explain how tobacco affects
the health of a user and a
nonuser.

Health for Life

Decisions about drugs

Chapter 6
“SUBSTANCE USE AND
ABUSE”
(pages 166-197)

List three reasons not to
take drugs.

Peer pressure

Demonstrate two techniques
for saying no to peer pressure.

Support groups

Name two support groups
for drug abusers.

REFERENCES:

Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D.A.R.E.

REFERENCES:

Chapter 7

“FIGHTING AGAINST
DISEASE”
(pages 198-233)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Causes of disease

●

Write a paragraph naming
two types of disease germs
and describing how each
causes disease.

Communicable diseases

Explain how antibodies
provide immunity against
diseases.

AIDS

Describe how AIDS can and
cannot be transmitted.

Respiratory disease

Ca
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Health for Life
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Recognize that sickness
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)
Discuss communicable
and noncommunicable
diseases. (2.1.4)
Recognize ways to
prevent infection,
sickness and disease.
(2.1.5)

●

Noncommunicable
diseases

Describe the cause,
symptoms, and treatment
for two respiratory diseases.

Write a paragraph describing
why a sixth-grade student
should be concerned about
cardiovascular disease.

Allergies

Describe the symptoms and
causes of two allergies.

preventing diseases

Prepare a personal plan to
prevent communicable and
noncommunicable disease.

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Self-image

Describe the characteristics
and attitudes of a good
self-image.

el
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Relate self-acceptance
to mental health. (1.1.2)
Discuss techniques that
build self-confidence
and positive self-image.
(1.1.3)
Discuss the importance
of maintaining good
mental health. (1,2.3)
Analyze stress and
investigate ways of
coping. (1.2.4)
Identify and practice
techniques used in
effective interpersonal
communications. (1.3.1)
Discuss personal safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Getting

with

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 1
“LEARNING ABOUT
YOURSELF”
(pages 18-47)

others

Stress

Goal setting

Ca
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●

along

Personal safety/childabuse prevention

Design a personal plan for
improving ones relationship
with a peer who is suddenly
estranged.
Write a paragraph describing the physical changes
that occur during stress,
Write a “how to” plan for
setting and reaching a goal.
Give an example of an
abusive relationship.
Describe two ways of
dealing with an abusive
relationship,
Define the types of childabuse (physical, sexual,
emotional, and neglect).

Fitness/Exercise

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Benefits of exercise

Write four ways the body
benefits from exercise.

Exercise and body fat

Describe how exercise
helps control the amount
of body fat.

Fitness skills

List six kinds of fitness skills.

Setting fitness goals

Write three personal
fitness goals,

Achieving fitness goals

Write a personal fitness plan
for achieving personal
fitness goals,
Keep accurate records of
progress toward achieving
your goals.

Ca
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Chapter 4
“BECOMING
PHYSICALLY FIT”
(pages I 04- I 39)

Content of Teaching Lesson
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Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3. 1)

d
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Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Safety
Contact

el
le

Have students complete a home chart of
emergency phone numbers to keep near
the phone (activity worksheet A-3). Discuss
how to use the telephone in your area, If
the student does not have a phone, discuss
whom he or she could contact in an emergency, e.g., a safe neighbor, landlord, etc.

d

your local chapter of the American
Red Cross and ask them to teach a Basic
Aid Training (B.A.T.) course on handling
emergencies.

Ask a local veterinarian to visit the
classroom to talk about safety with animals.

List the playground rules on the board or on
a chart, Have each student select a rule and
draw a playground-safety poster, Display the
posters in the school lunchroom.
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Have students trace a bicycle route on a
map showing how they would ride from
their house to school, to the playground, or
to another place, Ask students to tell why
their route-is safe and also what possible
hazards they may encounter (intersections,
driveways, cars, or pedestrians).
Have students complete the Rules and Laws
for Bicycle Safety activity worksheet (A- I).

Grade 2
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Notes, References, & Additional Activities

2

Grade 2
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Substance Use/Abuse
Define drugs and medicines.
Discuss saying NO to peers who offer
medicine.
Name ways drugs and medicines can be
helpful/harmful.
List rules for the proper use and storage
of medicines.
Describe the harmful effects of tobacco,
caffeine, and alcohol,
Describe ways to feel good about
yourself

Substance Use & Abuse
Supplemental Activities
Medicine and Drugs
Arrange a display of empty nonfood
containers (medicine bottles, cleaning
supply bottles, etc. ) and empty food

Refusal Skills

el
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Ask students to name medicines that can
be bought at the store, and list them on
the chalkboard. Explain that since a
physician didn’t. prescribe these, they are
nonprescription drugs.

d

containers. Discuss which would contain
something that is safe to taste and which
would be harmful, if tasted.
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Read the story Little Red Riding Hood to the
class. Use the story as a starting point for
discussing what a student should do if
faced with a stranger who shows too much
interest in him or her. Talk about what to
do if faced with a person who wants to give
them something to taste or swallow.
Discuss things that students do and say
because their friends do, and talk about
situations in which their friends may not be
good models to follow.
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Mental/Soicial/Family
Health
Appreciate one’s own uniqueness
Describe how people are different.
Develop skills for dealing with success
and failure.
Describe ways to feel good
about oneself.
Discuss positive ways to
express feelings.

Mental, Social & Family Health
Supplemental Activities
Uniqueness

Expression of Feelings

“All About Me” Scrapbook

Circle of Feelings

Have each student make an “All About Me”
scrapbook.

1

d

stars

2 Duplicate activity worksheet A-5 on
tagboard. Have students cut out
tagboard pattern.

a. Using a clasp, attach the pointer to
the center of each student’s circle.

el
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Sample pages: Footprint, handprint,
fingerprint, favorite food, favorite color,
self-portrait, or silhouette, Also have
students identify something that is unique
about themselves, have them see how
everyone in the class is different from
everyone else.

Have students discuss activity
worksheet A-4. In each area of the circle,
have students draw a face showing a
different emotion, e.g., happy, angry,
sad, etc.

b. Have students keep these on their
desks to let others know what
emotion they are feeling.

Positive Expression

“Warm Fuzzies” and “Cold Pricklies”

Explain to the class what “warm fuzzies”
and “cold pricklies” are. A warm fuzzy is
what you get when someone says or does
something warm and snuggly. A cold
prickly is what you get when someone
makes you feel bad or hurt inside and
makes you want to shiver or to punch
someone. Cut out representative warm
fuzzies and cold pricklies from construction
paper. Make a warm fuzzy out of brown
paper in the shape of a caterpillar, for
example, Make a cold prickly out of green
paper Iike a pickle that has spines sticking
out of it.
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Select a place on the bulletin board
posting descriptions of all of the students
in the class. The descriptions should not
mention the students’ names. [n each
description, point out an ability the
student has. Abilities can be of any kind—
for example, academic, athletic, social, or
personal. [t is important to present
students in a random order rather than
grouping all of the academically talented
together. Have students read the
descriptions and guess who’s who. This
activity provides a way to think about the
strengths of all class members rather than
dwelling on obvious handicaps,
What I Do Well

Lead a discussion on the topic of “what we
do well.” Tell students that each of us does
some things better than others. You may
want to give examples of your own
strengths and weaknesses: “I am good at
—, but I don’t feel that I do _
well.” Students may enjoy brainstorming
about the things they do well. Remind
them to include intangible things, such as
being kind or helpful.

Working with Differences

Have the parent of a disabled student
speak of your class about the child’s
disability and how he or she would like to
be treated by others.

To simulate hearing impairment, have
students put cotton balls in their ears for
thirty minutes. For visual impairment,
partially cover one end of toilet-paper rolls
and have students look through them for
thirty minutes.

Grade 2

Have students play a game by saying or
doing something to each other that would
represent a warm fuzzy. Some students will
not want to give another student a cold
prickly, even in play. Instead, you might
describe an imaginary creature, give it a
nickname, and allow students to give warm
fuzzies or cold pricklies to this creature.
Explain that the game is to help us
understand how we feel and how others
feel when cold pricklies are given. The
game is not to make others feel badly.
When students understand the concept,
they can give each other warm fuzzies as
awards for anything done well. They can
also use these symbols during classroom
activities to tell each other how they feel
about something said or done to them.

Mental Social & Family Health
Supplemental Activities

Round Robin

The following is a possible outline for
the IALAC story. Feel free to adapt, add
to, change, and embellish it in any way
you want.

el
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Ask students what they have learned about
how cold pricklies make others feel.
Discuss what they can do if they see
someone giving someone else a cold
prickly. Point out that cold pricklies maybe
easier to give than warm fuzzies, How can
we explain that? Why should we try to give
warm fuzzies?

story, try to be as emotional and dramatic
as you can without burlesquing it too
much. An outline is provided. You will have
to fill it in with your imagination. Some
teachers have had the students help create
the story as they go along. As you describe
each event that negatively affects the
character’s IALAC sign, tear off-another
piece of the sign until at the end you are
left with almost nothing,

d

Summarize the activity by explaining that
when we have had a lot of warm fuzzies, we
usually feel good about ourselves. We say
that we have a good self-concept or selfimage. When we know what makes us feel
good, we can act that way towards others and
help them feel good about themselves, too.

Have the class sit in a circle. Name one
student and have each other student say
two positive things about the student
named. Repeat the activity for every
student in the circle. You might want to list
the positive statements on individual
charts to be given to the students at the
end of class,

Michael gets out of bed, goes to get
dressed, and can’t find a clean pair of
socks. His mother tells him he’ll have to
wear yesterday’s pair, (Rip! ) He goes to
brush his teeth and his older sister, who
has already Iocked herself in the bathroom,
tells him to drop dead! (Rip!) He goes to
breakfast to find soggy cereal waiting for
him! (Rip!] As he leaves for school, he
forgets his lunch and his mother calls to
him, “Michael you’ve forgotten your lunch.
You’d forget your head if it weren’t
attached!” (Rip! ) As he gets to the corner,
he sees the school bus pull away, and so
he has to walk to school. (Rip!) He’s late to
school and he has to get a pass from the
principal, who gives him a lecture. (Rip!)
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Self-Concept

A second-grade boy named Michael is still
lying in bed three minutes after his alarm
goes off. All of a sudden his mother calls to
him, “Michael, you lazy-head, get your body
out of bed and get down here before I send
your father up-there!” (Rip!)

The IALAC story is told to illustrate how
one’s self-concept can be destroyed by
others, If the story is told with feeling and
imagination, it can be a very powerful and
moving experience. We have found that it
is appropriate for all students of all ages.

Take a sheet of paper and write the
acronym IALAC (pronounced [-ah-lack) on
it in large bold print. Holding this to your
chest. so, that the students can see it, tell
them, “Everyone carries an invisible IALAC
sign around with them at all times
wherever they go. lALAC stands for I am
lovable and capable.’ This is our selfconcept, or how we feel about ourselves. ”

The size of our sign, or how good we feel
about ourselves, is often affected by how
others interact with us. If somebody is
nasty to us, teases us, puts us down,
rejects us, hits us, etc., then a piece of our
IALAC sign is destroyed: Illustrate this by
tearing off a piece of the sign. “1 am going
to tell you a story to illustrate how this
happens in everyday life.” Then proceed to
tell the students about a boy or girl who is
the same age as they are. Pick a name that
no one in the class has. As you tell the

6

Continue the story through the school day
with appropriate examples. Some
possibilities are:
Forgetting his homework
Getting a 68 on a spelling test
Being called on for the only homework
question he can’t answer
Making a mistake in reading so that all
the kids laugh
Being picked last to play ball at recess
Dropping his tray in the lunchroom, with
everybody applauding
Being picked on by bullies on the way
home from school
Being referred to as Hey you!” in gym class

Grade 2

.

Mental Social & Family Health
Supplemental Activities

When Michael gets home from school,
some typical negative events might include
not being able to watch cartoons because
his mother is watching her favorite soap ‘..
opera, or because he has not yet finished
his homework, or being told to wash the
dishes for the third night in a row because
his brother has band practice, etc.

el
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End the story by showing Michael going to
bed with an IALAC sign about as big as aquarter! When you finish, ask the students
to discuss the following questions:

d

You can think of other examples or get the
students to help you.

How does your IALAC sign get torn

up?

What things affect you the most?

What do you do that destroys the IALAC
sign of others—in school, family, etc.?

How do you feel when your IALAC sign is
ripped? When you rip someone else’s?.

What can we do to help people enlarge
their signs rather-than make them smaller?
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When children experience emotional ups
and downs, they need constructive outlets
Often they cannot cope with their own
feelings. It maybe helpful for them to
realize that others can lend an emotional
helping hand through sharing and
discussion,

Grade 2

7
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Grade 2
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Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Health Ideas

Have students create commercials for
nutritious foods such as apples, carrots,
and cereals. If time permits, have the
students act out their commercials,
Have small groups of students analyze one
day’s school lunch menu. Determine which”
major food groups are represented.
Basic Five Bingo

Take students on a field trip to the
commissary. Distribute activity worksheets
A-7-11 on which students will record
specific information. After returning to the
classroom, hold a follow-up discussion on
the information gathered. The information
will also be used in other areas of
curriculum.

Have students bring recipes from a home
“and make healthy snacks. Have a foodtasting party. Compile the recipes and give
each student a “healthy” recipe book.

el
le

Each student is given a bingo card.
Students fill in the game card by writing
food names under the proper food-group
headings, (1. Milk, 2. Meat, 3. Bread/Cereal,
4. Fruits, 5. Vegetables). Each student
covers the names of foods as they are
called out.

(Submitted by Sue Chapin)

d

Nutrition

Ask a dietitian to visit the class and discuss
healthy snacks or bring test tubes containing the fat content of fast-food items.

Materials needed: bingo cards for each

student (A-6), chips, dry beans or corn
seeds, slips of paper that each contain the
name of a different food which is also
printed on a master food list transparency
of the master food list.

Instructions:

Ca
nc

1. Explain that there are many different
foods in each food group and that each
food group provides important nutrients
for our body.

2. Give each student a bingo card and
sufficient chips to play the game.

3 Show the transparency, and have each
student write the name of a different
food listed on the master food list in
each bingo square under the proper
food group.

4. Draw slips of paper from a bowl and
have students cover the word called out
if it appears on their card.

5. The first student to cover a complete
vertical, horizontal, or diagonal line
wins, Students should read back the
foods covered to double-check accuracy.

Have a favorite-foods lunch. Ask each
student to bring in food from his/her
background to share with the class. This
will give the class a chance to try new foods
(or foods they don’t readily eat).

Grade 2
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Personal Health

Explain why good dental health
is important.
Demonstrate the correct way to brush
and floss teeth.
Discuss how adequate rest is
important for the body.

Personal Health
Supplemental Activities
Dental Health

solutions, such as saliva, sugar water,
sugary soft drink, acid, salt water, etc. Have
students observe the changes for two
weeks. Discuss.
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Bring in a collection of toothpaste boxes,
or ask students to bring them from home.
Have students look for the “ADA endorsed”
label on the boxes. Explain that the label
shows that the toothpaste contains
fluoride, and discuss why fluoride is
important, Have students name the brands
that contain fluoride.

d

Obtain some extracted teeth from a
dentist. Protect a portion of each tooth
with wax. Place the teeth in various

Ca
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To demonstrate how fluoride strengthens
tooth enamel, conduct a fluoride/eggshell
experiment, using eggshells, water, two
glasses, and cola. Place one eggshell in a
fluoride and one in plain water. Label the
containers, and let the eggshells soak for
seven days. Remove the eggshells and put
them in clear jars containing cola. Be sure
to label the jars so that the fluoride-soaked
eggshell can be identified.

The eggshell soaked in water will soften as
the cola removes the calcium from the shell.
The weakening process is similar to what
happens to the surface of teeth when they
are bathed in acid. The eggshell soaked in
the fluoride solution should be harder and
more resistant to the effect of cola.
During Dental Health Month, ask a dental
hygienist to talk to the class about the
effect of sugary foods on teeth and the
importance of fluoride for teeth,

Grade 2

1-1

Grade 2
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Growth/Development
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Identify what can be learned through
the five senses.
Describe how exercise can benefit the
heart and lungs.

Growth & Development
Supplemental Activities
Senses
Divide the class into five groups. Assign
each group one of the five senses. Take a
walk with the class. On the walk, ask each

Exercise

Growth

el
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Make exercise an integral part of your
school day. Have students lead a daily five
or ten minute exercise routine to music. [t
counts as physical-education time and this
short exercise time adds up quickly.

d

group to use their assigned sense to
identify hazardous situations.
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At the beginning of the school year, measure
each student and cut a length of string that
corresponds to the student’s height. Attach
a card labeled with the student’s name to
the string. At the end of the school year,
have students hold up the cards to see how
much they have grown. (Frequently the cards
come to about their noses. )

Grade 2
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Rules and Laws for Bicycle Safety
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1. Bicycle riders must obey traffic signs. Fill in the traffic-sign shapes
below with the right words or symbols. Color the signs correctly.

2. Bicycle riders must obey signals.
a. A green light means

. (go, stop, wait)
.

b. A light that has been green for a long time is called
(old, stale, used)
.
c. This kind of green light (as in b.) is ready to turn
(red, yellow)
. (go, stop, wait)
d. A yellow light means
. (go, stop, wait)
e. A red light means
. (go, stop, wait)
f. A flashing red light means
. (go, stop, caution)
g. A flashing yellow light means

Grade 2

A-1

Rules and Laws for Bicycle Safety

Bicycle riders must obey traffic signs. Fill in the traffic-sign shapes
below with the right words or symbols. Color the signs correctly.

d

1.

(AnswerSheet)

el
le

STOP
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(Any
Regulatory
Message)

2. Bicycle riders must obey signals.
go
a. A green light means

. (go, stop, wait)

b. A light that has been green for a long time is called
(old, stale, used)

stale

yellow
c. This kind of green light (as in b.) is ready to turn
(red, yellow)
wait
. (go, stop, wait)
d. A yellow light means
stop
. (go, stop, wait)
e. A red light means
stop
. (go, stop, wait)
f. A flashing red light means
g. A flashing yellow light means
A-2

caution

.
,

. (go, stop, caution)
Grade 2

Emergency Phone Numbers
Ask your parents to help you fill out this paper.
Ask them about friends or neighbors you can call if you need help.

I live at:
My phone number is:

el
le

People I feel safe with:

d

My name is:

Phone Number

Name

work

home

work

home

work

Ca
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home

work
home

work
home

work
home

work
home

Military police
Ambulance

Grade 2

A-3

How Do You Feel When . . .

you get a hug
from Mom
or Dad?

you get up in
the morning?

your best friend
moves away?

you eat
ice cream?

Ca
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you get sick?
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you get a
new toy?

you meet a
mean dog?

you bite your
tongue?

you get lost?

you learn to
print yourname?

A-4

Grade 2
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Feely Faces

Grade 2

A-5

Bingo
Examples:
FOOD GROUP BINGO

Meat

B/C

F

v

el
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d

Milk

MASTER BINGO LIST

Meat

B/C

F

v

Ca
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Milk

(List all the food choices under the correct
food group heading.)

A-6

Grade 2

Commissary Field Trip
Name

Vegetables

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ca
nc

5.

el
le

Fruits

d

Write down the names of five fresh fruits and five fresh
vegetables that are sold in the commissary.

Vegetables

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A-7

Commissary Field Trip
Name

el
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1. What meat items can you find to eat for breakfast?

Ca
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2. What meat items can you find to eat for lunch?

3. What meat items can you find to eat for dinner?

A-8

Grade 2

Commissary Field Trip
Name
4. What different milk and dairy items does the commissary
sell? Write down the names of six of these items.

c.
d.
e.
f.

el
le

b.

d

a.

Ca
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Breads and Cereals

and
Write down the names of five items from the
Cereals group that are sold in the commissary. (You can
only list bread once. You can’t write wheat bread, white
bread, hamburger rolls, etc.)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Grade 2
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Commissary Field Trip
Name

Milk and Dairy Products

2.
3.
4.
5.

el
le

1.

d

Write down the names of five items from the Milk
Products group that are sold in the commissary.

Ca
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Can you find any foods that don’t really belong in the five
food groups? Write them down.

A-10

Commissary Field Trip
Name
Go to the Fruits and Vegetable section of the commissary
and write down the prices of these foods.

2. How much do oranges cost?

el
le

3. How much do bananas cost?

d

1. How much do apples cost?

4. How much is kiwi fruit?

5. How much do grapefruits cost?
6. How much does celery cost?

Ca
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7. How much do tomatoes cost?
8. How much does lettuce cost?

9. How much do onions cost?

10. How much are potatoes?

11. How much do peppers cost?

A-II

d
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Safety/FirstAid

Describe pedestrian and vehicle safety
Identify steps to prevent poisoning
and drowning.
Discuss personal safety and abuse
prevention.

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Pedestrian Safety

Preventing Accidents

Identify road signs using activity
worksheets A- 1–2.

Have each student write an original story
about an accident, read the story to the class,
and lead the class in a discussion on how the
accident could have been prevented.

Bicycle Safety

-

P e r s o n a l Safety and Abuse
Prevention
invite the military police to conduct a
safety rodeo with the students.

bike-

Have the students trace a safe route to
school or to their friend’s house.

el
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Write the word jaywalking on the
chalkboard, Have students draw a cartoon
depicting a jaywalker and share their
cartoons with the class.

d

Invite the military police to the classroom
to instruct students in good-pedestrian
safety rules for their host nation.

Have students use activity worksheets
A-4–5 to learn the names of bicycle parts
and to test their knowledge.

Role-play with selected students a long
family car trip. Then discuss with the class
why good auto-safety practices are needed.

Write a story about what would happen
if you were in an accident without your
seat belt,

Discuss how to handle the following
situations:.
.

List bus-safety rules and discuss them with
the class.

Fire Safety

2. Bobby and Jill are playing at the park A
nice-looking man with a dog offers them
a puppy.

Ca
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Invite a member of your local fire
department to come to your class to discuss
common causes of home fires and
Operation E.D.I.T.H. (Exit Drill in the Home),

1. Juan has been saving to buy a baseball
glove, but he is still short a dollar. A
stranger in a car offers him a dollar to
get into the car and show him where a
certain street is.

Before the guest-speaker comes, ask
children to tell of home fires they know
about. What caused each? How could they
have been prevented? Discuss common
causes you can think of.
Secure copies of the fire-safety checklist
from a local fire department. Distribute
copies of the checklist for students to take
home and complete with parents.
Show how to draw a floor plan. Have
students make a floor plan of the school
Have them draw two lines from the
classroom to the outside indicating two
escape routes in case of fire.

Have students practice what to do if their
clothes catch on fire.
Choose a committee to interview a
firefighter and report what they learn to
the class.

3. Dominic goes to the playground with his
friends to play ball. After a while, his
friends are tired of playing ball and start
to go home, but Dominic wants to use
the swings. What should he do?
4. Maylyn is home alone. Miss Smith, an
unknown lady, calls and asks to speak to
her mom. What should she do?
5. Rosa is home alone. A Mr. Lorenzo
knocks on the door and says he’s a
repairman. What should she do?

6. John’s basketball practice was called off.
John is alone at the park. Some big boys
are smoking and horsing around. One of
the boys says that he is going to get John,
There is a public phone. John has some
money. What should” he do? (If it doesn’t
come up in discussion, be sure the
students are aware that they can call the
operator or emergency number .
as well as a parent, relative, or friend, )
7 Helen needs to use the restroom at the
park. What should she do?
8. Tom has a new kite and wants to fly it at
the park. What should he do?

Grade 3

1

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities

10. Frank, June, and Betty are late leaving
for the park. It’s getting dark. Betty
wants to take the streets that are
lighted. Frank knows of a dark street in
the back of houses that they can take to
get home more quickly. Should. June go
with Frank or Betty? Have students
role-play the situation.

Find pictures in magazines of items that
are poisonous and nonpoisonous. Play a
game with the class in which students
separate the poisons from the nonpoisons.
Review emergency numbers
poison intake.

for reporting

Create a new poison label to be placed on
all poisonous substances.

Water Safety

el
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Summarize the lesson by asking the
following review questions:

Poison Safety

d

9. Betty sees a barking dog in the middle
of the sidewalk. What should she do?

Why do we have rules?
What should we do when we are
in danger?
Whom can we tell? (parent, baby-sitter,
relative, teacher, police officer, park
director, telephone operator, or
emergency operator)

Contact the local Red Cross for information
on water safety, Have students design
posters that promote water safety.

Discuss the item-s in the parent letter
(activity worksheet A-6). Have the students
take home the letter and activity
worksheet A-3.
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Have students work with a parent to list
the names of people whom the student can
call for help and to discuss ways to be safe.
Use “Health for Life” update teaching
pages (A- 17–1 8) and blackline masters
(activity worksheets A-19-20).

Emergency Safety

Fill out the Emergency Numbers activity
worksheet A-7 for all students.

Have students make an “Emergency Action
Plan” and instruct family members on how
to use it.
Divide the students into groups of threes.
Have students take turns role-playing an
injured person, someone who is reporting
an emergency, and the emergency
community-service person. Use different
situations—fires, car or bike accidents,
injuries, and accidental poisoning.

Use flow charts (activity worksheets
A-8–11 ) on what shouId be done in an
emergency, and for a burn, scrape, or
bleeding cut. Have students trace the
proper steps to learn the methods to deal
with these first-aid emergencies.

Grade 3
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Substance Use & Abuse
Supplemental Activities
Drug Safety
and substances that cause harm. Also ask
the health professional to explain how
people can become addicted to certain
harmful substances, such as tobacco,
alcohol, -and caffeine.
Have students give examples of the proper
use and misuse of selected medicines
and drugs.

el
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Write the word DRUG on the chalkboard
and ask students to tell what they think it
means. Then instruct the students to write
the definition (“any substance that changes
the way your mind and body works”).

d

Invite a health professional to explain the
difference between substances that help

Ask students, ‘Why do we need drugs and
medicines?” Guide the discussion to
include the following four reasons. Write
each reason on the board.

1. To keep from getting sick (e.g., shots for
measles and other diseases, vitamins).
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2. To treat people who are sick (e.g.,
medicine to cure heart problems and
infections).

3. To kill germs (e.g., antiseptics for cuts
and scrapes).
4. To kill pain (e.g., aspirin).

Use “Health for Life” update and blackline
masters (activity worksheets A- 12–1 5).

Grade 3
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Mental, Social & Family Health
Supplemental Activities
Uniqueness

food, favorite color, and hobby, with
options to include creative writing, such as
“This is My Family” or “The Hardest Thing I
Ever Had to Do”. The scrapbook can be
added to throughout the school year and
displayed during the open house.

el
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Duplicate the personal information survey
(activity worksheet A-16). “Discuss the way
people’s likes and dislikes change over
time.” “Have each student complete the
survey now and then again in two or three
months to compare the results.”

d

Have each student make an “All About Me”
scrapbook. Have the scrapbook include a
footprint, handprint, fingerprint, favorite

Ca
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To foster the uniqueness of each individual,
have students divide a paper into two
columns and list the ways people are
similar to and different from each other.

Grade 3
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Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Nutrition

Healthy Meals
Have each student contribute a favorite
family food to a “Food Day” when everyone
can try a new taste sensation! Have
students share the recipes to try new
favorites at home.

Make displays for the classroom to show
various nutritious snacks (fresh, boxed,
etc. ) from a variety of food groups.

Make a list of “happy” foods, those
associated with pleasant conditions and
occasions.

Have a class Halloween, Christmas, or
Valentine’s Day party using only healthy
snack foods.

Have students bring photographs of
themselves of family members from birth
to their present age. Place pictures on the
bulletin board with pictures of food most
needed at that particular age.

List each of the main nutrients and its
energy or body-building function. Have
students then list foods that have these
nutrients.
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Discuss typical menus of other nations.

Discuss key nutrients. Identify nutritional
information contained on food package
labels. Bring food labels to analyze.

Ask each student to pretend that he or she
is a food within a food group, Have the
class guess which food group is being
represented.
Bring in three different brands of peanut
butter with different prices. Have students
taste and compare quality and price to
determine which is the better value.

Have students keep track of their food
intake for twenty-four hours (activity
worksheet A-21). Discuss a balanced diet in
relation to personal intake.

Ca
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Prepare a bulletin board to illustrate
changes in growth and development from
infancy to adulthood. Indicate the
recommended daily number of servings from
each food group for each stage of growth.

Divide the class into groups of two or
three. Have each group list at least three
breakfast foods that are nutritious and can
be prepared by this age group (sandwiches,
milk shakes, cubed cheese, hard-boiled
eggs, etc.).

Divide students into small groups, Have
each group devise a television commercial
promoting balanced diets rather than pill
substitutes.
Using hangers and string, have students
make food mobiles of the five basic
food groups.

Have the students choose a certain type of
restaurant and create a menu with prices.
Plan a tasting party of snack foods
prepared by small groups. (If this is not
possible, perhaps you can use pictures of
foods.) Place all the foods on one table or
make individual stations at which the food
is served and the ingredients and recipe
are displayed.
Divide the class into groups of four to six,
Provide each group with a different recipe.
Ask each group to prepare the recipe in
adequate amounts for the whole class.
Encourage each student to taste all of
the recipes.

Grade 3
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Growth/Development
Distinguish among body cells, tissues,
“organs, and systems.
Describe how bones, muscles, and
teeth develop.
identify parts of a tooth.

Growth & Development
Supplemental Activities
Growth

Development

Measure the weight and height of each
student at the beginning of the school
year. Record this information on a chart
and then measure again in the middle of
the school year and at the end. Discuss
individual growth patterns.

Digestive System

Have students look for and identify the
veins in the hands, wrists, and arms, Have
students place their hand on their heart to
feel the pumping action.

Respiratory System

el
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Brainstorm with students to list factors
that alter growth and development,

Circulatory System

d

Have each student draw a cartoon to depict
how he or she looked as a baby, or will look
as an adult or senior citizen.

Using a flashlight to look into a partner’s
mouth, have the student describe what he
or she sees.

Discuss growth spurts. Line up five
students and compare heights.

As an art project, have students make paper
skeletons of a baby, a child, and a adult.

Use an empty paper-towel roll as a
stethoscope. Have students listen to the
air entering and leaving the lungs.
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Have students display baby pictures of
themselves on a bulletin board, and have
them try to identify each other’s pictures.

Grade 3
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Fitness & Exercise
Supplemental Activities
Fitness

Exercise

Invite the school nurse to demonstrate to

Time each student on a mile walk/jog or
comparable endurance activity.

Ask the students to hop in place for one
minute. Immediately after that one minute,
have the students note their pulse rate again.

Discuss some major bodily changes that
take place during exercise. and how these
changes can benefit the body.

Explain why more adults are exercising and
how this benefits them.
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Ask the students to subtract their first
pulse rate from their second. Who in the
class showed the smallest change?

Have each. student chart his or her participation in physical activity for one week.

d

students how to locate their wrist or neck
pulse rate. (Count the number of beats
with thirty seconds and multiply the
number by two. )

Make a chart for sitting, walking, hopping,
and running. Record the pulse for each
activity.

Have students make a sleeping chart,
noting when they go to bed and rise, Have
them continue for a week, then average the
results. Compile class results. Discuss the
importance of sleep for fitness.
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Review all the factors that foster-physical
fitness. Sponsor a grade-level or
schoolwide poster contest to promote
physical fitness.

Grade 3
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Traffic Signs and Shapes
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Cut out the actual pictures of the traffic signs below and paste them
onto the correct outlines of the shapes at the bottom half of the page.
Color the signs correctly.

Grade 23

A-1

Traffic Signs and Shapes (continued)
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Cut out the actual pictures of the traffic signs below and paste them
onto the correct outlines of the shapes at the bottom half of the page.
Color the signs correctly.

Grade 3

Names of People
1. I can get into a car with

d

2. I can let into the house
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3. I can give family information over the phone to

4. If I need help, I can call
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5. I can give my name and address to

On the back of this paper, draw a floor plan for getting out of the house in
case of fire or earthquake.
Tear off and return to school.

My child
the ’’Names of People” and “Ways to Be Safe” sheets.

has completed

Signature of Parent or Guardian

Grade 3
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Ways to Be Safe
Dear Parents,

What If:

el
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To play the game, ask your child

d

Personal safety is a family affair. In order to review family rules with your
child, please play the What-If Game. It will help children feel that they have
some control in situations that are scary or uneasy. It will help them
recognize dangerous conditions. Be sure your child knows the family rules,
and tell your child that he or she can make good decisions. Help your child
find safe ways out of problems.

you were home alone and the doorbell rang?

you were home alone when the phone rang and someone
asked if your mom was home?

we dropped you off for ball practice (music lesson, scouts)
and drove away, and when you tried to get into the building,
you discovered that no one was there because it was the
wrong day?
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you were walking home from school and a car kept following
you along the street?

you were playing alone and a stranger came by and tried to get
you to get into the car with him or her?
you were waiting for us to pick you up, but we didn’t come and it
was getting late?
the babysitter did something that’s against our family rules?
we were at a big store together and you got lost, couldn’t find
me, and started to feel scared?
someone that our family knows very well wanted you to do
something that you didn’t feel was right?
you were playing outside while I was inside napping, and a
man walked over and asked if he could use our phone to call a
tow truck for his car?
at the park where you were playing, a nice lady you didn’t
know kept asking you questions about such things as your
name and address?
you were asleep and woke up suddenly because you smelled smoke?

A-6

Grade 3

Learn How to Call For Help

.

d

Fire Department
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Sheriff or Police Department

Home

Parent’s work
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Neighbor

A-7
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What should I Do in an Emergency?

If someone is hurt within my sight,
I know how to do what’s right!
A-8

Grade 3
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What should I Do for a Burn?

If someone is hurt within my sight,
I know how to do what’s right!
Grade 3

A-9

Scrape?
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What should I Do

If someone is hurt within my sight,
I know how to do what’s right!
A-10

Grade 3
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What should I Do for a Bleeding Cut?

If someone is hurt within my sight,
I know how to do what’s right!
Grade 3

A-11

Teaching About Drugs

Teaching Strategies

Crack is especially addictive because
the “highs” and “lows” occur so
quickly and are much more intense.
When a person is dependent on
cocaine or crack, the drug can take
over his or her life. The person often
acts in ways that would never occur
without the influence of the drug, A
person might become violent,
jealous, paranoid, withdrawn, or
suicidal. Hallucinations may occur.
Loss of interest in sex, work, or loved
ones is common. He or she might
turn to stealing or prostitution in order
to support a growing and expensive
addiction. The greater the amount of
drug taken, the greater the effects.
However, some people become
dependent after using cocaine or
crack for the first time. Recovery from
addiction to cocaine or crack is very
difficult and takes a long time.

Ca
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Introduce the information on cocaine
and crack when you teach Chapter 6
of Health for Life. These topics can be
presented after you finish teaching
Lesson 5 (pages 164-167).
Ask students what they know about
cocaine and crack. Explain that cocaine and crack are very powerful
drugs that can cause great harm to
the body. Have students read blackIine master #6 and do the activity.
Discuss the content of the blackline
master and the answers to the activity.
It would be appropriate to follow
this lesson with a lesson on how to
say no to drugs. See this Update page
2, “Refusal Skills and Peer Resistance,” for specific ideas.

throat. It reaches the brain and
nervous system in three minutes.
When it is smoked, it reaches the
brain within ten seconds.
The dangerous stimulant effects of
cocaine and crack on the body are
numerous. Cocaine causes the blood
vessels to constrict and pupils to
dilate. It increases heart rate, metabolic
rate, blood pressure, and body temperature. Users lose their appetite and
have trouble sleeping due to the effects
of the drug. Cocaine can also destroy
the membranes in the nose, causing
the user to constantly have a runny
nose < Some users require surgery to
repair the insides of their noses.
These effects can have lethal or
paralyzing consequences. Cocaine
can cause brain seizures that disrupt
breathing and stop the lungs and
heart from functioning. A strong, sudden increase in blood pressure can
cause blood vessels to burst, resulting
in a stroke. Cocaine can also cause
heart attacks because of an increased
and irregular heart rate. Due to a lack
of nutritious food, users may suffer
from malnutrition. Malnutrition and
sleep deprivation may make cocaine
users susceptible to numerous diseases and infections. In addition, those
who inject cocaine into their bodies
risk hepatitis, AIDS, and other bloodborne diseases. Any of these results
can occur at any time, whether it is
the first time a person uses the drug
or the person is a habitual user.
The psychological effects of using
cocaine or crack are also extreme. Cocaine causes extreme euphoria in the
user. With this “high,” the person feels
powerful and completely content.
When the drug is inhaled, this effect
reaches its peak in approximately 1520 minutes. This feeling wears off in
60-90 minutes. When smoking crack,
the effect is greatest after about 90
seconds, and dissipates within a few
minutes.
As the euphoria subsides, the user’s
body and mind slide into a severe
depression that is characterized by
lethargy, irritability, and anxiousness.
The user then has an overwhelming
desire to use more of the drug to get
the “high” feeling back. This strong
desire makes cocaine highly addictive.
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As the media daily attest, drugs of all
sorts are a serious problem among our
youth. New and more dangerous drugs
are continually appearing on the scene.
Teachers can help students avoid the
dangers of drugs by teaching them
to avoid all drugs and by making
sure they are aware of the hazards
of specific drugs that have become
more widely used in recent years.

Background On

Cocaine and Crack Cocaine is made
from the leaves of the coca plant, a
flowering shrub that grows mainly in
South America. The leaves contain
about 10% cocaine by weight. By
processing the leaves in different
chemicals, the residue yields a highly
concentrated form of the drug. Cocaine
is usually seen in the form of a white
powder that is sniffed. It can also be
smoked, inhaled, or injected into the
bloodstream.
“Crack is a solid and more
concentrated form of cocaine that is
smoked. It has been chemically
altered, usually with baking soda,
heat, and water. When it dries, crack
looks like small chips of soap. It is
named crack because of the crackling
sound. it makes when it is smoked.
Cocaine or crack can be absorbed
into the bloodstream through any
mucous membrane. When cocaine is
sniffed, the drug is absorbed through
the mucous lining of the nose and
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Anabolic Steroids Anabolic steroids
are a synthetic form of the male
hormone testosterone. The most
common use for these drugs is to
enhance the strength and size of
muscles of athletes. Although steroids
may indeed help build muscle mass,
there is little proof that they help
improve athletic performance over
time. In addition, the list of adverse
side effects is long and significant.
The hormone testosterone is
responsible for functions in the body
related to growth and physical
development. When testosterone
levels get too high, as with the
introduction of steroids, the brain
signals the body to shut down these
growth processes. The average
male normally produces 2.5 to 10
mg of testosterone each day. A
steroid user often introduces an
additional 100 mg of this hormone
into the system daily. Some of the
effects of steroid use are noticeable
quickly; others may not show up until
10 or 20 years after first taking the
drugs. Many of the side effects of
steroids are related to functioning of
the reproductive system. In males,
these include: impotence, sterility,
atrophied testicles, lowered sperm
count, prostate enlargement, breast
enlargement, and painful and
prolonged erections. In females, the

Grade 3

Teaching About Drugs (continued)
Psychological effects include anxiety,
depression, and paranoia.

Toll-Free Telephone Hotlines
1-800-COCAINE (cocaine and crack)
1-800-662-HELP (other drugs)

Look-Alike Drugs Look-alike drugs
are either powder or pills that are

d

made to look like amphetamines,
barbiturates, or other commonly
abused drugs. They really contain
over-the-counter substances such as
caffeine, analgesics, decongestants,
appetite suppressants, or allergy
medication. Look-alike drugs are
sold with the implication that they are
the illegal drugs they resemble. Most
often they are sold as speed.
Some look-alike drugs are made
with what the FDA has called “dangerous, illogical combinations” of the
over-the-counter substances. Lookalikes may contain alarmingly high
concentrations of one ingredient or
dangerous combinations of several
ingredients. When taken in large
amounts or mixed with other “real”
drugs or alcohol, they have caused
strokes and death. Look-alikes can
also cause seizures, nausea, and
high blood pressure.
The availability and use of lookalikes make it harder for health professionals and law enforcement
officials to combat the problem of
illegal drug use. Children are told
that the look- alikes are okay because
they are legal and safe (in fact, they
are neither). Look-alikes may make
youngsters believe that the illegal
drugs they mimic are not as potent
and dangerous as they really are. Also,
physicians and poison centers are
deceived by the fake drugs, which
makes drug-related diagnosis difficult.
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addition of testosterone leads to the
development of masculine traits.
These include: deepening of the voice,
increased body hair, cessation of menstrual cycles, uterine atrophy, and
shrinkage of breasts, These effects
may be irreversible.
Steroids can also permanently
stunt growth because the body responds by stopping skeletal growth
mechanisms. Steroids can cause
acne, hair loss, oily skin, high blood
pressure, and cancer (particularly of
the liver prostate, kidney, and female
breasts). Steroids are also noted for
causing aggressive and violent behavior known as “roid rage.” Users
may have temper tantrums, wild mood
swings, and become uncontrollably
violent with little provocation.
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Designer Drugs Illegal drugs are defined in terms of their chemical formulas. To circumvent the legal restrictions on manufacturing and sale of
illegal drugs, underground chemists
modify the molecular structure of certain illegal drugs to produce similar
but chemically different drugs known
as designer drugs. Their chemical
structure can also make them undetectable by routine drug tests. Designer
drugs are often much cheaper than
their counterparts. These drugs are
designed to produce effects similar
to the effects of stimulants, depressants, narcotics, or hallucinogens.
Because these drugs are brand new
and do not undergo any thorough
scientific testing, their effects are often
unknown or unpredictable. Sometimes
the effects of the designer drugs are
1,000 times stronger than the drugs
they are designed to imitate.
The designer drugs made to resemble narcotics (such as Synthetic
Heroin, China White) can cause symptoms such as those seen in Parkinson’s disease—uncontrollable tremors,
drooling, impaired speech, paralysis,
and irreversible brain damage. Those
made to resemble amphetamines
and methamphetamines (such as
Ecstasy, STP) cause nausea, blurred
vision, and faintness. Bad batches of
any designer drugs can cause brain
damage and death. As little as one
dose can cause brain damage.
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Resources

The following are free publications
from the U.S. Government:
Anabolic Steroids: Losing at Winning
DHHS Publication No. (FDA) 88-3171
Cocaine/Crack: The Big Lie
DHHS Publication No. (ADM) 87-1427
Schools Without Drugs: What Works
U.S. Department of Education,
1-800-624-0100 or write to Schools
Without Drugs, Pueblo, CO 81009
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Blackline
Master 6

Name
Use with Chapter 6, after page 167.

Learning About Cocaine and Crack
Cocaine and crack are very harmful drugs. They
both come from the leaves of the coca plant.
Cocaine is a white powder. People get it into their
bodies by sniffing it. Crack is a stronger form of
cocaine. It looks like chips of soap. People get it
into their bodies by smoking it.
Use of cocaine or crack harms the body. Both
make the heart beat very fast. Both make the
blood vessels smaller. Both cause changes in the
brain. Both can make the heart or lungs stop
working. Young people have died after using
crack or cocaine one time.
People use cocaine or crack because they
think these dangerous drugs will give them more
energy. These drugs make people feel afraid,
tired, and sad after using them. Crack causes
harm faster than cocaine. That is why crack is .
more dangerous. Once a person starts using
cocaine or crack, it is usually very hard to stop.
Cocaine and crack are very dangerous drugs.
The best idea is never to use them.
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ACTIVITY: Fill in the Blanks
1. Using cocaine or crack can

2. Cocaine and crack cause

the body.
in the brain.

3. Cocaine and crack can make the heart or lungs stop
4. Cocaine and crack are very

.

drugs.

Grade 3

Blackline
Master 6

Name
Use with Chapter 6, after page 167.

Learning About Cocaine and Crack (Answer Sheet)
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Cocaine and. crack are very harmful drugs. They
both come from the leaves of the coca plant.
Cocaine is a white powder. People get it into their
bodies by sniffing it. Crack is a stronger form of
cocaine. It looks like chips of soap. People get it
into their bodies by smoking it.
Use of cocaine or crack harms the body. Both
make the heart beat very fast. Both make the
blood vessels smaller. Both cause changes in the
brain. Both can make the heart or lungs stop
working. Young people have died after using
crack or cocaine one time.
People use cocaine or crack because they
think these dangerous drugs will give them more
energy. These drugs make people feel afraid,
tired, and sad after using them. Crack causes
harm faster-than cocaine. That is why crack is
more dangerous. Once a person starts using
cocaine or crack, it is usually very hard to stop.
Cocaine and crack are very dangerous drugs.
The best idea is never to use them.
ACTIVITY: Fill in the Blanks
1. Using cocaine or crack can

2. Cocaine and crack cause

harm

changes

the body.
in the brain.

3. Cocaine and crack can make the heart or lungs stop

4. Cocaine and crack are very

dangerous

working

.

drugs.
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Personal Information Survey
Date

Name
Weight

Height

My favorite food is
My favorite T. V. show
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My favorite singer is
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Favorites:

My favorite song is
My favorite

My favorite game is
My favorite book is

My favorite school subject is
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My best friend is
My

are

About

worry about

Teaching Sexual Abuse Prevention

Preparation for Teaching

Ca
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Before offering a unit on sexual abuse
prevention, several things are needed.
Teachers need to make sure they
have administrative support for this
program. A program philosophy and
guidelines should be established to
make sure everyone is in agreement
as to how the subject should be taught.
The philosophy and guidelines should
be developed with input from teachers,
administrators, school nurses, social
workers, and parents. The books listed in the Resource list (next page) will
be useful for this stage. Once the guidelines are established, age-appropriate
curricula can be developed. Schools
also need to inform parents as to what
will be taught and how to deal with
questions their children may have. An
informational session for parents before teaching starts would be useful.
Before teaching the subject of sexual abuse prevention, teachers must
understand the subject and the issues
and must feel comfortable discussing
these topics. Training sessions for
teachers can be of great benefit.
Teachers also need to become familiar
with community groups and service
agencies that offer support, resources,
and information about sexual abuse.
Teachers also need to be familiar
with state requirements for detecting
and reporting child sexual abuse.
The classroom teacher is in perhaps
the best position to discuss the subject
of sexual abuse with students because
his or her ongoing and stable contact
with students facilitates the development of great trust. The teacher can
organize a presentation with the needs
and limitations of particular children
in mind. Teachers also have access
to other school personnel and community resources to effective y refer
students in case any personal trauma
is uncovered. Signs to watch out for
include the following: exceptional
secrecy, frequent urinary infections,

could begin with examples that do not
involve sexual abuse. Examples include an older child using threats to
get a toy from a younger child or a
brother or sister offering a bribe to get
the sibling to do something for him or
her. Let students share experiences if
they wish. This can lead to a discussion
about an older child or adult getting a
child to allow touching in-ways the child
does not like.
Now the foundation has been formed to begin talking about good touches,
bad touches, and confusing touches.
Begin by asking students for examples
of good touches. Include nice hugs
and pats on the back. Also mention
that when you visit a doctor, the doctor
touches you in order to make sure you
are healthy.
Then ask students to give examples
of bad touches. Let them name things
like hitting, pinching, and kicking. Then
give examples of bad touches involving sexual abuse and ask students
whether the touch is good or bad. -An
example could be “someone is feeling
inside your underwear.” How explicitly
you describe bad touches will depend
on the guidelines of your school system. Explain that sometimes touches
are confusing, but if a child feels uncomfortable or unsafe with a touch, it
is not a good touch.
Tell the children they have a right
to privacy. That means that no one
has the right to touch them when or
Teaching Strategies
where they do not want to be touched.
The best time to teach about sexual
Tell them that if someone’s touch
abuse prevention is when you teach
makes them uncomfortable, they have
about safety in Chapter 6 of Health for
the right to say no. If someone asks
Life. The lesson can come after you
them to do something they do not want
finish teaching Lesson 1 (pages
to do, they have the right to say no.
122-1 23).
Emphasize that they can decide who
Begin talking about how children
touches their bodies and how.
can protect themselves from strangAt this point, have your students
ers when they are alone. An example
read blackline master. #8. Then dis- is not letting strangers into their homes
cuss the questions and answers.
when they are home alone. Discuss
When discussing question 3, discuss
why they need to be careful around
different ways to say no. Some exstrangers and what they can do to feel
amples are “Please don’t do that,” “No,
safe. Stories can be used to show sitI don’t like that,” “I’m not allowed to do
uations that might not be safe. Give
that,” “My mom wouldn’t like that.” Also
examples of strangers using bribery or
suggest that if the person will not stop,
taking advantage of a child’s trust of
the child should try to get away, for exadults. Then lead into a discussion of
ample, run into a bedroom or bathhow people they know might use the
room and shut the door, Tell students
same methods to persuade them to do
that you understand that it may be
something they do not want to do. You

overcompliance or withdrawal, more
sexual knowledge than is appropriate
for the childs age, sexual provocativeness or promiscuity, extreme fear or
seductiveness with the opposite sex,
sudden drop in school performance and
participation, crying without provocation.
When teaching the subject of sexual
abuse prevention, the teacher should
project an atmosphere of warmth and
objectivity. Although it is important to
teach children their right not to be
touched in uncomfortable or scary
ways, it is also important not to frighten
the children or make them fearful of
adults. Students should feel that they
can ask questions about anything. It
may be helpful to have a question box
for the students to put questions that
they do not feel comfortable asking in
class. Students may put their names
on questions if they wish a personal,
private answer from the teacher.
Due to the silent prevalence of sexual abuse, teaching prevention can be
an important aspect of a health curriculum. Children need to be taught that
they do not have to let anyone touch
their bodies if they do not feel comfortable about it, and they need to learn
how to say no. They also need to learn
that if they are sexuality abused, they
should tell someone, and that the
adult’s inappropriate behavior is not
their fault.
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Sexual abuse is one of the most devastating things that can happen to a child.
It can leave devastating emotional
scars and lead to a destructive cycle
of abuse. Teachers can help by teaching students when and how to protect
themselves.

Grade 3
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Teaching Sexual Abuse Prevention
phasize that it is never the child’s fault
if adults touch them with had touches.
No matter what has happened or how
long it has gone on, the children
should tell someone and they should
not feel ashamed.
While teaching the unit or at the
end, teachers can consider having the
students more actively practice ways
to handle and prevent sexual abuse.
Students could play the “What if game.
To play, give the children situations
such as, “What if you were home alone
and someone rang the doorbell,” or
“What if your babysitter asked you to
pull down your pants.” Then ask the
students what they would do. Younger
students could use puppets for this
game and then possibly develop a
puppet show.
Blackline master #9 can be used.
as the basis for a summary discussion.

usually uses bribery, threats, or the
child’s dependency and trust to take
advantage of the child and ensure
secrecy. Children of either sex may
be abused at any age.

Health Back round On
C h i l d S e x u a- l A b u s e Prevention

For Parents
Fay J et al: He Told Me Not to Tell.
King County Rape Relief, 305 South
43rd, Renton, WA 98055.

Resources
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For Children
Dayee F: Private Zone: A Book
Teaching Children Sexual Assault
Prevention Too/s. Edmonds, WA;
Charles Franklin Press, 1982.

Freeman L: It,s My Body: A Book to
Teach Children How to Resist Uncomfortable Touch. Seattle; Parenting
Press. 1984,
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difficult for them to say no to an adult
because they have been taught to do
what adults tell them to do. Discuss
when it is okay to say no to adults.
Assure them that in a situation with
bad touches it is okay to say no.
Emphasize that the bad part of the
story was that Sherry did not respect
Chris’s right not to be touched. Often
people touch someone on the arm or
back and they mean no harm. Sherry’s
harmful action was that she did not
stop when Chris asked her to stop,
When someone tries to touch you and
you become uncomfortable, the danger
signal is when they do not stop when
you ask them to stop. Discuss with students another danger signal; if the
person tells you to keep the touch or
the behavior a secret. Discuss another
ending to the story: Chris’s mom explains to Sherry that her behavior
was wrong and upset Chris. Sherry
apologizes to Chris and promises
never to touch him that way again.
Also ask the children if Chris did
anything to make Sherry touch him.
(No.) The point to emphasize is that
sexual abuse is never the child’s fault.
If you feel it is appropriate, use other
stories, similar to Chris’s, to illustrate
other examples of sexual abuse, for
example, someone exposing himself
or asking the child to undress. (See
Resource list for ideas.) The stories
should show ways that children can
successfully say no; show children telling a friendly understanding adult; and
have the adult praise the child for telling and promise to help keep the child
safe. The stories should also show the
two danger signals. Make it clear that
what happened was not the child’s fault.
Tell students that as soon as possible after a situation like Chris’s, they
should tell an adult they trust about
what has happened. Tell or ask students whom they might be able to tell:
parent(s), teachers, friends, a friend’s
parent, relatives, clergy. Emphasize
that they should not be afraid to tell
someone even if the person who touched them told them to keep it a secret.
Then explain how telling an adult can
help them. Explain that the person they
tell knows what must be done to protect their safety and can help them
feel better about what happened. Em-

(continued)
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Child sexual abuse can be defined as
sexual involvement imposed upon a
child by an adult (or older child). It may
or may not involve direct physical contact. It can include forcing a child to
look at the adult’s genitals or forcing
the child to undress and expose himself or herself. It may also involve handling of a child’s genitals and attempts
at or actual penetration of the vagina,
anus, or mouth. Incest is when a family
member abuses another family member and includes any form of sexual
activity between family members,
whether blood relatives or stepparents
or stepchildren.
Although children are often emphatically taught to beware of harm from
strangers, 70%-85% of Sexual abuse
cases involve people the children
know and often love. Studies report
that as many as 65% of child abuse
cases involve sexual abuse. Research
suggests that one in six females has
been sexually abused, most often
involving incest.
Most victims are first assaulted during the pre-adolescent years, starting
around ages 8 or 9. Sexual abuse is
usually not an isolated incident and is
often characterized by progressive
sexual activity over time. The abuser
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Girard LW: My Body/s Private.
Niles, IL: Albert Whitman. 1984.

Wachter O: No More Secrets for Me.
Boston; Little, Brown, 1983

For Teachers
Erickson E, McEvoy A, Colucci N:
Child Abuse and Neglect: A Guidebook for Educators and Community
Leaders, ed 2. Holmes Beach, FL:
Learning Publications, 1984. (guide
to developing school policies and
prevention programs)
Kempe RS, Henry C: The Common
Secret: Sexual Abuse of Children and
Adolescents. New York: WH Freeman
and Co, 1984. (background information)

Plummer CA: Preventing Sexual
Abuse: Activities and Strategies for
Those Working with Children and
Adolescents. Holmes Beach, FL:
Learning Publications, 1984. (background information and a curriculum
guide with lesson plans for K-6,
7–1 2, and special populations)
Tower CC: Child Abuse and Neglect:
A Teacher’s Handbook for Detection,
Reporting, - and Classroom
Management. Washington, DC;
National Education Association, 1984.
Toll-Free Telephone Hotline
National Child Abuse Hotline
800-422-4453
800-4-A-Child
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Use with Chapter 5, after page 123.

Keeping Safe
Read the story. Then answer the questions.

Chris Iives with his mother in a nice apartment
on Main Street. Chris’s mom goes to school two
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nights a week. Sherry comes to babysit when
mom is at school. Usually Chris and Sherry have
fun playing checkers and cards before Chris’s
bath.
Last week, after the bath, Sherry said that Chris
needed moisturizing lotion because his skin was
so dry. She started rubbing lotion on his shoulders
and then down his back. Chris felt funny. He was
uncomfortable having Sherry touch him. He asked
Sherry to stop. But Sherry did not stop. She
continued to rub all over his body She said this
would be their secret game and he should not tell
anyone.
-- Chris felt very upset. He again asked Sherry to
stop, then ran into his bedroom and shut the door.
When Chris’s mom came home, Chris told her
what happened.

QUESTIONS: Write the answers on the line below.
1. What did Sherry do that made Chris uncomfortable?

2. Was it a good touch or a bad touch? Why?
What did Chris do to protect himself?
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Name

Blackline
Master 8

Use with Chapter 5, after page 123.

Keeping Safe

(Answer Sheet)

Read the story. Then answer the questions.
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Chris lives with his mother in a nice apartment
on Main Street. Chris’s mom goes to school two
nights a week. Sherry comes to babysit when
mom is at school. Usually Chris and Sherry have
fun playing checkers and cards before Chris’s
bath.
Last week, after the bath, Sherry said that Chris
needed moisturizing lotion because his skin was
so dry. She started rubbing lotion on his shoulders
and then down his back. Chris felt funny. He was
uncomfortable having Sherry touch him. He asked
Sherry to stop. But Sherry did not stop. She
continued to rub all over his body She said this
would be their secret game and he should not tell
anyone.
Chris felt very upset. He again asked Sherry to
stop, then ran into his bedroom and shut the door.
When Chris’s mom came home, Chris told her
what happened.

QUESTIONS: Write the answers on the line below.
1. What did Sherry do that made Chris uncomfortable?
She touched him and did not stop when he asked her to stop.

2. Was it a good touch or a bad touch? Why?

It was a bad touch because it made Chris uncomfortable.

What did Chris do to protect himself?

He asked Sherry to stop, ran into his room and shut the door, told his mom

what happened.
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Grade 3

My Food Intake
Date

Name

Breakfast
Milk & Dairy Products Group

Fruit Group
Vegetable Group

Lunch
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Bread & Cereal Group
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Meat & Protein Group

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group
Vegetable Group
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Bread & Cereal Group

Dinner

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group

Vegetable Group

Bread & Cereal Group
Snacks

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group
Vegetable Group
Bread & Cereal Group
Grade 3
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Pages A-15–A-22, A-25–A-29 taken from : Health for Life Update, Julius B. Richmond, Elenore T. Pounds, and Charles B. Corbin
Copyright @ 1990, Scott, Foresman and Company, Glenview, Illinois
Reprinted by permission of Scott, Foresman and Company
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Safety/FirstAid
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Discuss safety precautions for buses”,
bicycles, and vehicles.
Understand personal responsibility for
reducing accidents.
Learn basic first aid procedure for
blisters and burns.
Reporting emergencies
Pedestrian safety

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Animal Safety

Discuss how countries’ laws vary regarding
pedestrian safety, e.g., whether cars have
to-stop for a school bus.

Discuss safety around animals and how
you can prevent accidents from happening
around animals. Use activity worksheets
A-1-2.

..

Sexual Abuse Prevention

First Aid

Have students make a list of emergency
phone numbers to use in their host country.
Have students role-play an emergency
phone call.
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Play the “What If” game. Ask the students,
“What if you were home alone with your
uncle and he started touching you in ways
you didn't like?” ‘What if someone was
following you home from school and you
felt frightened?” Make up “what ifs” about
situations that might happen to your
students.
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Safety Precautions

List commom tricks that strangers might
use to lure children, and the appropriate
defense. include:

Use activity worksheet A-3.

Divide the students into groups of three
and have them practice first-aid skills, one
on one, with an observer.

1. “Your mom “sent me to pick you upshe’s sick.” (Say no unless the person
uses the family password. )

2. “Can you help me find my lost puppy?”
(Say no.)
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3. “Where is the _ ? “ ( W a l k t h e
opposite way. )

Use “Health for Life" update materials and
blackline masters (activity worksheets
A-25-29).

Grade 4
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References, & Additional Activities

I

Grade 4
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Diseases/Disorders
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Differentiate between’ communicable
and noncom noncommunicabl.e diseases.
Explain how infections spread
through the. body.
Realize that AIDS is not
transmitted through the body.
● Identify ways to prevent the
transmission of diseases.

Diseases & Disorders
Supplemental Activities
Duplicate activity worksheet A-4 and have
students cut along the lines to form
twenty-eight “disease cards.”
Discuss the fact that everyone gets sick
sometimes. Some diseases are called
communicable (we can catch them) and
some are called noncommunicable (they
aren’t catching). Noncommunicable
diseases occur when some part of our body
doesn’t work properly.
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Have students sort their disease cards as
communicable or noncommunicable.

Help students review some general rules
that help prevent a lot of diseases by
breaking the chain of infection. (Stay home
when we have a communicable disease;
wash hands before putting anything in your
mouth or handling food; don’t share food,
drinks, hats, combs; wash and cover cuts;
don’t use illegal drugs; take care of
ourselves-eat right, sleep enough; get
immunization shots). For each one
mentioned, tell which link is broken.

d

Infection

Write communicable and noncommunicable on
the board. Hold up a disease card and read
the disease. Have the class tell you if it is
communicable or noncommunicable. Write
the disease on the board under the proper
heading.
Explain that most diseases that children
get are communicable diseases.

Review “Information for the Teacher”
(activity worksheet A-6).

Use “Let’s Talk About AIDS booklet (activity
A-10-13) for basic-information instruction.
If you would like, invite the school nurse or a
community-health nurse to participate in this
presentation. Have students complete AIDS
Myth-Fact Sheet (activity worksheet A-7).

Ask students what they- have. heard about
AIDS, and write their responses on the
chalkboard. Discuss their responses.
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Pass out activity worksheet A-5, “Chain
of Infection.” Explain the principle of the
chain of infection and that it applies
only to communicable diseases. Germs
don’t cause noncommunicable diseases
(as far as is known).

Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome

Have each student choose one of the
communicable diseases listed on the
board or another one that he or she is
interested in, Write it at the top of the
worksheet.

Have students use health textbooks or
encyclopedias to find out what germ
causes their chosen disease, and circle
the correct choice in column A. In
column B, have them circle the way in
which the germ spreads. In column C,
have them circle the way in which the
germ enters the body, The last column
gives possible reasons why the germ
isn’t stopped before it multiplies
enough to make someone sick.

Have students find out one way to break
the chain for their chosen disease. Ask
them to write it at the bottom of the
worksheet.
Collect the worksheets and display at
least one per disease chosen.

Grade 4

Distribute the activity worksheet “How
Would You Feel If"—(A)8). Discuss the
students’ responses.
Review the ways that children get the AIDS
virus and how AIDS is not transmitted
(activity worksheet A-9).

Ask students to write

in their journal the

answer to this question:
What would you do if. a child with AIDS
came to your class?
Use “Health for Life” update materials and
blackline masters from Scott Foresman
(activity worksheets A-15-18).
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Substance Abuse/Use
Identify the guidelines for making
responsible decisions,
Describe how peer pressure can influence
decision making.
Identify the effects of drugs, alcohol,
and/or tobacco on the body.
Explain how peer groups influence the
use of alcohol anchor tobacco.

Substance Use & Abuse
Supplemental Activities
Refusal Activities

Point out that it’s not just important to be
able to say no to peers, but also to be able
to say no to yourself.
Have students make a chart identifying the
school and local agencies available to help
someone with a substance-abuse problem.
were to use drugs?”

if you
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Ask students, “What might happen
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Have students write skits that show examples
of saying no to drugs. Have students roleplay demonstrating refusal skills.

As students contribute their ideas,
illustrate on the chalkboard how the
problem can expand and affect their family,
friends, and society.
Invite a drug-abuse counselor from the
local CCC or Family Support Center to
discuss the effects of chemical dependency
on the family.

Use activity worksheet A-14, “Alcohol Quiz,”
to dispel myths about alcohol,
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Use “Health for Life” update materials and
blackline masters by Scott Foresman
(activity worksheets A-19-22).
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& Additional Activities

Grade 4
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Personal Healtb

Help students recognize that health
choices are personal decisions,
Discuss the importance of a regular
dental checkup.
Discuss the importance of personal
cleanliness and good grooming.
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Personal Health
Supplemental Activities
Consumer Health

Have students define lifestyle and describe
healthy and nonhealthy lifestyles. Discuss
why habits make a healthy lifestyle easy to
maintain (a habit being a behavior you no
longer consciously choose because you do
it without even thinking about it) and an
unhealthy lifestyle hard to change.

Have students watch the public-service
announcements and list the healthy
behaviors that are promoted.

Use activity worksheet A-23.
Discuss the concept of wellness

1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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List health-promoting behaviors, such as
the following:
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Lifestyle Activities

Exercising
Getting enough sleep
Having regular dental/medical check-ups
Taking care of skin/hair/nails
Getting good nutrition
Not drinking, smoking cigarettes, or
abusing drugs
7. Helping to create a healthy environment

Have students bring in magazines or
newspaper pictures reflecting these
behaviors.
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Invite guest speakers from a local medical
facility to-discuss wellness.
Use activity worksheet A-24 to clarify
health values.
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Notes, References, & Additional Activities
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Describe the structure and function of
body systems.
Describe the life cycle: birth, maturation,
and death.
Describe changes that occur in
adolescence.

Growth & Development
Supplemental Activities
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On the first day of the new school year,
have each student put his or her name on a
3 x 5 card and tape a piece of string (longer
than the student is tall) to the card. Cut the
string to the student’s height and then
wrap the string around the card and save it
until the end of the school year. At the end
of the school year, the student will discover
that the string no longer reaches the top of
his or her head—it will probably only reach
the student’s nose!
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Growth Activities
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See fifth-grade supplemental units on sex
education.
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Notes, & References, & Additional Activities
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Food/Nutrition

Identify essential nutrients needed for
good health.
Identify foods that contain essential
nutrients.
Describe why it is vital to form healthy
eating habits.

Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Health Mobile
Have students design mobiles to illustrate
the components of a healthy lifestyle, and

CHALLENGE: Balance the mobile
scientifically with the proper amounts of
sleep, exercise, food, and rest.
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Have students select one food, cite its
nutritional value, and give an example of
how this food is used in their host country.
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discuss how rest, exercise, and food can
promote health and help in the prevention
of illness. See activity worksheets A-23–24.

Grade 4
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References, & Additional Activities

Grade 4

Safety Around Animals
Leave mother animals
alone when they are with
their babies.

Move slowly and
talk quietly around
animals,
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Don’t bother animals
when they are eating
or sleeping.
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Always ask permission
before handling
someone
else’s pet.

Leave wildlife alone. Wild animals can
bite and scratch. A wild animal that acts
friendly may be sick—and could make
you sick, too.

Don’t stick

In the outdoors, watch where
you put your hands and feet.

Grade 4

Never tease an animal or
use an animal to scare
another person.

A-1
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Stand quietly with your
arms at your sides.
Do not shout at the dog.
Do not wave your arms,
grab at the dog, or run
away.
If a dog looks frightened or
angry, leave it alone.
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The Safe Way To Meet A Strange Dog

A-2
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Happiness Is A Safe Family
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Family Safety Checklist

I know a police officer is my friend and
can help me.

I never take a ride with a stranger.

I refuse money, candy, or gifts from
strangers.

I try to walk to school with a friend.

I always tell my parents where I will
be playing.

I can tell or show my name, address,
and telephone number.
My parents have an ID packet about
me with photos, fingerprints, and
dental records.

My parents and I have a secret code
word we use only when they send an
unfamiliar adult to pick me up.

I don’t play in empty buildings or alleys.
My parents and I talk about safe places
to go in an emergency or if I am lost or
separated from them.
I tell my parents or teacher when
someone makes me feel
uncomfortable.
I know how to reach my parents at
all times.
We talk about and practice Child Safety
Rules in our house.

Co-sponsored by ACTION, the National Volunteer Agency; the National Crime Prevention Council and the
U.S. Departments of Education and Justice.
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Heart attack, stroke, cancer, diabetes, asthma, seizure disorders, and allergies a r e
noncommunicable diseases.
This activity may be extended by making cards that include other diseases.
A-4
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Chain of Infection

Grade 4

A-5

Information for the Teacher About AIDS
Definition
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a potentially fatal breakdown of
natural resistance to disease.

Cause
Who Gets AIDS?

d

The cause is a virus called HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus); it has also been
called HTLV Ill and LAV.
HIV is a highly democratic, equal opportunity virus. Under the right circumstances, it
can infect anyone regardless of age, sex, race, sexual orientation, or religion. No one
is immune to the virus.
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Does Everyone That Is Infected with HIV Get AIDS or ARC?

No, ten to thirty-five percent will develop AIDS; another twenty to twenty-five percent
will develop ARC (AIDS Related Complex). Some people with ARC are very sick, while
-others have only minor illnesses. Forty to sixty-five percent of people infected with HIV
remain well and have no symptoms — they often do not know they are infected, but
they can transmit the virus to others sexually, by sharing needles, by donating blood,
organs, or semen, or through pregnancy to unborn children.

Time- Between Exposure and a Reaction to HIV
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From two months to six months after exposure, the virus can’t be detected and the
person won’t show symptoms. It has been documented that it may take up to seven
years before illness develops. It may take longer. On the average it takes from 18
months to 3 years.

Prevention of AIDS

With our current technology, AIDS cannot be cured, but it can be prevented. Unless
there is much greater awareness of the way AIDS is transmitted and how to prevent it,
many people will die needlessly.

Transmission

The HIV virus is transmitted in the following. ways:
Through sexual intercourse
By the sharing of contaminated needles and syringes (I.V. drug abuse)
From an infected mother to her baby during pregnancy or at birth.
From a transfusion of blood or blood products. Note: This has been greatly reduced
by using the HIV antibody test and other safeguards for donated blood.

A-6

Grade 4

AIDS Myth-Fact Sheet
Place a T in front of those statements that are true and an F in front of those
statements that are false.
1.

People can get AIDS by being in the same room with a person
with AIDS.

2.

There is a vaccine to prevent AIDS.

3.

AIDS is transmitted by sneezing.

4.

A person can get AIDS by giving blood.

5.

The AIDS virus can be transmitted through sexual intercourse with an
infected individual.

6.

People can look and feel healthy and still transmit the AIDS virus.

7.

People who shoot drugs and share the needle can get AIDS.

8.

An infected mother can transmit the AIDS virus to her unborn child.

9.

People can get the AIDS infection from sharing a soda. -
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10.

..

Women cannot transmit the AIDS virus.
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Answers to AIDS Myth-Fact Sheet
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How Would You Feel If. . .
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no one wanted you to be in school?
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you had a blood-clotting problem and got AIDS?
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you found out your best friend had AIDS?

your brother or sister had AIDS?

your teacher had AIDS?

A-8
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The Truth About AIDS Transmission
You won’t get AIDS from . . .

Kissing

Food
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Dishes
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Toilet Seats

Hugging

Sharing toys

Sharing food/drink
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Playing
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Information

&

Activities

Book

Grade 4

Some viruses cause illness in people. Other viruses affect
animals and plants.
Decode the words below to find out the names of a few of
the illnesses that viruses can cause in people.

C=N
D=I

I=Z
J=B

N=R
O=C

K=L

P=K

V=J

R=D
S=E
T=X

W=H
X=O
Y=U

U=G

Z=V
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E=T
F=Q

Q=M
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G=A
H=Y
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le

A=P
B=S

Code
L=W
M=F

The Immune System Defends the Body
against disease, For example, when a cold virus invades your body,
your immune system sends special cells to fight it. You may sneeze,
sniffle and feel miserable for a few days, But finally, your immune
system’s cells kill the virus, and you feel healthy again.

HIV Weakens the Immune System
by attacking the cells that help fight infection. As the immune system
gets weaker and weaker, it can no longer fight off illnesses that
healthy people normally don’t get. These include a rare type of
pneumonia and a form of cancer. Eventually, the person dies,
But mosf people are not in danger of getting infecfed with HIV. Find out why.

Grade 4
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A-II

Based on scientific research, we know today that HIV is not spread
through the air. And, it’s not spread through everyday activities.
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You CAN’T get infected with HIV from:

Using Water
Fountains,
or
swimming pools
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Sitting Next
To Someone
at school, on a bus,
at a movie theate
ball game or
anywhere else

Touching
hugging or
shaking

Being Bitten
By Mosquitoes
or any other

Sharing
School Supplies
such as books,
and pens,
or equipment used
in gym class or on
the playground

Donating Blood
or getting a blood
test. Needles are
used only once, so
there’s no chance of
of passing HIV
person to person.

Eating In The
Cafeteria,
and even sharing
glasses, plates and
forks. (But, you can
get infected with
other viruses from
sharing these

A Special Message
Unscramble the underlined letters from above to form a word that correctly
completes the sentence below.

A-12
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Alcohol Quiz
Place a T in front of those statements that are true and an F in front of those
statements that are false.
Coffee, cold showers, and exercise help sober up an
intoxicated individual.

2.

Because beer does not contain as much alcohol, a person cannot
become an alcoholic by drinking only beer.

3 .
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1.

Alcohol is correctly classified as a drug.

A person can become “drunk” faster on rum or gin than on bourbon.

5.

Alcohol is the most commonly used drug among teenagers.

6.

Alcohol is involved in one half of all fatal traffic accidents in Delaware.

7.

One drink is not likely to affect judgment or memory.

8.

The liver-oxidizes about 80 percent of the alcohol taken into the body.

9.

Alcohol is classified as a stimulant.

The brain and other body functions can be harmed by alcohol.
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4.

Answers to Alcohol Quiz
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Grade 4

Teaching About AIDS

Preparation for Teaching

can put questions that they do not

or from coughs or sneezes. Stress
that AIDS is very hard to get. There is
no need to be afraid of a person who
has AIDS. If a student asks about
getting AIDS from “sex,” you can say
that the body fluids passed during sex
can pass the AIDS virus.
Explain that if the AIDS virus does
get into a person’s blood, it attacks
the white blood cells, which normally
help the body fight disease. Ask
students what happens when the
AIDS virus gets into a white blood
cell. (The virus makes copies of itself,
new viruses burst out and destroy the
white blood cell.)
Explain that when many white blood
cells are destroyed, the body has
trouble fighting some diseases and infections. The person infected with the
AIDS virus then becomes very sick
with the disease called AIDS. Some
medicines can help people with AIDS
feel better for a while, but at this time
there is no cure for AIDS and no
vaccine to prevent AIDS. Scientists all
over the world are working very hard
to find a way to prevent AIDS and to
cure people who have AIDS.
The following analogy may be
useful:
Draw a castle on the board. Tell
students that the castle is like your
body. Inside are specially trained
Defending Armies—your white blood
cells-that protect it. (Draw the Defending Armies in a second color. Make
sure they are inside the castle.) Outside
the Invading Armies — communicable
disease germs — are trying to take
over the castle. Castle Guards —
special white blood cells — are responsible for “sounding the alarm”
whenever there is an invasion. (Draw
the Castle Guards in a third color
inside the castle.) Explain that in a
person who does not have AIDS, the
Defending Armies are able to protect
the castle from most Invading Armies.
In a person with AIDS, a spy — the
AIDS virus-has gotten into the castle
and kills many of the Castle Guards.
When other Invading Armies attack
the castle in the future, there are no
Castle Guards to sound the alarm, so
the Defending Armies are not ready
to fight off the invaders. The castle is
soon taken over by many types of
dangerous invaders.

feel comfortable asking in class.
Students may put their names on the
questions if they wish a personal,
private answer from the teacher.
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Because teaching about AIDS can be
controversial, school districts should
develop a comprehensive educational
policy and obtain community support
before teaching begins. The policy and
community support can be developed
through a council with representatives
from the school board, school
administration and faculty, students,
parents, medical societies, health
department, clergy and civic groups.
It would also be beneficial to develop
a policy for dealing with cases of
AIDS among students or faculty.
After the educational policy is
established, the district can develop a
curriculum with age-appropriate
content and methods. A useful
document for this stage is “Guidelines
for Effective School Health Education
to Prevent the Spread of AIDS,”
developed by the Centers for Disease
Control in consultation with a wide
variety of health, educational, and
civic organizations (see Resources,
next page). This update to Health for
Life has been developed in
accordance with those guidelines.
Once the curriculum is established,
the school system must ensure that
those teaching the material feel comfortable teaching about AIDS and
answering the questions that might
come up. There are two ways to do
this. First, the school can provide a
training program to train current staff
to teach about AIDS. Second, the
school can bring in trained AIDS educators to do the teaching. Local health
departments and health agencies,
such as the American Red Cross, can
often provide trained AIDS educators.
The school should also consider
holding an AIDS education program for
the parents, ideally before the program
for students begins, both to educate
the parents and to enable them to reinforce the concepts taught in school.
When discussing AIDS in the classroom, teachers need to be as straight-

forward as possible. Although the
specifics of presentation will be
determined by school district policy,
students should feel that there is no
question they cannot ask. Details that
teachers cannot provide in class can
always be answered afterwards or by
a community AIDS educator at a later
date. It maybe helpful to have a
question box in which the students

d

AIDS—acquired immune deficiency
syndroms a fatal disease for which
there is as yet no cure. It is a leading
cause of death worldwide. Today the
best hope for curbing the spread of
AIDS and allaying needless fears is
through education.

Teaching Strategies
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The best time to teach about AIDS is
when you teach Chapter 8 of Health
for Life. Your lesson on AIDS can
come after you finish teaching Lesson
2 (pages 208-211). Before beginning
the lesson, ask students what they
think of when they hear the word AIDS.
In this way, you can find out what the
students know and their attitudes
about AIDS and the people who have
it. You can then tailor the presentation to dispel the myths and to stress
what your students need to know.
Have the students read blackline
master #7. Teach the lesson on AIDS
(specific suggestions follow), then
have the students fill out the sheet.
Review the meaning of the terms
communicable disease, virus,
antibody, and immunity, which
students should know from Lessons 1
and 2. Explain that AIDS is a
communicable disease caused by a
virus. Explain that the AIDS virus is
making some adults very sick, but the
AIDS virus is very hard to get and
very few children have the disease.
Explain that most viruses spread
from person to person through air,
food, and water, Ask how the AIDS
virus is different from most viruses.
(The AIDS virus cannot spread
through air, food, and water.) Tell
students that the AIDS virus lives in
body fluids, such as blood. It dies
easily if it gets outside a person’s
body. You can get the AIDS virus if
you get blood from an infected person
in your body. Discuss ways you cannot
get the AIDS virus: from touching or
being near a person with AIDS, from
sharing bathrooms or eating utensils,

Grade 4
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Teaching About AIDS (continued)
ogens. Because HIV destroys T-cells,
HIV eventually wins out over the
immune system and destroys so
many T-helper cells that the body has
difficulty fighting certain diseases.
At this point, the infected person
might begin to show signs of disease
called AIDS-related complex (ARC).
Signs and symptoms of ARC include
swollen lymph glands, night sweats,
fever, weight loss, diarrhea, fatigue, and
lack of resistance to infection.(Although
these are also signs of many other diseases totally unrelated to AIDS, they
could be symptoms of ARC if they last
two weeks or longer.) These symptoms
might come and go or might progress
to the AIDS disease (full-blown AIDS).
As the immune system continues
to weaken, people suffering from ARC
may develop full-blown AIDS. Some
people who develop AIDS do not get
ARC first. The symptoms of full-blown
AIDS include the symptoms of ARC,
but those symptoms occur more often,
last longer, and are more severe. The
person also develops opportunistic dis- .
eases, which are rare diseases that
have the “opportunity” to take hold in
the body because the immune system
is weakened. A normal immune system
is able to resist these diseases. The
two opportunistic diseases commonly
affecting AlDS patients are Kaposi’s
sarcoma (a rare skin cancer) and
Pneurnocystis carinii pneumonia (a
rare form of pneumonia). People with
full-blown AIDS usually die within one
to three years. Although no cure has
yet been found for AIDS, some treatments can minimize the severity and
frequency of symptoms in some people.
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Health Background On AIDS

AIDS can be spread to any person by
behaviors that expose the person to
body fluids infected with the AIDS virus.
The alarming thing about AIDS is
that for years people can have the
AIDS virus and be able to transmit it
but show no sign of the disease.
Currently one to two million people
are infected with HIV, but many of
them do not know it. The only way to
know for sure whether a person has
the AIDS virus is by a blood test.
To protect oneself from AIDS, the
U.S. Surgeon General recommends
these safe behaviors: (1) abstaining
from sex or having sex only with one
mutually faithful, uninfected partner
and (2) not using intravenous drugs.
Although elementary school
children are unlikely to engage in the
risky behaviors, as children move into
junior high and high school, they are
more likely to become sexually active
and some may engage in intravenous
drug use. Nationwide, the average
age of first intercourse is 16, and in
some communities, 12. Victims of
sexual abuse are also at risk.
Because blood carries the AIDS virus, health care workers who can be
exposed to the blood of patients must
take special precautions. Laboratory
workers wear special protective gloves
and masks, as do many doctors,
nurses, dentists, and dental hygienists.
HIV can be found in small amounts
in tears, saliva, sweat, urine, and feces,
but there is no evidence that the virus
is spread by these fluids. According to
the Surgeon General, you cannot get
the AIDS virus from clothes, toilet seats,
swimming pools, mosquitoes, eating
utensils, or drinking glasses. You cannot get the AIDS virus from closed
mouth kissing, hugging, or touching a
person with AIDS. The AIDS virus is
not transmitted by sneezes and coughs.
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Once the students understand the
analogy, you can have them act it out.
After the students have acted out
the analogy explain that invading
Armies (communicable diseases) and
the spy (AIDS virus) can only beat the
Defending Armies (white blood cells)
and control the castle (your body) if
they get all the way inside the castle.
The AIDS virus must get into the
bloodstream to cause damage to the
body. Emphasize that it is very hard to
get the AIDS virus into the bloodstream.
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The AIDS Virus AIDS is caused by
the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), also known as the AIDS virus.
HIV is a fragile virus that dies quickly
outside the body and is easily killed by
disinfectants, bleach, and heat sterilization. Thus HIV is hard to catch and
can be spread only by direct transmission of certain body fluids— blood,
semen, and vaginal secretions-from
one person to another. A person can
become infected by HIV only if he or
she is exposed to infected body fluids.
Certain behaviors can expose a
person to these body fluids and thus
the possibility of contracting AIDS:(1)
intimate sexual contact with an infected person and (2) using intravenous
drug needles and syringes used by
an infected person. Intimate sexual
behaviors include sexual intercourse
and any other behaviors in which a
person’s sex organs touch or enter the
openings of another person’s body.
There are two other ways that
people can get the AIDS virus, but
they are rare. One is through blood
transfusions. However, since 1985, all
blood in the United States has been
tested. People who received blood
before 1985 could have been exposed. The other way that HIV is spread
is from an infected pregnant mother to
her baby through the placenta, during
childbirth, or through breast milk.
AIDS is not restricted to certain
types or races of people or to certain
geographic locations. Although most
infected people are adults, teenagers
and children can also become infected.
(Infection in children is rare and occurs
mostly through birth.) Females as well
as males can become infected. People
of every race can become infected.
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How the virus causes disease
HIV causes illness by weakening the
immune system, the body’s natural defense against pathogens. HIV attacks
a specific immune system cell called
the T-helper cell (a kind of white blood
cell). HIV invades the T-helper cells,
uses the cell’s DNA to reproduce itself,
then destroys the T-helper cell. T-helper cells help the immune system make
antibodies against HIV and other path-

Resources
"Guidelines for Effective School Health
Education to Prevent the Spread of
AIDS,” in Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report: 1988; 37 (suppl 2):
1–1 4 and in Journal of School Health:
1988; 58 (4); 142–148.
Surgeon General’s Report on
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
Toll-Free Telephone Hotlines
Public Health Service
800-342-AIDS 800-342-2437
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Name

Blackline

Use with Chapter 8, after page 211.

Master 7

Learning About Aids
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AIDS is a disease that is caused by a virus. The AIDS
virus is different from most viruses. It cannot spread
through the air, water, or food. The AIDS virus lives only
in certain body fluids such as blood. The AIDS virus is
very hard to get. You cannot get the AIDS virus from just
touching or being near a person with AIDS. There is no
cure for AIDS.
When the AIDS virus gets into the blood, it attaches
itself to certain white blood cells. The virus makes copies
of itself inside the white blood cell. Then new viruses
burst out and destroy the white blood cell. Few white
blood cells are left to protect the body against other
disease germs. In time, a person with the disease AIDS
becomes very weak, and he or she cannot fight off
certain diseases.
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ACTIVITY: Tic-Tac-Toe
Put an “o” in the square if the statement is true. Put an
“x” in the square if the statement is false. If you do not
get three x’s or o’s in a row, make a false statement true
so you can win the game.
Antibodies attack white
blood cells.

The AIDS virus is
similar to most other
viruses.

You cannot get AIDS
from touching or being
near a person who has
AIDS.

People with the
disease AIDS can get
diseases that they
cannot fight off.

The disease AIDS
is caused by a virus.

The AIDS virus
destroys red blood
cells.

The AIDS virus makes
many copies of white
blood cells.

The AIDS virus lives in
certain body fluids,
such as blood.

AIDS is very hard
to get.
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Blackline

Use with Chapter 8, after page 211.

Master 7

Learning About Aids

(Answer Sheet)
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AIDS is a disease that is caused by a virus. The AIDS
virus is different from most viruses. It cannot spread
through the air, water, or food. The AIDS virus lives only
in certain body fluids such as blood. The AIDS virus is
very hard to get. You cannot get the AIDS virus from just
touching or being near a person with AIDS. There is nocure for AIDS.
When the AIDS virus gets into the blood, it attaches
itself to certain white blood cells. The virus makes copies
of itself inside the white blood cell. Then new viruses
burst out and destroy the white blood cell. Few white
blood cells are left to protect the body against other
disease germs. In time, a person with the disease AIDS
becomes very weak, and he or she cannot fight off
certain diseases.
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ACTIVITY: Tic-Tac-Toe
Put an “o” in the square if the statement is true. Put an
“x” in the square if the statement is false. If you do not
get three x’s or o’s in a row, make a false statement true
so you can win the game.
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Teaching About Drugs

Teaching Strategies

Health Background On
Cocaine and Crack Cocaine is made
from the leaves of the coca plant, a
flowering shrub that grows mainly in
South America. The leaves contain
about 1% cocaine by weight. By
processing the leaves in different
chemicals, the residue yields a highly
concentrated form of the drug.
Cocaine is usually seen in the form of
a white powder that is sniffed. It can
also be smoked, inhaled, or injected
into the bloodstream.
Crack is a solid and more concentrated form of cocaine that is smoked.
It has been chemically altered,
usually with baking soda, heat, and
water. When it dries, crack looks like
small chips of soap. It is named crack
because of the crackling sound it
makes when it is smoked.
Cocaine or crack can be absorbed
into the bloodstream through any
mucous membrane. When cocaine is
sniffed, the drug is absorbed through
the mucous lining of the nose and
throat. It reaches the brain and nervous
system in three minutes. When it is
smoked, it reaches the brain within
ten seconds.
The dangerous stimulant effects of
cocaine and crack on the body are
numerous. Cocaine causes the blood
vessels to constrict and pupils to
dilate. it increases heart rate,
metabolic rate, blood pressure, and
body temperature. Users lose their
appetite and have trouble sleeping
due to the effects of the drug.
Cocaine can also destroy the
membranes in the nose, causing the
user to constantly have a runny nose.
Some users require surgery to repair
the insides of their noses.
These effects can have lethal or
paralyzing consequences. Cocaine
can cause brain seizures that disrupt
breathing and stop the lungs and
heart from functioning. A strong,
sudden increase in blood pressure
can cause blood vessels to burst,

resulting in a stroke. Cocaine can
also cause heart attacks because of
an increased and irregular heart rate.
Due to a lack of nutritious food, users
may suffer from malnutrition.
Malnutrition and sleep deprivation
may make cocaine users susceptible
to numerous diseases and infections.
In addition, those who inject cocaine
into their bodies risk hepatitis, AIDS,
and other blood-borne diseases. Any
of these results can occur at any time,
whether it is the first time a person
uses the drug or the person is a
habitual user.
The psychological effects of using
cocaine or crack are also extreme.
Cocaine causes extreme euphoria in
the user. With this “high,” the person
feels powerful and completely
content. When the drug is inhaled,
this effect reaches its peak in approximately 16-20 minutes. This feeling
wears off in 60-90 minutes. When
smoking crack, the effect is greatest
after about 90 seconds, and dissipates
within a few minutes.
As the euphoria subsides, the user’s
body and mind slide into a severe
depression that is characterized by
lethargy, irritability, and anxiousness.
The user then has an overwhelming
desire to use more of the drug to get
the “high” feeling back. This strong
desire makes cocaine highly addictive.
Crack is especially addictive because
the “highs” and “lows” occur so quickly
and are much more intense,
When a person is dependent on
cocaine or crack, the drug can take
over his or her life. The person often
acts in ways that would never occur
without the influence of the drug. A
person might become violent, jealous,
paranoid, withdrawn, or suicidal.
Hallucinations may occur. Loss of
interest in sex, work, or loved ones is
common. He or she might turn to
stealing or prostitution in order to
support a growing and expensive
addiction. The greater the amount of
drug taken, the greater the effects.
However, some people become
dependent after using cocaine or
crack for the first time. Recovery from
addiction to cocaine or crack is very
difficult and takes a long time.
Anabolic Steroids Anabolic steroids
are a synthetic form of the male
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Introduce the information on cocaine
and crack when you teach Chapter 7
of Health for Life. These topics can be
presented after you finish teaching
Lesson 4 (pages 190-193).
Ask students what they know about
cocaine and crack. Explain that cocaine
and crack are very powerful drugs
that can cause great harm to the body.
Have students look in newspapers and
magazines for articles about cocaine
and crack. When the students bring
the articles in, discuss them with the
class. Point out how the drugs have
affected-the people in the articles. Have
students read blackline master #6
and answer the questions. Discuss
the content of the blackline master
and the answers to the questions.
If students want more details on how
cocaine and crack cause addiction.
you can explain to them that when “a
person uses cocaine or crack, the drug
changes the way the person’s brain
works. Then the person feels a need
for crack or cocaine that is so strong
that he or she will do anything to get
the drug. Some people like the energetic feeling that cocaine or crack
gives them, but that energetic feeling
goes away very quickly Then the person feels very tired and sad, and he
or she wants to take more cocaine or
crack to feel energetic again. Then the
person might get stuck in a cycle of
drug use and using the drug becomes
all that he or she does. A person
dependent on cocaine or crack might
forget to eat and sleep. The person
might take the drug until he or she becomes too exhausted to move. People
who have become dependent on crack
or cocaine find it extremely difficult to
stop using it. Even people who get help
from doctors and counselors often
find that they have to work hard their
whole lives to stay free of cocaine

and crack.
It would be appropriate to follow
this lesson with a lesson on how to
say no to drugs. See this Update,
page 2, “Refusal Skills and Peer
Resistance,” for specific ideas.
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As the media daily attest, drugs of all
sorts are a serious problem among our
youth. New and more dangerous drugs
are continually appearing on the scene.
Teachers can help students avoid the
dangers of drugs by teaching them to
avoid all drugs and by making sure
they are aware of the hazards of
specific drugs that have become
more widely used in recent years.
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also cause seizures, nausea, and
high blood pressure. The availability
and use of Iook-alikes make it harder
for health professionals and law
enforcement officials to combat the
problem of illegal drug use. Children
are told that the Iook-alikes are okay
because they are legal and safe (in
fact, they are neither). Look-alikes
may make youngsters believe that
the illegal drugs they mimic are not as
potent and dangerous as they really
are. Also, physicians and poison centers are deceived by the fake drugs,
which makes drug-related diagnosis
difficult..

d

chemists modify the molecular
structure of certain illegal drugs to produce similar but chemically different
drugs known as designer drugs. Their
chemical structure can also make
them undetectable by routine drug
tests. Designer drugs are often much
cheaper than their counterparts.
These drugs are designed to produce effects similar to effects of
stimulants, depressants, narcotics, or
hallucinogens. Because these drugs
are brand new and do not undergo
any thorough scientific testing, their
effects are often unknown or
unpredictable. Sometimes the effects
of the designer drugs are 1,000 times
stronger than the drugs they are
designed to imitate.
The designer drugs made to
resemble narcotics (such as Synthetic
Heroin, China White) can cause symptoms such as those seen in Parkinson’s
disease—uncontrollable tremors, drooling, impaired speech, paralysis, and
irreversible brain damage. Those
made to resemble amphetamines and
methamphetamines (such as
Ecstasy, STP) cause nausea, blurred
vision, and faintness. Bad batches of
any designer drugs can cause brain
damage and death. As little as one
dose can cause brain damage.
Psychological effects include anxiety
depression, and paranoia.
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hormone testosterone. The most
common use for these drugs is to
enhance the strength and size of
muscles of athletes. Although steroids
may indeed help build muscle mass,
there is little proof that they help
improve athletic performance over
time. In addition, the list of adverse
side effects is long and significant.
The hormone testosterone is
responsible for functions in the body
related to growth and physical
development. When testosterone
levels get too high, as with the introduction of steroids, the brain signals
the body to shutdown these growth
processes. The average male
normally produces 2.5 to 10 mg of
testosterone each day. A steroid user
often introduces an additional 100 mg
of this hormone into the system daily.
Some of the effects of steroid use are
noticeable quickly; others may not
show up until 10 to 20 years after first
taking the drugs.
Many of the side effects of steroids
are related to functioning of the reproductive system. In males, these
include: impotence, sterility, atrophied
testicles, lowered sperm count, prostate
enlargement, breast enlargement,
and painful and prolonged erections.
In females, the addition of testosterone
leads to the development of masculine
traits. These include; deepening of the
voice, increased body hair, cessation
of menstrual cycles, uterine atrophy,
and shrinkage of breasts. These
effects may be irreversible.
Steroids can also permanently
stunt growth because the body
responds by stopping skeletal growth
mechanisms. Steroids can cause
acne, hair loss, oily skin, high blood
pressure, and cancer (particularly of
the liver, prostate, kidney, and female
breasts). Steroids are also noted for
causing aggressive and violent
behavior known as “roid rage.” Users
may have temper tantrums, wild
mood swings, and become
uncontrollably violent with little
provocation.

(continued),

Designer Drugs Illegal drugs are
defined in terms of their chemical
formulas. To circumvent the legal
restrictions on manufacturing and
sale of illegal drugs, underground
A-20

Resources

The following are free publications
from the U.S. Government:
Anabolic Steroids: Losing at Winning
DHHS Publication No. (FDA) 88-3171
Cocaine/Crack: The Big Lie
DHHS Publication No. (ADM) 87-1427
Schools Without Drugs: What Works
U.S. Department of Education, 1-800624-0100 or write to Schools Without
Drugs, Pueblo, CO 81009

Toll-Free Telephone Hotlines
1-800-COCAINE (cocaine and crack)
1-800-662-HELP (other drugs)

Look-Alike Drugs Look-alike drugs
are either powder or pills that are
made to look like amphetamines,
barbiturates, or other commonly
abused drugs. They really contain
over-the-counter substances such as
caffeine, analgesics, decongestants,
appetite suppressants, or allergy
medication. Look-alike drugs are sold
with the implication that they are the
illegal drugs they resemble. Most
often they are sold as speed.
Some look-alike drugs are made
with what the FDA has called
“dangerous, illogical combinations” of
the over-the-counter substances.
Look-alikes may contain alarmingly
high concentrations of one ingredient
or dangerous combinations of several
ingredients. When taken in large
amounts or mixed with other “real”
drugs or alcohol, they have caused
strokes and death. Look-alikes can
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Name
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Use with Chapter 7, after page 193.
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Learning About Cocaine and Crack
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Cocaine and crack are very harmful drugs. They both
come from the leaves of the coca plant. Cocaine is a
white powder. People get it into their bodies by sniffing it.
Crack is a stronger form of cocaine. It looks like chips of
soap. People get it into their bodies by smoking it.
Cocaine and crack can damage many parts of the
body. Cocaine and crack cause the heart to beat very
fast. They make the blood vessels smaller. Then the heart
has to work harder to pump blood through the body.
Cocaine and crack cause changes in the brain that can
upset the normal way the brain works. They can cause
the heart and lungs to stop working. Young people have
died from using cocaine or crack, even after the first time.
People use cocaine or crack because they think these
drugs will make them feel energetic. After using cocaine
or crack, people feel sad, tired, and afraid. Cocaine and
crack have the powerful effect of making people want to
keep using them. Many people become dependent on
them. Then they feel that they cannot live without these
drugs. Crack is especially dangerous because it can
quickly cause people to depend on it. Once people start
to depend on cocaine or crack, it is very hard to stop
using them.
Questions

1. What parts of the body are harmed by cocaine or crack?

2. How does cocaine or crack make a person feel after using it?
3. Why is crack especially dangerous?

4. What would you tell a person who is thinking about using
cocaine or crack?
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(Answer Sheet)

Cocaine and crack are very harmful drugs. They both
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come from the leaves of the coca plant. Cocaine is a
white powder. People get it into their bodies by sniffing it.
Crack is a stronger form of cocaine. It looks like chips of
soap. People get it into their bodies by smoking it.
Cocaine and crack can damage many parts-of the
body. Cocaine and crack cause the heart to beat very
fast. They make the blood vessels smaller Then the heart
has to work harder to pump blood through the body
Cocaine and crack cause changes in the b-rain that can
upset the normal way the brain works. They can cause
the heart and lungs to stop working. Young people have
died from using cocaine or crack, even after the first time.
people use cocaine or crack because they think these
drugs will make them feel energetic. After using cocaine
or crack, people “feel sad, tired, and afraid. Cocaine and
crack have the powerful effect of making people want to
keep using-them. Many people become dependent on
them. Then they feel that they cannot live without these
drugs. Crack is especially dangerous because it can
quickly cause people to depend on it. Once people start
to depend on cocaine or crack, it is very hard to stop
using them.
Questions

1. What parts of the body are harmed by cocaine or crack?
heart, blood vessels, brain, lungs

How does cocaine or crack make a person feel after using it?
afraid, tired, and sad

Why is crack especially dangerous? .
it quickly causes people to depend on it

What would you tell a person who is thinking about using
cocaine or crack?
do not use either one; both are very dangerous
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Health Habits
A habit is something you do over and over without really thinking about it. You do it so
often it becomes a part of you.
Some habits are good for you. These are called positive habits. Some are not so
good. These are called negative habits.
What habits do you have?

hair regularly

marijuana

Eat fruits and
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Eat whole wheat
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Each wheel below shows eight common habits. Color in the ones you have.

POSITIVE HABITS

NEGATIVE HABITS

It is not easy to change habits. But it can be done. All you have to do is take charge
of your body.
Write down one habit you want to gain and one you want to change. Then tell how
you plan to do it.
Habit I want to gain:

Habit I want to change:

How I plan to do it:

How I plan to do it:

Grade 4
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Values Voting
To prevent coronary heart disease,
how important is it for you to:

have regular physical examinations
from your doctor?

refrain from smoking?

Unimportant

el
le

avoid fatty foods?

Important

d

Very
Important

reduce the sugar in your diet?

maintain a body weight appropriate for
your height?
exercise regularly?
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learn and practice the correct technique
for cardio-pulmonary resuscitation?
get enough sleep?

eat a variety of foods from all four food groups?
avoid stress?
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Teaching About Sexual Abuse Prevention

Preparation for Teaching

students share experiences if they
wish. This can lead to a discussion
about an older child or adult getting a
child to allow touching in ways the
child does not like.
Now the foundation has been formed to begin talking about good touches,
bad touches, and confusing touches.
Begin by asking students for examples
of good touches. Include nice hugs
and pats on the back. Also mention
that when you visit a doctor, the doctor
touches you in order to make sure you
are healthy.
Then ask students to give examples
of bad touches. Let them name things
like hitting, pinching, and kicking. Then
give examples of bad touches involving sexual abuse and ask students
whether the touch is good or bad. An
example could be “someone is feeling
inside your underwear.” How explicitly
you describe bad touches will depend
on the guidelines of your school
system. Explain that sometimes
touches are confusing, but if a child
feels uncomfortable or unsafe with a
touch, it is not a good touch.
Tell the children they have a right
to privacy. That means that no one
has the right to touch them when or
where they do not want to be touched. Tell them that if someone’s touch
makes them uncomfortable, they
have the right to say no. If someone
asks them to do something they do
not want to do, they have the right to
say no. Emphasize that they can decide who touches their bodies and
how. At this point, have your students
read blackline master #8. Then discuss
the questions and answers. When
discussing question 2, discuss different ways to say no. Some examples
are “Please don’t do that,” “No, I don’t
like that,” “I’m not allowed to do that,”
“My mom wouldn’t like that.” Also
suggest that if the person will not.
stop, the child should try to getaway,
for example, run into a bedroom or
bathroom and shut the door. Tell
students that you understand that it
may be difficult for them to say no to
an adult because they have been
taught to do what adults tell them to
do. Discuss when it is okay to say no
to adults. Assure them that in a
situation with bad touches it is okay to
say no.
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Before offering a unit on sexual abuse
prevention, several things are
needed. Teachers need to make sure
they have administrative support for
this program. A program philosophy
and guidelines should be established
to make sure everyone is in agreement as to how the subject should be
taught. The philosophy and guidelines
should be developed with input from
teachers, administrators, school nurses,
social workers, and parents. The books
listed in the Resource list (next page)
will be useful for this stage. Once the
guidelines are established, ageappropriate curricula can be developed. Schools also need to inform parents as to what will be taught and how
to deal with questions their children
may have. An informational session for
parents before teaching starts would
be useful.
Before teaching the subject of sexual abuse prevention, teachers must
understand the subject and the issues
and must feel comfortable discussing
these topics. Training sessions for
teachers can be of great benefit. Teachers also need to become familiar with
community groups and service agencies that offer support, resources, and
information about sexual abuse. Teachers also need to be familiar with state
requirements for detecting and reporting child sexual abuse.
The classroom teacher is in perhaps
the best position to discuss the subject
of sexual abuse with students because
his or her ongoing and stable contact
with students facilitates the development of great trust. The teacher can
organize a presentation with the needs
and limitations of particular children in
mind. Teachers also have access to
other school personnel and community
resources to effectively refer students
in case any personal trauma is uncovered. Signs to watch out for include
the following: exceptional secrecy, frequent urinary infections, overcom-

pliance or withdrawal, more sexual
knowledge than is appropriate for the
child’s age, sexual provocativeness or
promiscuity, extreme fear or seductiveness with the opposite sex, sudden
drop in school performance and participation, crying without provocation.
When teaching the subject of sexual
abuse prevention, the teacher should
project an atmosphere of warmth and
objectivity. Although it is important to
teach children their right not to be
touched in uncomfortable or scary
ways, it is also important not to frighten
the children or make them fearful of
adults. Students should feel that they
can ask questions about anything. It
may be helpful to have a question box
for the students to put questions that
they do not feel comfortable asking in
class. Students may put their names
on questions if they wish a personal,
private answer from the teacher. .Due to the silent prevalence of sexual abuse, teaching prevention can be
an important aspect of a health curriculum. Children need to be taught
that they do not have to let anyone
touch their bodies if they do not feel
comfortable about it, and they need to
learn how to say no. They also need to
learn that if they are sexually abused,
they should tell someone, and that the
adult’s inappropriate behavior is not
their fault.
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Sexual abuse is one of the most
devastating things that can happen to
a child. It can leave lasting emotional
scars and lead to a destructive cycle
of abuse. Teachers can help by
teaching students when and how to
protect themselves.

Grade 4

Teaching Strategies
The best way to teach about sexual
abuse prevention is when you teach
about safety in Chapter 4 of Health for
Life. The lesson can come after you
teach Lesson 5 (pages 11 2–1 13).
Discuss why students need to be
careful around strangers and what
they can do to feel safe. Review what
they learned in Lesson 5. Discuss
how strangers could use bribery or
take advantage of a child’s trust of
adults to harm them. Then lead into a
discussion of how people they know
might use the same methods to
persuade them to do something they
do not want to do. You could begin
with examples that do not involve
sexual abuse. Examples include an
older child using threats to get a toy
from a younger child or a brother or
sister offering a bribe to get the sibling
to do something for him or her. Let
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what has happened or how long it has
gone on, the children should tell someone and they should not feel ashamed.
While teaching the unit or at the
end, teachers can consider having
the students more actively practice
ways to handle and prevent sexual
abuse. Student: could play the “What
if” game. To play, give the children
situations such as. "What if you were
home alone and someone rang the
doorbell,” or “What if your babysitter
asked you to pull down your pants.”
Then ask the students what they
would do. -Younger students could
use puppets for this game and then
possibly develop a puppet show.
Blackline master #9 can be used as
the basis of a summary discussion.

be abused at any age.

Health Back round on
Child Sexual Abuse
Prevention

For Parents
Fay J et al: He Told Me Not to Tell.
King County Rape Relief, 305 South
43rd, Renton, WA 98055.

Resources
For Children
Dayee F: Private Zone: A Book
Teaching Children Sexual Assault
Prevention Tools. Edmonds, WA;
Charles Franklin Press. 1982.
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Freeman L: It’s My Body: A Book to
Teach Children How to Resist
Uncomfortable Touch. Seattle:
Parenting Press, 1984.

Girard LW: My Body Is Private. Niles,
IL: Albert Whitman, 1984.
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Emphasize that the bad part of the
story was that Mr. Thorndale did not
respect Doreen’s right not to be touched. Often people touch someone on
the arm or leg and they mean no
harm. Mr. Thorndale’s harmful action
was he did not stop after Doreen asked him to stop. When someone tries
to touch you and you become uncomfortable, the danger signal is when they
do not stop when you ask them to stop.
Discuss with students another danger
signal; if the person tells you to keep
the touch or the behavior a secret.
Discuss another ending to the
story: Doreen’s mom explains to Mr.
Thorndale why his behavior upset
Doreen. Mr. Thorndale explains that
he thought he was just helping Doreen
get cleaned up. Mr. Thorndale
apologizes to Doreen and promises to
respect her privacy.
Also ask the children if Doreen did
anything to make Mr. Thorndale touch
her (No.) The point to emphasize is
that sexual abuse is never the child’s
fault.
If you feel it is appropriate, use other
stories, similar to Doreen’s, to illustrate
other examples of sexual abuse, for
example, someone exposing himself
or asking the child to undress. (See
Resource list for ideas.) The stories
should show ways that children can
successfully say no; show children telling a friendly understanding adult; and
have the adult praise the child for telling and promise to help keep the child
safe. The stories should also show the
two danger signals. Make it clear that
what happened was not the child’s fault.
Tell students that as soon as possible after a situation like Doreen’s they
should tell an adult they trust about
what has happened. Tell or ask
students whom they might be able to
tell; parent(s), teachers, friends, a
friend’s parent, relatives, clergy,
Emphasize that they should not be
afraid to tell someone even if the
person who touched them told them
to keep it a secret. Then explain how
telling an adult can help them. Explain
that the person they tell knows what
must be done to protect their safety
and can help them feel better about
what happened. Emphasize that it is
never the child’s fault if adults touch
them with bad touches. No matter

(continued)
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Child sexual abuse can be defined as
sexual involvement imposed upon a
child by an adult (or older child). It may
or. may not involve direct physical
contact. It can include forcing a child
to look at the adult’s genitals or forcing the child to undress and expose
himself or herself. It may also involve
handling of a child’s genitals and
attempts at or actual penetration of
the vagina, anus, or mouth. incest is
when a family member abuses another
family member and includes any form
of sexual activity between family members, whether blood relatives or stepparents or stepchildren.
Although children are often emphatically taught to beware of harm
from strangers, 70%-85% of sexual
abuse cases involve people the children know-and often love. Studies
report that as many as 65% of child
abuse cases involve sexual abuse.
Research suggests that one in six
females has been sexually abused,
most often involving incest.
Most victims are first assaulted during the pre-adolescent years, starting
around ages 8 or 9. Sexual abuse is
usually not an isolated incident and is
often characterized by progressive
sexual activity over time. The abuser
usually uses bribery, threats, or the
child’s dependency and trust to take
advantage of the child and ensure
secrecy. Children of either sex may
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Wachter O: No More Secrets for Me
Boston: Little, Brown, 1983

For Teachers
Erickson E, McEvoy A, Colucci N;
Child Abuse and Neglect: A Guidebook for Educators and Community
Leaders, ed 2. Holmes Beach, FL;
Learning Publications, 1984. (guide to
developing school policies and prevention programs)
Kempe RS, Henry C: The Common
Secret: Sexual Abuse of Children and
Adolescents. New York: WH Freeman
and Co, 1984. (background
information)
Plummer CA: Preventing Sexual
Abuse: Activities and Strategies for
Those Working with Children and
Adolescents. Holmes Beach, FL:
Learning Publications, 1984. (background information and a curriculum
guide with lesson plans for K-6, 7–1 2,
and special populations)
Tower CC; Child Abuse and Neglect:
A Teacher’s Handbook for Detection,
Reporting, and Classroom Management, Washington, DC; National Education Association, 1984.
Toll-Free Telephone Hotline
National Child Abuse Hotline
800-422-4453
800-4-A-Child
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Keeping Safe
Read the story. Then answer the questions.
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Doreen liked to help her neighbor, Mr. Thorndale, with
his vegetable garden. Doreen helped him plant and take
care of the vegetables. Mr. Thorndale taught Doreen
about how things grow.
One afternoon in August, Doreen and Mr. Thorndale
were in the garden picking vegetables and pulling
weeds. Suddenly, it started to rain very hard. They ran
into Mr. Thorndale’s house. By the time they got inside,
they were very wet and muddy. Mr. Thorndale offered to
help Doreen clean up before she went home. Doreen
said no thanks, she did not need any help. Mr. Thorndale
started to take Doreen’s shirt off anyway.
Doreen did not like that. She did not want Mr.
Thorndale to touch her. She did not want him to see her
without a shirt. Doreen asked Mr. Thorndale to stop. Mr.
Thorndale did not stop. So Doreen ran home and told her
mother what happened.
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QUESTIONS: Write the answers on the lines below.
1. What did Mr. Thorndale do that made Doreen feel uncomfortable?

2. What right things did Doreen say and do?

3. Why did Doreen want to tell her mother what happened?

4. What should Doreen do the next time she sees Mr. Thorndale?

Grade 4
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Keeping Safe

(Answer Sheet)

Read the story. Then answer the questions.
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Doreen liked to help her neighbor, Mr. Thorndale, with
his vegetable garden. Doreen helped him plant and take
care of the vegetables. Mr. Thorndale taught Doreen
about how things grow.
One afternoon in August, Doreen and Mr. Thorndale
were in the garden picking vegetables and pulling
weeds. Suddenly, it started to rain very hard. They ran
into Mr. Thorndale’s house. By the time they got inside,
they were very wet and muddy. Mr. Thorndale offered to
help Doreen clean up before she went home. Doreen
said no thanks, she did not need any help. Mr. Thorndale
started to take Doreen’s shirt off anyway.
Doreen did not like that. She did not want Mr.
Thorndale to touch her. She did not want him to see her
without a shirt. Doreen asked Mr. Thorndale to stop. Mr.
Thorndale did not stop. So Doreen ran home and toId her
mother what happened.

QUESTIONS: Write the answers on the lines below.
What did Mr. Thorndale do that made Doreen feel uncomfortable?
He continued taking her shirt off after she asked him to stop.

What right things did Doreen say and do?

She told Mr. Thorndale to stop. When he did not, she ran home and told
her mother.

Why did Doreen want to tell her mother what happened?
Because her mother could help her figure out what to do.

What should Doreen do the next time she sees Mr. Thorndale?
She should tell him that she felt uncomfortable when he took her shirt off.

She should ask him to respect her privacy and not do it again.
A-28
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Guidelines for Keeping Safe
1. Your body is private. You have the right to say no to
someone who wants to touch your body.
2. Some touches and behaviors are bad.

d

3. if a touch or behavior makes you uncomfortable or
scared, you have the right to say no and try to get
away from the person making you uncomfortable.
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4. One danger signal is when someone ignores your
request that they stop doing something.
5. Another danger signal is if the person makes you
promise not to tell.
6. Always tell an adult you trust.
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7. Be proud of yourself for protecting your safety.
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Substance Use/Abuse
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Describe how drugs affect the body.
Discuss drug abuse as a major health
problem.
Discuss the effects of tobacco on the
body systems.
practice refusal skills.
Discuss chemical dependency
(including alcohol).

Substance Use & Abuse
Supplemental Activities
Substance Use and Abuse
Have students work in groups of two,
Each group will compose three to five
short statements,. jingles, poems, or
songs about why people (young or old)
should not smoke. Share the results
from each group with the class.
Ask. the principal to share the material
with the rest of the school via the public
address system.
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Discuss the benefits and/or dangers of
alcohol, drugs, and tobacco to people.

Arrange a bulletin board using the
jingles, statements, poems, or songs.

Combine the results from all the groups
into a notebook to share with parents
and others.
Ask the pupils, “What can you say if
someone asks you to try a. cigarette?”

Discuss the ‘situations in which people
drink alcoholic beverages (special
occasions, celebrations, rituals, etc. )
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Duplicate the Alcoholic Quiz (activity
worksheet A-1). Divide the class into
groups of three, Distribute the quiz to
each group. Each group must agree to
one answer. Go over each statement
with each group, having groups give the
reasons for their responses,

Arrange a collage of beer, wine, and
alcoholic advertisements. Ask students
what most ads like this have in common.

Tell students that many ads suggest that
drinking will make you popular or a good
athlete. Ask if they think this is so, Ask what
some other ways are of becoming popular.

Ask students what information or facts they
found the most interesting?
Use “Health for Life” update materials
and blackline masters (activity worksheets
A-10-14).
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Mental/Social/
Family Health
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Discuss the importance of self image
and mental health.
Demonstrate appropriate ways to
express feelings.
Discuss stress and specific coping

Mental, Social & Family Health
Supplemental Activities

Duplicate activity worksheet A-4, “Prepare
Your Reply.” Cut the situations apart and

distribute at least one situation to each
group of two students. Have students
prepare a reply. Then have students

role
play the situation and response. Ask the rest
of the class to identify the strategy used.

Brainstorm and list on the board
problems that the pupils consider
important..
Divide the class into small groups.
Assign each group a problem from the
list. Have them list positive and
negative ways to handle the problem.
Have one pupil from each group report
to the class on their findings.
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Ask students which strategy they liked
best? Ask if they could use these strategies
in other situations to say no.

How is the statement “My friends made me
do it” a defense mechanism?

d

Mental, Social, and
Family Health

Duplicate some of the responses generated
from the students. Could you use these
strategies in other situations to say no?

Ask how the positive ways of handling the
problems would help in dealing with the
stressful situations

Form a “lust Say No Club,” if there is
any interest.

Discuss peer pressure, parental influence,
older sibling pressure, and effects of the
media and advertising on drug, alcohol,
and tobacco use.
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Duplicate activity worksheet A-5, “HOW to
Say No.” Have students divide into groups
of 2 or 3 to identify additional responses
under each strategy.

Have students discuss: “Can a friend really
get you in trouble?”
Describe how defense mechanisms can be
beneficial to self-concept.

Describe how defense mechanisms can
lead to poor self-image. Defense
mechanisms are beneficial if they promote
a positive self-image, promote good social
relationships, and help us fulfill
responsibilities,
Have students list reasons for failing a
spelling test. Have them determine which
reasons will lead to doing better on the
next test. Which reason will not provide
solutions?

Grade 5
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Safety/FirstAid

Explain the importance of recreational
safety.
Discuss personal safety and child abuse.
Describe first aid procedures for burns,
cuts, blisters, and insect stings.

Ca
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Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Personal Safety

Emergency Safety

Have students list safety hazards observed
on walking or riding to school.

Have students make a list of telephone
numbers that they might need in an
emergency (e.g., police, ambulance, fire
department: parent work number).

d

Have students list occasions when they did
not follow a rule and suffered an injury.
Have students interview other students
about injuries they suffered. Have them
determine what the injuries were, how they
occurred, and whether-safety rules were or
were not followed.
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Plan to present a puppet show to other
fifth graders or to younger students
concerning seat belt usage. Divide the
class into groups (one to research and
write the script, one to make the puppets,
and one to make the stage), or have the
whole class help with the research. Some
students could interview a state police
officer, a member of a local rescue squad,
and/or hospital emergency room
personnel. They could even conduct a
survey among teachers and parents about
seat belt usage and their reasons for
wearing or not wearing them. The script
should include some puppets on each side
of the argument. It could end with the
audience voting on whether or not the
reluctant person should buckle up.

Review safety rules dealing with animals
(see activity worksheets A-2-3).

Invite someone in a health profession to
talk to the class about local animal dangers.
The speaker might be an environmental
‘health officer or a veterinarian.
Identify community helpers who can assist
students when lost, e.g. store manager,
police, firefighter.
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The puppet can be simple-lust a picture
cut out and glued to a popsicle stick-or-it
can be quite elaborate, The stage can be a
cardboard box; a curtain is nice, but not
essential.

Animal Safety

Read, review, and revise the script as you
and the class feel is necessary. Rehearse
the final play. Be sure each participant
knows what he or she is to do.

Before presenting the play to the audience,
take a poll to see who uses seat belts, how
often, and if not, why not. Present the play.
At the end of the play, ask the students
what they learned from this activity, Then, reconduct the survey. Are there
any changes in the number who “will-use. ”
seat belts, or in the reasons for nonuse of
seat belts.

Sexual Abuse Prevention

Use “Health for Life” update materials
and blackline master (activity worksheets
A-15-19).

Grade 5
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Food/Nutrition
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List the main nutrients and give
examples of each
Discuss food labeling on packaged

Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Ask how many students read the labels of
food packages. State that ingredients on
the labels are listed in order of amount
contained in the particular product. For
instance, if sugar is listed first, then sugar
is the main ingredient; if water is listed
first, then water is the main ingredient.
Display labels from packaged foods such as
cereals, soups, or baked goods.
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Have students work in groups of three to
list where sugar (in any of its forms) is
Iisted in the ingredients on four labels.
Have students report their findings to
the class.

d

Nutrition Activities

Duplicate the handout entitled “Where’s
That Sugar?” (activity worksheet A-6) and
have the students complete it. Ask them to
share their findings with the group.

Duplicate the handout entitled “How
Sweet is It?” (activity worksheet A-7) for
student reference.
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Arrange a bulletin-board display of labels
and students’ papers,
Invite the nurse to demonstrate how to
floss teeth to help remove plaque.

Ask students if they had been aware that
sugars are included in so many foods.

Use activity worksheet A-8 as a pretestposttest for identification of food groups
Use A-9 as a personal follow-up activity.

Grade 5
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Grade 5

Alcohol Quiz
Date

Name

Place a T in front of those statements that are true and an F in front of those statements
that are false.
Coffee, cold showers, and exercise help sober up an
intoxicated individual.

2.

Because beer does not contain as much alcohol, a person cannot
become an alcoholic by drinking only beer.

3.

Alcohol is correctly classified as a drug.

4.

A person can become “drunk faster on rum or gin than on bourbon.

5.

Alcohol is the most commonly used drug among teenagers.

6.

Alcohol is involved in one half of all fatal traffic accidents in Delaware.

7.

One drink is not likely to affect judgment or memory.

8.

The liver oxidizes about 80 percent of the alcohol taken into the body.

9.

Alcohol is classified as a stimulant.
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The brain and other body functions can be harmed by alcohol.
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10.
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1.

Answers to Alcohol Quiz

Grade 5
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A

Stand quietly with your
arms at your sides.
Do not shout at the dog.
Do not wave your arms,
grab at the dog, or run
away.
If a dog looks frightened or
angry, leave it alone.
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The Safe Way To Meet A Strange Dog

A-2

Grade 5

Safety Around Animals
Leave mother animals
alone when they are with
their babies.

Move slowly and
talk quietly around
animals.
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Don’t bother animals
when they are eating
or sleeping.
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Always ask permission
before handling
someone
else’s pet.

Leave wildlife alone. Wild animals can
bite and scratch. A wild animal that acts
friendly may be sick—and could make
you sick, too.

Don’t stick

In the outdoors, watch where
you put your hands and feet.

Grade 5

Never tease an animal or
use an animal to scare
another person.

A-3

Prepare Your Reply
Date

Name
Reply

Situation

Situation
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A party is in progress at a friend’s house.
You are invited to drink some “spiked”
punch.

Reply
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You and a friend are watching a television
program in which all the glamourous stars .
are smoking. Your friend suggests that
you would look older-if you took up
smoking.

Situation

Reply

You feel “blah” at school. Your friend
hands you a pill and says, “This will pick
you up.”

Situation

Reply

You are at a football game with your
brother. A bottle is being passed around.
You are asked to take a-drink.

A-4

Graae 5

How to Say No
Steps To Take
1. Stop and Think. Is this something you want to do or is someone else
pressuring you to do it?
2. Decide on a way (strategy) to say no.
3. Repeat your strategy if it doesn’t work the first time, or try another one.

d

Ways To Say No
Humor

Use Your Credit
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Example:
“C’mon. Have a smoke.”
Reply: “No, thanks! I’m not a chimney.”

This way questions your friendship — do you like me for me or only if 1 drink,
smoke, or use drugs.
Examples:
“You mean 1 have to drink to be your friend?”

“1 like you and want to be around you, but not if I have to smoke.”

Ca
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“No, you should not force me to pop a pill.”

Delay the Decision

This way avoids the decision to drink or not to drink, to smoke or not smoke,
to take drugs or not take drugs.
Examples:
“1 don’t want to try it right now.”
“DO I have to try it now?”

“1 don’t feel like it right now.”

Grade 5
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Where’s That Sugar?
Date

Name

Look at the labels on at least ten canned and packaged goods on your pantry shelf, in
the refrigerator, or in the grocery store to see where sugar is listed in the order of
ingredients. Other names for sugar include molasses, sucrose, corn syrup, dextrose,
corn sweeteners, and honey.
BRAND

NAME OF
SWEETENER

Ex: Gelatin dessert

Jello

Sugar

2.
3.
4.
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1
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1.

ORDER OF
LISTING

d

PRODUCT

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A-6

Grade 5

How Sweet Is It?
You may be eating more sugar than you think. The average American eats 30 teaspoons
of sugar a day. The chart below shows how many teaspoons of sugar are found in
selected foods.*

Food

Serving Size

Teaspoons of Sugar

12 oz.
12 oz.
12 oz.
12 oz.
8 oz.
8 OZ.
8 OZ..

11.8
10.0
9.3

Baked Goods

9.0

7.3
6.5
6.3
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Shasta orange soda
Pepsi-Cola
Coca-Cola
Sprite
Hi-C Grape
Hawaiian Punch
Kool-Aid

d

Beverages

Twinkies
Graham crackers

1 pkg.
2 pieces

8.4
0.9

1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz.
1 oz
1 oz.
0.5 oz.
0.5 oz.

3.5
3.3
3.3
2.8
2.8
2.3
1.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

2 tbsp.
1 tbsp.

1.3
0.6

Breakfast Cereals

Ca
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Apple Jacks
Count Chocula
Franken Berry
Cocoa Puffs
Frosted Flakes
Nature Valley Granola
Body Buddies
Wheaties
Rice Krispies
Product 19
Special K
Corn Chex
Rice Chex
Wheat Chex
Nutri-Grain
Puffed Rice
Puffed Wheat

Miscellaneous
Skippy peanut butter
Ketchup

.

* Source: (adapted from) Nutrition Action. Washington, D C.: The Center for
Science in the Public Interest, October 1984.
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Nutrition Test — Health
Identify the following foods using these symbols:
Bread & Cereal = B & C
Milk & Dairy Group= M & D
.
Fruit_ Group = F
Vegetable Group = V
Meat & Protein Group= M & P

2. waffles
3. milk
4. carrot
5. pie crust
6. chicken
7. egg

32. roast beef

17. crab

33. cake

18. peanut butter

34. olive oil

19. green beans

35. p a i r

20. bacon

36. pumpkin

21. ham

37. sausage

22. turkey

38. cheese

23. banana

39. pancakes

Ca
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8. toast

16. french fries
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1. macaroni

d

Date

Name

24. potato

40. brownies

10. vegetable oil

25. rice

41. grape juice

11. apple

26. spaghetti

42. tangerine

12. pork chop

27. cupcake

43. hot dog

13. cookies

28, peach

44. squash

14. corn on the cob

29. f i s h

45. corn flakes

30. beet

46. noodles

9. l e t t u c e

15. yogurt

A-8

.

31. butter

Grade 5

My Food Intake
Date

Name
Breakfast
Milk & Dairy Products Group

Fruit Group
Vegetable Group

Lunch
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Bread & Cereal Group

d

Meat & Protein Group

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit

Group

Vegetable Group
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Bread & Cereal Group
Dinner

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group

Vegetable Group

Bread & Cereal Group
Snacks

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group

Fruit Group
Vegetable Group
Bread & Cereal Group
Grade 5
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Teaching About Drugs

Teaching Strategies

repair the insides of their noses.
These effects can have lethal or
paralyzing consequences. Cocaine
can cause brain seizures that disrupt
breathing and stop the lungs and
heart from functioning. A strong, sudden increase in blood pressure can
cause blood vessels to burst, resulting in a stroke. Cocaine can also
cause heart attacks because of an
increased and irregular heart rate. Due
to a lack of nutritious food, users may
suffer from malnutrition. Malnutrition
and sleep deprivation may make cocaine users susceptible to numerous
diseases and infections. In addition,
those who inject cocaine into their
Health Background on
bodies risk hepatitis, AIDS, and other
blood-borne diseases. Any of these
Cocaine and Crack Cocaine is made
results can occur at any time, whether
from the leaves of the coca plant, a
it is the first time a person uses the
flowering shrub that grows mainly in
drug or the person is a habitual user.
South America. The leaves contain
The psychological effects of using
about 1% cocaine by weight. By
processing the leaves in different
cocaine or crack are also extreme.
Cocaine causes extreme euphoria in
chemicals, the residue yields a highly
the user with this “high,” the person
concentrated form of the drug.
feels powerful and completely
Cocaine is usually seen in the form of
a white powder that is sniffed. It can
content. When the drug is inhaled,
also be smoked, inhaled, or injected
this effect reaches its peak in
into the bloodstream.
approximately 15-20 minutes. This
feeling wears off in 60-90 minutes.
Crack is a solid and more concenWhen smoking crack, the effect is
trated form of cocaine that is smoked.
greatest after about 90 seconds, and
It has been chemically altered, usualdissipates within a few minutes.
ly with baking soda, heat, and water
As the euphoria subsides, the
When it dries, crack looks like small
chips of soap. It is named crack be
user’s body and mind slide into a
severe depression that is
cause of the crackling sound it makes
characterized by lethargy, irritability,
when it is smoked.
and anxiousness. The user then has
Cocaine or crack can be absorbed
into the bloodstream through any
an overwhelming desire to use more
of the drug to get the “high” feeling
mucous membrane. When cocaine is
back. This strong desire makes
sniffed, the drug is absorbed through
cocaine highly addictive. Crack is
the mucous lining of the nose and
especially addictive because the
throat. It reaches the brain and
“highs” and “lows” occur so quickly
nervous system in three minutes.
When it is smoked, it reaches the
and are much more intense.
When a person is dependent on
brain within ten seconds.
The dangerous stimulant effects of
cocaine or crack, the drug can take
cocaine and crack on the body are
over his or her life. The person often
numerous. Cocaine causes the blood
acts in ways that would never occur
without the influence of the drug. A
vessels to constrict and pupils to dilate.
person might become violent, jealous,
It increases heart rate, metabolic rate,
paranoid, withdrawn, or suicidal.
blood pressure, and body temperature.
Hallucinations may occur. Loss of
Users lose their appetite and have
interest in sex, work, or loved ones is
trouble sleeping due to the effects of
common. He or she might turn to
the drug. Cocaine can also destroy
stealing or prostitution in order to
the membranes in the nose, causing
support a growing and expensive
the user to constantly have a runny
addiction. The greater the amount of
nose. Some users require surgery to
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Introduce the information on cocaine
and crack when you teach Chapter 7
of Health for Life. These topics can be
presented after you finish teaching
Lesson 4 (pages 21 2–21 4).
Ask students what they know about
cocaine and crack. Explain that
cocaine and crack are very powerful
stimulants that can cause great harm
to the body. Have students look in
newspapers and magazines for
articles about cocaine and crack.
When the students bring the articles
in, discuss them with the class. Point
out how the drugs have affected the
people in the articles, Have students
read blackline master #6 and do the
activity. Discuss the content of the
blackline master and the answers to
the activity. Be sure students
understand how cocaine and crack
harm the body. Explain that when a
brain seizure occurs, the normal flow
of messages from the brain to the rest
of the body are upset. The result is
out-of-control movements of the body.
Seizures can upset the messages to
the heart and lungs causing the heart
and lungs to stop working.
If students want more details on
how cocaine and crack cause addiction, you can explain to them that
when a person uses cocaine or crack,
the drug changes the way the person’s
brain works. Then the person feels a
need for crack or cocaine that is so
strong that he or she will do anything
to get the drug. Some people like the
energetic feeling that cocaine or crack
gives them, but that energetic feeling
goes away very quickly. Then the person feels very tired and sad, and he or
she wants to take more cocaine or
crack to feel energetic again. Then the
person might get stuck in a cycle of
drug use and using the drug becomes
all that he or she does. A person de-

pendent on cocaine or crack might
forget to eat and sleep. The person
might take the drug until he or she becomes too exhausted to move. People
who have become dependent on crack
or cocaine find it extremely difficult to
stop using it. Even people who get
help from doctors and counselors
often find that they have to work hard
their whole lives to stay free of cocaine.
and crack. It would be appropriate to
follow this lesson with a lesson on
how to say no to drugs. See this
update, page 2, “Refusal Skills and
Peer Resistance,” for specific ideas.
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As the media daily attest, drugs of all
sorts are a serious problem among
our youth. New and more dangerous
drugs are continually appearing on the
scene. Teachers can help students
avoid the dangers of drugs by teaching
them to avoid all drugs and by making
sure they are aware of the hazards of
specific drugs that have become more
widely used in recent years.
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Teaching About Drugs

Designer Drugs Illegal drugs are
defined in terms of their chemical formulas. To circumvent the legal
restrictions on manufacturing and
sale of illegal drugs, underground
chemists modify the molecular structure of certain illegal drugs to produce
similar but chemically different drugs
known as designer drugs. Their
chemical structure can also make
them undetectable by routine drug
tests. Designer drugs are often much
cheaper than their counterparts.
These drugs are designed to produce effects similar to the effects of
stimulants, depressants, narcotics, or
hallucinogens. Because these drugs
are brand new and do not undergo
any thorough scientific testing, their
effects are often unknown or unpredictable. Sometimes the effects of the
designer drugs are 1,000 times
stronger than the drugs they are
designed to imitate.
The designer drugs made to
resemble narcotics (such as Synthetic
Heroin, China White) can cause
symptoms such as those seen in
Parkinson’s disease-uncontrollable
tremors, drooling, impaired speech,
paralysis, and irreversible brain damage. Those made to resemble
amphetamines and methamphetamines (such as Ecstasy, STP)
cause nausea, blurred vision, and
faintness. Bad batches of any designer drugs can cause brain damage
and death. As little as one dose can
cause brain damage and death.
Psychological effects include anxiety,
depression, and paranoia.

“dangerous, illogical combinations” of
the over-the-counter substances.
Look-alikes may contain alarmingly
high concentrations of one ingredient
or dangerous combinations of several
ingredients. When taken in large
amounts or mixed with other “real”
drugs or alcohol, they have caused
strokes and. death. Look-alikes can
also cause seizures, nausea, and
high blood pressure.
The availability and use of lookalikes make it harder for health
professionals and law enforcement
officials to combat the problem of
illegal drug use. Children are told that
the Iook-alikes are okay because they
are legal and safe (in fact, they are
neither). Look-alikes may make
youngsters believe that the illegal
drugs they mimic are not as potent
and dangerous as they really are.
Also, physicians and poison centers
are deceived by the fake drugs, which
makes drug-related diagnosis difficult.
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Anabolic Steroids Anabolic steroids
are a synthetic form of the male
hormone testosterone. The most
common use for these drugs is to
enhance the strength and size of
muscles of athletes. Although steroids
may indeed help build muscle mass,
there is little proof that they help
improve athletic performance over
time. in addition, the list of adverse
side effects is long and significant.
The hormone testosterone is
responsible for functions in the body
related to growth and physical development. When testosterone levels get
too high, as with the introduction of
steroids, the brain signals the body to
shut down these growth processes.
The average male normally produces
2.5 to 10 mg of testosterone each day,
A steroid user often introduces an
additional 100 mg of this hormone into
the system daily. Some of the effects
of steroid use are noticeable quickly;
others may not show up until 10 to 20
years after first taking the drugs.
Many of the side effects of steroids
are related to functioning of the
reproductive system. In males, these
include: impotence, sterility, atrophied
testicles, lowered sperm count,
prostate enlargement, breast
enlargement, and painful and
prolonged erections. In females, the
addition of testosterone leads to the
development of masculine traits.
These include: deepening of the
voice, increased body hair, cessation
of menstrual cycles, uterine atrophy,
and shrinkage of breasts. These
effects may be irreversible.
Steroids can also permanently
stunt growth because the body
responds by stopping skeletal growth
mechanisms. Steroids can cause
acne, hair loss, oily skin, high blood
pressure, and cancer (particularly of
the liver, prostate, kidney, and female
breasts). Steroids are also noted for
causing aggressive and violent
behavior, known as “roid rage.” Users
may have temper tantrums, wild

mood swings, and become uncontrollably violent with little provocation.
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drug taken, the greater the effects.
However, some people become
dependent after using cocaine or
crack for the first time. Recovery from
addiction to cocaine or crack is very
difficult and takes a long time.

(continued,

Grade 5

Resources

The following are free. publications
from the U.S. Government:
Anabolic Steroids. Losing at Winning
DHHS Publication No. (FDA) 88-3171
Cocaine/Crack. The Big Lie
DHHS Publication No. (ADM) 87-1427
Schools Without Drugs. What Works
U.S. Department of Education,
1-800-624-0100 or write to Schools
Without Drugs, Pueblo, CO 81009
Toll-Free Telephone Hotlines
1-800-COCAINE (cocaine and
1-800-662-HELP (other drugs)

Look-Alike Drugs Look-alike drugs
are either powder or pills that are
made to look like amphetamines,
barbiturates, or other commonly
abused drugs. They really contain
over-the-counter substances such as
caffeine, analgesics, decongestants,
appetite suppressants, or allergy
medication. Look-alike drugs are sold
with the implication that they are the
illegal drugs they resemble. Most
often they are sold as speed.
Some look-alike drugs are made
with what the FDA has called
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crack)-

Name

Blackline

Use with Chapter 7, after page 219.

Master 5

Saying No
When you do not want to do what your friends want you
to do, you have to say no. Saying no can be hard to do.
You can say no in ways that are firm but friendly. Your
true friends will respect your decision. Here are some
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2. Give a reason or excuse.
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1. Just say no. Here are some examples.

3. Delay. The trick is that the other time never comes!
Thanks, but I just don’t feel like it right now.

4. Change the subject or offer another choice.
Did you see that TV show last night? Let's go to my
house to bake cookies. Let's go to a movie.
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If a simple no, reason, or delaying statement does not
work, try the following.
5. Be a broken record.
Just say no over and over each time you are asked to
do what you do not want to do.
6. Use eye contact.
Say to your friend, “Listen to me, (say name).” Then
look your friend in the eye. Then say "I do not want to.”
7. Leave. Sometimes, leaving is the only way to say no.
I’ve got to go to the bathroom. Ž My mom (or dad) is
expecting me home right now. -.
ACTIVITY
In the space below, write a situation in which you
would need to say no. Then write ho-w you would say no.

A-12
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Name

Blackline
Master 6

Use with Chapter 7, after page 213.

Learning About Cocaine and Crack
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Cocaine and crack are powerful stimulants made from
the leaves of the coca plant. Cocaine is usually used in
the form of a white powder that is sniffed. Cocaine can
also be smoked or injected. Crack is a stronger, solid
form of cocaine that looks like chips of soap. Crack is
usually smoked. When cocaine or crack gets into the
bloodstream, it can cause severe damage to the heart,
lungs, and brain. Cocaine and crack can cause heart
attacks, lung failure, and brain seizures. Young people
have died after using cocaine or crack just one time.
Cocaine and crack have the powerful effect of making
people want to keep using them. Many people become
dependent on them. Then they feel that they cannot live
without these drugs. Crack is especially strong and can
quickly cause people to depend on it. It is very hard and
painful to recover from dependence on crack or cocaine.
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ACTIVITY: Word Scramble
Unscramble the words. Then use them in a sentence that
tells why using cocaine or crack is dangerous.
ERHTA AFIRUEL

TLIUMTSAN

EENDTNPDE

ACECINO

RCAKC

MGEADA

A-14
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Teaching Sexual Abuse Prevention

Preparation for Teaching

not involve sexual abuse. Examples
include an older child using threats to
get a toy from a younger child or a
brother or sister offering a bribe to get
the sibling to do something for him or
her. Let students share experiences if
they wish. This can lead to a
discussion about an older child or
adult getting a child to allow touching
in ways the child does not like.
Now the foundation has been
formed to begin talking about good
touches, bad touches, and confusing
touches. Begin by asking students for
examples of good touches. Include
nice hugs and pats on the back. Also
mention that when you visit a doctor,
the doctor touches you in order to
make sure you are healthy
Then ask students to give examples
of bad touches. Let them name things
like hitting, pinching, and kicking.
Then give examples of bad touches
involving sexual abuse and ask
students whether the touch is good or
bad. An example could be "someone
is feeling inside your underwear.” How
explicitly you describe bad touches
will depend on the guidelines of your
school system. Explain that sometimes touches are confusing, but if a
child feels uncomfortable or unsafe
with a touch, it is not a good touch.
Tell the children they have a right
to privacy. That means that no one
has the right to touch them when or
where they do not want to be touched.
Tell them that if someone’s touch
makes them uncomfortable, they
have the right to say. no. If someone
asks them to do something they do
not want to do, they have the right to
say no. Emphasize that they can decide who touches their bodies and how.
At this point, have your students
read blackline master #8. Then discuss the questions and answers.
When discussing question 3, discuss
different ways to say no. Some examples are “Please don’t do that,”
“No, I don’t like that,” “I’m not allowed
to do that,” “My mom wouldn’t like
that.” Also suggest that if the person
will not stop, the child should try to get
away, for example, run into a bedroom
or bathroom and shut the door. Tell
students that you understand that it
may be difficult for them to say no to
an adult because they have been
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Before offering a unit on sexual abuse
prevention, several things are
needed. Teachers need to make sure
they have administrative support for
this program. A program philosophy
and guidelines should be established
to make sure everyone is in agreement as to how the subject should be
taught. The philosophy and guidelines
should be developed with input from
teachers, administrators, school
nurses, social workers, and parents.
The books listed in the Resource list
(next page) will be useful for this
stage. Once the guidelines are
established, age-appropriate curricula
can be developed. Schools also need
to inform parents as to what will be
taught and how to deal with questions
their children may have. An informational session for parents before
teaching starts would be useful.
Before teaching the subject of sexual abuse prevention, teachers must
understand the subject and the issues
and must feel comfortable discussing
these topics. Training sessions for
teachers can be of great benefit.
Teachers also need to become familiar
with community groups and service
agencies that offer support, resources,
and information about sexual abuse.
Teachers also need to be familiar with
state requirements for detecting and
reporting child sexual abuse.
The classroom teacher is in
perhaps the best position to discuss
the subject of sexual abuse with
students because his or her ongoing
and stable contact with students
facilitates the development of great
trust. The teacher can organize a
presentation with the needs and
limitations of particular children in
mind. Teachers also have access to
other school personnel and
community resources to effectively
refer students in case any personal
trauma is uncovered. Signs to watch
out for include the following:

exceptional secrecy, frequent urinary
infections, overcompliance or withdrawal, more sexual knowledge than
is appropriate for the child’s age, sexual provocativeness or promiscuity,
extreme fear or seductiveness with
the opposite sex, sudden drop in
school performance and participation,
crying without provocation.
When teaching the subject of
sexual abuse prevention, the teacher
should project an atmosphere of
warmth and objectivity. Although it is.
important to teach children their right
not to be touched in uncomfortable or
scary ways, it is also important not to
frighten the children or make them
fearful of adults. Students should feel
that they can ask questions about
anything. It may be helpful to have a
question box for the students to put
questions that they do not feel
comfortable asking in class. Students
may put their names on questions if
they wish a personal, private answer
from the teacher.
Due to the silent prevalence of
sexual abuse, teaching prevention
can be an important aspect of a
health curriculum. Children need to
be taught that they do not have to let
anyone touch their bodies if they do
not feel comfortable about it, and they
need to learn how to say no. They also
need to learn that if they are sexually
abused, they should tell someone,
and that the adult’s inappropriate
behavior is not their fault.

d

Sexual abuse is one of the most
devastating things that can happen to
a child. It can leave lasting emotional
scars and lead to a destructive cycle
of abuse. Teachers can help by
teaching students when and how to
protect themselves.

Grade 5

Teaching Strategies
The best time to teach about Sexual
abuse prevention is when you teach
about safety in Chapter 8 of Health
for Life. The lesson can come after
you teach Lesson 1 (pages 228-227).
Begin talking about how students
can protect themselves from strangers
when they are alone, for example, not
letting strangers into the home. Dis-.
cuss why students need to be careful.
around strangers and what they can
do to feel safe. Discuss how strangers
could use bribery or take advantage
of a child’s trust of adults to harm
them. Then lead into a discussion of
how people they know might use the
same methods to persuade them to
do something they do not want to do.
You could begin with examples that do
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Teaching Sexual Abuse prevention
bad touches. No matter what has
happened or how long it has gone on,
the children should tell someone and
they should not feel ashamed.
While teaching the unit or at the
end, teachers can consider having
the students more actively practice
ways to handle and prevent sexual
abuse. Students could play the “What
If” game. To play, give the children
situations such as, “What if you were
home alone and someone rang the
doorbell,” or “What if your babysitter
asked you to pull down your pants.”
Then ask the students what they
would do. Younger students could use
puppets for this game and then
possibly develop a puppet show
Blackline master #9 can be used
as the basis of a summary discussion.

either sex may be abused at any age.

Health Back round On
Child Sexual Abuse
Prevention

For Parents
Fay J et al: He Told Me Not to Tell.
King County Rape Relief, 305 South
43rd. Renton, WA 98055.

Resources
For Children
Dayee F. Private Zone: A Book
Teaching Children Sexual Assault
Prevention Tools. Edmonds, WA:
Charles Franklin Press, 1982.
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Freeman L; Its My Body: A Book to
Teach Children How to Resist
Uncomfortable Touch. Seattle;
Parenting Press, 1984.

Girard LW: My Body/s Private. Niles,
IL; Albert Whitman, 1984.
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taught to do what adults tell them to
do. Discuss when it is okay to say no
to adults. Assure them that in a situation
with bad touches it is okay to say no.
Emphasize that the bad part of the
story was that Mr Wilson did not respect Calvin’s right not to be touched.
Often people touch someone on the
arm or leg and they mean “no harm.
Mr. Wilson’s harmful action was that
he put his hand back after Calvin
pushed it away. When someone tries
to touch you and you become uncomfortable, the danger signal is when they
do not stop when you ask them ‘to stop.
Discuss with students another danger
signal: if the person tells you to keep
the touch or the behavior a secret.
Also ask the children if Calvin did
anything to make Mr Wilson touch
him. (No.) The point to emphasize is
that sexual abuse is never the child’s
fault. You might want to discuss that
being in a movie theater alone is
probably not a good idea because it
makes it easier for someone like Mr
Wilson to bother you,..
If you feel it is appropriate, use
other stories, similar to Calvin’s to
illustrate other examples of sexual
abuse. For example, someone exposing himself or asking the child to
undress. (See Resource list for ideas.)
The stories should show ways that
children can successfully say no; show
children telling a friendly, understanding
adult; and have the adult praise the
child for telling and promise to help
keep the child safe. The stories
should also show-the two danger.
signals. Make it clear that what
happened was not the child’s fault.
Tell students that as soon as possible after a situation like Calvin’s they
should tell an adult they trust about
what has happened.. Tell or ask students whom they might be able to tell;
parent(s), teachers, friends, a friend’s
parent, relatives, clergy. Emphasize
that they should not be afraid to tell
someone even if the person who
touched them told them to keep it a
secret. Then explain how telling an
adult can help them. Explain that the
person they tell knows what must be
done to protect their safety and can
help them feel better about what happened. Emphasize that it is never the
child’s fault if adults touch them with

(continued)
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Child sexual abuse can be defined as
sexual involvement imposed upon a
child by an adult (or older child). It
may or may not involve direct physical contact. It can include forcing a
child to look at the adult’s genitals or
forcing the child to undress and
expose himself or herself. It may also
involve handling of a child’s genitals
and attempts at or actual penetration
of the vagina, anus, or mouth. Incest
is when a family member abuses
another family member and includes
any form of sexual activity between
family members, whether blood relatives or stepparents or stepchildren.
Although children are often emphatically taught to beware of harm from
strangers, 707.-85% of sexual abuse
cases involve people the children know
-and often love. Studies report that as
many as 65% of child abuse cases involve sexual abuse. Research suggests
that one in six females has been sexually abused, most often involving incest.
Most victims are first assaulted
during the pre-adolescent years,
starting around ages 8 or 9. Sexual
abuse is usually not an isolated
incident and is often characterized by
progressive sexual activity over time.
The abuser usually uses bribery
threats, or the child’s dependency
and trust to take advantage of the
child and ensure secrecy. Children of
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Wachter O: No More Secrets for Me.
Boston; Little, Brown, 1983

For Teachers
Erickson E, McEvoy A, Colucci N:
Child Abuse and Neglect: A Guidebook for Educators and Community
Leaders, ad 2. Holmes Beach, FL;
Learning Publications, 1984. (guide to
developing school policies and prevention programs)
Kempe AS, Henry C; The Common
Secret: Sexual Abuse of Children and
Adolescents. New York: NH Freeman
and Co, 1984. (background information)
Plummer CA: Preventing Sexual
Abuse: Activities and Strategies for
Those Working with Children and
Adolescents. Holmes Beach, FL;
Learning Publications, 1984. (background information and a curriculum
guide with lesson plans for K-6,
7–1 2, and special populations)
Tower CC, Child Abuse and Neglect:
A Teacher’s Handbook for Detection,
Reporting, and Classroom Management. Washington, DC, National Education Association, 1984.
Toll-Free Telephone Hotline
National Child Abuse Hotline
800-422-4453
800-4-A-Child

Grade 5

Blackline
Master 8

Name
Use with Chapter 8, after page 227.

Keeping Safe
Read the story. Then answer the questions.
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Last Saturday, Calvin and Jose went to the movies.
After they got there, Jose told Calvin he could not stay
until the end. Calvin decided to stay and watch the end.
A few minutes after Jose left the theater, Mr. Wilson
moved into the seat next to him. Mr. Wilson used to
coach Calvin’s baseball team.
Mr. Wilson asked Calvin, “How do you like the movie?”
Calvin answered, “I think it’s great!”
Mr. Wilson smiled and said, “That’s my boy,” and he
put his hand on Calvin’s leg. He patted Calvin’s leg and
kept his arm there. Calvin felt uncomfortable and pushed
Mr. Wilson’s arm away.
Mr. Wilson said, “It’s O.K. Calvin. You know I like you.”
He put his hand back on Calvin’s leg.
Calvin said “Stop!” and ran out of the theater. Calvin
told his mother what Mr. Wilson did.
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QUESTIONS
1. What did Mr. Wilson do that made Calvin feel uncomfortable?

2. Was it a good or bad touch? Why?

3. What things did Calvin door say to Mr. Wilson that were right?

4. How should Calvin feel after he told his mother what happened?

Grade 5
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Blackline
Master 8

Name
Use with Chapter 8, after page 227.

Keeping Safe

(Answer Sheet)

Read the story. Then answer the questions.
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Last Saturday, Calvin and Jose went to the movies.
After they got there, Jose told Calvin he could not stay
until the end. Calvin decided to stay and watch the end.
A few minutes after Jose left the theater, Mr. Wilson
moved into the seat next to him. Mr. Wilson used to
coach Calvin’s baseball team.
Mr. Wilson asked Calvin, “How do you like the movie?”
Calvin answered, “1 think it’s great!”
Mr. Wilson smiled and said, “That’s my boy,” and he
put his hand on Calvin’s leg. He patted Calvin’s leg and
kept his arm there. Calvin felt uncomfortable and pushed
Mr. Wilson’s arm away.
Mr. Wilson said, “It’s O.K. Calvin. You know I like you.”
He put his hand back on Calvin’s leg.
Calvin said “Stop!” and ran out of the theater. Calvin
told his mother what Mr. Wilson did.
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QUESTIONS
What did Mr. Wilson do that made Calvin feel uncomfortable?
Mr. Wilson touched Calvin’s leg and put his hand back there

after Calvin pushed it away.

Was it a good or bad touch? Why?

It was a bad touch because it made Calvin uncomfortable.

What things did Calvin door say to Mr. Wilson that were right?
Calvin pushed Mr. Wilson’s arm away, told Mr. Wilson to stop, ran away from

Mr. Wilson, and told his mother what Mr. Wilson did.

How should Calvin feel after he told his mother what happened?
Calvin should feel good or proud of himself.
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Grade 5

Blackline
Master 9

Name
Use with Chapter 8, after page 227.

Guidelines for Keeping Safe
1. Your body is private. You have the right to say no to
someone who wants to touch your body.
2. Some touches and behaviors are bad.

d

3. If a touch or behavior makes you uncomfortable or
scared, you have the right to say no and try to get
away from the person making you uncomfortable.
4. One danger signal is when someone ignores your
request that they stop doing something.
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5. Another danger signal is if the person makes you
promise not to tell.
6. Always tell an adult you trust.
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7. Be proud of yourself for protecting your safety.

Grade 5
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Substance Use & Abuse
Supplemental Activities
Bring certain foods, such as fruit, coffee, or
candy, and have students pick the food
items that they think might contain drugs.
For instance, coffee and some candies
contain caffeine. Also ask students what
drugs are found in tobacco and beer
(nicotine and alcohol).
Consequences of Drug Use
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Have a panel discussion including the
principal, one or two parents, a legal
representative, and high school students,
Issue: short-term consequences of drug use.

d

Drug Abuse

Invite a health professional to class to
explain the short- and long-term effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and other substances.

Invite a police officer to class to explain
what happens to people who misuse drugs.
Have students compare prevention
programs and treatment programs
available in their community.
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Use “Choosing for Yourself” materials. Use
“Here’s Looking at You 2000” materials.
Use “Health for Life” update and blackline
masters (activity worksheets A- 1–4),

Grade 6
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References, & Additional Activities

Grade 6
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Diseases/Disorders
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Differentiate between communicable
and noncommunicable diseases.
Describe how the body’s
immune system fights disease.

Diseases & Disorders
Supplemental Activities
Use a Petri dish to incubate
microorganisms ordinarily found on the
hand. Have each student make his or her
fingerprint on a prepared Petri dish and
observe daily. Have students keep notes on
color, shape, odor, and size of various
colonies of bacteria.
Assign teams of students to investigate the
following topics:

of disease
b. Persons who contributed to prevention
or cure
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a. History

d

Diseases

c. How disease is acquired
d. How disease is detected, prevented,
and cured

Have the team report their findings to the
entire class.

Have students prepare a list of
environmental factors that can contribute
to disease, such as air pollution, cigarette
smoke, toxic wastes, and so forth.
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Invite a health professional to explain the
difference between infectious and
noninfectious diseases and to explain the
signs and symptoms of certain diseases,
including AIDS.

NOTE: Screen health professionals before
they speak on AIDS. AIDS (HIV) is presented
as a communicable disease at the
elementary level. The junior and high school
curriculum introduces AIDS as a STD.
Use information in “Health for Life” update
(activity worksheet A-7-8).

Use activity worksheet A-5 for how the
circulatory system functions.

Grade 6

Grade 6
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Mental/Social/
Family Health

Describe methods for improving
self esteem.
Identify how to deal with growth
and change.
Describe the criteria that affect
decision making.
Understand the importance of
setting goals.
Describe the effects of stress on
the body.
Discuss personal safety and abuse
prevention.

Mental, Social &Family Health
Supplemental Activities
Mental and Emotional

Getting to Know Each Other
Working with Others
Getting Along Together
Welcome or Welcome Back
Giving of Yourself

Describe a good environment for rearing
children.

Ask students what the basic is for building
good family communication.
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Explain the following to students: Most of
the time, if a friend says, “don’t tell," we
should not tell. There are some exceptions.
[f you think someone could be hurt
because you didn’t tell, then you should
tell. Sometimes people need help but don’t
know how to get it. Sometimes they’ll tell a
friend, Often they’ll say, “Promise not to
tell,” but secretly they hope someone who
can help will find out.

Use activity worksheets A-11-14 to explain
the most important ingredients in good
family life:

d

How do you tell a friend a secret when you
don’t want them to tell anyone else? How
would you feel if they did tell? What would
you do?

Ask students what advice they would give
parents to improve their relationship with
their adolescent children.
Have students make a list of chores for
which they could, or do, accept
responsibility.

Use "Health for Life” update and blackline
masters (activity worksheets A- 19–29).
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Distribute activity worksheet A-9. Have the
class do the activity. After everyone is
finished, read each situation. Have the
class vote on the answers. Discuss their
answers. Ask, could someone be hurt if you
didn’t tell? For the situation in which you
feel you should tell, how would you feel if
you were the friend and the person you
told were an adult? Are there other
situations in which you would tell? Are
there situations that you aren’t sure about?

Discuss some ways to help parents and
teenagers reach an improved relationship.

Have the class turn over the handout. On
the back, have them name two adults
whom they might tell, Ask volunteers to
give their answers. List their answers on
the board, overhead, or flip chart.

Discuss: If you tell an adult, you have to
remember they may tell someone” else who
may help, If the first adult doesn’t listen, tell
another until someone does something.
Sometimes being a friend means helping
even when you aren’t asked. The friend
might not want your help and might get
mad at you—that could happen.

In the case of someone who is considering
suicide, helping by telling could save a life.
Explain to students that being a
trustworthy friend is important, but that in
serious cases, getting help is more
important. Use activity worksheet A-10.

Defense Mechanisms

Arrange for the school psychologist to
participate in a class discussion of the
positive and negative effects of defense
mechanisms in interpersonal relationships.
Discuss the defense mechanisms listed in
activity worksheet A-15.
Working in groups of three to five, have
students select a defense mechanism from
A-15 and develop a skit that demonstrates
its use. Have class members guess which
mechanism is being portrayed and explain
how they guessed. Discuss the skit. Ask what
some helpful behaviors are that could replace the defense mechanism that was used.
Dealing with Emotions

Use activity worksheets A-16-18 to discuss
ways of dealing with anger.
List on the board problems that students
consider important. Divide the class into
small groups. Assign each group one of the
problems. List positive and negative ways
to handle the problems. Have the groups
report their findings to the class.

Grade 6

Mental, Social & Family Health
Supplemental Activities
Have students keep a mood chart for
one week.
Demonstrate and have students practice
several tension-releasing exercises, such as:

b. Clench fists and slowly release.
c. Hunch shoulders up and release,
relaxing arms and hands.
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d. Close eyes and think of a very pleasant
and restful scene.
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a. Close eyes, take a deep breath, and -.
slowly let the breath out while relaxing
hands-and arms.

Use activity worksheets A-43–44 to begin a
discussion of the signs of maturity.

personal Safety and Abuse.
Prevention

Ca
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Use “Health for Life” update and blackline
masters A-47–48 and A-51–52,

1
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Food/Nutrition
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Identify fast foods and discuss their
nutritional value.
Explain how food storage affects the
quality of food.
Discuss the importance of a
balanced diet.
Discuss nutrition and control of
body fat.

Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Food
Social Studies Integration

Food Storage

Student research reports:

Discuss various ways food is stored
(freezer, refrigerator, cabinet, etc.).
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Divide the class so there is one group per
storage method. Have each group select
labels of items stored one way.

Identify the food additives from the labels
used above, Count how many additives are
in each item. Calculate an average number
of additives per storage group. Compare
which” method of storage has the highest
number of additives,
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a. Name of a country
b. Name of a staple food and. its
nutritional value
c. Why the food is considered-a staple in
this country
d. Availability in the country
e. Cost in the country
f. Favorite recipes or dishes of the country
g How the staple food is typically served

and what part of the meal it is.

Have a food tasting party. Include a variety
of food.

Discuss the reasons each additive is used,
such as to preserve or to enhance taste,

Ask students to survey their own breakfasteating habits. See activity worksheet A-6.
Have students also answer these questions:

Make a chart with additives showing the
reason for use and the possible effect-on
the body.

a. Do I usually eat breakfast?
b. For what reasons do [ or don’t I?
c. Do I consider breakfast important?

Discuss with students why some storage
methods use more additives and how other
methods keep food from spoiling. (Cold
slows or stops growth of organisms that
can cause spoilage. )

Help students evaluate their responses, ”

Compare raw vegetables to those that have
been canned, frozen, dried, and/or cooked,
Discuss changes in color, flavor, texture,
and shape.
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Discuss the following questions with
students:

1. Why is eating food in the morning
important?
2. [S it important to make breakfast easier
to fix and eat than other meals?
3. What are the most frequent excuses
given for skipping breakfast?

Establish a student committee to suggest
different ways to improve the
attractiveness of the school cafeteria
(posters, new table arrangements, reduced
noise levels, etc.). Coordinate with the
school food service director.

Have the class visit a dairy, grocery store,
and/or local food market to observe the
availability, type, and storage of different
foods, If more than one store is visited, have
students look for similarities between them.

Grade 6

Nutrition

Have students select a food, cite its
nutritional value and give examples of how
this-food iS used in three different countries.
Plan menu without meat. Substitute
other foods high in protein to meet the
daily requirements. Compare the cost of
this meal with-that of a meat meal.
Have each child bring one food label from
home. In groups, have them compare food
types and ingredients.
Have students examine a variety of empty
cereal boxes (dried, cooked, sweetened,
unsweetened, and ready to eat). Rank them
according to the amount of advertising for
these products. on TV. Is there a direct or
reverse correlation between the amount of
sugar in the cereal and the amount of
advertising? What is the significance of the
food item and the time of day the food is
advertised. on TV?

Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Collect labels from foods that include
nutritional information (may be empty
containers). Discuss each item and compare
the differences between different products,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

by calorie content
by salt content
by fat content
by cholesterol
by any other nutritional criterion.
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List on the board snacks that students eat.
Distribute “Important Sources of Nutrients”
(activity worksheet A-30) and discuss.
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Arrange food labels on a table in the
following groupings:

Have students collect labels, empty
wrappers, cartons, boxes (potato chips,
popcorn, candy, milk, peanuts, cereals,
pretzels, and puddings). Ask them to read
the labels to see if sugar, fats, or salt are
listed in the first four ingredients. Ask what

other nutrients are listed.

Have the students check at least five snack
foods and complete the chart “What’s in
That Snack?” (activity worksheet A-31).
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Ask students if they think they will look at
the labels of snack foods in the future, and
if they will now be more likely to substitute
fruits, raw vegetables, nuts, and milk for
some favorite snack foods such as potato
chips and candy.
For other activities and information regarding nutrition, see activity worksheets
A-32-36.
Use article A-45 to discuss the role of
nutrition in wellness. Follow up with “My
Health Profile” (activity worksheet A-46).
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Growth/Development/
Human Sexuality
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Explain how heredity affects growth
Discuss the physiological, social,
and emotional changes that occur
in adolescence.

Discuss how health decisions
affect growth.

Growth, Development & Human Sexuality
Supplemental Activities
Growth and Development

Measure the height and weight of each
student. Compare the differences between
the boys and girls, among the girls, and
among the boys.

Male Growth
Try to obtain the film Boy to Man. Consider
inviting parents to view the film with their
student(s).
.Encourage the students to submit
unsigned. written questions on the male
system that they would like- answered.
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Ask students, ‘What are some of the
changes that have occurred in your body
.
since you were a child?”

Duplicate activity worksheets A-40-42.
Distribute - “Male Reproductive System”
(activity worksheet A-40). Identify the parts
of the system and trace the passage of
sperm from the testes to the penis.

Tell students that growing up happens to
everyone. Changes in growth and behavior_
are some signs that development is
occurring.

Discuss how sex roles are portrayed in
cartoons,

Ask students to list information they felt
was most helpful in their lesson.

Use the “Signs of Maturity” activity
worksheets A-43-44 and “Maturity and
Responsibility” activity worksheets
A-49-50,
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Divide the class into small groups of three
or four. Have each group discuss and list
some changes they have experienced that
are obvious and those that are not usually
noticed. Noticed changes may include
height, weight, voice changes, hair on the
face and body, muscle development, poor
posture, and breast development. Not so
noticeable would be menstruation, body
hair, new emotions, greater peer influence,
and loyalty to a group, Share a list with
the class.

Discuss with students the vocabulary
words defined-on the “Male Reproductive
Word List” (activity worksheet A-42).

Discuss which beliefs and ideas regarding
sexuality the media portrays as glamorous,
normal, abnormal, etc.
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Maturity”

Female Growth

Try to obtain the films Girl to Woman and
Then One Year, Duplicate activity worksheets
A-37–39. Consider inviting parents to view
the film with their student(s).
Distribute the duplicated outline of the
“Female Reproductive System” (A-37),
Identify the parts of the reproductive
system and the process of menstruation,
emphasizing the vocabulary on the
attached “Female Reproductive Word
List” (A-39).
Have students label the parts of the
reproductive system in the attached
outline (A-37).

Tell students that menstruation is a normal
function of the female body and that a
good attitude toward it is important to a
girl’s well-being.

Grade 6

Heredity

The principles of heredity are developed
and demonstrated with hands-on materials.
Have students construct a family tree that
goes back at least two generations. As a
family project, have parents help trace a
family characteristic, such as blue eyes,
freckles, etc.
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Notes, References, & Additional Activities
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Fitness/Exercise

Describe how to set and achieve
fitness goals.
Discuss exercise and control of body fat
Identify types of physical fitness
Plan a personal fitness program.

Fitness & Exercise
Supplemental Activities
Fitness

Exercise

Duplicate and distribute “My Health
Profile,” activity worksheet A-46. After
students complete the profiles, discuss the
following questions:

Have students use skits, role playing, and
mobiles to illustrate how rest, exercise,

you need to

change?
Were there similarities among the group?
Who is responsible for any changes that
may be needed?

Have students take their pulse both. before
and after strenuous exercise and after quiet
activity. Discuss their findings.

Have students name exercises they do and
games they play in school or at home that
help develop each of the components of
physical fitness: cardio respiratory endurance,
muscular strength, muscular endurance,
body composition, and flexibility.
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Ask why we need to plan more for regular
physical activity today than in the past,
Have them write their own definition of
physical fitness.

prevent illness.
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Were there any areas that

and sleep can promote health and help.

Ask the class who is the most responsible
for our health. While the student may
answer “doctors,” “parents,” “community,”
or "the school nurse, ” it is really the
individual who is most responsible for his
or her own health and safety.

Goal

Setting

Have students keep individual daily records
for a week showing time spent relaxing and
sleeping. Make a class graph. Use the graph
to compare moods and Performance with
the amount of relaxation, sleep, and rest.
Have each student chart his or her
participation in physical activity for
one week.
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Explain the difference between prevention
and treatment. Point out that we are responsible for prevention, which is
preferable-to treatment, For treatment we
often need a doctor’s help, but it is up to
us to follow the doctor’s advice,

List job skills or home chores that require
muscular strength and endurance.

Ask students if they learned some things
about themselves today. Remind them that
it is up to them to take responsibility for
developing a healthy lifestyle.
Suggest to students that they work on the
areas they need to change, such as nutrition,
exercise, or personal habits, and have them
give a progress report in one week.

Make a collage of ( 1 ) people doing physical
activity in the work place, or (2 I machinery
that takes the place of physical activity,

Grade 6
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References, & Additional Activities

Grade 6

Teaching About Drugs

Teaching Strategies

Cocaine and Crack Cocaine is made
from the leaves of the coca plant, a
flowering shrub that grows mainly in
South America. The leaves contain
about 1% cocaine by weight. By processing the leaves in different chemicals, the residue yields a highly concentrated form of the drug. Cocaine is
usually seen in the form of a white
powder that is sniffed. It can also be
smoked, inhaled, or injected into the
bloodstream.
Crack is a solid and more concentrated form of cocaine that is smoked.
It has been chemically altered, usually
with baking soda, heat, and water.
When it dries, crack looks like small
chips of soap. It is named crack because of the crackling sound it makes
when it is smoked.
Cocaine or crack can be absorbed
into the bloodstream through any mucous membrane. When cocaine is
sniffed, the drug is absorbed through
the mucous lining of the nose and
throat. It reaches the brain and nervous
system in three minutes. When it is
smoked, it reaches the brain within
ten seconds.
The dangerous stimulant effects of
cocaine and crack on the body are
numerous. Cocaine causes the blood
vessels to constrict and pupils to dilate.
It increases heart rate, metabolic rate,
blood pressure, and body temperature.
Users lose their appetite and have
trouble sleeping due to the effects of
the drug. Cocaine can also destroy
the membranes in the nose, causing
the user to constantly have a runny
nose. Some users require surgery to
repair the insides of their noses.
These effects can have lethal or
paralyzing consequences. Cocaine
can cause brain seizures that disrupt
breathing and stop the lungs and heart
from functioning. A strong, sudden
increase in blood pressure can cause
blood vessels to burst, resulting in a
stroke. Cocaine can also cause heart
attacks because of an increased and
irregular heart rate. Due to a lack of
nutritious food, users may suffer from
malnutrition. Malnutrition and sleep
deprivation may make cocaine users
susceptible to numerous diseases
and infections. In addition, those who

inject cocaine into their bodies risk
hepatitis, AIDS, and other bloodborne diseases. Any of these results
can occur at any time, whether it is
the first time a person uses the drug
or the person is a habitual user.
The psychological effects of using
cocaine or crack are also extreme.
Cocaine causes extreme euphoria in
the user. With this “high,” the person
feels powerful and completely content.
When the drug is inhaled, this effect
reaches its peak in approximately
15-20 minutes. This feeling wears off
in 60-90 minutes. When smoking
crack, the effect is greatest after about
90 seconds, and dissipates within a
few minutes.
As the euphoria subsides, the
user’s body and mind slide into a
severe depression that is characterized
by lethargy, irritability, and anxiousness.
The user then has an overwhelming
desire to use more of the drug to get
the “high” feeling back. This strong
desire makes cocaine highly addictive.
Crack is especially addictive because
the “highs” and “lows” occur so quickly
and are much more intense:
When a person is dependent on
cocaine or crack, the drug can take
over his or her life. The person often
acts in ways that would never occur
without the influence of the drug. A
person might become violent, jealous,
paranoid, withdrawn, or suicidal.
Hallucinations may occur. Loss of
interest in sex, work, or loved ones is
common. He or she might turn to
stealing or prostitution in order to
support a growing and expensive
addiction. The greater the amount of
drug taken, the greater the effects.
However, some people become
dependent after using cocaine or
crack for the first time. Recovery from
addiction to cocaine or crack is very
difficult and takes a long time.
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Introduce the information on crack
and steroids when you teach Chapter
6 of Health for Life. These topics can
be presented after you finish teaching
Lesson 3 (pages 174–1 79).
Ask students what they know about
crack. Review the information on
stimulants and cocaine in Lesson 3,
then discuss the information in blackIine master #6, Make sure students
understand that people have died of
heart attacks caused by cocaine or
crack. Many of those people were
using the drug for the first time. Review the information on dependence
in Lesson 3. Make sure students
understand that after a very few uses,
people can become very dependent
on crack. They can become so dependent on crack that all their energy is
used for obtaining and using crack
and they forget about everything else
in life, including jobs, family, friends,
clothes, food. Have students fill out the
chart on blackline master #6 for crack.
Ask students what they know about
anabolic steroids. Have students look
in the newspaper sports sections for
articles about the use of steroids by
athletes. When students bring the
articles in, discuss the articles and the
information in blackline master #6.
Then have them complete the chart.
Be sure the students realize that
steroids are very dangerous, The best
way to improve athletic performance
and build muscles is by practice and
exercise.
It would be appropriate to follow this
lesson with a lesson on how to say no
to drugs. See this Update, page 2,
“Refusal Skills and Peer Resistance,”
for specific ideas.

Health Background on

d

As the media daily attest, drugs of all
sorts are a serious problem among
our youth. New and more dangerous
drugs are continually appearing on
the scene. Teachers can help students
avoid the dangers of drugs by teaching
them to avoid all drugs and by making
sure they are aware of the hazards of
specific drugs that have become
more widely used in recent years.

Grade 6

Anabolic Steroids Anabolic steroids are a synthetic form of the male
hormone testosterone. The most
common use for these drugs is to
enhance the strength and size of
muscles of athletes. Although steroids
may indeed help build muscle mass,
there is little proof that they help
improve athletic performance over
time. In addition, the list of adverse
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Teaching About Drugs (continued)
youngsters believe that the illegal
drugs they mimic are not as potent
and dangerous as they really are.
Also, physicians and poison centers
are deceived by the fake drugs, which
makes drug-related diagnosis difficult.

Resources
The following are free publications
from the U.S.-Government:
Anabolic Steroids: Losing at Winning
DHHS Publication No. (FDA) 88-3171

d

stimulants, depressants, narcotics, or
hallucinogens. Because these drugs
are brand new and do not undergo
any thorough scientific testing, their
effects are often unknown or unpredictable. Sometimes the effects of the
designer drugs are 1,000 times stronger than the drugs they are designed
to imitate.
The designer drugs made to resemble narcotics (such as Synthetic Heroin,
China White) can cause symptoms
such as those seen in Parkinson’s
disease—uncontrollable tremors,
drooling, impaired speech, paralysis,
and irreversible brain damage. Those
made to resemble amphetamines and
methamphetamines (such as Ecstasy,
STP) cause nausea, blurred vision,
and faintness. Bad batches of any
designer drugs can cause brain
damage and death. As little as one
dose can cause brain damage.
Psychological effects include anxiety,
depression, and paranoia.

Cocaine/Crack: The Big Lie
DHHS Publication No. (ADM) 87-1427
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side effects is long and significant.
The hormone testosterone is responsible for functions in the body related to growth and physical development. When testosterone levels get
too high, as with the introduction of
steroids, the brain signals the body to
shut down these growth processes.
The average male normally produces
2.5 to 10 mg of testosterone each day.
Asteroid user often introduces an additional 100 mg of this hormone into
the system daily. Some of the effects
of steroid use are noticeable quickly;
others may not show up until 10 to 20
years after first taking the drugs.
Many of the side effects of steroids
are related to functioning of the reproductive system. In males, these
include: impotence, sterility, atrophied
testicles, lowered sperm count, prostate enlargement, breast enlargement,
and painful and prolonged erections.
In females, the addition of testosterone
leads to the development of masculine
traits. These include: deepening of
the voice, increased body hair, cessation of menstrual cycles, uterine
atrophy, and shrinkage of breasts.
These effects may be irreversible.
Steroids can also permanently stunt
growth because the body responds
by stopping skeletal growth mechanisms. Steroids can cause acne, hair
loss, oily skin, high blood pressure,
and cancer (particularly of the liver,
prostate, kidney, and female breasts).
Steroids are also noted for causing
aggressive and violent behavior
known as “roid rage.” Users may have
temper tantrums, wild mood swings,
and become uncontrollably violent
with little provocation.

Schools Without Drugs: What Works
U.S. Department of Education, 1-800624-0100 or write to Schools Without
Drugs, Pueblo, CO 81009

Toll-Free Telephone Hotlines
1-800-COCAINE (cocaine and crack)
1-800-662-HELP (other drugs)
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Look-Alike Drugs Look-alike drugs
are either powder or pills that are
made to- look like amphetamines,
barbiturates, or other commonly
abused drugs. They really contain
over-the-counter substances such as
caffeine, analgesics, decongestants,
appetite suppressants, or allergy
medication. Look-alike drugs are sold
with the implication that they are the
illegal drugs they resemble. Most
often they are sold as speed.
Some look-alike drugs are made
with what the FDA has called “dangerous, illogical combinations” of the
over-the-counter substances. Lookalikes may contain alarmingly high
concentrations of one ingredient or
dangerous combinations of several
ingredients. When taken in large
amounts or mixed with other “real”
drugs or alcohol, they have caused
strokes and death. Look-alikes can
also cause seizures, nausea, and
high blood pressure.
The availability and use of lookalikes make it harder for health
professionals and law enforcement
officials to combat the problem of
illegal drug use. Children are told that
the Iook-alikes are okay because they
are legal and safe (in fact, they are
neither). Look-alikes may make

Designer Drugs Illegal drugs are
defined in terms of their chemical
formulas. To circumvent the legal
restrictions on manufacturing and
sale of illegal drugs, underground
chemists modify the molecular structure of certain illegal drugs to produce
similar but chemically different drugs
known as designer drugs. Their chemical structure can also make them
undetectable by routine drug tests.
Designer drugs are often much
cheaper than their counterparts.
These drugs are designed to produce effects similar to the effects of
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Grade 6

Name

Blackline
Master 6

Use with Chapter 6, after page 179.

Learning About Crack and Steroids
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Crack is a stronger form of cocaine. It looks like chips of soap and
is usually smoked. Crack causes the same stimulant effects that
cocaine does. Both increase heart rate and blood pressure. Both
cause changes in the brain that can make the heart and lungs
stop working. Crack is much more potent than cocaine because it
acts more quickly, it has a stronger effect, and the stimulant effect
wears off more quickly. After the stimulant effect wears off, the user
feels depressed, tired, fearful, and angry. Then the user wants to
smoke more crack. Crack has the powerful effect of making people
want more of it. Then people become dependent. Crack is
especially dangerous because it causes dependence very quickly.
Young people have died after using crack just once.
Anabolic steroids are another type of drug that can seriously
damage the body. Anabolic steroids are a group of drugs similar
to a male hormone. Some young people take steroids because
they mistakenly believe that these drugs will improve their strength,
appearance, and athletic performance. When used this way,
anabolic-steroids have no positive effects, and they can be
extremely harmful. Steroids can stunt a person’s growth and cause
liver damage, cancer, acne, and a violent temper. [n males, steroids
interfere with the function of the reproductive system. In females,
steroids cause the development of male characteristics, such as
growth of hair and lowered voice. Because steroids are so
dangerous, -their use is illegal in most athletic competitions.
ACTIVITY: Complete the Chart
Drug:

Crack

Steroids

Effects On
the Body

Effects On How
the Person Feels
or Acts

Grade 6
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Blackline
Master 6

Name
Use with Chapter 6, after page 179.

Learning About Crack and Steroids (Answer Sheet)
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Crack is a stronger form of cocaine. It looks like chips of soap and
is usually smoked. Crack causes the same stimulant effects that
cocaine does. Both increase heart rate and blood pressure. Both
cause changes in the brain that can make the heart and lungs
stop working. Crack is much more potent than cocaine because it
acts more quickly, it has a stronger effect, and the stimulant effect
. wears off more quickly. After the stimulant effect wears off, the user
feels depressed tired, fearful, and angry. Then the user wants to
smoke more crack. Crack has the powerful effect of making people
-want more of it. Then people become dependent. Crack is
especially dangerous because it causes dependence very quickly.
Young people have died after using crack just once.
Anabolic steroids are another type of drug that can seriously
damage the body. Anabolic steroids are a group of drugs similar
to a male hormone. Some young people take steroids because
they mistakenly believe that these drugs will improve their strength,
appearance, and athletic performance. When used this way,
anabolic steroids have no positive effects, and they can be
extremely harmful. Steroids can stunt a person’s growth and cause
liver damage, cancer, acne, and a violent temper. In males, steroids
interfere with the function of the reproductive system. In females,
steroids cause the development of male characteristics, such as
growth of hair and lowered voice. Because steroids are so
dangerous, their use is illegal in most athletic competitions.
ACTIVITY: Complete the Chart
Drug:

Crack

Steroids

Effects On
the Body

Increase in heart rate
and blood pressure,
changes in brain
that make heart and
lungs stop working,
death

stunt growth, liver
damage, cancer, acne;
in males: interfere with
function of reproductive
system; in females: male
characteristics such as hair
growth and lower voice

Effects On How
the Person Feels
or Acts

depressed, tired,
fearful, angry,
want more crack

violent temper
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Grade 6

Circulation
Objective of Activity
Students will be able to explain circulation, including the organs and major body parts involved.
Description of Activity
A moving Lesson on the Circulatory System

Preparation
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1. Clear a place in your room where you can mark a path on the floor using masking tape. Mark”
the path similar to the one below. It is representative of the path of circulation.
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When marking the path, give special consideration to the representation of the blood cells’
approach to and retreat from the lungs. Two of the students who represent the heart should
form a narrow passageway to the lungs so that the blood cells have to pass through the heart
to get to the lungs. The other two “heart” students guard the passageway out. These parts of
the heart give the blood cells a gentle push both coming and going, thus regulating the
amount of movement.

2.

Each student is given 20 white index cards. On 5 cards, the students write “oxygen.” On 5
cards, they write “carbon dioxide.” On 5 cards, they write “food, ” and on the remaining 5, they
write “waste.”

3. The teacher will assign roles. The students will be the lungs. (As part of the preparation, the
teacher should have made signs for these students to wear. Include a diagram of the_
particular organ on the sign, along with its name.) Four students will be the heart. One
student will be the small intestines. Two students will be the body cells (of a type they elect to
represent). One student will be the kidneys. All the rest of the students are red blood cells. ”

4. Student give all index cards with the word “oxygen” to the lungs. The intestines get all the
“food”; the cells get the “carbon dioxide” and the “waste.”

-

Action
5. The blood cells approach the lungs, they pickup an “oxygen” card. When they get to the intes- ‘“tines, they pick up a “food” card. As they approach the body cells, they exchange the “food” and
“oxygen” for “waste” and “carbon dioxide.” They travel on to give the “waste” to the kidneys and,
back at the lungs, they exchange the “carbon dioxide” for “oxygen,” beginning the cycle again.
6. Students should go through this circulatory system several times.
7. To draw the lesson to a clear close, students should return to their desks and write a
paragraph explaining circulation in their own words, but including all of the important organs
and body parts (and their functions).
Grade 6
A-5

My Food Intake
Date

Name
Breakfast
Milk & Dairy Products Group
-.

d

Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group

Bread & Cereal Group
Lunch
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Vegetable Group

Milk & Dairy Products Group

Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group
V e g e t a b l e
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Bread & Cereal Group

G r o u p

Dinner

Milk & Dairy Products Group
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group

Vegetable Group

Bread & Cereal Group
Snacks

Milk & Dairy Products Group_
Meat & Protein Group
Fruit Group
Vegetable Group

I

Bread & Cereal Group
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Teaching About AIDS

Preparation for Teaching

the AIDS virus because it is very hard
to get body fluids from another person
into your bloodstream. One way you
can get the AIDS virus is by sexual
contact with an infected person. Another way is by sharing needles used
to inject intravenous drugs. Also, an
infected mother can pass the AIDS
virus to her baby during or after birth.
Discuss ways you cannot get the
AIDS virus; from touching or being
near a person with AIDS, from handshakes, from food or water from
mosquitoes or animals, from sharing
bathrooms or eating utensils, or from
coughs or sneezes. Stress that AIDS
is very hard to get. There is no need
to be afraid of a person who has AIDS.
Tell students that you cannot tell
that a person has the AIDS virus by
looking at him or her. There are no
outward signs of infection by the virus.
In fact, many people who have the
virus do not know that they have it.
They can look and feel well for many
years (as many as ten years) before
becoming sick. The only way to know
for sure that a person has the AIDS
virus is by a special blood test.
Explain that a person infected with
the AIDS virus-even if the infected
person does not know that he or she
is infected, and even if he or she feels
well-can pass the AIDS virus to
another person.
Now have students turn to page
202 in the textbook. Explain that as
you learned in Lesson 2, the white
blood cells are very important in fighting disease. The AIDS virus attacks
certain special white blood cells in the
same way as the virus in the picture
is attacking the body cell on page 202.
After the AIDS virus makes its copies,
the new viruses burst out and destroy
the white blood cell. Then the new
AIDS viruses attack and destroy other
white blood cells. This weakens the
body’s ability to fight disease.
Ask what happens to people who
have the AIDS virus. (They often get
diseases that they cannot fight off.)
Explain that two diseases that AIDS
patients often get are a rare kind of
pneumonia and a rare cancer called
Kaposi’s sarcoma. (Pneumonia is a
lung disease and Kaposi’s sarcoma is
a skin cancer.) People who do not
have the AIDS virus easily fight off

Teaching Strategies

The best time to teach about AIDS is
when you teach Chapter 7 of Health
for Life. Your lesson on AIDS can
come after you finish teaching Lesson
2 (pages 204-209). Before beginning
the lesson, ask students what they
think of when they hear the word AIDS.
In this way you can find out what the
students know and their attitudes
about AIDS and the people who have
it. You can then tailor the presentation
to dispel the myths and to stress what
your students need to know.
Have the students read blackline
master #7. Teach the lesson on AIDS
(specific suggestions follow), then
have the students fill out the sheet. (In
the puzzle, some of the words are
diagonal and backwards.)
Review the meaning of the term
communicable disease, which students
should know from Lesson 1. Explain
that AIDS is a communicable disease
caused by a virus. Explain that the
AIDS virus is making some adults very
sick, but the AIDS virus is very hard to
get and very few children have the
disease. Explain that most viruses
spread from person to person through
air, food, and water. Ask how the AIDS
virus is different from most viruses.
(The AIDS virus cannot spread through
air, food, and water.) Tell students that
the AIDS virus lives in body fluids,
such as blood. The AIDS virus also
lives in the fluids of the reproductive
organs—semen in men and vaginal
fluids in women. The AIDS virus dies
easily outside a person’s body. You
can get the AIDS virus if you get blood,
semen, or vaginal fluids from an
infected person in your body and into
your bloodstream.
Explain that it is very hard to get
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Because teaching about AIDS can be
controversial, school districts should
develop a comprehensive educational
policy and obtain community support
before teaching begins. The policy and
community support can be developed
through a council with representatives
from the school board, school administration and faculty, students, parents,
medical societies, health department,
clergy, and, civic groups. it would also
be beneficial to develop a policy for
dealing with cases of AIDS among
students or faculty.
After the educational policy is
established, the district can develop a
curriculum with age-appropriate content and methods. A useful document
for this stage is “Guidelines for Effective
School Health Education to Prevent the
Spread of AIDS,” developed by the
Centers for Disease Control in consultation with a wide variety of health, educational, and civic organizations (see
Resources, next page). This update to
Health for Life has been developed in
accordance with those guidelines.
Once the curriculum is established,
the school system must ensure that
those teaching the material feel comfortable teaching about AIDS and answering the questions that might come
up. There are two ways to do this.
First, the school can provide a training
program to train current staff to teach
about AIDS. Second, the school can
bring in trained AIDS educators to do
the teaching, Local health departments
and health agencies, such as the
American Red Cross, can often
provide trained AIDS educators.
The school should also consider
holding an AIDS education program for
the parents, ideally before the program
for students begins, both to educate
the parents and to enable them to reinforce the concepts taught in school.
When discussing AIDS in the classroom, teachers need to be as straightforward as possible. Although the

specifics of presentation will be determined by school district policy, students
should feel that there is no question
they cannot ask. Details that teachers
cannot provide in class can always be
answered afterwards or by a community AIDS educator at a later date. It
may be helpful to have a question box
in which the students can put questions
that they do not feel comfortable asking
in class. Students may put their names
on the questions if they wish a personal, private answer from the teacher.
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AIDS-acquired immune deficiency
syndrome-is a fatal disease for
which there is as yet no cure. It is a
leading cause of death worldwide.
Today the best hope for curbing the
spread of AIDS and allaying needless
fears is through education.

Grade 6
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Teaching About AIDS (continued)

Health Background on
AIDS

troys T-cells, HIV eventually wins out
over the immune system and destroys
so many T-helper cells that the body
has difficulty fighting certain diseases.
At this point, the infected person
might begin to show signs of disease
called AIDS-related complex (ARC).
Signs and symptoms of ARC include
swollen lymph glands, night sweats,
fever, weight loss, diarrhea, fatigue,
and lack of resistance to infection.
(Although these are also signs of many
other diseases totally unrelated to
AIDS, they could be symptoms of ARC
if they last two weeks or longer.) These
symptoms might come and go or
might progress to the AIDS disease
(full-blown AIDS).
As the immune system continues to
weaken, people suffering from ARC
may develop full-blown AIDS. Some
people who develop AIDS do not get
ARC first. The symptoms of-full-blown
AIDS include the symptoms of ARC,
but those symptoms occur more often,
last Ionger, and are more severe. The
person also develops opportunistic diseases, which are rare diseases that
have the “opportunity” to take hold in
the body because the immune system
is weakened. A normal immune system
is able to resist these diseases. The
two opportunistic diseases commonly
affecting AIDS patients are Kaposi’s
sarcoma (a rare skin cancer) and
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (a
rare form of pneumonia). People with
full-blown AIDS usually die within one
to three years. Although no cure has
yet been found for AIDS, some treatments can minimize the severity and
frequency of symptoms in some people.
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The AIDS Virus AIDS is caused by the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
also known as the AIDS virus. HIV is
a fragile virus that dies quickly outside
the body and is easily killed by disinfectants, bleach, and heat sterilization.
Thus HIV is hard to catch and can be
spread only by direct transmission of
certain body fluids-blood, semen, and
vaginal secretions—from one person
to another. A person can become
infected by HIV only if he or she is
exposed to infected body fluids.
Certain behaviors can expose a
person to these body fluids and thus
the possibility of contracting AIDS;(1)
intimate sexual contact with an infected
person and (2) using intravenous
drug needles and syringes used by
an infected person. Intimate sexual
behaviors include sexual intercourse
and any other behaviors in which a
person’s sex organs touch or enter
the openings of another person’s body.
There are two other ways that people can get the AIDS virus, but they
are rare. One is through blood transfusions. However, since 1985, all
blood in the United States has been
tested. People who received blood before 1985 could have been exposed.
The other way that HIV is spread is
from an infected pregnant mother to
her baby through the placenta, during
childbirth, or through breast milk.
AIDS is not restricted to certain
types or races of people or to certain
geographic locations. Although most
infected people are adults, teenagers
and children can also become infected. (Infection in children is rare and
occurs mostly through birth.) Females
as well as males can become infected.
People of every race can become infected. AIDS can be spread to any
person by behaviors that expose the

person to body fluids infected with the
AIDS virus.
The alarming thing about AIDS is
that for years people can have the
AIDS virus and be able to transmit it
but show no sign of the disease. Currently one to two million people are infected with HIV, but many of them do
not know it. The only way to know for
sure whether a person has the AIDS
virus is by a blood test.
To protect oneself from AIDS, the
U.S. Surgeon General recommends
these safe behaviors; (1) abstaining
from sex or having sex only with one
mutually faithful, uninfected partner
and (2) not using intravenous drugs.
Although elementary school children are unlikely to engage in the risky
behaviors, as children move into junior
high and high school, they are more
likely to become sexually active and
some may engage in intravenous drug
use. Nationwide, the average age of
first intercourse is 16, and in some
communities, 12. Victims of sexual
abuse are also at risk.
Because blood carries the AIDS virus, health care workers who can be
exposed to the blood of patients must
take special precautions. Laboratory
workers wear special protective gloves
and masks, as do many doctors,
nurses, dentists, and dental hygienists.
HIV can be found in small amounts
in tears, saliva, sweat, urine, and feces,
but there is no evidence that the virus
is spread by these fluids. According to
the Surgeon General, you cannot get
the AIDS virus from clothes, toilet seats,
swimming pools, mosquitoes, eating
utensils, or drinking glasses. You cannot get the AIDS virus from closed
mouth kissing, hugging, or touching a
person with AIDS. The AIDS virus is
not transmitted by sneezes and coughs.
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these two diseases; however, an
AIDS patient usually dies from them.
Emphasize to students that they
can protect themselves from AIDS by
being abstinent and by saying no to
intravenous drugs. Being abstinent
means avoiding intimate sexual contact in which a person’s sex organs
touch or enter the openings of
another person’s body.
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How the virus causes disease
HIV causes illness by weakening the
immune system, the body’s natural
defense against pathogens. HIV
attacks a specific immune system cell
called the T-helper cell (a kind of white
blood cell). HIV invades the T-helper
cells, uses the cell’s DNA to reproduce
itself, then destroys the T-helper cell.
T- helper cells help the immune system make antibodies against HIV and
other pathogens. Because HIV des-

Resources
“Guidelines for Effective School Health
Education to Prevent the Spread of
AIDS,” in Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report: 1988; 37 (suppl 2):
1–1 4 and in Journal of School Health:
1988; 58 (4): 142–1 48.
Surgeon General’s Report on
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
Toll-Free Telephone Hotlines
Public Health Service
800-342-AIDS 800*342-2437

Grade 6

Secrets
For each secret, check whether or not you should tell the secret.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Yes, I should tell.
Yes, I should tell, but only an adult.
No, I should not tell.
Unsure

(b)

(c)

(d)

d

(a)

1. The friend likes someone else in the class.
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2. The friend got a bad grade on the test.
3. The friend is going to move away.

4. The friend’s parent beats him or her so that there
are bruises.
5. The friend tried a cigarette.
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6. The friend is serious about running away
from home.

7. The friend is upset with another friend for lying.
8. The friend’s uncle forced the friend to have sex.
9. The friend has to give all his or her lunch money to
someone at school everyday or get beaten up.

10. T h e f r i e n d g o t - d r u n k .

11. The friend is upset and said he or she wanted to
kill himself or. herself.

12. The friend never has lunch or lunch money. The
friend likes-to come to your house because no one
is home-at his or her house much of the time and
there often is no food.

Grade 6
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Suicide
* Why do people commit suicide?
They have problems. They see no hope. Usually they don’t want to die but they see
no other way. Most people who are saved are glad later that it didn’t work.
* What are some signs of suicide?
Person tells someone he/she “is going to commit suicide.
Person has tried it before.
Person’s personality changes.

el
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Person is depressed, sad, cries a lot.
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Person talks about wanting to die.

Person gives away favorite possessions.

* What can I do if I think a friend might commit suicide?
Believe your feelings.

Ask your friend directly what he or she is. planning or talking about.
-

Let your friend know that you care about him or her and that you want to help.
Tell an adult.
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Don’t promise not to tell — or if you promised before you were told, tell anyway and
tell your friend you can’t keep that promise.

* Whom can I tell?
My parent

Friend’s parent

A teacher

A guidance counselor

The school nurse

A-10
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Getting To Know Each Other

What is one thing you do well?

d

In your classroom or group, arrange your chairs in a circle, then go around and
answer the following questions (one person will answer the first question, the next
person will answer the second, etc. — keep on going around until all questions are
answered). There is only one rule to this activity — listen to each other and accept
all responses. The idea is to get to know each other a little better. (A good way to
do this is for all group members to keep their manuals closed and have one
person — probably your advisor — read the questions out loud. This way no one
can “plan ahead” and all attention will focus on the person being questioned.)
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What qualities do you look for in a friend?
If you were an animal, what would you be, and why?
Tell us about your sense of humor.

When do you get goose bumps?
What do you think about when you fall asleep?
What do you usually do when someone criticizes you? How do you feel?
What is your favorite television show and why?
What one person has had the most influence on your Iife?
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Say something about love.
What would you do if you found $1,000 in a vacant lot?
What is your favorite, ice cream flavor?
What is your favorite song?
Name one thing at which you have failed.
What has been your greatest success?
Name something you do not enjoy doing at all.
when it rains.
Finish this sentence: I feel
When I am angry with someone, I usually
Say something about war.
How would you describe peace?
Tell us about a time when you felt afraid.
Finish this sentence: I feel
when the sun shines.
When I walk into a room where I don’t know anyone, I usually
How do you feel when you are alone?
Share one of the happiest days of your life.
Tell us about a time when you felt very happy.
Complete this sentence: I wish
If you were told you had one week to live, how would you spend it?
What is the one thing you would do if you were President of the U. S.?
Tell us about something beautiful.
Tell us about a time when you felt really angry.
If you had to move and could take only three things with you, what would you take?
Name something you would like to do that you haven’t done before.
How do you feel about growing older?

Grade 6
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Working With Others
Think about three things that you would like to do or change. Maybe you want to
start a club, improve your math skill, learn to play the guitar or change something
about your school, your home life or yourself. Write the things you would like to do
or change in the WHAT boxes below.
Next think about some of the ways you might accomplish your goals. Write the
steps you will need to take in the HOW boxes.
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Now think about the people who might be willing to help you, perhaps a friend, a
teacher, or a parent. List these people in the WHO boxes.

HOW

WHO
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WHAT
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After you have finished, choose one of the three things you would like to do or
change and try to put it into action. Discuss WHAT you want to do and HOW you
plan to do it with the people WHO might help you. By working with others, you can
often accomplish more than by working alone.
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Getting Along Together
Getting along together isn’t always easy. No matter how much you like someone,
there are going to be times when you disagree with him/her, when you feel
disappointed in each other, or when you are irritated by each other’s behavior.

One of the most difficult parts of getting along together is settling disagreements

d

before they grow into shouting matches or silent stand-offs. Sometimes it means
saying you are sorry or giving someone else the chance to apologize. Sometimes
it means taking time to-cool off and think before dealing with the situation. The
most important part is to keep communicating (talking and listening) to each other
until your differences are worked out. Getting along together takes patience and
practice, but the rewards of a relationship are worth all the hard work.
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In your group or by yourself, pick three of the situations listed below and write down
all the ways you could deal with that situation. Think about what you might feel, say
or do. You might want to try acting out (role-playing) the situation in your group.
Now, go back and pick

the

way which best describes how you would like to deal

with the situation. Have you learned anything new about getting along together?
1. A friend or family member tries to help

you fix something and ruins it.
2. You think your friend is ignoring you but
you don’t know why.
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3. You get in an argument with a friend
over how to spend your Saturday
together.
4. Your parent, friend, or teacher blames
you for something you didn’t do.
5. You think your friend is acting silly and
saying “stupid” things.

1

6. A friend criticizes the way you are
dressed.

7. A friend says he/she will meet you
somewhere and then doesn’t show up.
8. Your friend, parent, or teacher is in a
bad mood and snaps at you for no
reason.
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Welcome or Welcome Back
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How would you welcome someone who is new to your school, your group or your
neighborhood? How would you treat someone who has been sick at home or in
the hospital when he/she comes back to school, your group or the neighborhood?
Talk together as a group about all the things you could do. How do you think you
would like to be treated if you were the new person or if it were you who was
coming back after an absence?
If-you know-someone in one of these situations, maybe you can ask how he/she
would or wouldn’t like to be treated. Write your ideas down and look at them next
time one of these situations occurs.

Giving of Yourself

There are many ways-to give of yourself to
others. One way of helping others is by giving
them the very special gift of your time. Do
something “thoughtful for someone such as:

Run an errand for your parents.
Take out the trash without being asked.
Play with your little brother or sister.
Make someone a birthday card.
Talk with a lonely, elderly person
Listen to a friend who has a problem.
Think of something you can do to
brighten the day of another person.
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Defense Mechanisms
You try out for the cross-country
team and do not make it. You compensate by singing in the glee club.

You may not work hard enough
to overcome your weaknesses.

daydreaming is a simple escape
from unpleasant, boring, or
frustrating situations.

You are disappointed that you do
not have a date for the school
dance. Rather than finding a date,
you daydream about being the
most popular person at school.

Daydreaming will not change
your boredom or frustration and
only provides momentary relief
from anxiety.

Displacement is transferring the
emotions you feel from the
original source to another object.

You have an argument with your
best friend and instead of talking it
out, you go home, kick the chair leg,
and yell at your brother or sister.

You do not resolve conflicts and
take your feelings out on others,
thus, alienating other people.

Idealization is placing great value
on someone or something in an
exaggerated manner.

You admire someone so much
that you cannot admit that they
have any faults at all, even when
you discover it.

You view a person unrealistically
and deny any flaws the person
might have,

identification is the process in
which you assume the qualities
of someone you admire,

You admire a professional
athlete or movie star. You begin
to dress the same way and to eat

You begin to see yourself as
similar to someone else rather
than focusing on your own
uniqueness.
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Compensation is trying to make
up for your weaknesses by using
a strength in another area.

the same food.

You do not study enough. You
fail the test and blame the
teacher saying she or he made
the test too hard.

You do not take responsibility for
your behavior.

Rationalization is giving
acceptable reasons for your
behavior that are not the real
reasons,

You have a test tomorrow but
decide to go biking instead of
studying. You rationalize by
saying you have been working
hard and need a break.

A rationalization keeps you from
feeling guilty rather than taking
the appropriate action.

Reaction formation is behavior
that shows opposite characteristics than you truly possess.

Suppose you are selfish. You act
very generous because you feel
selfishness is socially unacceptable.

Your ideal self, public self, and
private self are inconsistent.

Regression is reverting behavior
to childish ways.

Suppose you are playing a board
game with family members and
sense that you will not win. You
turn the board over and say you
will not play.

Your behavior will be emotionally
immature, and you will revert to
the way you handled problems as
a child.

Repression is attempting to bury
conscious thoughts into the
unconscious part of the mind,

You witness a terrible accident
but don’t remember a thing
about it.

The memory always exists in the
subconscious and may emerge at
a later time.

Sublimation is the channeling of
unacceptable impulses into
socially acceptable goals,

You like to be the center of
attention. It is not possible to be
the center of attention at all times
and have good relationships. You
get the lead in the school play or
become class president.

You still need to recognize and
change your unacceptable
impulses.

Substitution is replacing one
goal for another attainable goal,

You want to make good grades at
school but you have difficulty.
You substitute by becoming a
good skier.

Substitution is not healthful when
the two goals are not closely related. You may need to deal with the
results of not attaining your goal.
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projection is the shifting of
blame and responsibility for
your actions or thoughts to
someone else.

I
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Anger
Everyone gets angry from time to time. Anger is a strong emotion and one of the
most difficult to learn to handle. If you blow up, throw a temper tantrum or hurt
someone, you usually make an unpleasant situation worse. If, on the other hand,
you do not allow your anger to control your actions and words, you will feel angry
less often, feel better about yourself and have an easier time relating with others.
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Learning how to be in charge of your anger takes time and patience. Being able to
handle your angry feelings doesn’t mean that you pretend you aren’t mad, that
you act like “Mr. Nice Guy” or that you let other people push you around. It means
that you think about a situation before you react to it. It means that you take a
minute (try counting to at Ieast 10) to calm down so you can express your anger
honestly and openly without insulting or hitting someone.
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No one can react calmly all of the time in every situation. But, you can learn to be
in charge of your anger most of the time. Even if you can’t control the things that
make you angry (and most of us can’t), you can control the way you respond to
those things. You have the ability to decide how you will respond when someone
else is mad at you. You can choose to react angrily or calmly when you find
yourself in a difficult, tense situation. Your anger is the result of the importance you
give a situation, not from the situation itself.
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Anger

(continued)

Here are a few guidelines that may help you reduce and control your angry feelings.
Be patient with yourself. Remember, being in charge of your anger is a skill like learning
how to listen. The more you practice, the easier it becomes.

1. Take time to cool off.

d

Sometimes, when you become angry, it helps to get away from the situation for a
short time. Take a minute to cool off before you deal with the situation or problem.
Count to ten slowly while breathing deeply. By catching your breath and slowing
yourself down, you become better able to act the way you really want to act instead of
the way you feel like acting at the moment you are angriest.
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2. Ask yourself “Does it really matter?”
Take the time to ask yourself why you are getting so upset. Is the situation worth all
the emotional energy you are spending on it? Try to understand the reason for your
angry feelings. Learn how to stand up for the things that are important to you without
getting involved in arguments over things that don’t really matter to you. Don’t let
yourself get angry over a situation that will seem silly and unimportant an hour later.
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3. R e a c t c a l m l y .
Try not to blow up. When you are angry, staying calm is often one of the hardest
things to do. If you are having an argument with someone who disagrees with you, try
to do so calmly. It is easier on you if you are able to control your anger and speak
quietly. By remaining calm you are telling others by your actions that you are confident
about what you are saying. B-y speaking quietly you can often calm down the other
people involved.
4. Talk it out if you can.
Don’t bottle up your anger. Try to talk with the person with whom you are angry.
Choose a good time and place where you can talk it out. Often, misunderstanding
what each other meant to say is the cause of anger. Find out what the other person is
trying to say by using the listening skills you learned earlier in this handbook. Try to
explain your own feelings honestly and openly.
5. Work off your anger
If you find yourself getting angry often or exploding over little things that don’t really
matter to you, you may be under a lot of stress. Exercising, relaxing and trying other
stress-stoppers may help to relieve your angry feelings.
Another way of working off your anger is talking with a close friend, a parent or other
caring adult. Often, others are able to see things that may help you to better
understand your feelings.

6. Don’t stay angry long.
It is a good idea not to deny your angry feelings. Anger has-a tendency to grow and to
affect other areas and emotions in your life. If something has happened during the day
that made you angry, try to settle the issue with whomever else was involved. If you
can’t talk it out, try to think it through. Why did the situation make you so angry? What
can you do about it? How can you avoid a similar situation in the future? Practice deep
breathing or another relaxation exercise until you have reduced your angry tensions.
Grade 6
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Control
Make a list of eight things that usually make you angry. For example, someone
pokes you with a pencil, your new radio stops working, someone calls you names.
Under each one of the eight, describe how you usually react. Then, list the other
possible ways of reacting. Next time you are in a situation like the ones you have
listed, remember that other people and things don’t have the power to make you
angry. You can choose how you will respond. Knowing that you have the choice of
keeping your anger under control makes dealing with difficult situations easier.
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1.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Teaching Life Management Skills
selves about ourselves. It is the voice
in our heads. Positive self-talk is the
good things we tell ourselves about
ourselves; for example, “You got a B.
Good for you.” The opposite of positive
self-talk is put-downs; for example,
‘You got a B. You dummy, why didn’t
you get an A?”
Then ask the students to give examples of situations in which something went wrong, such as dropping
all their books and papers. You can
write the examples on the board. Then
ask the students to remember what
they said to themselves when the situation occurred, for example, “You
dummy. You are so clumsy.” Then explore ways to change the put-down to
positive self-talk. For sample, “Everybody drops things sometimes. I’ll pick
up the mess. Maybe I should carry a
book bag or backpack.” The point is to
encourage students to be more realistic
in their interpretations of mistakes they
make or things that happen to them.
You can turn this discussion into a
game by dividing the class into two
teams. The first team states a situation
in which something went wrong. The
second team then gives (one at a time)
put-downs that a person might say to
him or herself. The first team then
must change each put-down into
positive self-talk.
Have students read blackline
master #1 and do the activity. Discuss
the results after three days.

tions in school in which they have felt
scared, nervous, tense, or angry. Tell
them that these feelings are often accompanied by a “knot” in the stomach,
sweaty palms, or tense neck muscles.
Examples include right before a test
or during an argument. Mention that
even adults often feel the same way
in these situations.
Tell students that many people use
deep breathing to calm down and feel
better in such situations. Feeling
calmer will help them deal with the situation in a more positive way. Deep
breathing is simply taking a deep
breath in, then letting it out slowly,
then repeating the deep breaths until
they feel calm. Have students review
the description of deep breathing in
the text on page 34. Have them
practice deep breathing. Tell students
that if they begin to feel light-headed
or dizzy, they should breathe out completely, then just breathe normally.
Then discuss with the students
how they could use deep breathing in
their own lives, for example, before
giving an oral report or before a
sports competition or in a situation
where they have become angry. Deep
breathing can also help a person to
fall asleep at night.
Ask students to write down some
things that make them angry. Then
have them write down ways to physically relieve anger or stress, but in
positive, healthy ways. Tell them to
list only things that they would enjoy
doing, They might include running or
walking briskly, playing sports, doing
vigorous cleaning, mowing the lawn,
playing a musical instrument. Tell
them to keep their lists handy in case
they need them.
Encourage students who feel worried, anxious, or upset in some way to
talk over their feelings with an adult
they trust. Sometimes just talking to
someone helps a person feel better.
Also, the adult may be able to help
solve a problem that exists.
Ask students how getting enough
sleep and eating properly can help
them cope with difficult situations.
(When you get all the nutrients and
sleep you need, you feel better
physically and you can think more
clearly.)
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Preparation for Teaching
The teaching of life skills will be facilitated if the teacher can create a warm
and open atmosphere in his or her
classroom, an atmosphere that encourages each student to achieve his
or her potential, ask questions, and
explore the physical and social environment. The atmosphere should also
encourage students to share not only
toys and resources, but also knowledge, help, and praise.
Although the life management skills
seem simple, they are quite difficult to
implement in one’s own life. Many
adults are not proficient at these
skills. If you believe you are weak in
some of these skills, do not allow that
to prevent your students from learning
them. You can learn them while you
teach them.
As you teach life management skills,
help your students see how each skill
can be used in a wide variety of situations, including in the playground and
lunchroom, at home with relatives and
friends, during sports activities, at parties, at restaurants and stores, and
even when home alone. As often as
you can, model these skills for your
students, in other words, show them
how you use the same life skills.

1, Lesson 1 (pages 20-25) in Health
for Life. Introduce the following topic
after you finish teaching Lesson 1. Explain that self-talk is what we tell our-
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Growing up has always been difficult,
but today’s youth are beset by problems of greater magnitude than ever
before: drug abuse, teen pregnancy,
AIDS, sexual abuse, depression, and
suicide. Teachers can help by teaching students a variety of life management skills, which the students can use
to help them deal with life’s challenges.

Teaching Strategies

Health for Life covers life management skills in depth at each grade
level. Because these skills are so important, this update material was
developed to enhance your teaching
of these skills by providing additional
information, strategies, and blackline
masters. The following strategies will
suggest where to incorporate this new
material, but feel free to use it wherever it seems most appropriate to you.
Self-Esteem Building Skills
Information related to self-esteem
(self image) is presented in Chapter

Grade 6

Social and Communication Skills
Chapter 1, Lesson 2 (pages 26-29)
teaches students how to get along
better with others and the importance
of friendship. You can do the following
activity after you finish teaching the
lesson. Have students read blackline
master #2 and answer the questions.
Discuss the answers with the class.
Coping Skills Chapter 1, Lessons 2
and 3 (pages 26-35) teach students
about feelings and stress and how to
cope with many different situations.
Deep breathing, an important relaxation technique, is presented on
page 34.
Ask students to tell you some situa-
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Teaching Life Management Skills (continued)
Have students collect words and pictures from magazines. They should
also choose a time period, or they
could do different maps for different
time periods, such as the next year,
the next five years, the next ten years.
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Refusal Skills and Peer Resistance
Refusal skills are covered in Chapter
6, Lesson 7 (pages 192–1 93). The
following activity can enhance
students’ ability to say no to peers.
Ask students, “Does getting along
with others mean that you have to
agree with the other person all the
time?” (no) Ask students to tell you
some situations in which a friend
might try to get you to do something
that you do not want to do. (Here are
some possibilities, but it would be better to use things that the students
suggest; a friend suggests that you
take candy from a store without paying, write graffiti on a wall, lend homework to copy, smoke a cigarette.)
Ask, “Just because a friend asks you
to do one of these things, do you
have to do it?’ (no) Explain that if
someone asks you to do something
that you do not want to do or something that you know is wrong, you do
not have to do it and you should not
do it. Now discuss with students how
to say no to your friends.
Here are some basic “say no”
strategies:
1. Just say no. Some versions: no
thanks; I don’t feel like it; no way;
that’s wrong; I don’t want to; forget
it; not me; not on your life.
2. Ignore your friend’s suggestion. This
works particularly well in class during a test when someone is trying
to get you to let them copy from you.
3. Invite your friend to do something
else. Some examples of alternatives are playing football or shooting baskets, looking at a new magazine together, listening to a new
tape, playing a game (chess,
bridge), starting a project (sewing,
quilting, woodworking, science fair
project). Make your suggestion,
then starting moving away. If your
friend doesn’t come, say “Well, if
you change your mind, I’ll beat
(name the place).” Then leave.
4. If your friend is really pressuring
you, you can have some come-

backs ready. For example, if your
friend says, ”I thought you were
my friend,” you can answer ”I am,
and that’s why I won’t do this with
you,” “If you really were my friend,
you wouldn’t be trying to make me
do something I don’t want to do.” If
your friend says, “Are you scared’?”
or calls you “chicken,” you could
say “Yes, and I’m proud of it,” “I’d
rather be chicken than stupid,” or "I
said no, and that’s final.”
5. Often, the only way to avoid trouble
is to leave the scene. However the
way you leave can make a difference. It is important to walk away
confidently. Sometimes you can
give an excuse, such as, “live got
to go to the bathroom. See you
later: “My mother is expecting me
home right now,” “I’ve got to study
for a test,” “I’ve already got other
plans," "I have to practice (fill in
whatever is appropriate—piano,
football, etc.).”
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Decision-Making and ProblemSolving Skills After teaching Chapter
1, Lesson 3 (pages 30—35), go over
blackline master #3 with them (it summarizes the five steps of decision making). Discuss the four guidelines for
good choices. Show them how they
can use the chart on blackline master
#4 to help them make decisions. Discuss some decisions that they have
had to make and show them how the
steps and guidelines can be used.
Have students do blackline master #5.
Discuss the answers with them.
Whenever possible, let the students
make their own decisions. Examine
your curriculum requirements and your
approach to classroom management
to find areas in which students can
legitimately make decisions for themselves. Some possible areas are
choice of elective subjects, reinforcers,
learning style, type of test, type of homework, what to do in their free time.
Give students several copies of the
blank chart (blackline master #4) and
encourage them to use them whenever
they have difficult decisions to make.
Students can also practice decision
making and problem solving through
“Dear Abby” situations that they create.
Have students individually apply the
five steps, and then have them compare notes in small groups to came
up with effective solutions.

Goal-Setting Skills Goal setting is
covered in detail in Chapter 1, Lesson
4 (pages 36-42).
Discuss how goals can help students
improve their self-images. Discuss the
kinds of goals they might have. Discuss how goals change over time (for
example, compare last year’s goals to
this year’s goals). Suggest that each
student choose a goal to work
towards. Help them make their goals
realistic. Then help them develop plans
to achieve their goals. Be sure to help
them break a large goal into smaller
steps. Help them develop a chart to
keep track of their progress. You
could have a special time every week
for the students to discuss the progress they have made on their goals.
To help students start thinking of
long-term goals, have them make
‘treasure maps.” This is a poster that
shows, in pictures, the student’s goals.
A-20

Consumer Skills Information that will
help students be wise consumers of
health care products and services
appears throughout Health for Life.
Advertising in particular is discussed
in Chapter 9, Lesson 2 (pages 262267). The following activity can enhance students’ ability to resist advertising techniques and make wise
choices. (Before doing this activity,
collect tobacco, alcohol, and over-thecounter medicine ads.)
Have students review the drug
information in Chapter 6, Lesson 5
(pages 182-1 85) and Lesson 6(1 86189). (1) this product will make you
more attractive and popular (2) this
product will make you more grown up,
more like a real man or woman. Have
students review the drug information
in Chapter 6, Lesson 5 (pages
182–1 85) and Lesson 6 (186-189).
Now look at the ads with your
students and for each one, determine
what the acts do not tell you. For example, cigarette ads do not say that
smoking causes wrinkles in the skin
on your face and yellow teeth and finger nails; cigarettes also often cause
fatal fires, and cigarettes can lead to
serious or fatal diseases such as cancer. Alcohol ads do not tell you that
alcohol is the cause of about 26,000
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Teaching Life Management Skills
alcohol. Over-the-counter medicine
ads do not tell you that you may not
really need the medicine at all. (For
many minor ailments (headache,
upset stomach) rest or relaxation
might be better than the medicine.)
Have each student choose an ad
and rewrite it so that the true information about the product is given.

Health Background On
Life Skills

ductive. There will always be someone better and someone worse than
you. Therefore, the most useful and
satisfying approach is to measure
yourself against the goals you set for
yourself. Teachers can teach students
that success and happiness come
from discovering what is important to
you, setting realistic-goals, and making
a plan and achieving those goals.
Components of goal-setting skills
include how to assess your abilities so
that you can set realistic goals; how
to break a large goal into smaller manageable parts; how to motivate yourself; and how to manage your time.
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Studies have shown that children with
a variety of problems, such as drug
abuse, pregnancy, and dropping out
of school, have common psychological
profiles. These children often have
low self-esteem, high need for social
approval (i.e., very susceptible to peer
pressure), high stress levels, poor
coping skills, low assertiveness, and
poor decision-making skills. For many
reasons, these children have not learned many of the essential self management, social, and coping skills necessary for living a successful life. Even
children who seem well-adjusted often
have low self-esteem and have problems coping with stress, making decisions, and resisting peer pressure.
One way to help all children cope
healthfully with the stresses and challenges in their lives is to teach them
life management skills. These skills
fall into seven categories:
● self-esteem building
goal setting
● decision making
coping
● social and communication
● peer resistance, and
consumer.
Learning these skills at a young age
will not only benefit the students now,
but also throughout their lives.

also tend to experience feelings of
anxiety and stress that can interfere
with learning and social development.
Self-image is the mental picture that
one has about oneself. Self-esteem is
the positive feelings one has about
that self-image. If you like your selfimage, you have high self-esteem. If
you do not like your self-image, you
have low self-esteem. Some students
will have very low self-esteem because
of experiences at home, in some
cases including psychological and/or
physical abuse. Other children have
low self-esteem resulting from physical
differences, behavioral problems,
learning difficulties, or unknown
causes. Even those with generally
high self-esteem experience fluctuations in how good they feel about
themselves. A teacher can help raise
children’s self-esteem by taking a
positive, encouraging approach to
each child and by teaching self-esteem
building skills. With skills, motivation,
and encouragement, a person can
raise his or her self-esteem.
A major influence on a person’s
self-esteem is what kind of thoughts a
person has about himself or herself.
Negative thoughts about oneself (e.g.,
“I’m so stupid”) and about one’s
potential (e.g., “I’ll never understand
this math”) are very self-defeating and
lower self-esteem. Realistic thinking
(e.g., “Math is hard for me, but if I study
hard I can pass the test”) and positive
thinking (e.g., "I can learn math”) can
help raise self-esteem. Students need
to learn how to recognize their negative
thinking and learn how to change it to
positive, realistic thinking.
Hand in hand with building high self-esteem goes building a sense of
identity; who you are and what your
unique strengths, weaknesses, talents,
and abilities are. Students need to
learn how they are special and unique.
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traffic deaths a year or that millions of
Americans are seriously addicted to

(continued)

Self-Esteem Building Skills
Self-esteem-good feelings about
oneself—can be considered the foundation for learning. Children with higher self-esteem learn better, and improving a child’s self-esteem often
results in improved achievement in
school. Children with low self-esteem
often have a harder time saying no
when their peers suggest some unhealthy activity, such as smoking. They

Grade 6

Goal-Setting Skills Goal-setting is
an important skill that can help
students build high self-esteem and a
sense of identity. Students can use
goal-setting skills to overcome weaknesses, build strengths, and get what
they want from life. It is important to
emphasize both in words and actions
that comparing your achievements
with someone else’s is counterpro-

Decision-Making and ProblemSolving Skills Decision-making is
often a difficult task; and many people
handle it by ignoring it, making a snap
decision, or responding emotionally.
None of “these approaches usually
yields the best decision. Learning how
to make wise decisions and solve
problems is one of the most valuable
skills a person can learn. If children
can learn the process when young,
with adult guidance, they will be better equipped to deal with crucial decisions when they are on their own.
The five-step process of decision
making was designed to help students
think carefully about their decisions
and the choices available to them.
The four guidelines for responsible
choices (safe and healthy, legal,
acceptable to family, and respectful)
were developed to help students
realize the need to eliminate those
choices that will-lead them into trouble.
Problem solving and decision making
are closely allied. In many situations,
the existence of a problem means
that a decision about what to do must
be made, Thus, the five-step approach
to decision making also works for
problem solving.
Coping Skills Life is full of unexpected events and difficulties. Teachers
can help students cope by teaching
them how to deal with feelings,
emotional responses to events in life,
anxiety and stress, and tragedies.
Children need to learn that things in
life do not always go perfectly; making
mistakes is part of learning and growing up. Often the way people respond
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Teaching Life Management Skills (continued)
Resources
Bershad C, DiMella N: The Changer
and the Changed: A Working Guide
to Personal Change. Boston: Management Sciences for Health, 1983
Borba M et al: Se/f-Esteem: A
Classroom Affair, 101 Ways to Help
Children Like Themselves. Harper &
Row, 1978

d

student a valuable skill. (You might
also want to discuss how to cope with
a friend lost because the student
would-not do something-such as
drugs-with him or her as well as the
value of finding friends whose values
agree with yours.) In addition, the open
discussion of the issues and saying no
also serves to establish a new norm
in which it is acceptable to say no.
Consumer Skills Research suggests
that the media are the third most powerful influence on adolescents after
parents and peers. Advertising is
motivated by the drive to sell products
rather than any concern for the wellbeing of the consumer, and advertisers
often use psychological appeals to the
potential consumer. Students are rarely
aware of the techniques that advertisers use, but they are frequently
taken in by them. The beer producers
are among the most influential, for
they have equated beer drinking with
masculinity, adulthood, acceptance,
fun, and rewards.
Teaching students to be aware of
the techniques that advertisers use
can help students become better consumers and also, perhaps, make them
less susceptible to the sales pitches
for cigarettes and alcohol and the negative values in many ads.

Borba M et al: Self-Esteem: A Classroom Affair, Volume 2, Harper& Row,
1982
Canfield J, Wells H: 100 Ways to
Enhance Self-Concept in the Classroom: A Handbook for Teachers and
Parents. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976
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to things has more importance than
the actual event itself.
Children need to learn to understand
and accept their feelings. In many instances, they also need to learn that
they can control their feelings and not
let their feelings control them. The immature way to handle feelings is to act
them out in negative ways, for example, when a child hits or gets into a
fight with a person he or she is angry
with. Another common but unhealthy
way to handle emotions is to ignore or
repress them.” Teachers can encourage students to feel, acknowledge,
and accept their feelings, even
“embarrassing” ones such as fear, but
then to think before taking an action.
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Social and Communication Skills
As children grow, their interactions
with others—adults and peers—take
on more and more significance. In
order to have good interactions with
people and be successful in life, children need to learn a variety of social
skills, including how to choose and
make friends; how to be cooperative,
considerate, and understanding; how
to show respect for others and sensitivity to their feelings; and how to
resolve disagreements. Communication skills are also crucial and include
how to communicate clearly and avoid
misunderstandings, how to listen, and
how to understand body language.

Gussin G, Buxbaum A: Self Discovery: Developing Skills. Boston: Management Services for Health, 1984
Johnson EW, McClelland DC:
Learning to Achieve. Glenview IL;
Scott, Foresman, 1984. (planning,
achieving goals)
WHOA Curriculum and Training
Product. Charlotte, NC: Charlotte Drug
Education Center, 1987 (refusal skills)

Refusal Skills and Peer Resistance
Everyone needs to know how to say
no to another person, especially when
that other person is trying to get you
to do something you do not want to do
or know is wrong. Too often people
allow themselves to be influenced by
others. Teaching refusal skills gives
students a variety of ways to say no
and the opportunity to practice them.
There are many” situations in which
students need to say’ no. Among the
most important are situations in which
their peers try to get them to take
drugs or break the law._
Peer pressure can be positive ornegative, but when students get into
trouble, it is often because they have
succumbed to negative peer pressure.
By teaching students how to say no
and have a good chance of keeping
their friends, the teacher gives the
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Grade 6

Name
Use with Chapter 1, after page 23.

Blackline

Master 1

Talking to Myself

ACTIVITY

el
le

d

Do people talk to themselves? Nearly everyone does! People do
not always talk out loud to themselves. They often talk silently,
thinking in their minds. Talking to yourself about yourself is called
self-talk. Self-talk can be positive or negative.
Positive self-talk is telling yourself good things about yourself. It
includes giving yourself praise, making encouraging statements
when things are not going so well, and telling yourself that you are
special. Here are some examples:
You did a good job on that.
You tried your best, and that’s what counts.
You do not have to be perfect.
Negative self-talk is called put-downs. Some people give
themselves put-downs all the time. They are often sad and have
little energy. Here are same examples of put-downs:
You dummy!
Why are you so stupid?
You never do anything right.
How would you feel if someone-even yourself—said these things
to you all the time? You would probably feel pretty bad.
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Carry this paper with you for three days. Pay attention to your own
self-talk. If you say something positive to yourself, write it under
“Positive Self -Talk.” If you say a put-down, write it under “PutDowns.” After three days, look at the put-downs. How could you
change them to positive self-talk?
Positive Self-Talk

Grade 6

Put-Downs
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Blackline
Master 2

Name
Use with Chapter 1, after page 29.

Who Is A Good Friend?
Read the stories and answer the questions.

el
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b.” What could Peter have said to Ricky?

d

1. Ricky’s dog, Pepper, was killed by a car. Ricky was very upset.
He called his friend, Peter, to tell him what happened. Peter said,
“I can’t talk now. I’m going to the mall with Armando.”
a. Was Peter being a good friend to Ricky? Why or why not?
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c. What could Peter do about his plans with Armando, given
Ricky’s situation?

2. Miranda just got a new bicycle. Her mother said she could ride it
in the neighborhood, but not to go near the wharf. It was too
dangerous there. Miranda showed her new bike to her friend,
Melissa. Melissa wanted to ride to the wharf. Miranda said she
was not allowed to, and suggested that they go to the park
instead. Melissa said, “Don’t be such a chicken.”
a. Was Melissa being a good friend to Miranda?
Why or why not?

b. What could Melissa have said to Miranda?
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Grade 6

Blackline
Master 2

Name
Use with Chapter 1, after page 29.

Who Is A Good Friend?

(Answer Sheet)

Read the stories and answer the questions.
1. Ricky’s dog, Pepper, was killed by a car. Ricky was very upset.

He called his friend, Peter, to tell him what happened. Peter said,
“I can’t talk now. I’m going to the mall with Armando.”
a. Was Peter being a good friend to Ricky? Why or why not?

express any sympathy.

What could Peter have said to Ricky?

el
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b.

d

No, Ricky was upset about his dog, but Peter did not even

I’m really sorry about Pepper. You sound like you are very
sad about it.

c.

What could Peter do about his plans with Armando, given
Ricky’s situation?

Peter could have asked Armando if they could wait until later
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to go, or he could have told Ricky that he was sorry and he
would call back as soon as he could.

2. Miranda just got a new bicycle. Her mother said she could ride it

in the neighborhood, but not to go near the wharf. It was too
dangerous there. Miranda showed her new bike to her friend,
Melissa. Melissa wanted to ride to the wharf. Miranda said she
was not allowed to, and suggested that they go to the park
instead. Melissa said, “Don’t be such a chicken.”
a. Was Melissa being a good friend to Miranda?
Why or why not?
No, Melissa should not try to get Miranda to do something

that her mother had said not to do.

b. What could Melissa have said to Miranda?
co

Okay, let’s just go to the park.

Grade 6
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Blackline
Master 5

Name
Use with Chapter 1, after page 35.

Deciding What to Do

d

Susan’s mother is concerned because Susan has been very tired
lately. The doctor has told Susan that she is below the average
weight for her height. He is concerned that she is not taking in
enough nutrients to stay healthy. Susan thinks that she looks fine at
her current weight. She is very active and does not eat many
calories each day. Susan is not certain that she wants to gain
weight. She really does not want to become overweight, but she
knows that the doctor would like her to gain 5 to 10 pounds. She
admits-to herself, though, that she has been feeling unusually tired
lately.

1.

el
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QUESTIONS
What decision does Susan need to make?

2. What are Susan’s choices?
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3. What are the possible good and bad results of each choice?

In deciding what to do, Susan should see if her choices fit these four guidelines: her
choices should be (1) good for her health, (2) legal, (3) acceptable to her family, and
(4) should show respect for herself and others.
4. Which choice is the best choice for Susan to make?

5. How would the four guidelines help Susan make the best choice?
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Grade 6

Name

Blackline
Master 5

Use with Chapter 1, after page 35.

Deciding What to Do (Answer

Sheet)

d

Susan’s mother is concerned because Susan has been very tired
lately. The doctor has told Susan that she is below the average
weight for her height. He is concerned that she is not taking in
enough nutrients to stay healthy. Susan thinks that she looks fine at
her current weight. She is very active and does not eat many
calories each day. Susan is not certain that she wants to gain
weight. She really does not want to become overweight, but she
knows that the doctor would like her to gain 5 to 10 pounds. She
admits to herself, though, that she has been feeling unusually tired
lately.

1.

el
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QUESTIONS
What decision does Susan need to make?

whether or not to follow the doctor’s advice and gain weight

2. What are Susan’s choices?

to gain weight or not gain weight
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3. What are the possible good and bad results of each choice?

Gain weight: be healthy, feel less tired, worry about being

overweight.

Not gain weight: continue to feel tired, maybe get sick from lack of
nutrients, not worry about being overweight.

In deciding what to do, Susan should see if her choices fit these four guidelines: her
choices should be (1) good for her health, (2) legal, (3) acceptable to her family, and
should show respect for herself and-others.
Which choice is the best choice for Susan to make?
gain weight

How would the four guidelines help Susan make the best choice?
Gaining weight is healthy for Susan, her parents
would approve of her decision, and working to be healthy
shows self-respect.

Grade 6
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Blackline
Master 3

Name

Make A Good Decision
Everybody has to make decisions. Sometimes decisions
are hard to make. Use the five steps described below to
help you make good decisions.

d

Step 1. Realize that a decision is needed.
Answer the question, “What decision do I need
to make?”

el
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Step 2. List the possible choices.
Sometimes you will have many choices.
Sometimes you wilt only have two or three choices.
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Step 3. List the possible results-good and bad-of
each choice.
First, for each choice, find out whether it fits the
following four guidelines for good choices.
Is the choice safe and healthy?
Is the choice legal?
Would my family approve of the choice?
Does the choice show respect for myself and others?
You can drop the choices that do not fit the guidelines.
Second, list the good and bad results of each
choice that is left.

Step 4. Decide which choice is best.
After you think about the possible results of each
choice, one choice will probably seem to be the best.
Step 5. Judge the choice you decided on.
Try your choice. Then judge the results of your
choice. Sometimes your choice will not work out
the way you wanted it to. In this case, you have
learned what does not work. This information will
help you the next time you need to make a decision.
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Grade 6

Name

Blackline
Master 4

The Decision Chart
Use this chart to help you make decisions.
Step 1. What decision do I need to make?
Step 2. List possible choices.
In the chart, list your choices.

d

Step 3. Think about the possible results of each choice.

First, see if each choice fits the four guidelines (safe and
healthy, legal, family would approve, and respectful). Cross

Choices
1.

Good Results

Bad Results

Ca
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2.
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out any choices that do not fit. Then list the possible good
results and bad results of the choices that are left.

3.

Step 4. Which choice is best for me?

. . Step 5. How did my choice work out? What did I learn?

Grade 6
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Important Sources of Nutrients
Natural Sources

Protein

Milk
Yogurt
Nuts
Peanut butter
Cheese
Meat, fish, poultry
Refried beans
(and other dried beans)
Seeds (such as sunflower,
pumpkin)
Milk
Cheese
Yogurt
Dark green vegetables
(broccoli)

el
le

Calcium

.

d

Nutrient

Dried fruit (raisins, dates,
apricots)
Meat
Refried beans

Iron

Dried apricots, peaches
Carrots
Broccoli (and other dark
green vegetables)
Cantaloupe
Apricot nectar
Tomato/tomato juice
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Vitamin A

Vitamin C

A-30

Orange
Grapefruit
Strawberries
Cantaloupe
Watermelon
Orange juice
Grapefruit juice
Green pepper
Tomato/tomato juice
Broccoli

Grade 6

What’s in That Snack?
List five snack foods found at home or around the school, and record the following
information for each. Under the FATS, SUGAR, SALT columns, show whether that
ingredient is listed first, second, third, or fourth.
NUTRIENTS

FATS

SUGAR

SALT

Ca
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ITEM

Grade 6
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Where They Come From & What They Do
Proteins

FUNCTION

SOURCE

NUTRIENT

Build and repair all body tissues
Help build blood and form
antibodies to fight infection
● Supply
food energy

Animal proteins:
meat, fish, eggs, milk, cheese
● Vegetable
proteins:
peas and breads, cereals, other

●

●

●

grain products, nuts, peanut butter
Fats

Butter, cream, margarine

●

Calcium

Breads, cereals, flours, cornmeal,
rice, macaroni, spaghetti, noodles
. Potatoes, sweet potatoes, corn
. Dried fruits, sweetened fruits,
bananas
. Sugar, syrups, jelly, jam, honey

●

Milk, cheese (especially cheddar),
ice cream
Greens, such as kale, broccoli,
collards, turnip, mustard
Peas and beans

●

●

●

Meat (especially liver, heart, kidney)
Poultry, egg yolk
Shellfish
Ž Dark green, leafy vegetables
Peas and beans
Enriched whole grain breads
and cereals
Dried apricots and prunes, raisins
Molasses

●
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Iron

●

Supply energy
Help body use other nutrients

●

el
le

(Starches & Sugars)

a small amount of food
Supply essential fatty acids such as
Iinoleic acid needed for body’s
proper use and storage of fat

d

●

Carbohydrates

Supply a large amount of energy in

●

Salad oils, oil dressings, lard,
hydrogenated fats, vegetable oils
Fats in meat (especially bacon),
milk, eggs, nuts, fruit

●

●

●

●

●

Help build bones and teeth
Ž Help blood to clot
Help muscles and nerves react
normally

●

●

●

Combines with protein to make
hemoglobin, the red substance in
the blood that carries oxygen to
the cells (especially important
for women)

●

●
●

Iodine

Ž Shellfish, salmon
All salt water fish
● Iodized
salt

●

Phosphorus

Liver, meat, fish

●

●

●
●

Vitamin A

●

& Carotene

●

Milk, cheese, ice cream
Eggs
Beans

●
●

Dark green, leafy vegetables
Deep yellow vegetable such as carrots,
pumpkin, sweet potatoes, winter squash
Tomatoes
Yellow fruits such as apricots,
cantaloupe, peaches

●

Is an essential component of

thyroxine and the other iodinecontaining compounds of the
thyroid gland
● Prevent
endemic goiter
●
●

●

Promote healthy bones and teeth

Help regulate muscular and
nerve action
Vital to the fundamental processes
of metabolism in the body
Help keep the skin and mucous
membrane linings healthy and
resistant to infection
Protect against night blindness

(continues on page A-34)
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Where They Come From & What They Do
Vitamin A

(continued from

A-33)

FUNCTION

SOURCE

NUTRIENT

Liver
Egg yolk
l Butter, cream, whole milk, cheese
from cream or whole milk, fortified
margarine
Fish liver oils
●

page

●

●

(Thiamine)

Whole grain or enriched breads and
cereals
Meat (especially pork, liver, heart,
kidney)
Poultry, eggs
• Milk
Ž Peas and beans
Nuts

●

●

●

Vitamin B2
(Riboflavin)

Milk, cheese, ice cream
Meat (especially liver)
Poultry and eggs
Fish
Dark green leafy vegetables
Enriched bread and cereals

●
●
●
●
●
●

Vitamin B6

Meat (especially liver)
Vegetables
Whole grain cereals

●
●
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●

Vitamin B12
(Cobalamin)

●
●

●

Niacin

Milk
Deep sea fish, oysters, clams
Lean meat, liver, kidney, animal
protein foods in general

●
●

●
●

Vitamin C
(Ascorbic acid)

Meat, liver, poultry, fish
Peas and beans
Nuts (especially peanuts)
Whole grain or enriched cereals
and breads

●
●

●

●

●
●

Vitamin D

All citrus fruits and juices
Strawberries, cantaloupe
Tomatoes and tomato juice
Green and red peppers, raw
cabbage
Dark green vegetables
Potatoes (especially new potatoes
and sweet potatoes) cooked in
jackets

●
●
●
●
●
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●

●
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●

Help promote normal appetite and
digestion
Help keep the nervous system
healthy
Help body release energy from food

●

d

Vitamin B1

Milk with Vitamin D added; butter
Eggs
Sardines, salmon, tuna
Fish-liver oils
Sunshine and ultraviolet irradiation

Help cells use oxygen
Help keep vision clear
Help keep skin, tongue, and lips
healthy

●
●
●

Work with enzymes to aid the body
in its use of food, as in the
conversion of the amino acid,.
tryptophan, to the vitamin niacin

●

●

●

Necessary for formation of
blood cells
Help prevent certain forms
of anemia

●
●

●

Help keep
Help keep
digestive
Help cells

●

●
●
●

nervous system healthy
skin, mouth, tongue, and
tract healthy
use other nutrients

Help make cementing substance
that holds body cells together
Make walls of blood vessels firm
Help resist infection
Help in healing

Help the body absorb calcium
Help build strong bones and teeth

●

Grade 6

Nutrition Test — Health
The Five Basic Food Groups are: (The Fantastic Five)
1.
2.
3.

d

4.
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5.

The Five Key Nutrients are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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5.

Grade 6
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Nutrition Test — Health (continued)
Identify the following foods using these symbols:
Bread & Cereal = B & C
Milk & Dairy Group= M & D
Fruit Group = F
Vegetable Group = V
Meat & Protein Group_= M & P

2. waffles

17. crab

3. milk

18. peanut butter

4. carrot
5. pie crust
6. chicken
7. egg
8. t o a s t
9. lettuce

33. cake

34. olive oil

19. green beans

35. pair

20. bacon

36. pumpkin

21. ham

37. s a u s a g e

22. turkey

38. c h e e s e

23. b a n a n a

39. p a n c a k e s

24. potato

40. brownies

25. rice

41. grape juice
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10. vegetable oil

32. roast beef
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16. french fries
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1. macaroni

11. apple

26. spaghetti

42. tangerine

12. pork chop

27. cupcake

43. hot dog

13. cookies

28. peach

44. s q u a s h

14. corn on the cob

29. fish

45. corn flakes

30. beet

46. noodles

15. yogurt
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31. butter

Grade 6
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Female Reproductive System

Grade 6
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Female Reproductive System

(Answer Sheet)
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Grade 6

Female Reproductive Word List
The milk-producing glands at which the mother nurses her baby

Menstrual period

The narrow opening inside the woman’s body that is the base of
the uterus

Fallopian tubes

The narrow curved passages branching off the uterus that
conduct the egg from the ovary to the uterus

Labia

The external folds of skin around the urethra and vagina in
a woman

Menstrual cycle

The monthly alternations of ovulation and menstruation

Menstruate
Menstruation

The time when the unused temporary lining of the uterus, which
is richly supplied with blood, leaves the woman’s body through
the vagina
To have a periodic bloody discharge from the vagina

The process of normal discharge of bloody fluid from the uterus
through the vagina to the outside
A very thin skinlike covering across the lower part of the vagina
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Hymen
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Menstrual period

d

Breasts

Fertilization

The union of the egg and the sperm to create new life

Ovum

The egg cell of the female (plural is ova)

Ovulation

The release of the egg cell once a month from the ovaries

Ovaries

The organs inside of the woman’s body (one on each side)
where the eggs are produced

Period

The time of the menstrual flow

Uterus

The pear-shaped muscular organ in females in which babies
grow; womb

Vagina

The hollow, elastic canal leading from the cervix to the outside;
birth canal through which babies are born

Vulva

The folds of skin and flesh covering the opening of the vagina,
contains the labia

Womb

The uterus

Grade 6
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Male Reproductive System
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(Side View)
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Male Reproductive System (Answer Sheet)
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(Side View)

Scrotum

Grade 6
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Male Reproductive Word List
The removal of a fold of skin at the tip of the penis (usually
done in infancy)

Epididymis

A set of small coiled tubes in the man located near the testes

Ejaculation

The expulsion of sperm and semen from the body through
the penis

Erection

The condition of the penis when it becomes swelled and firm
and rises away from the body

d

Circumcision
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Nocturnal emission The discharge of a small amount of semen from a boy’s penis,
usually while he is sleeping; also called “wet dreams”
Another name for the nocturnal emission or wet dream

Semen

A thick, whitish fluid made by special glands and mixed with
the sperm cells and expelled through ejaculation

Sperm

Male sex cells produced in the testes

Scrotum

A soft skin sac behind the penis that contains the testicles
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Seminal emission

Testicles

A pair of small oblong organs that produce sperm and male
sex hormones; also called the testes

●

Prostate

A mucous gland in the man that contributes fluid to the semen

●

Vas deferens

A long, narrow tube also called the sperm duct through which
the sperm travel between the testes and the urethra
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Grade 6

Signs of Maturity
Directions: The following statements are examples of growing up. Remember,
maturity involves physical, mental, emotional, social, and moral growth. At the end
of each statement, fill in the blank that best describes the type of growth.
Physical
Example: Mary’s shoes are too small.

d

1. When John found a wallet in the park, he turned it over to a police officer. . .

2. Karen’s teacher asked her to do a report on air pollution. Karen went to the library

el
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to do her research.

3. Sue was always too shy to talk to the other children unless they talked to her
first. One day she called Ann on the phone and asked her to spend the night.

4. Mike was always interrupting when someone was talking. Now he listens to what
others have to say.

5. Carol enjoys visiting with her neighbor Mrs. Smith because they share some of
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the same interests.

6. Stan spent two hours completing his homework even though he could have copied
Mark’s.

7. Mark noticed hair growing under his arms.

8. Mary doesn’t cry anymore when Bill teases her.
9. When Sue has a problem, she tries to take time to think about the. best way
to solve it.

10. Linda has noticed that her breasts are developing. She knows it’s time to- start
wearing a bra.

Grade 6
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Signs Of Maturity

(Answer Sheet)

)
Directions: The following statements are examples of growing up. Remember,
maturity involves physjcal, mental, emotional, social, and moral growth. At the end
of each statement, “fill in the blank that best describes the type of growth.
Physical
Example: Mary’s shoes are too small.
1. When John found a wallet in the park, he turned it over to a policeman.

d

Moral
2. Karen’s teacher asked her to do a report on air pollution. Karen went to the library
Mental
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to do her research.

3. Sue was always too shy to talk to the other children unless they talked to her
first. One day she called Ann on the phone and asked her to spend the night.
Social

4. Mike was always interrupting when someone was talking. Now he listens to what
others have to say.

Social or Emotional

5. Carol enjoys visiting with her neighbor Mrs. Smith because they share some of
Social
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the same interests.

6. Stan spent two hours completing his homework even though he could have copied
Mark’s.

Moral or Mental

7. Mark noticed hair growing under his arms.

8. Mary doesn’t cry anymore when Bill teases her.

Physical
Emotional

9. When Sue has a problem, she tries to take time to think about the best way
to solve it. Emotional or Mental

10. Linda has noticed that her breasts are developing. She knows it’s time to start
wearing a bra.

Physical

N o t e t o t e a c h e r : .
An individual’s five states of health are interrelated. Therefore, in this activity
more than one answer is often possible. Students should be encouraged to
discuss their answers.
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Clarifying Concepts of Traditional, Preventive, and
Wellness Lifestyles
Linda A. Berne, Carl Shantzis
very day Americans are exposed to messages encouraging them to improve their
health. A variety of catch words
— wellness, health promotion,
preventive medicine, prospective
medicine, and holistic health —
are used, often indiscriminately,
to describe this movement. While
professionals try to clarify the
subtle and not-to-subtle variations, 1 This teaching technique
can be used to help audiences
differentiate among three major
approaches to improve health.
The technique assists learners in
tracing the development of health
styles from traditional to wellness
and it identifies cues that indicate
which health lifestyle is predominant in self and others.
Ultimately the goal is to motivate
students to adopt lifestyles that
result in high level wellness.
The technique was designed
for individuals of driving age
(ninth grade–adults), but it can
also be used effectively at
younger ages. Similar results were
obtained from field tests with 60
junior high school students, 200
college students, and about 250
adults, “both professionals and
nonprofessionals.

people approach personal health in
similar ways for similar reasons.
However, note that persons may
maintain their cars in one way and
their bodies in another. Label the
first category Traditional Health
Style. Examine the previously listed
reasons and see if the audience can
relate them to “human health”
examples. Label the second
category Preventive Health Style,
and the third category Wellness.
Discuss relevant points about each
and make comparisons among the
categories.
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To start this exercise, ask the
participants how many have a
car, and solicit some general
responses about their vehicles.
Explain that there are three
approaches owners can take to
maintain their vehicles. These
approaches are: Drive it ‘Til it
Breaks, A Regular Check U p
Whether it Needs it Or Not, and
A Car Is” More Than Transportation (or keeping the car the best
it can be). List and briefly describe
the categories, and then ask
participants which category best
applies to their-attitude toward
their car.
Next, have students brainstorm
reasons for these attitudes. Those
who “Drive it ‘Til it Breaks” report
they do not have time, it is too
much trouble, or they have other
priorities. They also indicate they
do not know anything about cars,
it is old and worn out anyway, or
they rely on good luck.
The ’’Regular Check Up” group
practices preventive maintenance
because they need the car to last,
they do not want to risk a break
down, or they fear being stranded
and vulnerable. Some indicate it
would cost more in the long run if
they did not practice preventive
maintenance, and they want to
catch the small things before they
become big problems. Others
have their cars checked because
the warranty recommends such
action.
The “Car Is More Than Transportation” group typically has
more positive explanations, such
as I will receive top dollar when I
trade in, I like the way it looks, it
makes me proud when I drive it,
other people compliment me on
it, and I plan on keeping it
forever.
After discussing the approaches
to car maintenance, explain that

PROCEDURES

How Do You Maintain Your Car

In today’s society, Americans
dream of owning their own cars.
Cars are highly valued, people
depend on them, and they must
be maintained to operate
efficiently and reliably. Most
persons readily can see a’ parallel
between caring for their cars and
caring for their bodies.

Linda A. Berne, EdD, and Carl Shantzis,
EdD. Dept. of Health and Physical
Education, University of North Carolina at
Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 28223

Grade 6

I

TRADITIONAL, PREVENTIVE,
AND WELLNESS LIFESTYLES
Following the car analogy,
lecture briefly on the basic
principles of each health style.2.3

Traditional Approach
1) Concern only when signs
and symptoms of illness or
disease exist.
2) Relies on physician for cure
or treatment.
3) Evolved from the communicable disease era.
4) Does not work welI on contemporary problems such as
stroke, cancer, and accidents.
Preventive Approach
1) Focuses on disease to
determine risk factors.
2) Works to reduce risk factors to
eliminate or minimize
potential for disease.
3) Focus is more negative or
disease-oriented, with several
“do nets” and “should nets” to
avoid negative consequences.
Wellness Approach
1) Attempts to move the person
from a neutral to a high level
of health.
2) Focuses on signs of health
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My Health Profile
Name
Weight

Height

Daily

Nutrition

No

(Overweight: Yes

Weekly

)

Seldom

Do you eat the right amounts from the

d

five basic food groups?
Breads or cereals
Vegetables
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Fruits
Milk or milk products

Meat, poultry, fish, eggs, nuts

Exercise
Do you exercise by:
Running
Biking
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Walking

Daily

Weekly

Seldom

Occasionally

Never

Swimming

Jumping rope
Hiking

Baseball
Football

Other (list)

Safety

Always

Do you wear a seat belt in the car?

Do you wear a helmet if you ride a moped
or off-the-road dirt bike?
Do you follow these water-safety rules?

Use the buddy system when swimming

Wear a life jacket while water-skiing
or boating
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Teaching Sexual Abuse & Rape Prevention
Tell students that sexual abuse is
improper sexual behavior. It occurs
when someone takes advantage of
another person against his or her will.
It can include touching a person, making a person look at someone’s sexual organs (private parts), or making
a person do something. The victim
usually feels powerless to avoid or
stop the sexual abuse. Tell students
that your purpose is to teach them
how not to be powerless and to teach
them how to avoid being hurt or
abused if someone tries to take advantage of them.
Explain that both males and females
can be sexually abused, and that
abuse can occur at any age. In many
cases, the abuser is someone the
person knows, such as a relative or a
neighbor. Also tell students that most
abusers bribe or threaten the victim to
keep the abuse a secret. (If your
school district thinks it is appropriate,
introduce the concepts of incest, rape,
date rape, sexual harassment, and
pornography at this point.)
Regardless of how you decide to
present this topic, you should stress
the following four main points.
1. Certain parts of the body are private. You have the right to protect that
privacy. Each person has the right to
decide who, when, and where someone can touch any part of his or her
body or see his or her private parts.
2. If someone touches you in a way
that makes you uncomfortable, tell
the person to stop. You should never
be afraid to say no, even if the other
person is older than you or is
someone you care about. If the
person will not stop the behavior that
makes you uncomfortable, get away
from the person,
3. If people are sexually abused in
anyway, they should tell someone
they trust. Ask students to identify
people whom they could tell: parent(s),
relatives, friends, a friend’s parent,
teachers, clergy. Tell students that
even if the abuser threatened to harm
them if they told about the abuse, it
would be better to tell someone what
happened than to keep it a secret.
Tell your students about different
resources and agencies in the school
and community that c-an help people
who are sexually abused.
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Preparation for Teaching
Before offering a unit on sexual abuse
and rape prevention, a program
philosophy and guidelines should be
established to determine how the subject should be taught. The philosophy
and guidelines should be developed
with input from teachers, administrators, school nurses, social workers,
and parents. The books listed in the
Resource list (next page) will be useful at this stage. Once the guidelines
are established, age-appropriate curricula can be developed. Schools also
need to inform parents as to what will
be taught and how to deal with questions their children may have. An informational session for parents before
teaching starts would be useful.
Before teaching the subjects of sexual abuse and rape prevention, teachers must understand the subjects and
issues and must feel comfortable
teaching them. Training sessions for
teachers can be of great benefit.
Teachers also need to become familiar with community groups and service
agencies that offer support, resources,
and information about sexual abuse.
Teachers should also know state requirements for detecting and reporting
child sexual abuse.
The classroom teacher is in perhaps
the best position to discuss the subject
of sexual abuse with students because his or her ongoing and stable
contact with students facilitates the
development of great trust. The teacher can organize a presentation with
the needs and limitations of particular
students in mind. Teachers also have
access to other school personnel and
community resources to effectively refer students in case any personal
trauma is uncovered. Signs to watch
out for include the following: exceptional secrecy, frequent urinary infections, overcompliance or withdrawal,
more sexual knowledge than is
appropriate for the child’s age, sexual

provocativeness or promiscuity, extreme fear or seductiveness with the
opposite sex, sudden drop in school
performance and participation, crying
without provation.
When teaching the subject of
sexual abuse prevention, the teacher
should project an atmosphere of
warmth and objectivity. Although it is
important to teach students their right
not to be touched in uncomfortable or
scary ways, it is also important not to
frighten them or make them fearful of
adults. When discussing these subjects with sixth through eighth graders,
teachers should keep in mind the developmental level of their students. At
these ages, sexual development and
interest may be beginning. It is especially important to handle with delicacy
the subject of touching and sexual
aggression in the context of dating.
The purpose of discussing this topic
is to make it clear that no one has the
right to touch another person without”
that other person’s consent, even on
a date or in marriage.
Students should feel that they can
ask questions about anything: It may
be helpful to have a question box for
the students to put questions that they
do not feel comfortable asking in class.
Students may put their names on
questions if they wish a personal,
private answer from the teacher
Due to the silent prevalence of sexual abuse, teaching prevention can
bean important aspect of a health
curriculum.
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Sexual abuse is one of the most devastating things that can happen to a
child. It can leave lasting emotional
scars and lead to a destructive cycle
of abuse. Rape and date rape are
also serious problems. Teachers can
help by teaching students when and
how to protect themselves.

Grade 6

Teaching Strategies
A good place to teach sexual abuse
prevention is when you cover growth
and development in Chapter 2 of
Health for Life. Your lesson can come
after you finish teaching Lesson 6
(pages 68-69).
Discuss the fact that students are
becoming more responsible for themselves. They are growing intellectually
and emotionally in ways that allow
them to be responsible for their own
decisions, feelings, and personal
safety. Students are also changing
physically. They should not only learn
about how their bodies develop, but
should also learn how to protect their
bodies from others who might take
advantage of them.
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Teaching Sexual Abuse & Rape Prevention (cont.,
Girard LW: My Body is Private. Niles,
IL: Albert Whitman, 1964.
Stringer G: Date Rape! Terri and J. R.
Talk to Teens. Santa Crux, CA:
Network Publications. (short brochure)
Wachter O: No More Secrets for Me.
Boston: Little, Brown, 1983
For Teachers
Berne LA: Human Sexuality: A Responsible Approach. Glenview, IL;
Scott, Foresman, 1988. Student text
with teacher’s manual. (facts about
puberty, how to prevent or cope with
sexual abuse, and related topics)
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parents or stepchildren.
Although children are often emphatically taught to beware of harm from
strangers, 70%-85% of sexual abuse
cases involve people the children
know—and often love. Studies report
that as many as 65% of child abuse
cases involve sexual abuse. Research
suggests that one in six females has
been sexually abused, most often involving incest.
Most victims are first assaulted during the pre-adolescent years, starting
around ages 8 or 9. Sexual abuse is
usually not an isolated incident and is
often characterized by progressive
sexual activity over time. The abuser
usually uses bribery threats, or the
child’s dependency and trust to take
advantage of the child and ensure
secrecy. Children of either sex may
be abused at any age.
When physical violence or force is
part of sexual abuse, it is called sexual
assault. One type of sexual assault is
rape, which is defined as forcing a
person to engage in sexual intercourse
against his or her will. Rape is an act
of anger and power, not an expression
of sexual pleasure. Date rape occurs
when a girt’s date forces her to engage
in sexual behavior against her will. The
boy may use physical force, threats,
or pressure. Sometimes date rape
results from unclear communications.
Most states have laws against statutory rape, which is unlawful sexual
intercourse with a female who is below
legal age, with or without her consent.
Legal age varies by state, from 15
to 18.
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4. Sexual abuse is never the fault
of the abused person. No matter how
old they are or how long it has gone
on, they are not to blame and should
not feel ashamed.
At this point, have your students
read blackline master #8. Ask them
why Don’s actions were sexual abuse.
(He exposed his private parts and
asked Kevin to take his clothes off.)
Then discuss the questions and answers. When discussing question 2,
discuss different ways to say no.
Some examples are “Please don’t do
that,” “No, I don’t like that,” "I’m not
allowed to do that,” ”I don’t want to do
that.” ( Also suggest that if the person
will not stop, the student should try to
get away, for example, run into a bedroom or bathroom and shut the door.
Tell students that you understand that
it may be difficult for them to say no to
an adult because they have been
taught to do what adults tell them to
do. Discuss when it is okay to say no
to adults. Assure them that if the situation involves sexual abuse, it is okay
to say no.
Tell students that two signs of abusive behavior are (1) if the person
does not stop when you ask them to,
and (2) the person tells you to keep
the behavior a secret.
If you decide to talk about the dating situation, emphasize that both the
boy and the girl must respect each
other’s rights. Even in the dating
situation, no one has the “right” to
touch the other without the other’s
agreement. If either one says no to a
behavior that no must be respected.

Health Back round on
Child Sexual Abuse and
Rape Prevention

Child sexual abuse can be defined as
sexual involvement imposed upon a
child by an adult (or older child). It can
include forcing a child to look at the
abuser’s genitals or forcing the child
to undress and expose himself or herself. It may also involve handling of a
child’s genitals and attempts at or
actual penetration of the vagina, anus,
or mouth. Incest is when a family
member abuses another family member, and includes any form of sexual
activity between family members,
whether blood relatives or step-
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Resources

For Children
Dayee F: Private Zone: A Book
Teaching Children Sexual Assault
Prevention Tools. Edmonds, WA:
Charles Franklin Press, 1982.
Fay JJ, Flerchinger BJ: Top Secret:
Sexual Assault Information for Teenagers Only. King County Rape Relief,
305 South 43rd, Renton, WA, 98055,
(206) 226-5062

Erickson E, McEvoy A, Colucci N:
Child Abuse and Neglect: A Guidebook for Educators and Community
Leaders, ed 2. Holmes Beach, FL:
Learning-Publications, 1984. (guide to
developing school policies and prevention programs)
Kempe RS, Henry C: The Common
Secret: Sexual Abuse of Children and
Adolescents. New York: WH Freeman
and Co, 1984. (background
information)
Plummer CA: Preventing Sexual
Abuse: Activities and Strategies for
Those Working with Children and
Adolescents. Holmes Beach, FL:
Learning Publications. 1984. (background information and a curriculum
guide)
Tower CC: Child Abuse and Neglect:
A Teacher’s Handbook for Detection,
Reporting, and Classroom Management. Washington. DC: National Edu-

cation Association, 1984.
Toll-Free Telephone. Hotline
National Child Abuse Hotline
800-422-4453
800-4-A-Child

Freeman L: It’s My Body: A Book to
Teach Children How to Resist
Uncomfortabl Touch. Seattle:
Parenting Press ,1984.

Grade 6

Name

Blackline
Master 9

Use with Chapter 2, after page 55.

Maturity and Responsibility
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As boys and girls grow up and move into the teen years, they
grow and develop in many ways. Becoming physically mature
means becoming physically able to have children. Becoming
emotionally mature means having the ability to make responsible,
healthy decisions for oneself.
As boys and girls become physically mature, they begin to
become interested in each other. They begin developing
friendships with the opposite sex, A good way for boys and girls to
get to know each other is to do group activities together. in a
group, they have a chance to develop and practice social skills in
a situation that can be more comfortable than a single dating.
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situation. Such experiences help young people learn what qualities
they like and respect in other people.
Feelings of sexual attraction toward a person of the opposite sex
are natural. However, young people can enjoy each other’s
company without becoming involved in sexual activity. When a
person becomes physically able to have children, he or she gains
an important responsibility: not to have a child until ‘he or she is
ready to take care of the child. A responsible decision for young
people is to practice abstinence. Abstinence means saying no to
sexual intercourse and other intimate sexual behaviors.
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QUESTIONS: Answer the questions on the lines below.
What does becoming physically mature mean?

What does becoming emotionally mature mean?

What kinds of fun things can boys and girls do in a group?

When a person becomes physically mature, what new

responsibility does he or she gain?
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Blackline
Master 9

Name
Use with Chapter 2, after page 55.

Maturity and Responsibility

(Answer Sheet)
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As boys and girls grow up and move into the teen years, they
grow and develop in many ways. Becoming physically mature
means becoming physically able to have children. Becoming
emotionally mature means having the ability to make responsible,
healthy decisions for oneself.
As boys and girls become physically mature, they begin to
become interested in each other. They begin developing
friendships with the opposite sex. A good way for boys and girls to
get to know each other is to do group activities together. in a
group, they have a chance to develop and practice social skills in
a situation that can be more comfortable than a single dating
situation. Such experiences help young people learn what qualities
they like and respect in other people.

Feelings of sexual attraction toward a person of the opposite sex
are natural. However, young people can enjoy each other’s
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company without becoming involved in sexual activity. When a
person becomes physically able to have children, he or she gains
an important responsibility: not to have a child until he or she is
ready to take care of the child. A responsible decision for young
people is to practice abstinence. Abstinence means saying no to
sexual intercourse and other intimate sexual behaviors.
QUESTIONS: Answer the questions on the lines below.
What does becoming physically mature mean?

becoming physically able to have children

What does becoming emotionally mature. mean?

having the ability to make responsible, healthy decisions

What kinds of fun things can boys and girls do in a group?
answers will vary; examples: volleyball, picnic, hike

When a person becomes physically mature, what new
responsibility does he or she gain?

the responsibility not to have a child until he or she is ready to take care
of a child
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Blackline
Master 8

Name
Use with Chapter 2, after page 69.

Keeping Safe
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Read the story, then answer the questions.
Kevin was having a great time this summer at camp. His favorite
activity was runing because he wanted to run in a race at the end
of the summer.
Kevin ran every afternoon with Don. Don was seven years older
than Kevin. Even though Don was a counselor, he had become
friends with Kevin because they both liked running.
One day when Kevin and Don had run several miles from camp,
Don stopped to rest. Don asked Kevin if he wanted to play a
secret game. Kevin thought it sounded fun and said yes. Don said
great, but told Kevin not to tell anyone else about their special
game.
Next, Don took off all his clothes and told Kevin to do the same.
Kevin said he did not want to. Don said he would not let Kevin run
with him anymore if he didn’t do it. Kevin felt upset. Kevin said,
“NO!” and ran back to camp as fast as he could. When he got
there, he told his counselor what had happened.
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QUESTIONS: Write answers on the lines below.
1. How did Don upset Kevin?

2. What three things did Kevin do to protect himself?

3. Pretend you are Kevin’s counselor. What would you tell
Kevin after he tells you what happened?

4. Why should Kevin feel proud about what he did?

Grade 6
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Name

Blackline
Master 8

Use with Chapter 2, after page 69.

Keeping Safe (Answer Sheet)
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Read the story, then answer the questions.
Kevin was having a great time this summer at camp. His favorite
activity was running because he wanted to run in a race at the end
of the summer.
Kevin ran every afternoon with Don. Don was seven years older
than Kevin. Even though Don was a counselor, he had become
friends with Kevin because they both liked running.
One day when Kevin and Don had run several miles from camp,
Don stopped to rest. Don asked Kevin if he wanted to play a
secret game. Kevin thought it sounded fun and said yes. Don said
great, but told Kevin not to tell anyone else about their special
game.
Next, Don took off all his clothes and told Kevin to do the same.
Kevin said he did not want to. Don said he would not let Kevin run
with him anymore if he didn’t do it. Kevin felt upset. Kevin said,
“NO!” and ran back to camp as fast as he could. When he got
there, he told his counselor what had happened.
QUESTIONS: Write answers on the lines below.
How did Don upset Kevin?
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Don took off his clothes and asked Kevin to take off his clothes, and then
threatened not to run with Kevin anymore.

What three things did Kevin do to protect himself?

Kevin said no, ran away from Don, and told his counselor what happened.

Pretend you are Kevin’s counselor. What would you tell
Kevin after he tells you what happened?
I am proud of what you did. Do not be ashamed of what happened;
it was not your fault. Do not be afraid. I will help you and keep you safe.

Why should Kevin feel proud about what he did?
Kevin did the right things to protect himself.
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Department of Defense Dependents Schools
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Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Content of Teaching Lesson

Characteristics of
mental health
Improving self-image

Describe three ways to
improve good mental health
Define self-image and cite two
ways to strengthen it.
Name three basic needs and
explain how learning about
emotional needs can help
improve self-image and
behavior.
Describe some healthy ways
to deal with stress.
List the five steps used in
making a decision.
State three ways of getting
along well with others.
Describe a plan to resolve a
conflict with another person.
Give examples of an abusive
relationship.
Describe ways of expressing
a message clearly and
tactfully.
Identify some characteristics
of a good listener.
Describe how people communicate through body language.
Demonstrate ways to deal
with negative peer pressure.
Name some physical and
emotional needs that
families help fulfill.
Describe some ways to get
along better with family
members.
Name two sources of help in
dealing with child abuse.
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Discuss the uniqueness
of each individual.
(1.1.1)
Relate self-acceptance
to mental health.
(1.1.2)
Discuss. techniques that
build self-confidence
and positive self-image.
(1.1.3)
Analyze stress and
investigate ways of
coping. (1.2.4)
identify and practice
techniques used in
effective interpersonal
communication. (1.3.1)
Demonstrate decisionmaking skills. (1.3.2)
practice the skills
necessary to cope with
peer pressure. (1.3.3).
Discuss factors that
affect family relationships. (1.3.4)

Basic emotional needs
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Causes and effects
of stress
Five-step decisionmaking process
Relating to others

Effective communication

REFERENCES:

Positive and negative
peer pressure
Getting along with
families

Health for Life

Chapter 1
“KNOWING YOURSELF”
(pages 18-43)
Chapter 2
“RELATING TO OTHERS”
(pages 44-67)
●

Resources

Dieases/Disorders
and diseases are
caused by a variety of
agents. (2.1.3)
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Ž Recognize that sickness

pathogens and disease
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Ž Discuss communicable
diseases, e.g., AIDS,
and STD’s, and
noncommunicable
diseases. (2. 1.4)
Ž Recognize ways to
prevent infection,
sickness, and disease.
(2.1.5)

Explain what communicable
diseases are and how various
pathogens harm the body.

Write the symptoms and
treatments for each of the
following: tetanus, hepatitis,
mononucleosis.

Sexually transmitted
diseases

Name three STD’s and give
the symptoms and treatment for each.
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Causes, symptoms,
treatment of diseases

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 9
“COMMUNICABLE AND
NONCOMMUNICABLE
DISEASES”
(pages 256-265)

AIDS

Noncommunicable
disease

Human Sexuality, A

Responsible Approach

Know why early medical
treatment is important for
treating all STD’s.
Name four risk behaviors for
becoming infected with the
AIDS virus.
Name the leading causes of
death in the USA and tell
how to prevent them.

Cardiovascular diseases

Name one type of cardiovascular disease, define it,
and tell how it can be
prevented.

Cancer

Describe how cancer affects
the body.
List the seven danger signals
of cancer using the mnemonic
device "CAUTION.”

Symptoms/treatment for
other noncommunicable
diseases

Name two forms of diabetes
and tell how they can be
treated.

Center for Disease
Control

Explain the function of
the CDC.

Chapter 4
“AIDS AND OTHER STD’s”
(pages 33-46)

Substance Use/.Abuse

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Effects of drugs

Demonstration of Learning
student will be able to:

State the difference between
prescription and over-thecounter drugs.
Name some side effects Of
drugs that are misused/
abused.
Differentiate between
physical and mental.
dependence.
Name two harmful substances found in tobacco
products and explain how
each affects the “body.
State three valid reasons
why smokeless tobacco is
dangerous to your health.
List the long term effects of
alcohol use.
List the immediate effects of
alcohol use.
In one paragraph, write all
you know about the dangers
of the substance marijuana.
Describe some effects of
using stimulants, depressants, hallucinogens, and
inhalants.
Be able to define each of the
above and state the longterm effects on the body.
Discuss possible ways to
solve problems without
turning to drugs.
Demonstrate two refusal
skills as a way to resist peer
pressure and say no to drugs.
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Identify effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs on the
body. (2.2.3)
Examine personal
responsibility with
relation to substance
use. (2.2.4)
Examine the impact of
chemical dependency
on the. individual,
family, and society.
(2.2.5)

Use and side effects

Dependence

of
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Effects

REFERENCES:
Health for Life
Chapter 10
“HOW DRUGS AFFECT
HEALTH”
(pages 228-317)
Here’s Looking At You, 2000
D. A.R.E.

tobacco

Smokeless tobacco

Effects of alcohol

Effects of marijuana

Other abused drugs

Peer pressure

-

Examine factors that
affect growth and
“ . development. (3.1.1)

Adolescence

●

Human Sexuality, A

Responsible Approach.
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Chapter 1
“ADOLESCENCE;
A TIME OF CHANGE”
(pages 5-1 5)

Define puberty.
Name the chemicals that
cause the growth spurt to
occur and tell where they
are produced in the male
and female.
Explain how heredity affects
the growth spurt of each
person.
Name four physical changes
girls experience during
puberty.
Name four physical changes
boys experience during
puberty.
Describe how hormones
affect emotions during
puberty.
List characteristics of
emotional maturity.
Write a paragraph explaining
how controlling emotions is
part of growing up.
Describe how the changes of
puberty affect relationships.
Describe parent
expectations of adolescents
concerning responsibility
and privileges.
Define abstinence.
Write a paragraph explaining why abstinence is an
important practice to follow
during the teenage years.
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Describe each stage of
the human life cycle.
(3.1.2)
Explain conception and
birth. (3.2.1)

REFERENCES:
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:

Human
Sexuality
..

Chapter 2
“HUMAN REPRODUCTION”
pages 16-24)
Teacher Guidelines
(pages 3-6)

●

Abstinence

●

Demonstration of Learning

Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Explain the purpose of the
reproductive systems.
Name the male and female
sex cells.
Name three parts of the
male reproductive system.
Trace the path the sperm
takes through the male
reproductive system. .
Name three parts of the
female reproductive system
and describe their function.
Trace the path the ova (egg)
takes through the female
reproductive system.
Explain what happens during
nocturnal ejaculations.
Tell] the approximate age at
which ejaculations may
occur in males.
Expl]ain the purpose of the
menstrual cycle.
Explain what happens during
the menstrual period.
Tell] the approximate age at
which the menstrual period
may occur in females.
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Structure of the
reproductive systems

●

●
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●

Function of the
reproductive system

●

●

Define sexual

Sexual health practices
●

intercourse.

Explain the process of
ovulation and fertilization.
Explain why sexual intercourse is not appropriate
behavior for teens.
List three male sexual
health practices.
List three female sexual
health practices.

Demonstration of Learning

Name six classes of
nutrients and give one
example of each type.
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Nutrient functions

Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Basic five food groups

Choose daily selections from
the five groups and plan a
balanced, healthy diet.

Limiting food high in
sugar, fat, cholesterol,
and salt

Give two reasons for
limiting sugar intake..

Relationship between
diet, exercise, and weight

Know how activity affects
the number of calories the
body uses.
Name two ways to gain
weight and two ways to
lose weight.

Ca
nc

exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)
Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s .
requirements for food
and energy. (2.3.3)
Analyze the criteria” for
selecting health
products and services.
. ..
.
(2.4.5)

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 5
“YOUR NUTRITIONAL
NEEDS”
(pages 132-163)

Eating disorders

Wise food shopper

&

Write a paragraph on why it
is important to limit salt
and fat in the diet.

-

Define three types of eating

disorders and tell how they
affect health.
Describe what might be
found on a. food-product
label.

for

Food/Nutrition
Demonstration of Learning

Recognize factors that
contribute to wellness.

d

Student will be able to:

(2.1.7)

Nutrient functions

Name the SIX classes of
nutrients and give one
example of each type

el
le

Discuss the importance
of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)
Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s requirements for food and
energy (2.3.4)
Analyze the criteria for
selecting health products
and services. (2.4.5)

Choose daily selections from
the five groups and plan a
balanced, healthy diet

Limltlng

foods high In
sugar, fat, cholesterol,
and salt

Give two reasons for
limiting sugar intake
Write a paragraph on why it
is important to limit salt
and fat in the diet

Relationship between
diet, exercise, and weight

Know how activity affects
the number of calories the
body uses
Name two ways to gain
weight and two ways to lose
weight

Eating disorders

Define the three types of
eating disorders and tell
how they affect health

Wise food shopper

Describe what might be
found on a food-product
label

Ca
nc

Basic five food groups

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 5
“YOUR NUTRITIONAL
NEEDS”
(pages 132-163)

Growth/Development/
Human Sexuality.

(3.1 2)

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Adolescence

Explain conception and
birth (3.2 1)
REFERENCES:

Student will be able to

Define puberty
Name the chemicals that
cause the growth spurt to
occur and tell where they
are produced in the male
and female
Explain how heredity affects
the growth spurt of each
person
Name four physical changes
girls experience during
puberty
Name four physical changes
boys experience during
puberty
Describe how hormones
affect emotions during
puberty
List characteristics of
emotional maturity
Write a paragraph explaining how controlling emotions
Is part of growing up
Describe how the changes of
puberty affect relationships
Describe parent expectations
of adolescents concerning
responsibility and privleges
Define abstinence
Write a paragraph explaining why abstinence is an
Important practice during
the teenage years

el
le

Examine factors that
affect growth and
development (3 1 1)
Describe each stage of
the human life cycle

Demonstration of Learning

Human Sexuality, A
Responsible Approach

Ca
nc

Chapter 1
“ADOLESCENCE, A TIME
OF CHANGE”
(pages 5-1 5)

Chapter 2
“HUMAN REPRODUCTION”
(pages 16-24)
Teacher Guidelines
(pages 3-6)

Abstinence

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Structure of the
reproductive systems

●

Ca
nc

el
le

●

Explain the purpose of the
reproductive systems.
Name the male and female
sex cells.
Name three parts of the
male reproductive system.
Trace the path the sperm
takes through the male
reproductive system.
Name three parts of the
female reproductive system
and describe their function.

Function of the
reproductive system

●

Sexual health practices

Trace the path the ova (egg)
takes through the female
reproductive system.
Explain what happens during
nocturnal ejaculations.
Tell the approximate age at
which ejaculations may occur

in males.
Explain the purpose of the
menstrual cycle.’
Explain what happens during the menstrual period.
Tell the approximate age at
which the menstrual period
may occur in females.
Define sexual intercourse.
Explain the process of
ovulation and fertilization.
Explain why sexual intercourse is not appropriate
behavior for teens.
List three male sexual
health practices.
+ List three female sexual
health practices.

Consumer Health

behaviors.. (2.4. l)
Discuss health products

and services. (2.4,2)

Describe what happens to
the body during sleep
Define dreams

●

Teeth care

Demonstrate proper dental
care

●

Dental problems

Name ways to prevent and
treat dental problems

Skin and hair care

State the Importance of skin
and hair care.
Identify ways to improve
skin and hair conditions

Health for Life

Chapter 4
“PERSONAL HEALTH
CONCERNS”
(pages 114-131)
Chapter 7
“BECOMING A WISE
CONSUMER”
(pages 198-227)

Explain how sleep affects
growth

Stages of sleep

Ca
nc

REFERENCES:

Importance of sleep

el
le

Disuss the importance
. of f o o d ; rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3. 1 )
Develop a ‘lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)
Describe how the media
influences health

d

:

health-care
B a s i c g u i d e s f o r s h o p p e rCompare
s
products for skin and hair

Clothes care andb u y i n g

State sound rules for buying
and caring for clothes

Evaluate labels

Evaluate and compare
health-care product labels

Quackery

Detect and evaluate healthquackery products and
services.

Reliable and unreliable
products

Choose a toy or product and
Investigate the safety and
usefulness of the product

Effects of advertisements
on the individual

State how advertisements
affect personal decisions
when buying products

Ca
nc

el
le

d
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d

Importance of self-image

Make a list of realistic ways
to improve self-image
Take a personal Inventory
test

el
le

Discuss the uniqueness
of each individual.
(1 1.1)
Relate self-acceptance
to mental health. (1.1. 2)
Discuss techniques that
build self-confidence
and positive self-image.

Responsible choices

Make a declslon-making
chart using two choices
State the positive and
negative consequences of
each choice

Decision-making process

Tell how to use decisionmaklng skills to set goals

(1. 1.3)
Analyze stress and inves-

Ca
nc

tigate ways of coping
(1 2.4)
Identify and practice
techniques used in
effective interpersonal
communication. (1.3.1 )
Demonstrate decisionmaking skills. (1.3.2)
Practice the skills
necessary to cope with
peer pressure (1.3.3)
Discuss factors that
affect family relationships. (1.3 4)

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Chapter 1
“PLANNING YOUR
FUTURE”
(pages 18-45 )

Setting goals

Careers

Name the characteristics of
an achievable goal
Make a plan of action
toward a goal, and include a
prioritized list of tasks that
need to be accomplished in
the order to reach the goal
Practice how to interview for
a job
Bulld a personal file and Iist
jobs

of

interest

REFERENCES:

Review Grade 7 content
on structure and function
of the male and female
reproductive systems

Review grade 7 outcomes

Puberty

Name two secondary sex
characteristics
Define adolescence.

el
le

Examine factors that
affect growth and
development. (3.1.1)
Describe each stage of
the human life cycle.
(3.1.2)
Explain conception and
birth. (3.2.1)

d

Human Sexuality

Structure and function of
reproductive systems

Human Sexuality, A
Responsible Approach

Ca
nc

Chapter I
“ADOLESCENCE; A TIME
OF CHANGE”
(pages 5-1 5)

Chapter 2
“HUMAN REPRODUCTION”
(pages 16-24)
Teacher Guldelines
(pages 3-6)

Relationshlps

●

On a diagram, label the
male and the female
reproductive organs and tell
how they function
Trace the path the sperm
takes through the
reproductive system
Describe the process that
occurs in the female when
an egg iS fertilized
Place these terms in the order
in which an unfertilized egg
travels through them cervix,
uterus, Fallopian tube, vagina
Match each of the following
terms with their definition
fertilization, follicle, pregnancy,
ovulation, placenta, prenatal,
scrotum, semen, urethra, uterus
State how long it usually takes
for an unborn baby to develop
in the mothers uterus
Write a paragraph
describing the changes in
relationships that occur
during adolescence

d
●

Name the four ingredients
in a special loving
relationship.
Describe the kind of person
who is able to form loving
relationships.

el
le

Love relationships

Define family.
Name two things that you
learn from your family about
relationships.

Values

Define value.
Give an example of a value.
write a paragraph explaining why it is important to
act in ways that show others
what you value.

Ca
nc

Family relationships

Friendships

List five traits of a good
friend.
Explain why it is important
to have a good friend.

Food/Nutrition

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Nutrients and dietary
guidelines

Name at least four dietary
guidelines for Improving
health

Desserts, snacks, beverages, and salad dressings

Explain why the “extras” are
not Included In the basic
five food groups

Weight/calorles

Define calorle and explain
how calories affect weght

Starch/fiber

Explain why starch and fiber
are important to good
health

Ca
nc

REFERENCES:
Health for Life

Demonstration Of Learning
Student will be able to

el
le

Discus’s the importance
. of food, rest, and
exercise as part of a
healthy lifestyle. (2.3.1)
Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s
requirements for food ‘
and energy. (2.3.3)
Describe how the media
influences health
behaviors. (2.4.1).

Fats/salt/sugar

Chapter 4
“NUTRITION AND YOU”
(pages 96-1 17)

Saturated fat and
cholesterol

Analyze motives for overindulging In foods saturated
with salt/sugar
Evaluate processed food for
sodium content
Describe how to change

your diet to reduce
cardiovascular disease

Wise food consumer and
food shopper

Define consumer
Suggest ways to become a
smart shopper

Food preservation

prepare a Iist of do’s and
don’t’s for food handling
and preparation

Substance Use/Abuse
Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
Drugs and medicines

Tell how misuse and abuse
of drugs affect the body

el
le

Identify effects of
alcohol, tobacco, and .
other drugs on the
body. (2.2.3] ‘
Examine personal
responsibility with
relation to ‘substance
use. (2.2.4)
Examine the impact of
chemical dependency
on the individual,
family, and Society.
(2.2.5)
Investigate community
support services
available for substance
abuse. (2.2.6)

Define drug tolerance, drug
dependence, drug overdose and
withdrawal.
Write a short story on how
to avoid drug use and to
make new friends

Effects of alcohol

List and discuss how and
why people react differently
to alcohol

Ca
nc

Drug dependence,
tolerance overdose,
withdrawal
Effect on interpersonal
relationships

REFERENCES:
Health for Life
Chapter 8
“DRUGS AND THE BODY”
(pages 2 18-248)
Here’s L.ooking At Y OU, 2000
DARE

Accidents and alcohol

Write thoughts/feelings on
how you feel about drunk
drivers
List three signs of an
alcoholic

Tobacco

Name three substances in
tobacco that are dangerous
List reasons to stop smoking

Marijuana

Discuss how marijuana
affects the way a person
feels, thinks, and acts

Other drugs

Name examples of stimulants, depressants, inhalants,
narcotics, and hallucinogens
and briefly explain why they
are hazardous

Drug-assistance
programs

Name at least two agencies
where chemically dependent
persons can go for help

Consumer Health

d

‘Describe how the media
influences health
behaviors. (2.4.1 )
●

Evaluating advertising

Comparison shopping

REFERENCES:
Health for Life
Chapter 7
“YOU AND CONSUMER
HEALTH”
[pages 188-2 17)

Analyze advertisements for
accuracy and claim validity.

el
le

Discuss health products
and sevices. (2.4.2)

●

Cosmetics

Health quackery

Ca
nc

●

Prepare a shopping list to
include comparative prices.

List three questions to be
asked before buying
cosmetics.
Explain what health
quackery is and describe.
three ways to detect health
quackery.

●

Health services

List three places where health
services are available and
some ways in which health
services can be paid for.

●

Health exams

Describe parts of the health
checkup.

d

Demonstration of Learning

Content of Teaching Lesson

injuries

Name two guidelines for safe
use of electrical-equipment.
Explain what to do if a grease
fire starts in a frying pan.
Explain what to do when
one experiences side effects
from taking prescription
drugs.
Know the hand signals to
use while riding a bicycle.
Know the order in which
first aid should be given for
life-threatening injuries.
Explain what information
should be given to the
person who takes an
emergency telephone call.
Demonstrate the first aid for
stopped breathing.
Demonstrate the first aid for
choking.
Demonstrate the first aid for
severe bleeding.
Explain the first aid for
poisoning. .
Explain the first aid for persons who show signs of shock.
Name the three classes of
burns and give the first aid
for each class.
Demonstrate refusal skills.
Give an example of an
abusive relationship.
Name two sources of help n
dealing with abuse.

el
le

Preventing

student will be able to:

Side effects of medicines

Guidelines for cyclists
and ATV ’S
situations

Ca
nc

Emergency

REFERENCES:

Emergency medical
services

Health for Life

Chapter 10
“SAFETY AND FIRST AID”
(pages 284-3 13)

First-aid procedures
for life-threatening
emergencies

personal safety/abuse
prevention

Ibjectives for
Diseases/Disorders

REFERENCES:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson
●

How disease spreads

The AIDS epidemic

Risk behaviors

Ca
nc

Human Sexuality, A
Responsible Approach

Demonstration of Learning

Student will be able to:

Define pathogen.
Diagram how a communicable disease is spread.

el
le

Recognize’that sickness
and’ disease are-caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)
Discuss communicable
and noncommunicable
diseases (2. 1.4)
“-Recognize ways to
prevent “infection,
sickness, and disease.
(2.l.5)

Chapter 4
“AIDS AND OTHER STD’S”
(pages 25-35)

Protection

Define AIDS.
Explain how the virus
weakens the body’s immune
system.
Give at least two reasons why
AIDS is in an epidemic state.
State how one contracts AIDS.
Define a opportunistic disease.
Discuss openly the risk
behaviors responsible for
the rise in AIDS victims.
State the most effective way
to avoid becoming infected
with AIDS.

●

Testing and treatment

Know the names of the tests
used to detect the AIDS
virus in the body,

●

STD’S

Define a STD and identify at
least the most common ones.
List the common warning
signs of one STD.

1. Establish

a question box for students, or
distribute small index cards for students to
write down their personal questions

Responsible Approach.

5. Teachers often are hesitant to teach human
sexuality because they feel that the topic is
too controversial. The inclusion of the unit at
the fifth-grade level and beyond is
recommended and is an essential part of the
health curriculum. DS Manual 2005.1, dated
February 1988, states: “Family life and sex
education have been found by the courts not
to interfere with the free exercise of religion by
parents and students. Family-life and sexeducation programs include the study of
family dynamics, growth and development,
aging, and human sexuality.” Parents should
be informed that these areas are being taught
as part of the DoDDS curriculum. See the
Administrator’s Guide (page 204–10).

el
le

concerning sensitive issues. Collect the
cards at least one day prior to class
discussion so that appropriate answers can
be formulated and adjusted to the maturity
level of the students. Additional information
on how to answer questions is found in the
teacher’s manual for Human Sexuality, A

d

Human Sexuality Activity Supplement

Ca
nc

2. Be aware of the community’s value system.
Request the local SAC (School Advisory
Committee) to review the human-sexuality
material/unit for suggestions and comments.
See the teacher’s manual for further
instructions.

3. A letter to parents is essential before starting
a unit on human sexuality. Explain specifically
what will be covered in the unit. Offer the
parents a preview of the materials prior to the
unit, and offer the students an alternative that
they will not find embarrassing. In the
secondary schools, if contraceptives are to be
discussed, parents need to know this. Sample
letters to parents can be ‘found in the
teacher’s edition of the Human Sexuality, A
Responsible Approach text.
4. Preview all materials (video, texts, magazine

articles, etc., ) before they are shown or
discussed with students.

6. Please read the teacher’s manual for Human
Sexuality, A Responsible Approach. There are
many excellent suggestions to follow, such as
enlisting community support for a human
sexuality program, coping with controversy,
and handling sensitive topics in the
classroom.

d

el
le

Ca
nc

Ca
nc

el
le

d

Grades 9-12

Department of Defense Dependents Schools

Personal Health
Demonstration of Learning
Content of Teaching Lesson

d

Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

Student will be able to:

concept of wellness
REFERENCES:

el
le

review)

health assessment

Health, A Wellness

Approach

Define holistic health.

personal health goals

Ca
nc

Chapter 1
“SELF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR WELLNESS”
(pages 3-21

●

Review current physical
assessment and prepare a
chart comparing results with
optimal standards.

Write a health contract for a

short-term and long-term
health goal.

for
Mental Health

mental health. (1.2.3)
Analyze stress and
inveistigate ways of
coping. (1.2,4)

Demonstration of Learning

●

Student will be able to:

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Understanding mental
health

Identify characteristics of
persons who are mentally
healthy
Write four paragraphs One
describing personal self, one
describing public self, one
describing private self, and
one examining how the three
interrelate with each other
Write a philosophy of life
Explain how this philosophy
determines behavior at
school, at home, and with
friends
Describe three types of
losses that affect mental
health, and name several
sources of support for each
Select one emotion (i e.,
hurt, anxiety, anger, guilt, or
depression) and write a plan
for how to decrease that
negative emotion
Outllne a strategy to deal
with destructive behavior,
harassment, or other
abusive relationships
Explain causes of mental
disorders
prioritize a list of defense
mechanisms according to
frequency of use, and write a
description of the first three
mechanisms

el
le

Relate self-acceptance
to mental health. {1.1.2]
Discuss techniques that
build self-confidence
and positive self-image
(1..1.3)
Demonstrate acceptable
ways of expressing
emotions. ( 1.2.2)
Discuss the importance
of maintaining good

Ca
nc

Discuss death, dying,
and suicide. (1.2.5)
Explain the cause and
treatment of emotional
disorders. (1.2.6)
Describe the effects of
defense mechanisms in
interpersonal relations.

Acknowledge personal
needs

Emotions and mental
health

(1.3.5)

REFERENCES:

Health, A Wellness
Approach

Chapter 5
“PROMOTING MENTAL
HEALTH” (pages 8 1–99)

Chapter 6
“MENTAL DISORDERS”
(pages 101-123)
Chapter 7
“STRESS MANAGEMENT”
(pages 125-143)

Mental disorders

Defense mechanisms

●

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

Content Of Teaching Lesson

●

Define anxiety disorder and a
mood disorder and give at
least one example of each.
Describe typical characteristics of each disorder.

el
le

Types of disorders

Ca
nc

Suicide

●

Taking the role of the school
counselor, describe how you
would help a friend who
seems depressed and is
contemplating suicide.
Explain the three stages of
the General Adaptation
Syndrome (GAS) that occurs
during stress.
Describe a stressful situation
and create a plan for coping
with the situation.

Growth/Development/

Human
Sexuality
- -

Demonstration of Learning

Endocrine system

able to:

d

●

Student will be

Describe the endocrine
glands and their effects on
the body

el
le

describe the structures
and functions of the
body systems. (2. 1.2)
Describe each stage of
the life cycle. (3.1.2)
Explain conception and
birth. (3.2.1)
Discuss sexually transmitted diseases. (3.2.3)
Discuss the implications and risks of
pregnancy. (3.2.4)
Explain the prevention
and treatment of AIDS.
(3.2.5]
Discuss personal safetyand abuse prevention.

Content of Teaching Lesson

Reproductive systems

Prenatal development

Relationships

●

Describe physical changes
that occur in the embryo
and fetus during the three
trimesters of pregnancy

●

Discuss the importance of
commitment in all relationships, especially marriage
Describe ways to refuse
advances and pressures
from the opposite sex to

REFERENCES:
Health, A Wellness

Approach

become intimate.

Chapter 4 “ENDOCRINE
AND REPRODUCTIVE
SYSTEMS” (pages 64–75 )

Examine the reasons for and

sources of pressure for
teenagers to become
sexually active
Discuss the responsibilities
associated with parenting

Chapter 8 “RESPONSIBLE
RELATIONSHIPS” (pages
148–159)

Chapter 10 “CONCEPTION
TO ADULT” (pages 181–191)

Sexuality; A
Responsible Approach

Chapter I “RESPONSIBILITIES IN RELATIONSHIPS”
(pages 3-9)
Chapter 2 “REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH” (pages 32-39)
Chapter 3 “RESPONSIBLE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR”
(pages 41-57]
I

Teenage pregnancy

D ISCUSS measures to
prevent health problems
involving male and female
reproductive systems
Describe how conception
occurs

Conception

Ca
nc
(4.1.1)

●

●

Describe the risks of
teenage pregnancy to the
baby and the mother

d

Sexually transmitted

Discuss signs and
symptoms of STD’S.
Discuss prevention and
treatment of STD’S.

Ca
nc

el
le

diseases

●

Rape/assault/abuse
prevention

Define casual contact as it
relates to transmission, of
the HIV virus.
Discuss risk factors
associated with AIDS.
Describe how the HIV virus
attacks the immune system.
Discuss types of treatment
for AIDS and the efficacy of
each type.
Describe safety suggestions
to protect oneself from
abuse, rape, and sexual
assault.

Essential Objectiives
for . .

‘:

Substance use

Demonstration of Learning
Content of Teaching Lesson

prescription and
nonprescription drugs

REFERENCES:

Health, A Wellness

Write a paragraph indicating
how a person knows that he
or she is physically or
psychologically dependent.
Explain why people who
value themselves are less
likely to harm themselves by
using drugs.

Marijuana

Explain the physical, legal,
and social consequences of
taking marijuana,

Inhalants

Write about a person who
uses inhalants, describing
overt behaviors, physiological changes, or how the
person may be feeling.

Cocaine

Explain why cocaine is
dangerous.

Alcohol

Describe stages in progressive drinking behaviors,

Approach

Chapter 16
“A LIFESTYLE FREE FROM
DRUG ABUSE”
(pages 303-334)
Chapter 17
“A LIFESTYLE WITHOUT
ALCOHOL USE”
(pages 339-359

Identify potential harm i n

taking prescription and
nonprescription drugs.

Drug dependence

Ca
nc

Identify effects of
tobacco, alcohol, and
other substances on the
body. (2.2.3)
Examine personal
responsibility with
relation to substance
use. (2.2.4)
Examine the impact of
chemical dependency
on the individual,
family, and society.
(2.2.5)
Investigate community
support services for
substance abuse. (2.2.6)

be ab!e to:

el
le

(2.2.2)

student will

d

Differentiate between
prescription ‘and
nonprescription drugs.

Explain why alcoholism is
called a family disease.
Write a letter to a peer
explaining reasons for not
drinking.
State current statistics
concerning drinking and
driving, and explain the
legal ramifications of DWI.

d

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Content Of Teaching Lesson

●

Write an essay to a younger
sibling discouraging the use
of tobacco and alcohol.

el
le

Alcohol (continued)

Debate the rights of
smokers and nonsmokers.
Compare the laws regarding
smoking in the United

States with local laws in the
country where the student
lives,

Ca
nc

Smokeless tobacco

Describe the harmful effects
of smokeless tobacco.

Demonstration of Learning

Understand the routine
for handling an

, emergencies. (4.2.2)

d

Accident prevention
-

Student will be able to:

Firearm safety

REFERENCES:
Health, A Wellness
Approach

Water safety

Natural disasters
Emergencies

Ca
nc

Chapter 10
“SAFETY AND FIRST AID”
(pages 487-529)

State six causes of accidents
and explain what actions
might have prevented the
accidents.
prepare a code of instruction for an adult who owns a
firearm,
Write a list of three rules for
a swimming or boating area.
Explain what to do in case of
an electrical storm, tornado,
hurricane, or earthquake.
Demonstrate the technique
for reporting an emergency.
Identify characteristics of a
person in shock,
Demonstrate first aid for

el
le

-emergency. [4.2.1)
● Demonstrate proper
first-aid techniques for

Content of Teaching Lesson

●

●

bleeding.
Demonstrate first aid for

poisoning,
Demonstrate first aid for
sprains and fractures.
Explain first aid for burns.
Demonstrate first aid for
respiratory emergencies.
Explain the ABC’s of CPR.
Demonstrate cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
Recognize the signs and
symptoms of a heart attack.
Explain first aid for snake
bites, poison plants, stings,
and bites.
Explain first aid for objects
in the eye.
Explain signs and symptoms
of overexposure to heat
and cold.
Explain first aid for overexposure to heat and cold.

Disease
Content of Teaching Lesson

Cardiovascular disease

Cancer

REFERENCES:

Health, A Wellness
Approach

Chapter 20
“CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASE AND CANCER’

Ca
nc

(pages 403-421)

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

Explain the causes, treatment, and methods of
prevention of cardiovascular
disease.

el
le

Describe the s t r u c t u r e s
and functions of the
body systems. (2.12)
Recognize’ that sickness
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents,
(2.1.3)

d

,.

..

●

Identify causes of cancer
and describe lifestyle
choices that reduce the risks

of cancer.

N u t.r i t i o n-.
...

[2.1.5)

Essential nutrients

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:
●

Describe the function of fats
and give examples of
saturated and unsaturated
fats.
Identify the function of
carbohydrates and give
examples of simple and
complex one-s.
Identify the function of
protein and give examples
of complete, incomplete,
and complementary
proteins.
Keep a diary of foods eaten
and analyze the diet
according to content of
vitamins, minerals, fats, and
carbohydrates.

el
le

Recognize that sickness
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)
Recognize ways to
prevent infection,
sickness, and disease.

●

Ca
nc

Describe a balanced
nutritional plan based
on the body’s
requirement for food
and energy. (2.3.3)
Describe how the media
influences health
behaviors. (2.4. 1)

REFERENCES:

Health, A Wellness
Approach
Chapter 12
“HEALTHFUL EATING”
(pages 229-249)

●

Seven diet goals

Plan a healthful diet based
on the seven dietary goals.

Diet and cancer

Contrast a diet to reduce
the risk of cancer with a
personal diet,

Eating disorders

Write a description of

Eating habits

someone with
someone with
nervosa. Give
causes of the

bulimia and
anorexia
possible
conditions.

Discuss attitudes related to .
foods and diet and examine
the sources for these
I
attitudes.

d
el
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Department of Defense

Personal Health

d

Develop a lifestyle for
maintaining personal
health habits. (2.3.2)

Concept of wellness
REFERENCES:
Health for Life

●

Define holistic health.

+ prepare a chart comparing
his or her current physical
assessment with optimal
standards.

el
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Health assessment

Chapter 1
“SELF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR WELLNESS”
(pages 3-2 l)

Personal goals

National health goals

for year 2000

Ca
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●

●

Write a health contract for a
short-term and long-term
health goal.
Select one national goal and
write an essay describing
why the goal is important
and what measures would
be necessary to accomplish
the goal.

Famly/Social
. . . . . . . ,- . . . Health
Identify and pracrtice
techniques used in
effective interpersonal
communications (1.3.1)

“(1.3.5)

.

Discuss the implications and risks of
pregnancies. (3.2.4)
● Discuss personal safety
and abuse prevention.
(4.1.7]

●

Dissolution of the family

Communication skills

●

●

Responsible dating

REFERENCES:

Health, A wellness
Approach
Chapter 8
“HEALTHFUL AND
RESPONSIBLE
RELATIONSHIPS”
(pages 147-161)

Identify three factors that
promote healthful family
relationships.
Discuss family adjustments
to separation, divorce, and
remarriage.
Discuss the responsibilities
involved in having effective
relationships at school, at
home, and at work.

Give examples of four levels
of self-disclosure.
Use a variety of active listen-

Ca
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●

Relationships

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

el
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Demonstrate decisionmaking skills; (1.3.2)
+ Discuss factors that
affect famiIy relationships. (1.3.4)
Describe the ‘effects of
defense mechanisms in
interpersonal relations.

Content of Teaching Lesson

d

:

4

Adulthood/marriage/
parenthood

Chapter 9
“ADULTHOOD,
MARRIAGE, AND
PARENTHOOD”
(pages 163-179)

●

●

●

Spouse/child abuse

●

●

ing skills to communicate
more effectively.
Discuss healthful and harmful
aspects of aggressive, passive,
and assertive behavior.
Discuss healthy sexuality.
Discuss dating.
Apply the criteria for responsible decision making to limit
sexual involvement.
List skills that promote autonomous adulthood in relation to family, -career, finances,
and decision making.
Identify factors that are
important in selecting a
compatible rnarriage partner.
Describe engagement and
marriage commitment..
Discuss success for teenage
marriages.
Discuss priorities for
responsible parenthood.
Discuss services available for
battered spouses.
Identify types of child abuse
and methods of treatment.

Human Sexuality

d

Discuss factors that
affect family relation- ‘
ships. (1.3.4)
● Explain conception and
birth. (3.2.1)
● Discuss pregnancy
prevention. (3.2.6)

●

Student will be ab1e to:

Describe factors that
promote healthful family
relationships.

Family relationships

el
le

●

Demonstration of Learning
Content of Teaching Lesson

Friendships

●

REFERENCES:
Health, A Wellness
A p p r o a c h

Dating
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chapter 8
‘RESPONSIBLE
RELATIONSHIPS”
pages 148-1 59)
Chapter 9
‘MARRIAGE AND
PARENTHOOD”
[pages 163-175)
Chapter 10
“CONCEPTION
AND BIRTH”
(pages 181-199)

Marriage

●

Sexuality; A

parenthood

●

Responsible Approach

Chapter 1
“RESPONSIBILITIES IN
RELATIONSHIPS”
(pages 4-19)

Chapter 3
“RESPONSIBLE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR”
(pages 41-55)
Chapter 4
“RESPONSIBLE
PARENTHOOD”
(pages 60-75)

Pregnancy

Discuss family adjustments
to separation, dissolution,
divorce, and remarriage.
Give examples of four levels
of self-disclosure.
Describe healthful and
harmful aspects of
aggressive, passive, and
assertive behavior.
Explain the responsibilities
involved in a dating
relationship/date rape.
Write an essay describing
why it is important to use
self-discipline and refusal
skills to say no to sexual
intercourse.
Identify factors that increase
likelihood of a successful
marriage.
Explain criteria for
responsible parenthood.
Write a paragraph
describing the importance
of prenatal care.
Describe the growth of an
embryo and fetus from
conception to birth.
State current statistics
concerning the number of
teen pregnancies, and
estimate social, personal,
and economic costs of the
pregnancies.

d

Diseases/Disorders
Describe the structure
and function of body’ .:
systems. ( 2 . . 1 . 2 }

Cardiovascular disease

Recognize that. sickness “
and disease are caused
by a variety of agents.
(2.1.3)

REFERENCES:
Health, A Wellness

Approach

Inherited disease

Ca
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Chapter 19
“COMMUNICABLE
DISEASES”
pages 384-385)

Chapter 20
“CARDIOVASCULAR
DISEASES”
(pages 404-4 I 4)

●

Chapter 21
“CHRONIC HEALTH
PROBLEMS”
(pages 423-437)

Chapter 14
“BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL
FITNESS”
(pages 274–289)
Chapter 15
“DESIGNING YOUR
FITNESS PLAN”
(pages 294-307)

Identify risk factors of
cardiovascular disease,
● Explain why regular exercise
benefits patients who have
had a heart attack.
Design a health plan that
would decrease the risks of
cardiovascular disease.
Define mutation and explain
how a mutation can result in
an inherited genetic disorder.
● Define and give an explanation of sex-linked inherited
disorders such as muscular
dystrophy and hemophilia.
Discuss carcinogens and
how lifestyle can affect one’s
risk of getting cancer.
Identify different types
of cancer and cancer
warning signals.
Discuss the roles of
antibodies and the ways
immunity can be acquired.
Identify the causes, symptoms, and treatment of four
sexually transmitted diseases.
+ Identify the causes, symptoms, treatment, and complications of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS).
Debate the issue of AIDS as
a public-health problem as
opposed to an individual’s
right of privacy,
Write an essay concerning
the most current information on the status of AIDS in
the United States and in at
least three other countries.
●

el
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●-

Cancer

Immunity

●

STD’S
AIDS

Safety/First Aid
Demonstration of Learning
Content 0f Teaching Lesson

●

Vehicular safety

REFERENCES:
Health for Life
Chapter 10

Identify ways to reduce the
risk of becoming a victim of
a violent crime.

el
le

Personal safety

Student will be able to:

d

Understand the routine
for handling an
emergency. (4.2.1 )
● Demonstrate proper
first-aid techniques for
emergencies. (4.2.2)

●
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“SAFETY AND FIRST AID”
(pages 487-529)

●

First aid

Describe current statistics
concerning driving accidents
in the local area as well as
in the United States,
Write a letter to a friend who
has just become disabled
due to a car accident. The
author of the letter was the
driver,
Identify the priorities of
giving first aid.

Choking

Demonstrate emergency
care for a person choking.

CPR

Be Red Cross certified in
CPR.

REFERENCES:
Health, A Wellness
Approach

Being a consumer

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

d

●

+ Consumer choices

Ca
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Chapter 22
“CONSUMER HEALTH”
(pages 445-483)

Content of Teaching Lesson

Develop a budget for
spending and saving money
wisely.
Develop a time-managernent
plan that includes time for
physical, mental, and social
health.

el
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Personal health
DiSCUSS health products
and services. (2.4.2)
Examine the cost of
health care. (2.4.4)

●

●

●

Health-care providers

●

Analyze advertisements and
media commercials for a
variety of products.
Identify services and
products that are quackery.
Identify and describe
services of public and
private agencies and
professional associations
that protect consumers.
Write a letter making a
consumer complaint to a
recognized agency.

Discuss the use of
‘-individual and group
practices in the health-care
delivery system.
Describe services provided
by hospitals and ways to
select and evaluate
hospitals.

d

Content of Teaching Lesson

Voluntary health services

infection,

Write a paragraph describing the importance and
functions of two or more
voluntary health agencies
or organizations.

●

el
le

prevent

Demonstration of Learning
Student will be able to:

sickness, and disease,
(2.1.5)
REFERENCES:

Write a description of a community which had no publichealth services. Describe the
consequences that could
happen to all members of
that community.

Public-health set-vices

Health, A Wellness
Approach
Chapter 26
“COMMUNITY AND

●

Federal organizations

●
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WORLD HEALTH”
(pages 534-551 )
Chapter 27
“ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH”
(pages 553-571 )

Current Events from
Newspapers and
Periodicals

Research one federal health
organization and prepare a
report describing current
problems facing this
organization.

●

International Health
Organization

Investigate the functions
of the World Health
Organization,
Discuss the meaning behind
the song “We are the World.”

●

World-health issues

Select one underdeveloped
country and prepare a report
summarizing the major
health problems in that
country and the types of
solutions used by the country
to combat the problem.

Environmental issues

●

Debate and take a stand on
an environmental issue.

DoDDS Curriculum Guide Questionnaire
Please indicate below your recommendations for the health curriculum in general and for
this curriculum guide. Please send the form to your health coordinator upon completion of
the school year.
1. Has important information been omitted in this guide?

el
le

d

2 Would you add any topics to the essential list for your grade level? If yes,
please write in the topics.

3. Would you delete any Essential topics for your grade level?

4. Would you add any Recommended topics for your grade level?
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5. Would you delete any Recommended topics for your grade level?

6. Describe any weaknesses in the guide

7. Describe strengths in the guide,

8. How could the guide be more helpful to you?

9. How often did you refer to the guide for course content and scope and sequence?

10. How often should the guide be revised or updated?

d

A

P

P

E

N

D

I

X
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Safety/First Aid

Determine safety hazards around h o m e

and

how

to

avoid

them.

Practice pedestrian safety.

Describe and practice how to escape
from a fire.

Know safe procedures for dealing with
strangers and animals.
Discuss personal safety and abuse
prevention.

Safety & First Aid
Supplemental Activities
pedestrian Safety
Demonstrate and practice pedestrian
safety rules.

Use masking tape on a cleared area on the

right and left. Be sure the light is green.
After a few times, allow some students
to be cars. Cars must obey lights.
Day 3

Materials Needed

a. Show “Walk and “Don’t Walk signs,
‘Say words and teach word recognition.
Drill students by holding up one sign,
then the other, until students can
correctly identify signs.

a. A simulated stoplight, which can-be
made with colored construction-paper
circles taped on a cardboard. Black

b.

TWO

signs on heavy paper,- one saying

“Walk,” one saying “Don’t Walk.” Make
duplicate signs for the host nation if

different than those listed in the activity.
c. Masking tape (to simulate roads).

Day

1

b. Play “Red Light - Green Light,” but use
signs that say “Walk or “Don’t Walk
instead of colors.

el
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construction paper with one hole cut
out can be slid over the cardboard,
revealing first one “light,” then another.

d

floor to represent roads and crosswalks.

a . Using traffic signals, have students
identify colors by name. Practice until
they have the color names mastered.

Ask the students to tell other safety rules
for walking (face traffic, if no sidewalks;
stay to the side of the road; don’t run out
to catch the ball; wear light-colored clothes
or reflectors, or use a flashlight when dark,
e.g., on Halloween).
Allow students to continue to use
simulated streets during playtime.
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b. Have them identify which is on top, at
the bottom, and in the middle.

Discuss the importance of looking both
ways carefully before crossing the street,
and having adult help.

c. Distribute worksheets. Have students
color the top circle red, the middle
yellow, and the bottom green.

d. Discuss what each color means on a
traffic signal: “go,” “stop,” or “wait.”
Repeat until done correctly.

Use “Playing it Safe” booklet (activity
worksheets A-1 –1 O) for extended safety
lessons. Have students complete and
discuss the worksheets.

e. Play “Red Light – Green Light” using
traffic signals.

Personal Safety & Abuse
Prevention

Day 2

For sample parent letters for this unit, see
activity worksheets A-11 –12.

a. Explain what the tape on the floor
“- represents.

Good Touch—Bad Touch Activities

b. Ask where it is safe to cross the street
(crosswalk, intersection). When is it safe
to cross the street? (when the adult
says okay, when the light is green, or
when no cars are coming)

Duplicate activity worksheets A- 13–24 for
students to color and discuss in class. These
may be taken home to share with parents.

c. Go to the tape with the students.
Practice-waiting on the side of the
roadway holding hands. Look both ways
(right, left, right). You may need to clarify

Videos available:
What TA DO
Pooh Bear Never Talks to Strangers
Bubblyonian—Kansas

Grade K

Preventing Sexual Abuse
By Carol A. Plummer: 64-66

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Fire Prevention

Vehicle Safety

Invite firefighters to visit the school and
discuss fire prevention.
Take a field trip to the fire station.
Teach students to “stop, drop, and roll.”
Practice this procedure with the class, Hold

Discuss the meaning of safety, and explain
that each individual is responsible for the

School Bus Safety lesson

a. Duplicate the page with the school bus
out line (activity worksheet A-25),
b. Have the students identify the correct
behavior in each pair of illustrations.

el
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Using play phones, have students practice
calling to report fire emergencies, giving
the necessary information to the fire
department.

Demonstrate passenger safety in a car
or riding on a bus. Emphasize the use of
seat belts,

d

a sheet about two feet from the floor to
simulate smoke, and have students crawl
under to safety.

safety of another.

Animal and Stranger Safety

c. Have students cut out the correct
behaviors and place them on the
window of the school bus.

Invite Careful Carla to the classroom for
a discussion about safe procedures
with animals and strangers. (See activity
worksheets A-1-10. )

d. Have students complete the windows by
illustrating other good bus-safety rules.

Invite a veterinarian and/or base
animal-control officer to discuss safe
handling of animals.

Use the idea above to create a large
bulletin board in the hall to share with the
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Read Benjamin Bunny and the Stranger
Danger by Irene Keller (Ideals Publishing
Corp., Nashville, TN).

Read who is a Stranger and What Should 1 Do?
by Linda Walrood Ginard (Macmillan),

e. Write the number of the student’s bus
on the space provided.

rest of the school.

Arrange the chairs to simulate a school bus.

a. Have students practice getting on and
off a school bus.

b Have students take an imaginary ride
with some students being riders and
one being the driver. All will practice
the good bus-safety rules.

c. Arrange for a school bus to come to the
school, and have the students practice
the good bus-safety rules.
d Invite a school-bus driver to the class to
discuss how important it is to obey the
driver and to practice safe behavior on
the bus.
Discuss why the rules are important.

Grade K

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Handling Emergencies

Safety at Home

Discuss What is an emergency?”

Discuss what safety means. Ask students
how they can make their homes safe.

Discuss the following questions with
students: What kinds of vehicles have
flashing lights? Why do they have flashing
lights? When might people need one of
those vehicles to help them?

b. Stay away from things that are hot.
c. Clean up spills quickly.
d. Use furniture properly.

e. Stay away from the medicine chest and
special cleaning products.
f. Know how to answer the telephone
safely.
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a Teach students how to get help when
needed Ask how they would contact
people to let them know that help is
needed (run to the people if they are
close; in the city, use the fire-alarm bar;
use the telephone).

a. Clean up their toys.

d

Demonstrate how to get help in an
emergency.

b Ask students if they know what numbers
to call to get help, Have them make a
sign with the numbers on it to take
home and tape near the phone,

g. Use activity worksheet A-26 to create a
follow-up discussion of safety at home.

Use activity worksheet A-27 to check on
students’ understanding of safe behaviors.
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c Ask students what they need to tell the
operator after they dial the emergency
number (name, address, phone number,
parent’s name, and why they need help).
Ask why it is important not to hang up
until the operator hangs up.
d Divide the class into pairs. Use play
phones. Have one student in each pair
imagine an emergency, dial the
emergency number, and give the
information. The other student is the
operator and asks anything the first
student forgot. The operator hangs up
last. Then the students switch places.

Additional Activities

a. Have students practice using other

methods for reporting and handling
emergency methods.

b. Make a bulletin board of a phone that
can be dialed. Have a receiver hang from
it with a string. Here students practice
dialing for an emergency.

Grade K
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Reerences, & Additional Activities

Grade K

d
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Personal Health

Explain why rest is important.

Discuss ways to keep clean,
Identify health care providers, such as
doctors, dentists, and nurses.

tell the benefits of exercise.

Identify the procedure for taking
medicine.

Personal Health
Supplemental Activities
Cleanliness
“Are there times when it is all right to
be dirty?”
“What do you do to clean yourself up?”

b., Read Harry the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion
and ask these questions:

detergent), water, food coloring, measuring
cup, bowl, beaters, large spoon, spatula,
plastic ice-cube trays or Styrofoam egg
cartons, waxed paper.
Directions: Have the students measure 3
cups of soap powder and 1/2 cup of water
into a large bowl. Add a few drops of food
coloring to the mixture. Let the students
take turns beating the mixture until it is
damp and stiff. Pack the mixture into ice
cube trays or egg cartons and allow it to
dry for about a week. Remove the soap
crayons from the trays and wrap them in
wax paper. The students can use the soap
crayons when they bathe, drawing on the
sides of the bathtub and then washing the
drawing right off.
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“Why did Harry change his mind about
bath time?”

Making Soap-Bar Crayons
Materials Needed: Soap powder (not

d

a. Discussion:
why is it important to be clean?”

“How do you feel about taking baths?”

c. Sing a good-habit song:

“Happy Habits Song”
(Tune: “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”)
Brush, brush, brush your teeth
‘Til they shine and gleam,
Up and down, and in and out,
Then your smile will beam!

Body Structure

Hang on the w-all two identical diagrams of
the human body. Divide the students into
two teams. Have the members of each
team stand in line in front of one of the
diagrams. Name a body part or describe its
physical appearance or function. Have the
two students at the head of each line try to
locate the body part on the diagram.
Whoever points to it first gets one point for
his or her team. These two students then
go to the end of the line and the next pair
gets a chance. The first team to score 15
points wins the game, and a new game may
be started.
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Wash, wash, wash your face
Every morn’ and night,
Comb your hair and clean your nails—
You’re a sparkling sight!
Clean, clean, clean your room,
Put your toys away,
Eat good foods and get your rest,

And make new friends today!

Use activity worksheet A-28 for follow-up.

Have students take some shaving cream
and wipe it on their face. Have them look
into a mirror and wash the shaving cream
from one side of their face using the “S’
motion around the mouth and across the
chin. Then have them repeat the “S’ motion
for the opposite side. Have them wash their
hands using soap and water and rubbing.
Ask the following questions:

When should hands be washed?

Why is it important to wash dirty hands
even though you may not be eating right
away? See activity worksheet A-29.

Teach bathroom manners: Remember to
flush; wash hands afterwards; dry hands
thoroughly. Discuss the reasons why these
practices are very important.

Grade K

Use activity worksheets A-30-35,
Play Hokey Pokey and use it to identify
body parts.
Sing “Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes.”
See activity worksheet A-36.
Sing “Dry Bones.” See activity worksheet A-37.

Art Activity

Make a pipe-cleaner puppet. Name body
parts. Use the songs above with the puppets.

Personal Healtb
Supplemental Activities
Rest

Tooth Care

a. Discussion:

What can we do to keep our teeth “strong
and healthy? (Brush, eat healthy foods, and
visit the dentist every year. )

“Why do you need sleep?”
‘when do you sleep? Do you take a nap?

Have you ever been to the dentist? What
h a p p e n e d t h e r e ? -. “- -

‘What time do you go to bed at night?”
Napping

Read Little Rabbit’s Loose Tooth by Lucy Bates.

House by Audrey Wood.

c. Learn:

d. Make the Eager Beaver and Sleepyhead
puppet (activity worksheet A-38).
Discuss how an “eager beaver” and a
“sleepyhead” might act.

Dental

Health

Discussion:

Have students visit a dentist’s office, or
invite a dentist to visit your classroom to
explain good dental care to your students.
Use activity worksheet A-39 for
reinforcement.
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Early to bed,
Early to rise,
Makes a student
Healthy, happy, and wise.

d

b. Read The

a. What do you need in order to bite food?

b. What would happen if you couldn’t chew
foods to make them soft?
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c. Are there other jobs teeth do?

Using a mirror, have students observe
whether all teeth look the same. Explain
that different-shaped teeth have
different jobs.
Try to talk without teeth. Have students try
to say the following words without touching
their teeth with their lips or tongue.
apple
baby
dentist
mother

food
junk
lemon

net
swish
velvet

Discussion:

Why do you need strong teeth? (Guide the
discussion to include the importance of
teeth for eating and speaking clearly. )

Have students say the letters of the alphabet.
Ask them to raise their hand whenever they
use their teeth to help say a letter.

Disease

Have a discussion about the various ways
that germs can be spread, such as sneezing,
coughing, touching your mouth to a water
fountain, and licking a spoon and putting it
back in the cooking materials.
Explain that germs cause many but not all
diseases. Explain how germ-caused
diseases-may be spread by not washing
hands or not washing them adequately,
coughing and sneezing, and using
another’s eating utensils.
Have students identify three ways in which
germs can enter the body and cause disease.
Invite a health professional to class to
show pictures of and explain common
diseases, their symptoms, and how they
are spread.
Discuss how deciding not to wear a coat
when the weather is cold may make one’s
body more susceptible to effects of germs.
Explain communicable diseases as those
such as chicken-pox, colds, flu, strep
throat, AIDS, etc., that can be spread from
one person to another through the passing
of germs. Explain noncommunicable
diseases as those that cannot be spread to
others, such as food or skin allergies.

Read Jimmy Talks About AIDS by Karen Lege,
R.N. (activity worksheets A-40-46).

Example: C—teeth touch
F—teeth touch lower lip
L—tongue touches back of teeth

Grade K

Personal Healtb
Supplemental Activities
Wellness

Drug Health

Have the students check with their parents
for a record of the immunizations they
received. Ask the school nurse or other
health professional-to explain which
immunization each student should have,

Gather some empty containers such as a

Have the Students do role-playing or
puppet shows portraying doctor and/or
dentist visits. Have students discuss why
immunizations are important,

Place the empty containers on the table.

d

a. Ask students to identify what would be
in each container.

b. Have students place containers into
groups, One group should be for items
that are safe for students to use only with
adult supervision. Another group is for
items that are unsafe for students use.
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Discuss how disease influences the way
one feels.

raisin box, milk carton, aspirin bottle,
prescription drug bottle, cough/cold
remedy, cigarette package, beer can, and
cleaning-supply containers,

Draw a face on a large piece of paper. Trace
and cut out a handprint. Place the cut-out
hand and a Kleenex over the face, Include a
poem about a sneeze.

Have students identify at least five ways in
which they can help maintain good health.
and prevent the spread of disease. Distribute
and discuss activity-worksheet A-47.
Discuss with students how certain personal
-“ habits and cleanliness reduce the risk of
infection. “
Divide the class into four teams and see

Emphasize that both types of medicine
(prescription and nonprescription) are not
to be taken unless an adult, like Mom or
Dad, is giving it to them.

Stimulate a classroom discussion by
reading about peer encounters involving
drugs, alcohol, and smoking. Use the book
It’s Okay tO Say NO to Drugs! by Alan Garner
(Tom Doherty Associates Books, 401 W. 24
St., New York, New York 10010; $3.95)
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which group can come up with the most

Ask students how they decided what
should be in each group. Did they find
any clues on the package to help them?

ways to maintain good health and prevent
disease,
Have students make two life-size cutouts
to contrast a sick person with a well
person. Well and Sick words and phrases
may be listed or attached to the
corresponding cutout.

Discuss what students do when they are ill
and wish to miake them-selves well again.

Grade K

Distribute activity worksheet A-48 and
discuss how sick people can get when they
take medicine that is not meant for them.
Distribute and discuss activity worksheet
A-49. Ask students what Miss Yuk means.

Personal Health
Supplemental Activities
Exercise
“What is exercise?”
"Why is exercise important?”
“How do you get exercise?”
Discuss the activities that can be done at
school, at home, alone, and with friends.
Take walks that extend in length.

f. Circle jumpnastics
by Charles Corkin
g. Get Fit While You Sit—Busy Bodies
by Kay Lande
h Hop Palmer—Learning Basic Skills
Through Music, 1, [1

i. Hop Palmer—Learning Basic Skills
Through Music, Health and Safety
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Plan songs and fingerplays that requires
action or movement of some kind,

e. Stretch Loops—For Sensory Learning
by Georgiana Liccione Stewart

d

Discussion:

Establish exercise routines that use
records such as mousercise, chicken fat, or
big bird exercises, Choose students to take
turns being the leader.

Books on

Locate the heart and lungs and explain how
they keep us alive (activity worksheet A-51),

b. Follow Me, by Marianne Torbert

Monitor an increase in partner’s heart rate
by placing a hand or ear on the partner’s
chest before or after exercise.
Have students use a stethoscope to listen
to their hearts after jumping rope or
running in place for one minute.
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Ask the physical-education teacher to
organize a field day and invite the
kindergarten classes.

Have students give examples of ways in
which an individual can maintain fitness.

Distribute activity worksheet A-50. Have
students discuss exercise for a healthy body

i. Mousercise

Fitness

a. Kids in Motion, by Pamela 1. Gilroy

Movement Exploration

1. Ask students to move the parts of their
body as you name them. Have them do
different movements.
“Shake” (hands, toes, head)
“Touch” (knees, toes, waist, ears)
“Scratch” (tummy, head, knees, elbows)
“Wiggle” (toes, fingers, eyes, nose, head)
"Pinch" (nose, ear, ankle, hair)

2. Ask students to act out the movements
of animals SILENTLY.
Say:

a. Hand jivin’
by Jill Gallina and Michael Gallina

“Show
“Show
“Show
“Show
“Show

b. Clap, Snap, and Tap
by Ambrose Brazelton

Use your imagination to instruct the
movements. Help increase and extend

Records for Fitness Activities

c. Body ]ive
by Ambrose Brazelton

d Bean Bag—Activities and
Coordination Skills
by Georgiana Liccione Stewart

me
me
me
me
me

how
how
how
how
how

a duck waddles.”
a horse trots.”
a lion leaps.”
a frog hops.”
a snake slithers.”

students’ vocabulary with alliterations,
such as “hopping hare. ” This can be a
quiet activity.
3. Discuss playground movements and
games that are exercise.

Grade K
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Food/Nutrition

Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Food

4. Draw slips of paper from a bowl and have
students cover the picture of the food
called out if it appears on their card,

See activity worksheet A-52. Use brown
paper for reproduction. Have students cut
out pictures from magazines and paste them
on the bag or draw pictures on the bag.

5. The first student to cover a complete
vertical, horizontal, or diagonal line
wins. Students should read back the
food covered to double-check accuracy

Cooking Activity
Fix tacos and describe how each item in
the taco fits the five food groups.
Five Food Groups

A large box could be used (turn upside
down and use the five sides for the
five groups).
1. Fruits
2. Breads and cereals
3. Milk and dairy products
4. Vegetables
5. Meats and proteins

Discussion:

Why do we need food? (for energy, to grow)

el
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Cut out pictures of food from magazines
and make a five food-group chart for the
c l a s s r o o m .

Nutrition

d

Health Foods for Lunch

What are some foods that help us grow
strong and healthy? (Guide the discussion to
include foods from all of the food groups, )
Students whose families purchase food
from a supermarket might not be aware of
the sources of many foods. Introduce the
students to a simple classification
system—foods from plants, foods from
animals—in order to encourage them to
choose foods from both sources.
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Have students make large paintings of
their favorite fruits and vegetables on
paper bags. Cut holes for head and arms

Discuss with students the importance of
including a variety of foods we need to
grow, to have strong teeth and bones, to
feel alive and alert, and to have energy for
all the things we want to do.

and have students wear the bags as they
tell the other students what they know and
like about fruits and vegetables.

Game: Basic Five Bingo
Materials needed: bingo cards for each

student (activity worksheet A-53), small
crackers, slips of paper, each containing
the picture of a different food, which is also
printed on the master bingo list, a transparency of the master food list. (Later in
the year, words can be used in place of the
pictures.)

Instructions:

1. Explain that there are many different
foods in each food group and that each
food group provides important nutrients
for our bodies.

2. Give each student a bingo card and
sufficient crackers to play the game.

What are some foods that taste good but
do not help us stay healthy? (Explain that
it is all right to eat these foods sometimes,
but that the other foods are more healthy
for us,)
Examples of healthy snacks:

carrot rounds
cubes of cheese
zucchini spears
popcorn
apple wedges
celery stuffed with peanut butter
Take a field trip to a supermarket.
Find magazine pictures of foods. Discuss
why each one is or is not healthy for them.
Read Gregory, the Terrible Eater by Mitchell
Sharmat (Four Winds Press, NY)

3. Show the transparency and have each
student copy the picture of a different
food shown on the master food list in
each bingo square under the proper
food group.

Grade K
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Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Each day, have a group of students prepare
a simple snack and serve it to the entire
class. You might emphasize a different
food group each day (fruits, meats, milk or
other dairy products, breads or cereals, and
vegetables). There are countless food
preparation activities that students can
enjoy and complete successfully. A few
suggestions are given below.

Apple Smiles

Put peanut butter on one

Stepping Stones to Good Health

el
le

side of two slices of apple. Top one slice
with 5 miniature marshmallows stuck onto
peanut butter. Top with the other peanutbutter-covered apple slice,

Peanut Butter Use a blender to make
peanut butter from the following
ingredients: 1 cup shelled, skinned
peanuts, 1 tablespoon plus 1/2 to I
teaspoon oil, 1/2 teaspoon salt. Blend on a
low speed, The particular speed used will
depend on blender type. Because of the
current emphasis on reducing salt intake,
you might consider eliminating the salt in
this recipe. Have students spread the
peanut butter on crackers and serve to
classmates. This recipe serves 10,

d

Tasty, Nutritious Snacks

Apples: Apples served in different forms

can be used to help students compare
flavor, texture, and consistency. Have
students prepare and serve to each class
member one slice of raw apple, one
teaspoon of applesauce, and a small cup of
apple juice. Talk about how the apples
change in form, flavor, and appearance,

Stuffed Celery. Have students wash the

Ca
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celery and remove its leaves. Let students
choose whether to fill the stalks with
peanut butter, cream cheese, or another
processed cheese spread.

Hot Dog Pennies: Tongue depressors, an
electric frying pan, cooking oil, and
approximately one hot dog for each student
are needed. Give each student a tongue
depressor and a hot dog to cut, Have
students create pennies by slicing the hot
dog into circles with the tongue depressor.
Heat up a small amount of oil in a frying
pan and supervise the heating of the
pennies, Students then serve the pennies
on napkins, Since hot dogs have a high fat
content, you might consider cooking them
in the frying pan without adding oil. They
could also be boiled or baked.
Peanut Butter Pudding: Students mix
together 2 cups of milk and I package of
instant vanilla pudding. They beat in 1/4
cup of peanut butter, then pour the
mixture into serving dishes (small paper
cups) and let it set.

Cereals: Students mix together two or
three kinds of unsweetened cereals, then
add 1/4 cup of raisins. They serve the cereal
on napkins.

Place stepping stones on the floor to
resemble a walkway, At the end place a
square labeled “GOOD HEALTH. ” Have
students line up to move from one stone to
another as music is played softly. When the
music stops, the students stop where they
are, The teacher selects any student standing
on any stone to help discuss the pictures on
that stone, If necessary, the teacher reads
the words on the stone and then asks the
student to share what he or she knows about
those pictures. The tour continues until each
stone has been discussed at least once.
However, if time permits some stones may
be discussed more than once, as the same
stone will elicit different responses from
different students.
Notes:
There should beat least twenty stepping
stones, each approximately 12“ x 18“.
Each stone should contain simple
pictures about BREAKFAST, TABLE
MANNERS, VARIETY OF FOOD, SAFETY
AT PLAY, SAFETY AT SCHOOL, NO
SMOKING, NO MEDICINE UNLESS
SICK, SLEEP, EXERCISE, CLEAN
TEETH, POISON, STANDING TALL, NO
POLLUTING, and other subjects.
2 Stepping stones can be made from
colored tagboard for durability. Each
should be backed with some type of
nonslip surface (square carpet samples,
often obtainable without cost, will do
nicely). After the pictures have been
drawn on the tagboard, it maybe covered
with clear contact paper. If the stones are
constructed in this or a similar fashion,
they can be reused indefinitely.
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My name is Careful Carla.

Careful Carla is my name
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Teaching safety is my game.
Tell your friends and family, too.
"Playing it safe” is best for

d

I’m here to teach you about safety and
how to protect yourself. I’ve learned all the
ways to “play it safe” and now I want to
help you learn.

A-2
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Whenever you need help, always remember
that a police officer is a friend.
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Never accept money candy, or gifts
from strangers.
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I
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Never accept a ride from a stranger.
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Know how to lock and unlock all
your doors and windows.
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A-6
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Play outside with a friend.

A-7

Always tell your parents or sitters where
you will be playing.
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A-8
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Never play with guns or knives.
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Don’t play in empty buildings or alleys.
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Sample Letters to Parents
Some schools or teachers may want to use letters similar to the ones below and on A-12
to inform parents about sexual abuse prevention programs. Many times the issue has

just been incorporated into safety classes. Focusing special attention upon informing
parents has the potential for making parents feel it must be a matter of alarm or
controversy.

d

The first letter would be used before the program was introduced. A-permission slip might
be added to the bottom of the letter if desired.
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The second letter would be sent home with students following the presentation(s). It is
presented here in a format which allows direct duplication for distribution to parents after
the CPS information has been included.
Dear Parents,

We are starting a new unit in your child’s class at school and want to make
you aware of it so you can answer his/her questions and continue our
classroom discussions at home.

Ca
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In the past few years we all” have become increasingly concerned with the.
safety of our children. Unfortunately, each year over 100,000 young people
are sexually assaulted in our country. Often the children are as young as
seven or eight.
We are planning a unit to talk with children about this safety concern. We
will be discussing crimes, and types of good and bad touches. We will
stress the importance of talking to a trusted adult WHENEVER a child feels
confused about or doesn’t like a touch from someone. We’ll be discussing
things children can do to prevent harm and also teaching some assertive
skills (you have the right to say “no” to touches you dislike).
Feel free to call me if you have further questions.
OR

We will have a PTO meeting to talk about this program on
. Please plan to attend and help us work on this
problem together.
Sincerely,

Grade K
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Sample Letters to Parents

(continued)

Dear Parentsj
Your child has just learned about an important safety issue-the prevention of child

sexual abuse. Because you are the most important teacher to your child, we want to share
the important aspects of this program so that you can further discuss this issue at home.

el
le
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Points to Stress:
1. Touch can be good, bad, or confusing.
2. Trust your feelings about any touch.
3. If you don’t like a touch, or feel confused by it, talk to a grown-up whom you trust.
4. It’s OK to say “no” if someone confuses or embarrasses you with a touch. (Or, if
someone touches your “private parts.”)
5. Anyone could be a “victim” of sexual abuse (victim—’the person who gets hurt”).
Anyone could be an offender (offender-’‘the person who hurts the victim”).
6. A/ways tell a trusted adult if you are touched in ways that feel bad or confusing, even
if you were told it was a secret.
7. It’s never your fault if you get touched in these ways (are sexually abused).
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Exercises
Some ways to find out what vour child understands include:
1. Ask your child to describe different types of touch. “When could this touch be
confusing? Or bad? Good? What should you do if it feels uncomfortable even or if you
are unsure whether it is really ‘bad’?”
2. Ask your child: “Who are some people with whom you could talk if you had any
kind of problem?”
3. Play the “What if. . .“ game frequently with your child. Ask your child: “What would you
do?” in any of a number of potentially dangerous situations. For example: “What if. . .
you got lost in a department store?” “What if. . . someone was following you on the way
home from school and you felt frightened?” “What if. . . you saw a fire at the neighbor’s
house?” “What if. . . your club leader started touching you in ways you didn’t like?” Add
other questions about situations which could happen in your own child’s life.
4. Keep this paper for reference so you can repeat this process again in several months.
Remember:
* Over l00,000 qhildren are sexually abused in the U.S. every year. . .
* Most are abused by people they know rather than strangers. . .
* Both boys and girls are victims. . .
* Abuse spans all income, ethnic and religious groups.
* AND, we adults should do everything possible to stop and prevent this problem. If you
know of a child who is being abused in any way, help them by calling your local Child
Protective Services agency at
Keep in mind that your report and identity will remain confidential.
If you have any questions about this letter or our program, please do not hesitate to call me.
Sincerely,

A-12
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Special Touches
Touching is one way people you know
can make you feel safe and loved.
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Playing
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Hugging

Grade K
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Special Touchs (continued)
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Circle the picture or pictures that show ways you like to touch or be touched.
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Unkind Touches
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Some kinds of touching change your good feeling.
These touches can make you feel angry or sad,
and maybe afraid.

Have any of these things happened to you”? Draw an X through the picture or pictures of things that have
happened to you. Tell your teacher, mom, dad or an adult person you like and trust about how you felt.
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Unkind Touches (continued)
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Pulling Hair

A-16

Grade K

Being Hurt by Someone is not OK
When someone hurts your body, it is wrong. Talk about
your feeling. Tell the person who hurt you that you didn’t
like what he or she did to you.

d

Say how you
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1. Don’t hide your
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I
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Feel Good About Your Body!
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You are a special person and your body is special too!
Here is a verse you can learn to say:

All bodies are different,
But mine’s just right for me.
When I look into the mirror,
I like what I see!

An activity to do: Lie on the floor on a large piece of cardboard or drawing paper (larger than your body).
Have someone trace around you. Use crayons or markers to make the drawing look like you.
A-18
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Your Body Is Private
That means your body belongs to
only you!
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Your Body Is Private (continued)
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Sometimes people who take care of you need to
see or touch your body.
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Your parents need to
help you get clean.

The doctor needs to
help you stay well.

I
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`But they shouldn’t touch your prvate parts

without a good reason. Private parts are those
covered with a bathing suit.
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that are

Good Touches and Bad Touches
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There is a difference between OK touches
and touches that are not OK.

What is happening in each picture? Circle the picture that shows OK touches. Draw an X through the
picture that shows touches that are not OK.

A-22
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Good Touches
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OK touches make you feel warm and good about yourself.
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Bad Touches
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One kind of touch that is not OK is when someone
holds onto you and won’t let you go when you want
them to. It is never OK for someone to touch your
private parts without a good reason. Touches that
are not OK can make you feel scared or mixed up.

A-24
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prevent these accidents from happening.

It’s important to know what can cause accidents.

Then Play It Safe . . . Prevent Them.
Write the letter of the accident beside the way to
prevent it.
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Never leave toys on the steps.
Keep stairs clean.

Be careful around a hot stove.
Be sure all pot handles face in.

Never leave puddles of water on the floor.
Wipe them up right away.

Don’t climb a ladder with both hands full, or
you may loose your balance and fall.

Always sit up straight. Never tilt your chair
back on two legs.

There are many more things that can be
prevented. Draw your ideas on a separate piece
of paper.

Stay Safe and Well

o

Circle GO if the children are trying to stay safe and well.
if the children are not trying to stay safe and well.
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Circle

Grade K
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Keeping Clean
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paste
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Before I go to school each day,
I do three things with care:

I wash my face.
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paste

I brush my teeth.

A-28

paste

I always comb my hair.

Grade K

Washing Hands
Washing hands is a good defense against disease and infection. It is important that
hands are washed before eating and after playing, handling pets, going to the toilet,
holding hands over mouth when sneezing and coughing, and when any kind of scratch
or cut has occurred.

d

Show children how to-wash their hands by demonstrating. Then have them practice
using the following procedures:

2

Then I
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3

Next I Rub, rub,
rub my hands. Rub
the backs and in
between my
fingers!

T h e n
I
Rinse all die
suds away.
Grade K
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Basic Body Puzzle

A-30
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Basic Body Puzzle (continued)
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Basic Body puzzle (continued)
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(continued)
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Basic Body puzzle
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Head and Shoulders
c
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Head and shoul - ders, knees and toes, knees and toes.
G7
●

●

Head and shoul - ders, knees and toes, knees and to - es.

c

F

f ]

and

ears

and
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Eyes
G7

mouth

and

nose,

c

Head and shoul - ders, knees and toes, knees and toes.

Suggestions:
Faster each time.

Leave out different body parts.
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of the Lord! Dem bones. dem bones gon-na walk a-roun’. Dem

-
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E- ze - kiel cried, “Dem dry bones!” E- ze - kiel cried, “Dem

bones dem bones. gon-na walk a-roun’.Dem bones xlem bones gon-na

dry bones! “E -ze - kiel cried, “Dem dry bones!” Oh, hear the
I
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walk a-roud. Oh hear the word of the Lord The head bone con-nected
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word of the Lord. The foot bone con-nect-ed to the leg bone,
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“ The leg bone con-nect-ed to the knee bone,The knee bone

to the
— neck bone The neck bone con-nectd to the backbone, The

con-nect-ed to the thighbone, The thigh bone con-nect-ed

to the back-bone. The back-bone con-nect-ed to the neck bone,
I
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The neck bone con-nect-ed to the head bone, Oh, hear the word

con - nect-ed to the foot bone, Oh, hear the word of the Lord!
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Sleepyhead and Eager Beaver Puppets
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Know How to Care for My Teeth

Have the children cut out the pictures. Paste the things that are healthy for teeth under
the happy tooth. Paste the things that are not healthy for teeth under the unhappy tooth.
Grade K
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Jimmy Talks
About AIDS

Written by:

Karen Lege, R.N.

Sullivans Elementary School
Yokosuka Naval Base, Japan
1987

With Special Thanks to:

Jennifer Lege for her special praise
and encouragement.
Ronnie Alff for her review.

Lia Estupin and Gaye Terayama for
editorial assistance.
Dr. Cora Collette, pediatrician
USNH Yokosuka, Japan, for her
medical review.
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Hi! My name is Jimmy

and I am

here to talk to you about health
Health

and diseases,

is what you have when you feel good,

●

are caused by germs, .
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Diseases

d

when your body is working the way it should.

Germs enter our bodies in many ways, Some
germs come in through our noses

and mouths

when we breathe, Some get in through our skin
when we get scrapes or cuts. Still others get in

Ca
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on the food we eat or liquids we drink,

Some germs normally live inside our

bodies. They are supposed to be there.

Only disease germs make people sick, .

Some germs are called bacteria, Many
bacteria are good

.

Only disease

bacteria make us sick.
Grade K
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Two childhood diseases caused by
bacteria are diphtheria and whooping cough,
Not many children have these today because of
a wonderful discovery, This discovery was

d

immunity,
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It was found that some diseases caused
the body to make “disease fighters.

These “disease fighters”

took pictures

of the disease germs and remembered them, If
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these same disease germs.

again, the “disease fighters”

came back

●

destroyed

them,

Now boys and girls are given

immunization so that their own bodies can fight

A-42
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Some of the smallest disease germs
are called viruses, Many viruses also cause our
bodies to make “disease fighters,”

so we get

immunizations for them, too, Some of these

d

diseases are polio, small pox, and mumps,
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Everyday, somewhere, someone is
ooking for new “disease fighters, ”

One way to stay healthy is to have

immunizations, so your body has its own “disease

Ca
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fighters”,

Another way is to eat good foods, and

get plenty of rest

Some disease germs

and exercise

,

are spread by

coughing and sneezing, (Like flu germs)

Some disease germs are spread by eating
food that has disease germs in or on it. (Hepatitis)
Grade K
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Still other disease germs come in through
a cut or a scratch on our skin, (Tetanus)

)

Some disease germs can only be spread

can be easily
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If disease germsl
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by special body fluids, like blood.

spread from one person to another they are
called contagious.
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Many diseases are not contagious,

There are lots of ways to protect ourselves

from contagious diseases, and lots of ways to
keep from spreading disease germs

to our

family and friends,

Washing hands, washing cuts and

scrapes, and washing fruits and vegetables are
all ways of keeping disease germs ,

from

getting into our bodies,
A-44
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Covering coughs and sneezes, staying
home when we are sick, and washing our hands
after going to the bathroom are all ways we keep
with others,

d

from sharing our disease germs .
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Sometimes we find new diseases,

One of the newest diseases to be

discovered is called AIDS, It is caused be disease
germs which are tiny virus germs.
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It is a disease which children do not

usually have.

Those children who do have the disease

AIDS either got the germs from their moms
before they were born, or from blood they had

to have when they were sick in a hospital,
Hospitals now check very carefully to make sure
no one gets these disease germs if they have to
get extra blood,
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AIDS germs are not spread by coughing,
}

or sneezing, or by dirty hands, or even kissing!
(like some other germs)

d

AIDS is one of those diseases caused by
disease germs spread by special body fluids like

el
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bloods

Right now there are no “disease fighters”
●

f or AIDS, Soon we hope there will be

and immunizations, too.
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“disease fighters” “

Remember to take good care of yourself,

stay healthy,
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and help others stay healthy,
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Use Good Health Habits
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Don’t Do It
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“YUK”
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Miss YUK Means Keep Away!
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Name

Exercise for a Healthy Body
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Color the children.
Then circle the exercise you like to do best.
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What is Missing?
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A Healthy Lunch
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Bingo
Examples:
FOOD GROUP BINGO
Meat

F

B/C

v
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Milk

MASTER BINGO LIST

Milk

Meat

B/C

F

v
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(List all the food choices under the correct

food group heading.)
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Food/Nutrition

Identify some healthy foods.

Describe why food is important to
the body.
Distinguish between healthy and
unhealthy foods.

d
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Fitness/Exercise

Describe why exercise is important
for strong muscles.

Ca
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●

Demonstrate exercises that build
muscle strength and-balance.
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Department of Defense Dependent Schools
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Safety/FirstAid

Discuss pedestrian, bicycle, and
playground safety.
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Describe what to do when approached
by a stranger.
Describe ways to keep safe on a bus,
in a car, at home, and in school.
Recognize appropriate and
inappropriate touches.

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
playground Safety

Fire Safety

Prepare a bulletin board (see activity
worksheet A- I ) of the equipment found on
the school playground.
Identify and practice safety rules for the

Demonstrate the “Stop, Drop, and Roll”
technique in case of fire.

playground.

Ask students, “if your clothes caught on
fire, what would you do?” Get several
answers and note them.

better than treatment after injury.

Ask students what the result would be of
each action they suggested.

1. Distribute activity worksheet A-2.
Explain that this is the correct
procedure to use if your clothing catches
on fire. Note words at the top, “Stop,
Drop, RolI.

el
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Discuss why rules are needed on the
playground (for safety, fairness, etc.). What
might happen if there were no rules?

d

Ask if anyone in the class has ever been
hurt on the playground. Discuss what
happened. Ask how it could have been
prevented. Discuss why prevention is

Duplicate activity worksheet A-2. Obtain
mats, if possible.

1. Ask the students to name each piece of
equipment on the bulletin board. Vote
on their favorite piece,
2. Have each student draw a picture
representing a rule to follow for his or
her favorite piece.

3. Divide into groups according to
equipment. Compare the rules chosen.
Are there other rules?

3 Practice the technique, Use mats to fall
and roll on. Have class practice each
step, then the combined activity. Divide
class so only a few practice at a time
while others chant the steps with you.

4

When everyone has practiced, have
students return to their desks-to do the
numbering activity on the worksheet.

Ca
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4 Display rules on the bulletin board
under each piece of equipment pictured,

2 Explain each step.

5 Go outside. Inspect the playground area
for safety hazards (broken glass, broken
equipment, nails sticking out). Discuss
being aware of hazards.
6 Go to each piece of equipment. Ask
what some of its possible hazards are,
i.e., being hit by a swing. Name some
rules for using it.

Grade 1

Explain that it is better not to have a fire
than to have to “Stop, Drop, and Roll,”

What are some ways you can keep fire from
happening?
Use follow-up activity worksheet A-3.

1

Safety & FirstAid
Supplemental Activities
Handling an Emergency

Personal Safety and
Abuse Prevention

Discuss the emergency contact numbers
with the students. Encourage students to
memorize these numbers in class. Role

Have students dramatize an actual
emergency situation and contact
appropriate help.

el
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Explain the importance of getting help
during an emergency. Who could help you
during an emergency. Who could help you
during the following emergencies?

To distinguish between good and bad’
touching, use different kinds of touches,
e.g., stroking a pet, patting someone on the
head, hugging, kissing, hitting, punching,
or pinching. Using the “Feely Faces,” have
the students tell how each touch makes
them feel, Which would be good and which
would be bad touches? There are some
kinds of touches that may not hurt as much
as punching or hitting, but which are also
Bad Touches. These are touches that
makes us feel confused or uncomfortable.
If a person tries to touch you in a way or
place that makes you feel uncomfortable or
confused, -say “No!”

d

play calling the emergency numbers on a
telephone and practice what should be
said. Discuss when it was proper to call the
police, fire department, or ambulance,

Recommendation: Coordinate with the
school nurse and counselor.

a. Your brother swallowed furniture polish.
b. A fall has broken your arm.
c. A neighbor’s house has smoke and
flames coming from the basement.
Distribute activity worksheet A-4 f o r

students to take home and do with a
parent’s help.
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Demonstrate methods for bandaging and
applying first aid to a scrape, a cut, and a
deep wound Use a student and apply
bandages in front of the class.

Display various first-aid bandages from a
first-aid kit, Ask students which bandages
might be best for each of the following
wounds.
a.
b.
c.
d.

A
A
A
A

cut from glass
large road-burn abrasion
minor burn from the stove
deep puncture wound

Use activity worksheet A-5.

Discuss the dangers of being bitten and
explain the risk of infection. What are some
ways to avoid being bitten? Have students
name some creatures that can bite people.
Discuss the dangers of putting foreign
objects into your eye, ear, or nose. Provide
examples of lost sight, lost hearing, and
body damage because of foreign objects,
Have students name objects that would be
harmful if placed in the eye, ear, or nose,

Have students practice saying no firmly
and forcefully,
Choose two different students to role-play
telling a parent (you) that someone .older
than themselves touched them in a way
that made them feel. uncomfortable.
Discussion:
What kinds of feelings tell you a touch is
bad? (uncomfortable or confused feelings)
What should you say if a person tries to
touch you in a way that makes you feel
uncomfortable or confused? How should
you say it? (no, firmly)
Why is it important to tell another adult
about bad touching? (so it will stop arid so
the person won’t do it to another child) If
the person threatens you or someone else
in your family, you should still tell. Then the other adult can stop that person.
IS

it tattling to tell about bad touching?

If the problem doesn’t stop when you tell
one person, tell another, Who are some
people you could tell?
Bad touching is not your fault. The adult is
responsible.

Discuss dangers of putting unknown
substances into the mouth. What are the
names of substances that can be found at
home and should not be placed in your
mouth? Explain the poison control symbol
and its association with poisoning,

2
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Substance Use/Abuse

Ca
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ldentify situations in which mediclnes
are used

Analyze the reasons why children should
not take medicine by themselves,
Identify safe places for storing poisons/
medicines.

Define what a drug is.

Substance Use & Abuse
Supplemental Activities
Dramatic Play
The Day the Baby Got Sick
Read the story to the students. Then have
them act out the parts. Choose different
students to play in each episode. Pantomime
may be used without props; however, such
simple objects as a toy telephone, a bottle
with a safety cap, or a spoon maybe used.

phone the doctor.

8 At three o’clock, Dennis called Mother
and she took the medicine out of the
cabinet and gave Pure another spoonful.
Just then the telephone rang. Mother
heard the phone. She said, “[t is most
important to put the medicine away
before answering the phone. Dennis,
would you answer the phone for me?”
Dennis answered the phone, saying
“Mother will come in a minute. She is
putting the medicine in the cabinet.
Then she went to talk on the phone.
9 As soon as Pure was well, Mother took
Pure’s medicine and poured what was
left of it into the toilet. Then she flushed
the bowl, washed the bottle carefully,
and put it in the trash can. “Why did you
do that?” asked Dennis. “There was some
left. I could have used it if I got sick.”
“Oh, no,” said Mother, “You would have
your own medicine if you got sick. It is
not safe to take another person's
medicine.” Then she hugged Dennis.
“But we hope you won’t be sick,” she
said. Dennis hoped so too.
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1. Dennis has a little sister named Pure.
One day Pure got sick. Mother took her
temperature. Then Mother went to

“’At three o’clock,” Dennis said, “I will
watch the clock and tell you. May I put
the medicine away?” Dennis asked.
“No,” Mother said. “It is good of you to
offer, but children should not touch medicine. I will put it in the medicine cabinet
where it belongs until we need it again,”
Then she replaced the safety cap and put
the medicine in the medicine cabinet.

d

Drug Education

2. The doctor came to see Pure. He said

Pure must have some kind of medicine.
He wrote out a prescription.

3. Dennis went with his father to the drugstore to have the prescription filled. His
father gave the prescription to the
druggist. The druggist read the
prescription and then mixed the
medicine in a dish and poured it into a
bottle with a safety cap.
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4. “This medicine is meant for Pure,” the
druggist said. “[t was made just for her
to make her well. [t is not good for
anyone else. It might even make another
child sick. ”
“I won’t touch it,” Dennis promised.
“You must not touch any medicine, even
if it was mixed especially for you, unless
Mother or Father is with you,” the druggist said. The druggist put the label on
the bottle to tell just how much medicine
Pure should take and when she should
take it. He put on a safety cup, which
Pure, not Father, would find hard to open,

5. When Dennis and his father reached
home, Mother looked at the bottle of
medicine very carefully before she
opened it. “I must be careful to give pure
just the amount it says on the label,”
Mother said. “Will you get me a clean
teaspoon Dennis?” Mother asked.
6. Dennis gave his mother a clean teaspoon.
She took off the safety cap and measured
the medicine and gave it to Pure, Pure
made a face, but she swallowed it
because she knew it would make her well.
7. Mother looked at the clock. “The label
says I should give Pure some more
medicine in one hour. It is two o’clock
now, ” She held up two fingers.

Grade
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Discussion:

Why aren’t all medicines sold to people
whenever they want?
What’s so special about a doctor
prescribing medicines?
Why can’t everyone take other people’s
medicine?
Why was it important to give Pure the right
amount of medicine?
Why do medicine bottles have safety caps?
Why is medicine kept in cabinets?
Why do we usually take medicine at various
times rather than all at once?
Duplicate activity worksheets A-6-21,
Rory’s Coloring Book About Drugs and
Health, Discuss each page with students
and have them take the book home to
share with their family.
See Parents’ and Teachers’ Guide, A-22-24.

Notes, References, & Additional Activities
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Mental/Social/Family
Health
Identify positive qualities about o n e s e l f

and others.
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Identify types of feelings.

(

Mental, Social, & Family Health
Supplemental Activities
Self-Image and Feelings
Bulletin Board Ideas

Fingerprints of class members, family
members, etc.
pictures {individual) of class members
Students’ profiles traced on black
construction paper.
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Game with Hand Mirror

d

Pictures of various cultural/ethnic
groups

One student holds the mirror and three-tofive students make positive comments
about the student.

Activities for the Teacher

Welcome each student in the morning as
he or she enters the classroom. Give each
student some personal attention and touch
each student sometime during the day.
Each Monday have students relate one
thing that happened since Friday that
made them happy.
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Allow five minutes at the end of the day for
students to say goodbye.
Have the students listen to a piece of
music/song, or display pictures that show
various situations. Ask students to express
their feelings with their facial expressions
and body movements.

Brainstorm with the class acceptable ways
of expressing emotions. Using puppets,
have students role-play everyday situations
involving emotional responses, Ask
students to show appropriate ways of
communicating feelings.

Have students describe the feelings that
would accompany certain situations.
(Examples: How would you feel if you got a
new puppy? if you dropped your ice cream?
What feeling would getting kicked give you?)

Distribute and have students complete
activity worksheet A-25.

Duplicate activity worksheet, A-26, on
cardboard. Have students use the activity
worksheet to make an indicator clock to let
others know. how they are feeling. It can be
kept on the desk as an ongoing activity.
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Personal Health

Discuss persona] cleanliness.
Describe why rest is important.

Personal Health
Supplemental Activities
Personal Health
Purpose: To identify the need for good
health habits.

Follow-up activities
1. Have students sing to the tune of “Here
We Go ‘Round the Mulberry Bush” while
acting out verses like the following:

shampoo, nail clipper.

This is the way we brush our teeth
Brush our teeth
Brush our teeth
This is the way we brush our teeth
To stay so clean and healthy.

“My Hands”
by David Heckering

Students can raise their hands to suggest
other ways to stay clean and healthy, such
as washing our face, washing our hands,
combing our hair, taking a bath, etc.
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I have hands that teach me.
They help me learn a lot.
They tell me if things I touch
Are cold or warm or hot.

d

Materials needed: Bar of soap,
-toothpaste, toothbrush, comb, washcloth,

I know round and I know squareI can tell them anywhere.
I know smooth and I know rough.
Hard or soft? That's not so touch.

When [“m finished pasting,
My fingers feel so sticky,
But finger paintings best of all
Because it makes things “icky.”

Brush your teeth
Comb your hair
Wash your face
Shampoo your hair
Take a bath
Go to sleep
Exercise by touching your toes
Wash your hands

Ca
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Display a bar of soap, toothpaste,
toothbrush, comb, washcloth, shampoo, and
nail clipper, Ask students how these items
are used. Ask the children why they need to
use each of these items. Ask the children why
they need to keep themselves clean,

2. Play “Simon Says” to emphasize good
health habits, e.g., Simon says:

Pass the soap, shampoo, and toothpaste
around the class so each student gets a
chance to smell each item. Ask the students
to tell how each item smells.

Have the students look carefully at their
hands and fingernails. Explain that our
fingernails protect the ends of our fingers and
help us pickup small items, but they also
collect dirt and germs that can get into our
mouths. Ask how we can prevent this from
happening.

Have the students help make a list of ways
we keep our bodies clean. For example: brush
our teeth, bathe regularly, shampoo our hair,
wash our hands after using the bathroom and
before eating, comb and brush our hair, and
wear clean clothing.

3. Have students draw pictures of themselves
keeping their bodies clean. Write a caption
for the picture that tells what the student
is doing. For example: John is brushing his
teeth, lane is shampooing her hair, etc.
Assemble the pictures and make a class
book of “Ways We Keep Ourselves Clean”
to share in the reading center,
Ask the students what they think the word
wellnress means. Discuss with the students that
wellness comes from doing only things that
help to make us healthy.
Have students chart the following healthpromoting activities for twenty-four hours:
1. Eating

2. Having snacks
3. Sleeping
4. Resting
5. Playing
6. Brushing teeth
7. Bathing
Discuss with the student the importance of a
balanced lifestyle. Which daily activities can
they do for themselves? Which activities do
parents help them accomplish?

Grade 1
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Notes, References, & Additional Activities

Grade I

Food & Nutrition
Supplemental Activities
Food and Nutrition

cut them out for a bulletin-board display.

Additional Activities
a. Have the students arrange pictures of
foods into the basic food groups. Place
foods on a table in groups. The table
will be in the “kitchen, ”

Make a graph of the class’s favorite fruits,
Use this idea to graph favorite vegetables,
meats, sandwiches, good snacks, junk
food, etc.
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b. Have students pretend that they are in a
restaurant. Some students will be
waiters, some will be cooks, and some
will be patrons. The patrons should try
to order a balanced meal (4 items).
Water, milk, or some drink should be
included. The waiters will go to the
“kitchen” and, with the cooks, find the
“food” ordered, The waiters will take the
correct pictures back to the patrons,

Have students sort food pictures by color,
food groups, or foods that they like or
dislike. Students could also count the
foods by color ( 10 green foods, 2 purple, 3
yellow, 4 red, and so on) or by food group
(4 milk, meat, or protein, 5 fruits or
vegetables, 3 breads).

d

Have students brainstorm a list of things
that help them grow. Then have them try to
find pictures of things in magazines and

c. The class can then decide if each patron
managed to get a balanced meal.
Waiters will return “food” to “kitchen”
and all students will change-roles.

Have students bring in a fruit or vegetable,
Put each item in a separate bag, Have
students take turns reaching a bag, feeling
the fruit or vegetable, and trying to identify
it without looking.
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Duplicate and distribute activity
worksheets A-27–36 to make a booklet for
students to share with their family,

Plan a field trip to the commissary, bakery,
or market. Have students observe how food
is stored to keep it fresh, and ask them to
identify some of the foods from the four
food groups. Encourage students to notice
what the workers are doing.

Bring in samples of green vegetables, e.g.,
broccoli, spinach, peas, collard greens, or
cabbage, Poll the class to see how many
students have tasted them.

Have the students bring in fruits and
vegetables for a tasting activity, (You might
want to add some different fruits and
vegetables if a larger variety of item of taste
is needed. ) Wash the fruits and vegetables
and cut them into bite-size pieces. Blindfold
a student who volunteers to be the first to
taste the foods. Have the student taste 3 to
5 fruits or vegetables and try to identify
them. Let each student in the class have an
opportunity to taste 3 to 5 items.

Grade 1
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Grade 1

Fitness &Exercise
Supplemental Activities
Fitness and Exercise
Read the story (activity worksheet A-37)
entitled “We’re Going on a journey” by
Stephanie Beasley, a Delaware teacher. As
you read the story, have the students act it
out. Have them exaggerate the following
motions:

Discussion:
What were some of the exercises done on
the journey?
Did the story remind you of any other ways
you used your muscles today?
Test students’ muscular strength by
having them:

d

Ask what the students have done today
that used their muscles.

1. Jump in one giant jump as far as
possible.

b. “Stop to look around for some apple
trees’’—place hand so it shades the eyes,

2. Climb a pole or rope.
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a. “Step out on a journey ’’—walk in place.

c. “Climb the hill’’-climb in place; take
high steps and stretch arms.

d. “Set down bag’’—bend at the waist and
reach for the floor (knees may bend
slightly),
e. “picking the apples’’—stretch and
reach high.

3. Hang from a horizontal bar.

4. Hold a static push-up for 5 seconds.

Lead the class through a series of
movements. Have students feel the muscle.
that enables the body segment to move,
e.g., feel the forearm as the wrist moves.
Do some of these activities:

a. Have a daily exercise time and choose
students to take turns being the leader.

g. “Grab our bag’’—bend knees and squat
to pick up the bag; pretend it is heavy,

b. Conduct stretching exercises, such as
seated toe-touches, windmills, standing
toe-touches, etc.
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f. “Put them in the bag’’—bend at the
waist again,

h. “Run down the hill’’—run in place.

i. “walk real fast’’—walk fast in place.

j. “Set your bags down’’—bend knees to
place the heavy bag on the floor.
k. “Stretch our bodies’’—reach high.

c. List the types of health-promoting
activities that are most enjoyable,
d. List examples of ways in which an
individual can maintain fitness.
e. Administer the “physical Best” physical
fitness test. Ask the physical educator
for assistance.

Grade 1
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Grade 1

Playground Safety
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Bulletin Board Suggestion
Use brightly colored yarn around thumb tacks to make equipment.
Leave room under each piece of equipment for children’s pictures of
playground rules.

Grade 1

A-1

Clothing Fire
STOP, DROP, and ROLL
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Number the pictures in order.

A-2

Number

Number

Number

Number

Draw-the house by connec
.

Help the Firefighters get to the fire . . .
Here come the brave firefighters! Help them get
through the maze of streets to the fire. You can
also help the firefighters by learning the safety rules.
Fire Safety Rules
1.
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into one socket.
4. Keep things that
could catch fire away
from heat and flames.
5. Your house should have
a fire extinguisher, smoke
alarms, and window
ladders in second-floor
bedrooms.
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3.
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2.

In Case of a Fire
●

●

●

Leave immediately,
Never return to a house on fire.’
Have a place to meet with your family out
the driveway, so you will know everyone is
Never open the door to a room on fire.

Telephone Talk

d

In an emergency, the telephone is the fastest way to get
help. Always give your name and address when you report
an emergency. Fill in this
list, and keep it next to
the telephone.
Operator: dial

0
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Police Department

Fire Department

Emergency
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Father at work

Mother at work

Hospital

Neighbor

Relative

My phone is:

My address is:

A-4

Grade
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First Aid
Help your family be prepared. You can make your own first-aid
kits. Make one for the kitchen, the bathroom, and even the car.
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Ask an adult if anything else
should be in the kits.
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●

Tube First Aid Cream
Rubbing Alcohol
lodine
Scissors
Tweezers
Bottle Eye Wash
Sling
First Aid Guide

d

Each kit should include:
Cotton
Adhesive Bandages
Adhesive Tape
Gauze Pads
Antiseptic Towelettes
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●
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Rory's Coloring Book

1

A-6

Grade 1
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“Hello. My name is Rory,
and I’m here to teach you
about drugs and health.
My new coloring book
will help you learn. Now
let’s see, I think my
.
crayons are here
somewhere. ”

Grade I

A-7

If you are sick, you may
need to rest in bed, and
perhaps you may need
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to take medicine.

A-8

Grade 1
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A drug is a medicine that

makes sick people well, but
...
.
..
medicine can make well

people sick, too. Remember,
only sick people need drugs.

Grade 1

A-9

I
You should never take drugs
that belong to someone else.
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you more sick.
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These drugs may only make

A-10

Grade 1

Drugs help you get well
when they are prescribed”
to you by your parents.
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need drugs.
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But only sick people
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by your doctor and given

Grade 1

A-II

You see people on

television and radio who
advertise drugs. They
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should take them.
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mean only sick people

A-12

Grade 1

You must be
careful. Drugs

d

may make you
sick if you

mistake them for
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candy.

A-13

Some things may
look like drugs, but
they are really
poison. Poison is
marked with the sign
of the skull and
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crossbones. You must
never eat, drink, or
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play with any poison.
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Grade 1

Your parents keep
in the family
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medicine cabinet.
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drugs stored at home
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A-15
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Only parents give you drugs. Never take anything from the
medicine cabinet by yourself.

A-16

Grade 1

Drugs should
only be bought
pharmacist at the
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drug store.
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from the

Grade 1

A-17

Drugs that the
doctor prescribes
for us do many
things to our
bodies: some
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take away pain.
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drugs take away
-illness, others
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Grade 1

Remember;
well people
who take drugs
foolishly for
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fun can only
become sick
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A-19
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Grade 1

Draw and color a picture of a well person.
Then draw the person after taking drugs.
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The person should now look very sick!

Grade 1

A-21

Parents’ and Teachers’ Guide
Introduction

come up with the word drug. Depending

basis for discussion of the place of medicine
and drugs in children’s lives. Wherever
possible, allow children to begin the discussion
of the picture before adults participate. For very
young children, the texts may need to be read;
however, wait until it is necessary. Ask children
if they can figure out the meaning of the text
before they read it or have it read to them.

Need Drugs” is a concept that can easily be
reinforced and will stick with the child
whenever the problem of drugs arises. -

use these pictures one at a time, and
use them within the context of a unit or
discussion of health and safety. The more
natural the development of these ideas in
existing curricula the better.

Have the children discuss what a drug or
medicine is and what it does. When the
children have recognized how a drug
functions in the body, see how much they
know about different kinds of illnesses and
their causes.

The use of chemicals and the problem of
pollution can be discussed. Chemicals are
also another name for drugs, and all drugs
are chemicals. The problem of “Body
Pollution” through drugs can be discussed.
An attitude against pollution is easily
developed, and the relationship to drugs is
easily illustrated.
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Try to

well, but it can make well people sick, too.
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Emphasis should be on the theme “Only Sick
People Need Drugs.” This should be part of
the discussion for each picture. The purpose
of this theme is to reach children with this idea
as early as possible so that their subsequent
experiences with drugs will bring the idea to
mind again. and again. “Only Sick People

upon the age and sophistication of the child,
a general discussion of drugs and medicine
can result. The issue of drug abuse and
narcotics may arise, but the teacher or parent
should not raise it at this point. Emphasize
the fact that there is no one drug for all
illnesses, and that drugs are not the only way
to cure an illness.
2. A drug is a medicine that makes sick people
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This coloring book is intended to provide a

Parents can use other materials such as
advertisements on TV and in magazines to
begin discussions. Note the problem of drug
advertisements on TV, especially as they
affect the attitudes of very young children.
Often they are really telling, viewers that
everyone needs drugs.

The ideas in this book will only be effective if
children are helped by adults to understand
them.
1. If you are sick, you may need rest in bed,
and perhaps you may need medicine.

When children are asked to color this picture,
the words should be read and a discussion of
illness begun. Children should be asked
whether they or anyone they know has been”
ill. The discussion will come to medicine. At
this point, there should be emphasis on the
fact that only people who have an illness
need medicine. Ask the children if they know
another word for medicine. They will probably
A-22

Teach the children what happens when the
wrong drug is taken. For example, what can
happen when a diabetic, a heart patient, or
a person with an appendicitis takes the
wrong medicine by mistake?

3. Never take drugs that belong to someone
else. They may only make you more sick.
Ask children to look at and discuss the
picture. If necessary, read the words to
them. The child should learn that
prescription of any drug by the doctor is
dependent upon numerous factors—the
illness, the patient’s history, his allergies,
e.g. penicillin reaction. Each individual is

different, and one person’s medicine may be
another person’s poison. Ask the children to
describe what might happen if someone
took a medicine that was not prescribed for
him. Allow discussion and sharing of
experiences.

Grade 1

Parents’ and Teachers’ Guide (continued)
prescribed by our doctor and given to us by
our parents.

A discussion of the role of the doctor is useful
here. Fears of going to visit the doctor can be
diminished by relating the role of the doctor in
helping children to feel better. Describe to
children the years of schooling which go into

becoming a doctor so that they will realize that

7. Some things may look like drugs, but they
are actually poison. They are marked with
the sign of the skull and crossbones. Never
eat, drink, or play with any poison.
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proper prescription of drugs according to
specific illness or condition is something only
doctors can perform.

point to the children by warning them, perhaps
in pictures, of the difference between candies
and drugs. For instance, tablets have score
marks and manufacturer’s symbols. Capsules
are made in two halves which are then put
together to hold the medicine. Emphasize that
they must never take such substances unless
given by parent or physician. Point out that a
little medicine can help, but large doses can
be harmful.
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4. Drugs help us get well when they are

The role of the parent as the person who
follows the doctor’s instructions should also be
emphasized. Not only do parents administer
prescribed drugs to children, but adults, too,
take drugs according to instructions from the
doctor when they are ill.

5. People on television and radio who
advertise drugs mean for only sick people to
take them.
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A discussion of the reason for TV and radio
advertising should be initiated. Examples of
exaggeration on TV can be provided, perhaps
by watching actual TV drug ads. The basic
conclusion to be emphasized is that the ads
are short and they are trying to sell a product
and make a profit. Children can recognize
tactics used to persuade and those that do not
give the facts, but only make claims. Special
efforts should be made to help children
recognize that many radio and TV ads try to
make the listener or viewer self-conscious, feel
guilty, or assume that a pill or other drug can
solve every personal problem. Critical listening
and viewing is the key to this. Perhaps a
project to find the facts and the exaggerations
can be initiated. A healthy skepticism of
advertising in general should be developed in
young people.

First, discuss the picture. The children should
recognize substances other than drugs of
medicines which are also dangerous. Discuss
the dangers of and precautions taken with
household cleaning solvents and liquids kept
in the kitchen and garage, pesticides, weed
killer, and numerous other harmful substances.
Point out poisons which are marked with the
sign of the skull and crossbones and
emphasize that children should never touch
them. Relate the sign to other warning and
danger signs like the red stop light, the railroad
crossing lights, etc. Let children discuss this
among themselves when possible.

6. We must be careful because drugs may
make us sick if we mistake them. for candy.
Ask the children to think about the picture and
react to it. Many tablets and capsules are
made in attractive, eye-catching colors. To the
young child, they look like delectable candies.
Parents and teachers can best illustrate this
Grade 1

8. Drugs are stored at home in the family
medicine cabinet.

Ask the children what this picture means.
Many children have become extremely ill or
have died from ingesting medicinal substances
carelessly left within reach by unthinking
adults. Children should understand that drugs
belong safely out of reach in the medicine
cabinet. Suggest that thy help by reminding
others about this. They can also remind
parents to throw out old prescription drugs.
9. Only parents give us drugs. You must
never take anything from the medicine
cabinet by yourself.
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stored in the medicine cabinet, but they should
be off limits to the child and locked away, if
possible. The child who has not yet learned to
distinguish between candy and medicine can
easily meet with tragedy. Children can discuss
what happens when they eat what is not good
for them.

13. Remember, only sick people need drugs!
Discuss why children need to remember this.
Also, discuss how we can stay healthy without
drugs. Again emphasize that “Only sick people
need drugs.” If you think healthy, you can
more easily stay healthy. Also, point out that
people who seem well but take drugs may
have illnesses that we can’t see. Try to
develop the attitude that “We never use drugs
if we can avoid it.”
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10. Drugs should only be bought from the
pharmacist at the drug store.

discuss why any chemical can cause a
change, and if chemicals (drugs) are not
needed, they can be dangerous to health.
Allow children to give examples.

d

Discuss with children the reason for keeping
medicines stored away from their younger
brothers and sisters. Not only are the drugs

Begin a discussion by asking where we get
medicine. While it is unlikely that the very
young child will be approached by strangers
selling or giving away drugs or other
dangerous substances, it is indeed possible.
Alert children to the danger of buying or
accepting anything, including drugs or
medicines, from anyone but the pharmacist.
Teach the children about the pharmacist’s job
and the training and knowledge involved.
“Only sick people need drugs.”

Review the coloring book, discuss with
children what they have learned. Ask them to
draw a picture or pictures of what they think
may happen when a well person takes drugs.
They may wish to use their own paper to draw
cartoons or a comic strip for the bulletin board.
Children may wish to continue drawing on
extra paper and to continue their discussion of
drugs and medicine after this book is
completed. This should be encouraged. Their
own pictures and posters may be useful. Do
not consider that drug abuse prevention is
accomplished by a few lessons; it must be an
ongoing educational process all through
childhood.
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11. Drugs that the doctor gives us do many
things to our bodies: some drugs take
away illness, others take away pain.

14. Draw and color a picture of a well person.
Then draw the person after taking drugs.
The person should now look very sick!

Begin the discussion by asking, “When do
people used drugs?” Follow up by asking why
it is better to be healthy than to need drugs.
When used properly, drugs are powerful
friends. They help heal bodies, they relieve
pain, they do many beneficial things. But
misused, they have the power to harm or even
kill. The child should be taught respect for
rather than fear of drugs. As learning a
experience, ask the child or children to name
some, common drugs, when they are used,
and what they do for our bodies. “Only sick
people need drugs.”
12. Well people who foolishly take drugs for
fun can only become sick.

Demonstrate with a glass of water and powder
paint that adding a substance may make the
water undrinkable. Use a household chemical
to wilt flowers. Use an insecticide to show how
healthy insects react to some chemicals. Then
A-24

Grade 1

How Do You Feel When. . .

you get a hug
from Morn
or Dad?

you get up in
the morning?

your best friend
moves away?

you eat
ice cream?
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you get sick?
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you get a
new toy?

you meet a
mean dog?

you bite your
tongue? ,

you get lost?

you learn
print your name?

Grade 1
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Feely Faces

Attach with Clasp
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Grade

1

Fruits and Vegetables
Eat foods in the Fruit Group and the Vegetable Group
for good eyesight, healthy skin, and healthy gums.
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Watermelon

Reproduced from

Grade 1

fun with

Good Foods. Washington, D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture
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Do You Know Fruits and Vegetables?
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Color the pictures of foods in the
Fruit Group and the Vegetable Group.

Chicken leg

Watermelon

Reproduced from
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fun with Good Foods.Washington,

D. C.: United States Depatment of Agriculture

Grade 1

The Bread and Cereal Group
The Bread-Cereal Group gives you
go-power!
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Spaghetti

Reproduced from

Fun with Good Foods.Washington,

O. C.: United States Depatment of Agriculture

Grade 1
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Do You Know Breads and Cereals?
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Play tic-tac-toe.
Mark an X on the foods in the Bread-Cereal Group.

Reproduced from
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fun with Good Foods.

Washington, D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture
Grade

1

The Milk Group
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Milk products help build strong
bones and teeth.

Reproduced from

Grade 1

Fun with Good Foods.

Washington, D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture
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Do

Y OU Know Milk

Products?
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Draw a line from the cow to all the foods that
are Milk Products.

Reproduced from
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Fun with Good Foods.

Washington, D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture

Grade 1

The Meat and Protein Group
All these foods contain protein.
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They help you grow and build muscles.

Reproduced from

Grade 1

fun with Good Foods,Washington,

D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture
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Do You Know Meat and Proteins?
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Circle all the foods that belong in the
Meat and Protein Group.

Pork Chop

Peanut Butter
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Pear

Chicken Leg

Orange

Milk
How many did you circle? “

Reproduced from
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Fun with Good Foods.

Washington, D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture

Grade 1

Foods From Animals
Many Foods Come From Animals

chicken
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Chicken
leg

Pork chop

Milk

Draw a Cow

from

Reproduced from

Grade 1

pig

from

Fun with Good Foods.

Washington, D. C.: United States Department of Agriculture

Do You Know Food From Animals?
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Chicken
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Pig
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Circle the foods that come from
these animals.

Reproduced from Fun
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with Good Foods. Washington, D. C.: United

States

Department of Agriculture

Grade 1

We’re Going on A Journey
by Stephanie Beasley

Teacher tells students to stand beside their desks, giving
themselves plenty of space. The children act out all activities
with the teacher.
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The teacher says, “Let’s all make believe that we Iive in a
castle called Appleville, and we want to make some apple pies
but we’ve run out of apples. So we set out on a journey to find
some apples. Then we stop to look around for some apple trees.
We look to our right and then we look to our left. We look down
and then we look way up. Way up on this hill we see the apple
trees, but we have to climb the hill to get to the apple trees. We
all start climbing. Everybody stretch now! We have to reach the
top. Now we’re all at the top and we see all the trees. We set our
bags down on the ground and we start picking-the apples. When
we get a hand full, we put them in the bag. Now we see a great
big juicy apple way up high, so we stretch and stretch to reach it.
We got it. Now it is getting pretty late. We grab our bags. They’re
heavy, so be careful. We run down to the bottom and we start
walking real fast. We finally reach the castle. Everybody put your
bags down. Is everyone tired? Let’s stretch our bodies real hard.
Now we can sit down and wait for our pies to be baked by the
cooks.”
The teacher asks the students, “What were some of the
exercises that were done on the journey?”

Grade 1
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